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ABSTRACT
This research examines the application of the ISO 9000 modelfor quality
management in healthcare. Exploratory case study is rnade of three healthcare
provid-er organisations: @mmunity health service; independent practitioner
association; Maod health netuork.
Three research models are developed to examine identifted gaps and areas of
interest in healthcare quality managernent literature. The first npdel relates to
difierences between generic standards and specification strandards. The second
model relates to the fit of healthcare service delivery systens and ISO 9000. The
third model relates to exploration of the linkages and co-ordination of an
integrated care delivery network. One proposition and tulo hypolheses are
developed in relation to the rnodels, and are closely associated with gaps in
healthcare service quality knowledge.
Strong support is found for the first hypothesis though not the second hypothesis,
and there are also some unexpec{ed results. There is strong support that the
prooess of implementing the ISO 9000 model will enhanoe healthcare
management performanoe, even though the outcomes are unpredtAelL".There
are indications supporting the notion that implementation of the ISO 9000 rnodel
will increase effeciive linkages and co-ordination within integrated care delivery
networks. The body of evidence accumulated during the study did not, however,
permit a valid conclusion regarding the hypothesis.
The findings of the study can be extended to other healthcare service areas and
through interpretation and extrapolation they add value to healthcare service
quality research in general. In particular, the findings of the three case studies in
this research suggest that future rpdels for healthcare service quality should
include a comprehensive generic model br quality management of individual and
i nteg rated healthcare service organi sations.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

1. Background
For centuries nredicine was impotent and unproblernatic. In rnodern tinres
rnedicine has succeeded in teating and managing many diseases and
disabilities. Recent decades have seen rapid advances, not only in healthcare
delivery by professional advisers but also in information available to @nsumers,
funderi and other stakeholders in healthcare. Better-informed consurners and
funders increasingly demand evidence of quality of service. Within healthcare
there are tensions between the older people already within the system and
entrants who are literate in computer technology and information analysis.

The health industry is now faced with a bewildering anay of alternatives through
wtrich it may nreet its own requirernents and the demands of public, the state, the
financiers, and the professionals thenrselves. Other industries generally have
met similar ctrallenges and adopted techniques to ensure effidency, precision
and general safetybf products and processes. The health industry has reacted
with its fiaditional slowness and chaos pervades the local s@ne. In more specific
tenns, the changing relationship betr,rreen the state as a rnajor funder and an
evolving, less centralized system of healthcare organisation, has thrown into
sharp relief the conflicts and decisions necessary to handle such key iterns as
risk and strategic planning.
During the 1990s the health sector in New Zealand and elsewhere failed to
recoghize the limitations of market theory in the health disease industry. Various
surveys and rnedia inquisitions and inquiries have revealed the downside of
modem medicine and the problerns inherent in the present system of health
service organisation. Studies of adverse events in hospitals in the USA (Brennan
et al, 1991), Austratia (Wilson et al, 1995), and New Zealand (Davis et al, 2001)
have produced wtrat are perceived to be shocking figures regarding safety of
patients in hospitals. Hence pressures are rnountirg for better systenn of
surveillance that can delineate what is safe, wlrat is unsafe, where systenrs are
failing and where they are succeeding. The choice of rnodels for healthcare
quality managenent will be crucial, in New Zealand and elsewtrere, for the future
safety of the population generally and specific individuals within it.

As New Zealand proceeds into the 21st century, regulators and providers are
attempting to balance cost containrnent with consumer demands for healthcare
services of trigh quality. The increasingly powerful role of the media in molding
public perceptions, combined with the pressures of the manufacturers and
iurveyors of electronic systems and gadgetry, have compounded the problerns.
This is ironic because the solutions lie within the intelligent application of modern
technology and management theory. Thus, the thinking and studies described in
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this thesis represent an attempt to analyze some of these issues with a view to
pointing towards a more sensible direc{ion for healthcare quality management.

2.

New Zealand Health System

Sociaf security legislation in New Zealand in 1938 marked the beginning of a
health care system that was largely publidy funded and in which New Zealanders
had acess to care according to needs. In the 1980s rrrre economically difficult
times drove politicians and administrators to control and contiain health
expenditure, and to inprove allocative and operational efficiency in the use of
health service resources. Dissatisfted with previous increnentalefforts to
improve the performance of the health sector, they chose to jolt the system into a
fundamentally difierent mode of operation. The radical nature of the changes and
the speed and rnanner of their infodustion rnade the 1993 health care refonrs
controversial in New Zealand and of interest intemationally (Salmond, Mooney
and Laugesen, 199{).

Until 1993, fourteen area health boards coordinated hospital care and were
financed according to a population based funding formula. The area health
boards were disestablished and four regional health authorities u,ere set up to act
as the government's purchasing agents. Twenty three crown health enterprises
were established to run the restructured hospitals. At the core of the health
refonns rms the establishrnent of a purchaser-provider split that introduced the
rnechanisns of the market into a publidy funded health system. The purchasers
were to be responsible for identiffing service needs and desired outcornes such
as improved health status, better access and integration of services, ard
designing a purchasing strategy to achieve these. The providerc were to respond
to purchasers' speciftcations by competing for contracts to provide services of
acceptable quality and cost, and to be accountable for successful performance of
contracts in a socially responsible, ethical manner. lt was considered that
restructuring public hospitals as businesses would provide the necessary tension
and incentives to enhance performance. Regional health authorities (purchasers)
and crown health enterprises (providers) negotiated contrac.ts br services. The
contracting process was competitive and allowed private hospitals, community
agencies, or other potential providers to compete with the crc,wn healtr
enterprises for provision of servioes.
By 1997, the refonrs had sponsored successful initiatives in primary and
community care through incentives available to independent practitioner
associations, particularly general prac{itioners. Inforrnation systems in primary
care had improved, and preventive programmes had been strengthened in sotne
areas. There were suc@sses too in Maori health, through programmes set up by
and for Maori, to provide more accessible and culturally acceptable services.
However, against these benefits were stacked a formidable array of concerns
about the health refonns and their impact. Substantial charges for generaf
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practitioner consultations were a significant banier to access, particularly for
disadvantaged people. There was a notable increase in hospital refenals and
admissions for childhood conditions that might have been managed effectively by
primary care if detected earlier. Hospitalwaiting lists became much longer, rather
than shorter. Predicted20 - 30% savings from market led competition did not
materialize; indeed costs escalated by a comparable percentage. Contract
negotiations generated enormous transaction costs. The cost of running the
regional health authorities increased rnarkedly. From mid-1993 to mid-l996,
thirteen crown health enterprise chief executive officers resigned, as did the
chairpeople of six health boards, and tumover was also high arnong board
members and senior managerent. Initially, there had been willingness anpng
rnost health professionals to "give the reforms a go". But this goodwillwas lost as
management, and governrnent, defended the indefensible elements of the
reforms rather than negotiating compromises.
In October 1996, New Zealand faced a general elecfion with health 'the number
one issue'. After the formation of a new coalition government, a new health
policy envisaged a health sector in which 'principles of public service replace
commercial profit objectives" with 'cooperation and collaboration rather than
competition between services". lmplementation of the new policy included
replacement of the four regional health authorities with a separate and oentral
funding body (the health funding authority), though the basic principle of
separating purchaser ftom provider remained. The crowll health enterprises were
replaced by a smaller number of regional services (health and hospital services).
These changes were reinfored by an incoming Labour government in 1999
when the health funding authoritywas abolished and central funding became the
responsibility of the Ministry of Health and the crown health enterprises were
replaced by district health boards.

The lessons of New Zealand's health refornrs had been painful ones and
illustrated the limitations and risks of rnarket oriented solutions for meeting
seemingly infinite health needs with finite resources. As the health refornrs
enfolded, cnltural fiac'tors proved at least as important as economic ones. The
required system of values, belieft, knowledge, and behavior within the health
sector was challenged by the imposition of a rnarket driven health system.
Clinical and comnprcial cultures becarne polarized and a major challenge of the
post-reform years uras to reestablish cooperative decision making between the
subcultures, to make best use of limited resouroes for all (Homblow, 1997).
During the 1990s, other countries such as the United Kingdom and Canada
experirnented with quasimarket refonns in health care and obtained mixed
results in terms of stimulating improvernents in public sector performance. In
each counfy there have been vigorous debate over the rnerits of local autonomy
versus central por,r,er in improving health care. Alongside these debates has
been useful discussions about how best to develop appropriate leadership
among clinicians and managers, or a new kind of professionalism in which the
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importance of working in teans, of taking responsibility for management, of self
and third party scrutiny, and of putting patients' interests first is thoroughly
understood (Dixon, 2001 ).
Providers of personal health services were categorized by Malcolm and Bamett
(1994) into three broad groups. The first group can be described as hospital and
related senrices and indudes all publicly owned hospitalservi@s, complennnted
since the mid-1970s by an increasing range of ommunity based care. They
serve and are financed for a geographically defined population. The second
group is that of general prac'tioe and related services. The scope of these
services includes primary medical care, associated invesligations such as
laboratory and radiology, and the prescription of pharmaeuticals. The key
providers in this group are governrnent-subsidized, private general practitioners,
usually in association with practice nurses and perhaps other health
profussionals. The third broad grouping is disability services, providing long term
care, usually preceded by assessrnent and rehabilitation provided by a wide
range of agencies, government and non{ovemrnent, profit and non-profit.
Besides overall restructuring of these groups during the health refonns era, a key
developrnent has been service Imnagement. ln this developrnent general
managernent has been decentralized, not to the baditional divisions of hospital
and community services, but to service groupings such as rnedicine, surgery,
mental health, elderly and primary health care. In the first group, the crown health
enterprises were rnanaged on a service rather than an institutional basis. Crown
health enterprises alrnost invariably identified with a geographically defined
population, with services, either partially or completely, replacing institutions as
the organizationalfrarnework. \Mthin the second group a number of independent
practitioner associations were established throughout New Zealand. lndependent
practitioner association confacts indude capitation, fostering of age / sex
registers and patient registration, accountability br quality of care issues,
information systems and progressive budget-holding fur laboratory,
pharmaceuticals and secondary care services. lndependent practitioner
association goals include building of standards and quality of general pradice,
shifting the balance of services ftom secondary to primary care, and improving
the health status of the population they serve.

A range of other primary care initiatives have also been fostered and stimulated
by the health reform prooess. These indude contracting, including budgetholding for independent midwives, community groups, Maori Uibal (iwi)
organisations that seek collaborative relationships with localgeneral practitioners
and the progressive empowering of cpmmunities both to provide and to contract
for their own primary health care seryices. The fund holding Maori tribal
organisations moved progressively into the provision of a comprehensive prirnary
health care service and cornplernentary culturally appropriate health prornotion
services. This developrnent is important because under utilization by Maori
people at the primary care level has led to over utilization at the hospital in-
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patient level, particularly for problerns such as heart disease, asthma and
diabetes (Malcolm and Bamet, 1994).
In recent years there has been an increasing trend towards capitation funding of
prirnary care services in New Zealand ratrer than fee-for-service payments.
bovernnrent objec.tives (approved by Cabinet in December, 2000) for capitation
funding indude rpre equitable funding, targeting high health need, a prirnary
care team approach with an enhanced role for nurses and other non-GP
members, and prornotion of nunagement of populations over a period of tirne (as
opposed to episodic care br individuals). Crampton, Sutton and Foley (2002)
noted that the need fior quality assurance within these funding anangernents,
induding the establishnrent of quality standards and data reporting requirernents.
Because capitation funding of prirnary health organisations is a key elenrent of
the present governmenls Prtmary Health Carc Stntegy, future developrnent of
primary care in New Zealand must indude a better understanding of the
implementation of quality management systems in the various types of
healthcare provider organisations. This understanding must extend to quality
management within integrated care delivery systens, as well as individual
healthcarc provider organisations.

n May z0l0lzthe National Health Committee released iE Final Report on Health
Carc Quality lmprovement in New Zealand. The Committee considerc that health
care quality involves five components: sabty, consumer focus, a@ess,
effectiveness and efficiency. lt sees these components as intenelated, and
therefore to be reviewed together rafirer than in isolation. The Committee
recommends a national approach to health care quality improvernent. In order for
health care services to achieve the best health outcomes, quality improverrent
should be the prime focus of health delivery in this oountry. Essential to sudt an
approach is the explicit identification of the trade.offs this would involve with each
of the components of quality, and prooesses to measure and audit the effect of
these tradeofb on service provision.
f

The research for this thesis was conducted in the turbulent post health rebrm era
and completed in2002when the focus of the health sec'tor has finally tumed to
quality and safety. The thesis examines the application of a quality rnanagernent
model in healthcare provision using explordory care study. Hypotheses tested
relate to the sucoess of implernenting ISO 9000 on healthcare managernent
performance, including integrated care delivery networks. At the beginning of the
new century the new focus on quality and safety should present greater
opportunities for research in this area. Brown (2OO2) claims that over the last
decade the quality assurane movement has been unable to produce maior
improvements in the realm of clinical practice because of an inability to make
satisfactory neasurernents of process and / or outcome, together with the
infiinsic difficulties associated with producing change. Opportunities have been
taken in the research br this thesis to examine in detail both of these issues.
Hence this thesis serves as a reference point for further research and rnay
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support initiatives that seek enhanced quality and safety in healthcare service
delivery.
As a starting point for this study, the above section describes the developnent of
the New Zealand health servi@s, the governrnent and health restructuring of the
1980s and 1990s. This contextual material on the NewZealand health system
indudes implications for the quality and safety of our healthcare services and
provides a rationale for the thesis.

3. Research Envircnment
An understanding of the inbinsic nature of healthcare organisations is as
important as a grasp of the recent history of change, when conduc,ting research
within the healthcare indusfy. Study was rnade of organisations implementing
the lso 9000 quality management model. Typically, healthcare provider
organisations rely upon a rigid hierarchy of personnel to manage and deliver
services. An administration-dinician split within the hierarchy is timehonored and
established worldwide (southon and McDonald, 1gg7). The presence of
professionals in healthcare organisations induces a unique sbucture and may
affect the control of the organisation (Badrick and Preston, 2001). Thus, the
implernentation of ISO 9000 in healthcare is a cornplex prooess.
The underlyrng reason for this complexity is that healthcare deals with
interactions betueen people. Biological systens, of patients or pnactitioners,
need biological indicators. Hence quality of seMce cannot be encapsulated in a
series of single, bald statenrentrs because each interac{ion varies from the next.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the health disease industry has been very slow
to move into extemal audit systems, continuous quality improvement
programmes, and other features of quality managernent.
However, because of the increasing oompleity of societal organisations, and of
generaldaily living in Westem societies, the decreasing size of families, and
hence the self-perceived enhanced value of individual lives, the public has over
the past 30 - 40 yeafti daimed back ftom the health professionals, and
particularly the nedical profession, the mandate to act as guardian of peoples'
health and accident and disease rnanagement. The public has a general idea of
what it wants from the healthcare industry but litde understanding of the
complexity of the issues. The health professions, and in particular the nredical
profession, have adapted extremely slowly to the changing circumstances. This
was largely because their professions'histories br severalcenturies, their
training and professional organisations were all adopted and adapted
progressively, but rather slowly, to a model in which ttrey held the rnandate and
were trusted to carry out the job that society confened upon them.
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The bulk of the public rernained unconscious of the rationale for these
arangements. The rnajority of health professionals did not think too deeply about
the philosophical, rnoral and ethical questions undedying the seemingly
sacrosanct pact. There certainly u,ere rnaior critics over the past several
centuries (lllich, 1976) induding both doctors and nurses, but they were regarded
as gadflies by the leadership and rank and file of the profiessions. Then rnedicirp
becarne technologically much rrpre advanced and at an erponential rab, whilst
costs rose in parallel; all at a tirne wtren the average level of education amongst
the population was increasing. At the same time access to infonnation and
opinion through the nredical profession assumed an inqeasingly dominant role in
peoples'day-to-day e:gerience. The stage ums set for a rapid, progressive
series of changes in the balances set between probssional behavior and
responsibility towards individual patients, families and society generally, or for
revolution.
Concurrenty over the last 100, but more particularly over the past 50 years,
industry generally has adapted to changes within, and demands of, society in a
relatively rapid and revolutionary manner. The adaptation was necessary for the
survival of many industries, but it must be repeated that the capacity for change
was aided greafly by the mmparative simplicity of many of the ac'tivities of such
industries. The health disease industry was, and still is, hindered by its own
complexity in tenns of responding to wtrat is perceived as an urgent need for
change. There are, horever, mechanisns and rnodels derived fiom industrythat
can be applied carefully to healthcare services. Perhaps the most critical point
determining the outcorne of evolution versus revolution will be the capacity of the
health disease indusfry culturc to respond to the changes. The hypotheses
undedying this thesis address the application of the ISO 9000 model for
implementing quality managernent in healthcare and also examine, through case
study within the healthcare service environment, the capacity of the industry
culture to respond.

1.

Research ObJective

This study focuses on healthcare quality managernent and develops three
models that are used to illustrate points of interest and gaps in understanding.
Knorvledge is gained about the impac{ of the ISO 9000 npdel for quality
managern€)nt upon healthcare service provision. The insights are valuable as
pressures have grown for the healthcare sector to reform and improve the quality
of its services (lllicft,l976 and Ginzberg,l990).

Three research models are advanced that have been developed specifically br
the study. The npdels explore: the standards used by healthcare organizations;
the fit of healthcare servie delivery systerns and a quality managernent rnodel;
and the linkages and co-ordination of an integrated care delivery netrrork.
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The focus of the finrt model is on the distinction between genedc standards and
specification stiandards, a distincfion often ignored when implementing
management systerns (Whiting,1997 and Uzurneri,1997). Evidence is bund br
the postulated dependenry of efiective healthcare servioe provision on the co.
existence of generic and specification standards for managernent performance.
The role of generic standards, as postulated, underpins the two hypotheses in
the thesis.
The focus of the socond model is on the impacf of the ISO 9000 generic
standard for quality rnanagement on healthcare service delivery systens. lt is
recognized that within these systems there is a dependency relationship between
efficiency and effec'tiveness (Cochrane,1972) with a causal relationship betueen
prooess and outcome (Donabedian, 1980). A hyryothesis predicts that the
process of implernenting the ISO 9000 modelwillenhance healthcare
managenpnt performance. Testing this hypothesis involves examination of the
inpac't of ISO 9000 on healthcare processes, ouputs and outoornes. The
examination adds value by eploring an area that has seen litile erpirical
research.

ftid

The focus of the
model is on the impact of the ISO 9000 generic standard
on an integrated care delivery network, as opposed to individual healthcare
service providers. Integration of care delivery systems has been recognized as a
more efiective approach to providing healthcare services than rnanaged care that
emphasizes competition betnteen providers (Silvestri,1997 and McGormick,
1997). A hypothesis predicts fiat implernenting the ISO 9000 rnodelwill increase
effective linkages and co-ordination wihin integrated care delivery netnorks.
Testing this hypothesis extends the examination of the impact of ISO 9000 on
individual healthcare providers to integrated care networks. In this way the
research adds value by erploring quality rnanagement of networks of healthcare
service organizalions seeking collaborative relationships with one another and
ultimately benefiting healthcare servioe consumerc.

The study uses three healthcare service organizations as a representative
sample of the healthcare sector. The rnethodology takes the form of an
exploratory case sfudy asking "hovt''and \dry" questions and rneeting oiteria for
rigor (Vn, 1989). The majonty of healthcare quality managernent studies
reported in the literature are based upon opinion polling. Thus, the research adds
value by eryloring the impac-t of a quality management model on healthcare
services using multiple rnethods of data collection in the natural setling of the
phenornenon of interest.

5.

Findings and lmplications

The findings related to the research rnodels used in this study support the
argurnent that the process of inplernentation of ISO 9000 enhances the
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managernentperfonnance of healthcare servioe providers. This implies that
fufure researchers, as urell as accreditation and certification bodies and indeed
healthcare providers, should take into account the role of genedc quality
managenent standards within a mmplete and seamless healthcare quality
management system that accommodates requirements for quality, safety and
risk. The findings inrply that an efiective healttrcare organizational structure will
contain management systens that control service processes to yield outputs and
outcornes alllinked and coordinated within the organisation and with oher
organisations. The management system fuatures will also include the needs and
expectations of consumers seeking health enhancernent and satisfaction with
services, as urell as service personnel requiring control mechanisrns such as
peer review, clinical supervision, plus intemal and external audits.
The first research model is associated with a proposition that generic standards
and specification standards fur rnanagement perfonnance co-exist for effec'tive
healthcare service provision. The case study organizations fiound that the generic
ISO 9000 model is appropriate for implementing their quality managernent
systerns. The case study findings also irnply that the choice of generic guidelines
used in conjunc'tion with the ISO 9000 modelis dependent upon whetherthe
organization func{ions as a front office or back office, as defined by Chase and
Hayes (1991).
Using the second research model, strong support was found br the first
hypothesis, that the process of implernenting the ISO 9000 rnodel enhances
healthcare rnanagement perfonnan@, even though outmrnes are unpredic{able.
The implicaffon for healthcam provlders is frrat a quallty system based

upon specification standarde alone will lack efficiency and effectivenees in
the absence of a generic quality management framework.
This implication presents a challenge to accreditation and certification bodies that
verify the management performance of healthcare provider organizations. The
findings suggest reliance on peer review processes alone is inadequate when
assessirg managetnent perfonnance. In future, healthcare lTnnagenrcnt audit
systerns willbe needed and the auditors deployed will require indeph training in
quality rnnagement and audit techniques, systerns and processes. In fum, a
further implication is that, in future, audit methodology will be based upon precise
measures of performance at the input, ouput and outconn stages of healthcare
service delivery, if accurate and valid conclusions about perfonnanoe are to be
drawn. Standards, guldelinee and meaauroment toob will be needed that
accommodate the technical management of the prccesses of carc and
interpersonal proceasea between clinician and patient (Donabedlan, 19921,
as well aa managing confllcts of interest (Walbn, 19981.
The findings with respect to the third research rrodel imply that the ISO 9000
npdelcan be implenrented to improve quality management of integrated care
neturorks betrrrreen individual providers. Integrated care stesses prooesses and
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agreements rather than structure ard overty contestable rnarkets (McCormic*
and Rainger, 1997). The findings imply that heafthcare providers seeking to
collaborate with other providers can develop linkages and co-ordination by
implenrenting a quahty rnanagernent model fur the network and thus enhance
their prospects of efficiency gains and inproved quality of healthcare service
provision. The lmpact of quality menagement on integnted and
collaboratve carc netrcrks dessrves further attenfion.

6.

Conclucion

ln summary, this research extends knowledge in the healthcare service sector by
highlighting under-researched areas and developing research rnodels to address
points of interest. lt created a set of "hou/'and \fry'questions in order to seek
further understanding of quality rnanagement in healthcare. Erploratory case
study was used to ansrrer the research questions and extend knowledge about
the application of a quality rnanagernent model in healthcare. The study raises
important implications for both quality Inanagement practitiorers and
researchers. The sfudy condudes that further research is required into models
and processes for implementing quality management in healthcare and highlights
a sedes of important unresolved issus that merit attention.

7.

Oudine of the Thesis

The thesis is presented in six chapters that are ouflined as follows.

l:
Chapbr ll:
Chapter

Intrcduction
Review of the Literaturc

A review of the literature is presented and focuses on three main areas. First, the
quality rnanagenent focus of the study is developed through a detailed
discussion of healthcare quality rnanagerpnt. Second, accreditation and
ertification models br helthcare quality rnanagernent are discussed. Third,
literature related to integrded care delivery systems is revieued. The three rnain
sec'tions are follorued by an overvieur summary that presents a clear and
consistent picture of aspects of healthcare service quality management related to
this study. The chapter ondudes with a discussion of gaps and areas of
research interest idenffied by the revievv.

Chapbr

lll: todels and Hypothels

This chapter develops the three rnain rnodels used in the research. These
modefs are: Exploratbn of the rclatbnship between generic standards and
specificatkn sfandards for healthcarc prcvider oryanEafibns (Figure lll-02);
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Exploratbn of the fit of heafthcrrre serybe delivery sysfems and a quality
management modet (Figure lll-04); Explomtion of the linkages and Mination
of an integmted carc delivery network (Figure lll-08). The developrnent of these
three npdels leads to a proposition and two hypotheses that are capable of
beirg tested through examination of the data collected in the study. The cfiapter
ends with a discr.rssion of houthe proposition and hypotheses fit with the areas
of research interest identified at the end of Chapter ll.
Ghapter

lV:

Research Design

This chapter conentrates on the execution of the researdt. This involves a
detailed discussion of the various stages of exploratory case study rnethodology.
A research prooess was developed using datra gathering and analysis based
upon a schedule of questions derived ftom the areas of researdt interest. In view
of the choice of research technique, narnely case study, the description of the
results and discussion is ircscapably difr.rse. Rather than attempt to rnake the
classical, dear distinction betureen description of results and resulting disanssion,
at tinres elernents of discrssion are induded within the results sec'tion.

Chapter

V:

Findings

This chapter discusses in detailthe findings of 0re research. The chapter
presents the data gathered and analyzed fur the three case study organizations:
community health services; independent practitioner association: a Maori health
network. Wthin each case study support or lack of support for the proposition
and hypotheses is noted, and unexpected results are highlighted. The chapter
ends with a comparison of the results across all three case studies and also a
comparison with the findings of researchers in other service sectors. Again, the
choice of researdr nrodels and research nrethods added ornplexity to the text
and there are elernents of repetition induded so that individual secfions can be
read as entities.

Chapbr

Vl: Concluslons, lmpllcations

and Fuhtrc Research

This chapter starts with a summary of the research findings together with sorne
conclusions about the conesponding observations made during the exploratory
case studies. These findings and condusions are then used to develop a set of
plausible explanations for the resultrs. The potential implications of the findings br
quality rnanagement prac'tilioners and for academic researchers are discussed,
fotlored by a reflecfion on the limitations of the study. A set of recomnrendations
for frrture rcsearch is then presented. The chapter condudes with a globalvieur
of the study, by briefly reiterating the purpoae and wtrat was done, and with a
sumrnary of the value that the study adds to the area of healthcare quality
managernent.
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II.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A review of the literature is presented which focuses on three different aspects of
the management of healthcare services:

A.
B.
C.

Healthcare quality management.
Accredltation and certification.
Integrated care.

It is recognised there are linkages and overlaps between these aspects.

The three main sections are bllotrcd by an overview sumrnary that presents a
clear and consistent picture of healthcare service quality aspects related to this
study.

The review concludes with a discussion of gaps and areas of research interest
identified by the review.

1.

Healthcare Quality Management

il

Evolution of Healthcare Quality Management

The evolution of quality managernent began in the manufacturing, mostly
engineering, sector in the mid-twentieth century.
By the 1960s the first evolutionary form of quality management had been
established. Known as quality control, management of quality was limited to
inspec'tion and testing of product to speciftcations. Quality control is wholly
reactive with defective ouput either reworked or rejected and the focus is on
fulfilling quality req uirements.

During the 1970s proactive and preventive elements were added to quality
control practices. Known as quali$ assuran@, the approach to managing quality
evolved to consider outcornes as well as output. The focus is on providing
confidence that quality requirements will be fulfilled.

The 1980s saw intensified competition between manufacturers around the globe.
In response, quality assuran@ practices expanded to incorporate continuous
quality improvement as an everyday part of working life. Continuous quality
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improvement places a high emphasis on outconres and the needs and
expectations of customers. The focus is on increasing the ability to fulfil quality
requirements related to aspects such as efficiency and effectiveness.

Quality management, also referred to in the literature as total quality
managernent (TQM), evolved during the 1990s. Quality m€lnagement includes all
three approaches to quality; control, assurance and continuous improvement.
Quality m€lnagement is applied to all aspects of a business, not just core
production processes. There is a high emphasis on managernent commitment to
quality, employee empowerment, training and teamwork, as wellas activities
aimed at continuous quality improvement with a scientific approach adopted to
problem solving and improvement (Roberts, 1993).
The evolution of quality management can be depicted as:

Figure ll- 01: Evolutionary development of quality management system
elements:
QUALITY coNTRoL

(1

960s)

QUALITY ASSURANCE

(1

970s)

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

(1

980s)

CIUALITY MAI{AGEMENT

(1

990s)

Each evolutionary step incorporates the previous quality elenents culminating in
quality rnanagernent in the 1990s.

When adopting quality management principles, an organisation sets about
installing these features of control, assurance and improvernent. A strategy often
adopted is quality certification, usually called accreditation in healthcare.
Certification emphasizes the need to document and implement quality systems.
The aim is to give customers confidence that their suppliers have in place
management processes that deliver consistency. The organisation's quality
system is based upon a recognised model such as ISO 9000.
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In general tenns, a quality system is an organisation's frarnework for managing
quatity to achieve @mmon goals. Thus, a quality system is a planned, orderly
orchestration of the processes perfonned by an organisation. ISO 8402:1994
offers the following condensed definition of a quality system:
"Organisational stucture, procedures, processes and resources needed to
irnplernent quality rnanagernenf .
Whiting (1997) cited a British Standard 8800 defining rnanagernent systens as:
? composite, at any level of complexity, of personnel, resour@s, policies, and
procedures, the components of wtrictr interact in an organized way to ensure a
given task is perfonned, or to achieve or maintain a specified outcone".

Whiting's cfiosen definition is interesting because it appears to shift the debate
away fom input and process torrards a bcus on the relafionship between
process and outcome. A focus on outcomes for custorners must inevitably
require an enhanced role br the consunrenr in the provision of the seMes they
receive. This role in tum presents challenges to healthcare providers and is
reviewed in a later section.
As quality management systerns have evolved, so has the need for independent
auditing and certification or accreditation dthe organisation. Within the
manufacturing, rnainly engineering, sector certification using the Intemational
Standards Organisation (lSO) 9000 modelbecarne established worldwide. Within
the healthcare service sector several accreditation models ernerged, the most
prominent one creabd by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organisations (JCAHO) in fte USA. A number of criticisns of the traditional
JCAHO accreditation scheme have emerged. In the late 1990s some healthcare
organisations have adopted the ISO 9000 model rather than traditional
accreditation. This change of direction can be challenging br healthcare
providers and indeed managers of other service sectors. ISO 9001 contains 20
quality managernent system elernents normally refened to as clauses. The
structure and indeed the very wording of the clauses betray their manufacturing
origins:
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Table ll-a: Clauses of the ISO 9001 (1994) Standad

Glause4.1

Managernent responsibility
Glause
Quality systens
Contract review
Glause
Design control
Clause
Document and data control
Clause
Purchasing
Clause
Control of cttstomer-supplied product
Clause
Product identification and traceability
Clause
Clause
Process control
Glause 4.10 Inspection and testing
Clause 4.11 Control of inspec'tion, reasuring and test equiprnent
Clause 4.12 Inspection and test status
Clause 4.13 Gontrol of nonconforming product
Clause 4.14 Corrective and preventive acdion
Clause 4.15 Handling, storage, packaging, preservation and delivery
Clause 4.16 Gontrol of quality ree,ords
Clause 4.17 Intemalquality audits
Clause 4.18 Training
Clause 4,19 Servicing
Clause 4.20 Statistical tecfiniques

4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9

A later section of the thesis contains an indepth review of the research literature
describing the experien@ of several branches of the service sector implernenting
the ISO 9000 rnodel for their quality managernent systems. This review also
examines the development of accreditation programmes for healthcare services
and the recent uptake of ISO 9000 certification by healthcare provider
organisations.
It was noted during this review that healthcare was a latecorner in adopting
quality management principles. There was a strong emphasis on continuous
quality improvement in many of the artides studied for this section of the
literature review. Houever, sorre of the articles appear to equate, inconecty, the
adoption of continuous quality improvernent principles with the installation of
quatity managernent systens. In similar fashion some artides regard tearnunrk
alone as the only ingredient other than CQI necessary in order to implernent
quality managernent systenn. lt may be that the healthcare sector has
discovered qualig irnprovement in the 1990s and has discovered quality
management systerns in the late 1990s. This developnent offers considerable
opportunity for research in the healthcare sector.
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There is ample opportunity to research the methodology used, and the resulting
outcornes, for healthcare providers adopting a quality managernent systers
strategy. As an example, there are relatively few reports in the literature of
applying the ISO 9000 series of quality managernent standards to healthcare
provision.

li)

Benefits of Healthcare Quality Management

Since the 1960s various pressures have grown from healthcare @nsumers as
well as government for improvements to be made in the quality of healthcare
services. lllich (1976) predicted a rnedical nernesis of the medical profession for
the consequences of iatrogenic (doctor-rnade) disorders and adverse efiects on
their patients. Ginzberg (1990) described a medicaltiangle of doc'tors, patients
and the govemment each with diffurent interests that conflict with one another
and which sometines conflic't internally. Quality rnanagernent rnay offer one
solution for relieving these pressures and resolving the conflic'ts.

The arrival of quality rnanagernent was accompanied by a promise of beneftts for
patients and healthcare provider organisations alike.
Roberts (1993) observed that quality managernent can enoourage formal
standards of care that are important in improving a patient-based system of care.
Quality beconres everyone's concem and individuals take on responsibili$ for
resolving any problem they encounter during their daily activity.
Yasin and Green (1995) claimed that customer orientation and attention to
servioe quality have been found to pay in terms of increasing profitability. When
correctly implernented, TQM gives healthcare organisations a strategic
competitive advantage.
ln an era of widespread healthcare service reform, quality management would
lead to higher quality of care, improved patient satisfaction, better employee
morale, and lorrer cost service delivery (Boersfler et al, 1996).
Bigelow and Arndt (1995) described TQM as a "field of drearns'that promises to
reconcile cost / quality conflicts, increase custorner satisfacfion, and improve
hospitals'competitiveness as well as operational and financial perfonnance.

Offered such an impressive afiay of benefits, it is litfle wonder quality
rnanagenent in healthcare, as elsewhere, becarne a "hot topic"! Unforhrnately,
as Bigelow and Arndt observed, there is litfle evidence to support these clains
(Terziovski, Samson and Dow, 1997) for example found that, despite ISO 9000
certification being one of the most popular quality assurance models in the world,
it had confened no significant efbct on organizational performance in the
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presence or absence of a TQM environrnent. A variety of barriers obsbuct
organisations seeking to implenent TQM principles and programrxes. These
baniers are described in the next section of this review.

(iiil

Barriers to lmplementing Healthcarc Quality Management

Many organisations have encountered baniers to the successful implernentation
of quality managernent systerns.

Wthin the organisation itsell managers too often adopted TQM programrnes fur
the wrong reasons. TQM appeals to faddism and quick-fixism, does not demand
radical organizational change, delegates quality to quality czars and experts
rather than to real people, and drains entrepreneurship and innovation fiom
corporate culture (Harari, 1993).
Donabedian (1992) observed that the reorientation of healthcare towards a
custorner focus, a predic{ed benefit of quality management systems, itself
presented healthcare service providers with challenges. He conceived of
healthcare as consisting mainly of two parts: a technicaltask and an
interpersonal exchange. Consurers of healthcare services have a great deal to
say about both, and also about the circurnstances under which the task is
perfonned and the exchange occurs. Donabedian argued that technical care not
congruent with patient preferences has failed in quality.

Professionalpeople do not easily understand quality managerent. lt must be
infroduced using a committed management that fully understands the complex
work patterns of profussional staff (Harte, 1 995). Wilhin the healthcare
organisation a tirne-honored hierarchy of clinicians, support staff and
administrators resist the implernentation of quality systerns intended to control
healthcare performance. In this context, areas that need aftention include
recognition of the charac'teristics of the professional service environment, and the
implications for the organizational and m€rnagement context of effective quality
programrnes. Quality efiorts are doorned to failure when administrators do not
succeed in gaining the respect and cooperation of the professionals delivering
clinical care, and consequenfly are unable to harness their efforts appropriately
(Southon and McDonald, 1997). Managers sponsoring continuous quality
improvenent initiatives often do not understand the complexity of rnaking
changes in organisations with multiple subcultures and interests. For example
organizational cultures, organizational leaming and TQM are related concepts
(Bloor, 1999). Factors related to the implementation of quality rnanagenrent in
services include resistance by managers and professional staff, the structure and
culture of the organisation, and the extent to which organisations change the way
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they rnanage their staff to take account of quality managernent (Redman et al,
1ees).
Accompanying quality management implementation are various distractions and
conflicts of interest.
Harari (1993) cautioned that the implementation of TQM tends to focus people's
attention on internal processes (quality systems) rather than on external results
for their customers. This internal focus makes quality management systerns
difficult to sell to anyone in any organisation who is providing intangible services.
When TQM activities lack strategies to add value to end users, the ultimate goal
of quality management will not be attained. Hence many managers from the
servioe sector wind up attending the TQM classes and plotting the innurnerable
charts, only under duress. In fact, health care management performance can be
measured in many ways and is reviewed in detail in a later section.
Donabedian (1992) warned of the dangers of "goal displacement" when
consumers are accorded a large role in defining and evaluating the quality of
healthcare. By "goal displacement' he rneant manipulative substitution of aspects
of care more readily visible to patients, for those less easily perceived or
assessed. Conflict of interest can arise between a physician's personal interests
and the interests of the patient. Conflict of interest can also be a division of a
physician's loyalty between two or more patients or between a patient and a third
party. Rodwin (1993) conduc-ted an extensive review of the concept of conflict of
interest and this is reviewed in a later section. lf quality managernent is aimed at
enhancing the quality and efficiency of healthcare management performance,
then such distractions and conflicts of interest must present barriers and
problems.
Quality management self-assessment models such as the Malcolm Baldridge
National Quality Award can be mistakenly seen as a one-hit standard. The
models do not represent a sort of Nirvana that you can aim for and then sit back
and rest once you have got there. Rather, total quality managernent is a process
for continuous improvement and the self-assessnent models can help to define
the breadth without defining a finishing point (Davis, 1993).
Whiting (1997) defined and distinguished two kinds of standards used in quality
managerent. There are broad guidelines standards and there are specification
standards containing specific "shall" criteria. Thus, still another barrier to
overcome is confusion regarding the nature and role of the standards used by
organisations.
In order to investigate these barriers the researcher has a choice of research
methodology. The most common methodology has been opinion polling of
healthcare providers and relatively few researchers have chosen case study
methodology. Investigation of the various baniers to successful implementation
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of quality management must ask questions in the brm of 'hoW?'and 'why?'. This
being so, the rnost appropriate research methodology may well be case study
rather than opinion polling (Yin, 1989). Case study, however, presents problens
of aess for researchers to healthcare service delivery prooesses, especially
when patient privacy and safety are prirnary considerations. Thus, another banier
to the sumssful implementation of quality rnanagement in healthcare rnay be
aocess by researchers to the most appropriate research nrethodology.

These various barriers to the sumssful implementation of quality rnanagement
result in the promised beneftts either not aniving or coming at some cost to the
organisation. Quality managetrent is not easy to install and maintain.
Although the barriers to the successfr.rl implernentation of quality rnanagernent
often overlap, they can be divided into four categories:

o Pressures and conflicts
r Organizationalproblerns
r Standards and rneasurernents
o Researchrnethodology
In the following sections, a more detailed review of the research literature in
these categories is presented.

ivl

Pressules Wthin Healthcare

Starr (1982) described in detaila sociattransformation in medicine during the
period fiom 1970 to the mid-1980s. Though his account is of a social
transfonnation in the USA, many of the changes have also occuned in other
Western countries.

Priorto the 1970s, two premises had guided government health policy. First,
Anericans needed more rnedical care than the market alone would provide.
Second, private voluntary institutions were best equipped to decide how to
organize these services.
During the 1970s, the economic and moral problens of ndicine displaced
scientific progress at the center of public attention. Enormous increases in cost
seemed ever more certain and corresponding improvernents in health ever more
doubtful. The prevailing assumptions about the need to expand medical care
were reversed. The need now was to curb its apparenty insatiable appetite for
resources.
The American response to the rising costs of healthcare was accompanied by a
diminished faith in the efficacy of medicine and increased concem about its
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relation to other rnoral values. lt was coneluded that the healthcare system
needed Euler hospitals, rpre prirnary care, incentives to get doctors into underserved communities, befter management and organisation, as rdl as national
health insurance. Faced with escalating costs of public healthcarc and private
health insurance, both governrnent and employers acquired an independent
interest in reorganizing the healthcarc system and the political influence of the
healthcare providerc began to erode. Consolidation of ownership and controf of
the healthcare irdustry into increasingly larger oonglornerates has increased this
erosion. This evolutionary process accelerated ftom the mid-197G onward as
soaring inflation was acconpanied by severe recession in the USA and other
Westem countries. The rise in the inflation rate was partianlarly steep in
healthcare. In the early 1970s, rising costs rnade public efiorts to improve ac@ss
to medieal care seem allthe more urgent. From the mid-1970s, accelerating
inflation and economic recession nmde such efforts seem allthe more risky.
Efficiency and re-distribution had been co-equal @ncerns in healthcare politics.
I ncreasingly, the political prmccupation became cost-containrnent.

An intqral part of the social transformation of this period was a movement to
reform the healthcare system in order to protect the rights of consurners of
healthcare services. The rights induded the dght to inbrmed oonsent, to refuse
treatrnent, to see one's own medical records, to participate in therapeutic
decisions, and the right to due process in any proeeding for involuntary
commitment to a mental institution. Clains of a right to healthcare demand
equality between professionaland client Thus, the new health rights movenrent
went beyond traditionaldemands for npre rnedicalcare and challenged the
distribution of power and elpertise.
From different directions, the efficiency-orientated and the rights-orientated critics
had anived at many of the same reforms proposals. Some of these proposals
were pre-paid group practice, expanded use of a health team including nurse
practitioners and physician's assistants, auditing of probssional performance,
and health planning as ways to improve nedical care.
Health Management Organisations (HMO) emerged to coordinate healthcare
providers and deliver nxlre produciive and comprehensive seruies. Stan (1982)
clairned that by the early 1980s HMOs, through frre use of pararnedical workers,
keeping surgeons working fulltirne, and monitoring physician performance,
operated successfully with significanfly lower ratios of doctors to patients than did
the United States as a whole. Independent PraetitionerAssociations (lPA)
fonned and developed systematic peer review procedures br cutting
unne@ssary servies and regulating the quality of care.

lmpelled by rising costs, state govemnents led theway toward stiffer regulation
of the healthcare industy. With stronger planning authorities, physicians would
now have to be more concemed about deviations from conventional standards
and they could no longer assume that their definitions of what hospital resour@s
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were necessary would prevail. An increased tendenry of the courts to hold
hospitals liable for the malpractice of their staff physicians also encouraged
greater hospitral regulation of medical practice.
The once complete authority that doctors exercise over rnedical practice in
hospitals was now qualified. At least in institutional practice, the costs and
benefits of what doc'tors did when treating their patients would now be a concern
of the government.
Starr (1982) noted that the new healthcare planning and regulation of the 1970s
departed significantly from earlier programmes. Earlier regulation had sought
only to guarantee minimum standards of quali$. The new health regulation
required that a nredical service be demonstrably beneficial. Postwar planning
ut6s planning br expansion; now planning ainred at containment. Previously,
regulation and planning had litde connection with each othefi now they were
formally tinked.
Hen@, the mid-1970s saw a turning point in the criticism of medical care. Instead
of merely questioning whether hospitalization and surgery were excessive, critics
began to ask whether medical care made any diffurence in the overall health of
society. In one example, which will be discussed in more detail later in this
section, lltich (1976) argued that medical care caused nnre disease than it cured
and that people would be healthier if they liberated thernselves ftom dependence
on the entire malignant apparatus of modern rnedicine.

The recognition of nredical care's limited efiects on health encouraged more
conservative views of healthcare. The political impact of the new therapeutic
nihilism on health policy was to concentrate attention on cost control. Thus, from
the mid-1970s onward the change in intellectual fashions complemented the
dismal new e@nomic conditions.
Freidson's (1994) account of the changes in healthcare during the 1970 to mid1980s emphasized a growing pre-occupation with cost containment. The need to
reform healthcare systems in order to improve quality and safety would have to
wait for better economic tines. The pre-occupation with cost-containment
refonns in the systems for healthcare funding and organisation meant that
healthcare would be a latecomer to the quality tnanagement scene.
From the mid-l990s within the healthcare sector pressure has mounted to
improve the quality and safety of healthcare services. Govemnrents and
consumers alike are demanding changes leading to improvements.
Accompanying the healthcare response to these pressures are various
disfractions and confl icts.
During the 20h century dramatic changes have led to the virtual elimination of
many classical mass killer diseases. By the end of the last century in developed
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nations the main causes of illness and death rirere heart and respiratory ailrnents,
cancer and strokes, and accidents (Kennedy, 1981). Much of the improvement in
average longevity in Western countries during the twentieth oentury has come
from the application of public health measures, from the development of
antibiotics, and from immunization (Baurne, 1988). Awell-organized and wellresourced public health system, an all-embracing prirnary care system and
healthy lifestyle, together with high levels of education, of decent employnrent
and of social security support, willguarantee a healthy population with the need
for advanced technological healthcare minirnally important (Leeder and Lewis,
2001).

lllich (1976) noted that the changes in health status were often inaccurately
equated with progress of medicine and attributed to more or to better medical
care. However, the improvements in health status are nnre closely related to
political and tecfi nological transformations withi n eonomical ly developed
societies. There is litfle evidence that during the past 120 years medical practices
in clinics and hospitals were responsible for the virtual elimination of epidemics
and for increased life expectancy. The recession in deahs fiom tuberculosis,
dysentery, typhoid, scarlet bver, diphtheria, whooping cough, measles, rickets
and pellagra may be aftributed to befter nutrition, improved housing and hygiene,
contraception, feated water and sewage. There is objective evidence within the
statistical data kept by developed societies that the speciftcally nredical treatnrent
of people is never significantly related to a decline in the compound disease
burden or to a rise in life expectancy. Thus, neither the proportion of doctors in a
population nor the number of hospital beds is a major causalfactor in the stiking
changes in overall pattems of disease.
In additfon, an exp.anding proportion of the new burden of disease in the later
decades of the 20m century is itself the result of medical intervention in favour of
people who are or might become sick. During such an interaction a physician or
surgeon has indued the disorder or adverse condition in the patient as a result
of treatrnent. ln other words it is doctor-rnade, or iatrogenic. Kennedy (1981)
defines "iatogenesis" as "the medicalisation of life, the conversion of social and
political ills into illnesses".

lllich categorized iatrogenesis on three levels: dinical, social, and cultural.
Clinical iatrogenic disease comprises all clinical conditions for which remedies,
physicians, or hospitals are the pathogens, or sickening agents. Examples
indude the side-effects of medication and pain and infirmity resulting from
unnecessary surgery. A recenty published pilot study of Auckland hospitals
shored that 10olo of hospital admissions were associated with adverse events.
Actual patient harm is the result of these events and were found to add nearly
seven days to the hospital length of stay (Davis et al, 2001). These findings were
similar to those of earlier studies in hospitals in the USA (Brennan et al, 1991)
and Australia (Wilson et al, 1995).
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Social iatrogenesis finds its expression in various symptoms of social overmedicalisation amounting to what lllich termed the expropriation of health. The
term designated all impairments to health that are due precisely to those
socioeconomic transformations which have been made attractive, possible, or
necessary by the institutional shape healthcare has taken. There are many forms
of social iatrogenesis. For example, it occurs when medical bureaucracy creates
ill-health by increasing stress, by multiplying disabling dependence, by
generating new painful needs, by lovrrering the levels of tolerance for discomfort
or pain, by reducing the leeway that people want to concede to an individual
when he suffers, and by abolishing the right to self-care. Social iatrogenesis is at
work when healthcare is turned into a standardised item, a staple; when all
suffering is "hospitalised' and homes become inhospitable to birth, sickness, and
death; when the language in which people could experience their bodies is
turned into political gobbledegook; or when suffering, mourning, and healing
outside the patient role are labelled a form of deviane. latrogenic medicine
reinforces a morbid society in which social control of the population by the
medical system tums into a principal economic activity. For example, in America
before 1950, less than a month's income of a typical workers' earnings was spent
on the purchase of medical services. By the mid-seventies the proportion had
risen to between five and seven weeks of earnings. By the end of the 20h
century the cost of social iatrogenesis had becorne enormous in developed
countries and resulted in political pressure to take action to retrench professional
dominance of healthcare services.

Cultural iatrogenesis is the ultimate backlash of hygienic progress and consists in
the paralysis of healthy responses to suffering, impairrnent, and death. lt occurs
when people accept health managernent designed on the engineering model,
when they conspire in an attempt to produce, as if it were a commodity,
something called "better health". Technical and managerial measures taken on
any level to avoid damaging a patient by his treatment tend to engender a selfreinforcing iatrogenic loop analogous to the escalating destruction generated by
the polluting procedures used as anti-pollution devies.
Associated with iatrogenesis is a phenomenon Kennedy (1981) terms "the
technical imperative": if you can do it, you ought to do it. For example, the mere
existence of equipment dictates that it be used. Kennedy suspected the
technological developments occurring (in the 1980s) raised ethical questions
more profoundly challenging than was ever the case in the past. These ethical
questions warrant treating modern technological innovations in rnedicine as
qualitatively different from what has gone before. Subsequently, Kennedy (1981)
observed technological developnents were raising profoundly challenging ethical
questions. Kennedy and also Baume (1988) argued for a restoration of the
balance between curing and caring in healthcare.
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Kennedy defined two important factors to be weighed when adoption of
technological innovation in medicine is being considered.
Firstly, there is the justification for the resources e4pended. An example of costbenefit analltsis is: should resources be spent on a new innovation such as organ
transplantation to increase life expectancy, or spent on putting fluoride in ddnking
water to reduce the incidene of caries, or spent on reducing the waiting-list for
hemia operations so that vrlorking men may retum to work? Porter (1994)
concluded that society has invested disproportionately in a form of medicine
("Band Aid" salvage) whose benefits often come late, wttich buy a little time, and
which are easily nullified by extemal, countervailing fiactors. Curative
interventionist rnedicine has played a modest part in shaping wider nrcrbidity and
rnortality pattems within the community. In tenns of its professed airns - the
greatest health of the greabst number - the investrnent has yielded poor retums.

Kennedy's second fac{or is the ethical problens raised by technological
innovation. For example, the elaborate technology of life support rnay serve to
reinforce our unwillingness to admit death. Another example of ethical problern
is the donation of organs by the living: should the parents of a ten-year-old child
be allowed to consent on his behalf to his donating a kidney to his younger
brother? ln this example Kennedy was unable to support the argument that such
consent is valid.

v)

Reformlng Healtficarc

This self-reinforcing loop of negative institutional fuedback is leading to a
"medical nernesiso. When using this term lllich (1976) was predicting a downfall
of the nredical professional in refribution for the consequenoes of dinical, social,
and cultural iatrogenesis. He also described five major pressures from
movements and organisations that are beginning to demand reform. These
pressures from within healthcare and from outside healthcare are summarized
below.
The first pressure derives from the recognition that the production of remedies
and healthcare services has become self-serving. Reform will be driven by
consumer lobbies and consurner control of hospital boards forcing doctors to
improve their wares.
Breast cancer surgery is an example that showed wornen's @noerns, which
were largely symptom related, were important in efbcting a change in rnedical
activity. Radical rnastectonry was replaced with a less invasive procedure
involving small-scale surgery and minimal disfigurement (Saltnan, 1 988).
Pressure from consumers is growing and is described in more detail in a later
section of this chapter.
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A second pressure arises fiom the unequal and arbitary delivery of remedies
and access to healthcare services. Delivery and ac@ss have corne to depend
either on the patient's money and rank, or on social and medical prejudices
which favour, fur example, attention to heart disease over atention to
rnalnutrition, including over-nutrition leading to obesity. lllich proposed the
nationalization of health production in order to oontrol the hidden biases of the
clinic.
There is a growing perception of the organisation of the rnedical guild
perpetuating inefficiency and privilege, wtrite professional licensing of specialists
fosters an increasingly nanow and specialist view of disease. Refonrs involving
a combination of capitation paynrent with institutional licensing will combine
control over doctors with the interest of patients.
A fourth pressure will derive ftom public support br fonns of medicine, such as
encounter groups and chiropractors, as alternatives to the cunent dominant form
of nredicine and healthcare. This s$ray towards alternative competing kinds of
medicine and healthcare will to sorne extent countervail and cornplernent the
unwanted consequences of the existing healthcare regirnen.
However, doctors have licensed and organized thernselves into a profession.
From such a position of consolidated power, other nethods of treating people
and other approaches to caring and healing can be denigrated and ostracized as
quackery, not only ill conceived, but wrong and possibly hannful (Kennedy,
1e81).
A fifth pressure will be to shift resources br healthcare services away ftom the
individual, in sickness or in health, and into preventive healthcare. By assigning
more resour@s for the engineering of populations and environrnents, the health
dollar will stretch furher.

latogenicdisease is well recognised today and refers to all conditions teated by
doctors vuhere there are adverse side efiects from drugs and unintended
outcornes ftom surgery. lllich wrote bebre he anival of AIDS and the
haemonhagic infections, like Ebola, in the 1970s and 1980s, at a tirne ufien the
medical community and health bureaucrats thought npst of the rnajor infections
had been eradicated, controlled or at least understood. Transmission of
infec'tions o@urs in healthcare settings and affects both patients and healthcare
workers. The risks of patients transmitting infection to healthcare workers as a
group are greater than healthcare workers to patient, but there is evidence that
increasing numbers of patients are becoming infected as a result of treatnent by
healthcare workers. This trend is despite medicine's enhanced capacity to treat
us and doctors' increased knowledge of infection transmission. Patient care is
now so dominated by technology and drugs that simple activities, such as
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washing hands, safely disposing of contaminated waste and sterilising
instunrents, are often disregarded ordone poorly (Walton, 1998).
Ginzberg (1990) also described severaldevelopnents within the healthcare
sector that combine to exert pressure to alter the foundations and the
superstructure of the long-established and well-entrenched system. Sinoe the
mid-1960s the healthcare system in the USA (and elsewhere) has been
destabilised. One change factor is the grouring proportion of the medical
profession consisting of physician employees of non-profit hospitals or corporate
enterprises, rather than pdvate prac'titionens. Another fac*or is the developrnent of
for-profit and norprofit hospital chains threatening the role of many autonomous
community hospitals.
The broad risk pool that enabled persons in poor health to acquire health
insurance at a rcasonable cost is being increasingly segrnented as rnore and
more large employers move to self-insuranca in the USA. Cross-subsidisation
using profits ftom healthcare services sold to the wealthier proportion of the
population is evaporating in the fae of intensifted price competition, with adverse
consequences for the poor and the near poor. Ginzberg (1990) noted that payers
and govemnent have increasingly intensified their efforts in a frenetic pursuit of
the elusive goal of cost-constraint. At the same time many importrant values in the
established healthcare system have been lost or are at risk. The debate on wtrat
might be considered a reasonable tnade-off when undermining the existing
structure to accomplish cost control eontinues to this day.
An outcore of Ginzberg's (1990) analysis is the suggestion that more money
alone would help only a little, not a lot, to resolve serious problems such as those
facing patients with catastrophic illness, cancer, and those suffering the
infirmities of old age. Thus, an opportunity for further research may be
examination of the quality of healthcare services for high-need patients for whom
there is limited financing and, at best, only limited prospects fur major changes in
the future.

During tlre remainder of this literature rovlew a number of other
opportunities for research wilf be idenfffied. Theee opportunities have been
collated and prcsented in the summary of the literaturc review.
In this context four examples described by Ginzberg (1990) of services for highneed patients are given below.

As a first example, quality managernent might capture clinicaldecision-making
codes and protocols for catastrophic situations, matters Ginzberg believes are
best left to the individual, to sunogate decision-makers, the attending physician,
and the hospital's rule-setting body.
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Horrever, Walton (1998) claimed that rnedicalboards are using old tools
designed for doctors who had fewer demands and worked in a less complicated
environrnent. The cunent tools for protecting the public are not able to tell us
anything about current profssional standards. Are they falling or improving? The
boards have no systerns (apart ftom cornplaints) for gathering information about
the standard of medical care in the community.

Kennedy (1981) believed that the principles goveming how wtrich doctors act
must be the product of general discussion and debate. They could be set down in
some form of code of practice.
In a second instance, Ginzberg comments that in the USA in recent years
governrnent has emphasized the need to give attention during audit not only to
the use of resources, for exarnple when rationing cancer care, but also to the
quality of care the patient has received.

Provision of more and more rpney will not of itself improve the quality of
healthcare. lmprovement will core through major political, social and economic
changes (Kennedy, 1981).

Thirdly, Ginzberg noted that healthcare for the elderly involves many
complexities and quality within their healthcare services requires a commitment
to humane values. lt is important for the elderly to rnaintain broad access to
acute care hospitals so that they will be able to receive the benefits of therapeutic
medicine. At the same time, there may be opportunities to avoid heroic
interventions, not only to reduce dollar outays but also to contribute to the ease
and dignity with which the individual conftonts death. In this vein, quality of care
must include continuing evaluation to determine the potential of continuing care
for easing the difficulties that patients and their families experience when
recovery is no longer possible.
Modern nedicine teaches that the appropriate response of a doc'tor to our
complaint is to do sornething. That sonrething is to satisff both the expectations
of the patient and the professional pride of the doctor. This raises the question:
"should anything be done at all?" (Kennedy, 1981)

Baune (1988) believed that nedicine needs a balance between science and
humanity. He clairns the pendulum has swung too far towards science and away
from the caring skills of nedicine. The needs of people rmy be rnore for care
than for cure. For example, people with a chronic illness may need symptom
relief rather than cure. They may be more interested in coping, in maintaining
their independence and their cornfort than they are in cure. In fact many people
will accept a diagnosis of a chronic illness if they can rernain cornfortable, if their
autonomy is protected to the maximum extent, if efforts are made to allow them
to remain independent, if a programnrc is developed with them to cope with
disability, and if their symptoms are controlled.
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Kennedy (1981) suggested that the ethical problems associated with advanoed
technology include effects upon the doctor-patient relationship. He argues that
advanced technology reinforces the doctor's engineer scientist model at the
expense of the model of the caring partner. An example of restoring the balance
towards the caring model is the effort to move away from using advanced
technology to rnaintain people in hospital in a state of suspended anirnation.
Rather, patients enter the hospice to await death. The reginn is one of caring
which emphasises concern for the spiritual and psychological state of the patient.
Staff concentrate on easing any pain the dying person may have, whether
physical or rnental. In these dilemmas, however, there is a lack of clear
guidelines and codes of practice.

vi)

Prcssulus from Consumerc

In the previous sections, pressures from within healthcare have been reviewed in
detail, together with the increasing need for structural reforms. What Porter
(1999) termed "medical @nsumerism" is endemic to a system in which an
expanded medical establishment and their servi@ @nsumers are becoming
locked within a fiantasy that everyone has sornething wrong with them, and
everyone and everything can be cured. However, medical consumerism is further
complicated by the growing role of @nsumers themselves in the planning,
delivery and evaluation of healthcare services.

The role of the consumer within healthcare is tied into the limits of professional
knowledge and autonomy of the clinicians providing the healthcare services. In
identifying and defining these limitations, Freidson (1970) took into consideration
the nature of illness itself and also interpersonal exchanges between clinician
and patient, both issues outlined in other parts of this literature review.
Freidson (1970) showed how the practice, exercise, or application of expertise by
clinicians is analytically distinct from expertise or knowledge possessed by
clinicians. The designation of illness is in and of itself evaluative and moral rather
than technical in character. To designate something to be a disease (and hence
to confer the status of "ill" upon a patient), is at bottom a moral undertaking, with
moral consequen@s. Clinicians are exclusive experts on the character of what
has already been institutionalized as illness, and are only one of many legitirnate
voices on what is undesirable or deviant, and what deviance is illness. The
medical profession is more or less exclusively competent to determine the
etiology and treatment of many of the signs and complaints which it has isolated
and can have its own opinion as to the undesirability of some signs, symptoms
and complaints. However, the profession does not possess any special
competence to justify its being an exclusive expert on what is undesirable, what
is a disease.
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Freidson (1970) argued that there is a need to distinguish between the purely
technical activities of dinical treatment and the social interaction and
manipulation surounding those acts, between the chemical, radiological, surgical
and other material elernents of treatnent, and the socialorganisation or
administration of such treatrnent. The former is clearly founded on rnedical
scien@, that special knowledge of the profession that justifies its autonomy; the
latter is not. Rather, the latter is founded on practical, ooncrete clinical
experience wtrich is biased by its own normal, self-interested concern with
minimizing the inconvenience and unpleasantness of the clinician's work, for
exarnple, by hospitalizing a patient so as to restrict his social or physical activity
and by keeping him under sedation or otheruise resbained while in hospital. The
best part of sucfr managernent is cornposed of occupational custorns, no more
codified and no rxlre put to empirical test than rnost social custorns.

Freidson's (1970) position rrnas that there are good reasons for considering it
appropriate to place restric'tions on the scope of probssional autononry,
particularly when the work involved direcfly affects the public interest.
Furthermore, the very dainrs by wfrich the profession persuades society to grant
it autonorny provide the logical and substansive grounds for determining wttich
professional astivities may be justifiably influenced by lay socie$. Medicine is a
moral enterprise and therefore an instrument of social control that should be
scrutinized as such without confusing the objectivity of its basic knowledge with
the subjectivity of its application. Hence, in areas of professional urcrk where
rnoral evaluation, custom, and personal experien@ are the guides, the public has
every right to insist that it cannot be excluded from participation. Laymen must be
able to have something to say about whether or when they wish a service and
how that service is to be presented. They must be able to have something to say
about what their own good is, and when something really is br their own good.
By the late 20h century, lay people had become greatly more educated and far
more likely to be able to participate intelligently in the adive evaluation and
pursuit of the solutions that probssionals ofier to their problems. Agreernent that
a complaint is a symptom of sonrething bad and the desirability of a course of
treatnrent are not technical decisions alone and cannot be removed from lay
debate. Those said to have a disease should be able to cfiose whether to have
treatrnent and should not be managed in treatment like objec{s without dignity or
responsibility. Friedson (1970) argued that professional autonomy in determining
the content of all its work may be appropriate, but autononry in determining the
practical modes of applying that knowledge is not.

Modern patients are much befter educated and much less inclined to accept
authority than once theywere and quite reasonably want to know what is wrong
with them, what can be done about it and what the possible outcomes are
(Ellard, 1988).
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Walton (1998) noted that pabnts who are only given a few minutes of the
dostofs tirne become dissatisfied. lf doctors fail to give sufficient tirne to patients
and routinely prescribe drugs or referthem for tests, it is no wonder that people
will shop around for a better doctor. lf less time is spent with patients, there is
litfle opportunity for them to divulge those aspecG of their life that may be
relevant for a correci diagnosis. Inconect diagnosis leads to inonect treatment.
Ellard (1988) claimed that doctors have no option but to make use of npdem
technology and as a resulttheir image has cfianged. No longer are doctors kindly
people who examine you and carefully reassure you and then prescribe some
nor in many cases the
simple treatnent. No longer do they have the tirne
indination
to deal with the anxieties and enptional needs $rhich could be dealt
with before.

-

-

Kennedy (1981) described a variety of pressures applied by consurners to
healthcare and also the role of the consumerc in establishing quality standards.
Pressures ftom consurnrs can include the prornotion of heatth, for example
lobbying against cigarette advertising and regulating advertising in food. In
rnedical research consumers question whether research ought to continue, or to
be put into practicalapplication. Consumers demand the right to selfdetermination and the pourer to participate responsibly in decisions about their
life. Gonsumerism has a role to play in establishing standards whicfr dostors
must meet in their practice, in measuring the doctols perbrmance in the lights of
these standards, and in creating rneans of redress for the patient and sanctions
against the doctors, if these standards are breached. Standards for @nsumers
can include handling of complaints, informed consent and ethical behavior and
competence. Royal Golleges, for example of Surgery or Psychiatry or General
Prac'tice, set standards. However, standards of care and featnrent must be
accompanied by peer review and audit.

Nevertheless, in the social contract befueen doctor and patient, the patient also
has responsibilities induding trust in the docto/s skill and belief in the doctoCs
moralworth. Patients have a responsibility to tellthe truth to doctors, to fdlow
insfructions diligenily, and to have realistic eryectations (Walton, 1998).
Dramatic increases in healthcare costs in recent years have resulted in
@nsumersr exerting pressure on healthcare providers to examine their operations
and overall strategies.A way to control medical costs without limiting dinical
fteedom must be found. The problem is the chasm betvveen professional
autononry and government control. A contractual relationship in such
circurnstances avoids interference in the doctor-patient relationship because the
relationship is with a third party, not patients. For example, a contradual
relationship betreen doctors and clinicalseMce providers, such as pathologists,
might slowthe rapid growth in such services and avoid interference in the doc'torpatient relationship. (Walton, 1998) The haditional and cunent stances of the
British and New Zealand MedicalA.ssociations have been in opposition to these
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suggestions, possibly because of perceived problems arising ftom the complex
range of doctor-patient interactions.
The lessons learned ftom the manufacturing sector regarding an open system of
customer orientation can be adapted by healthcare organisations as they attempt
to emphasize economies of scale and scope (Yasin and Green, 1995). In a field
study Yasin and Green found that the needs and expectations of consurners in a
rural healthcare environment were different in several ways to those of
@nsumers in a large urban area. For example, waiting tirne (an important service
quality parameter in a large urban area) has less importiance for consurners in a
rural area ufiere time takes on a difierent neaning. Yasin and Green concluded
that healthcare organisations, urban and rural, must invest in systematic rnethods
designed to obtain periodic custorner feedback.
Donabedian (1992) predicted that an increased consurer role in healthcare
servie provision requires almost a revolution in physician thinking about the
model practitioner-patient relationship. Healthcare has already npved from
"patemalism" to "inforred consent". In ftrture, "collaborative consent" will see
practitioner and patient together, actively engaged in a search for the most
appropriate solutions to a patient's nedical problerns. Thus, practitioners and
patients will be jointly engaged in the production of care.
Collaborative consent principles are emphasized by rnedical ethics (McNeil,
19S8). Collaborative consent means giving patients sufficient infonnation to allow
them to exercise their rights to decide for thernselves. McNeil believes wttilst it is
inportant to inform patients and to allow them their rights to decide for
themselves, he has a major conoern with a lack of understanding and openness
to the fragility and vulnerability of a person in crisis and a lack of respect for
normal emotional responses.
Evidence-based medicine must be accompanied by dinicaljudgernent defined by
Cassell (1988) as not merely an issue of technical knowledge, but sornething
involving what is best for patients with considerations of the personal, familial,
social and political issues raised by all but the most trivialiudgements.
Quality m€lnagement will need to support the consumer contribution by ensuring
the healthcare provider organisation uses information supplied by patients to
judge and improve the circumstances and proesses of care. Donabedian (1980)
justifies this challenge to quality rnanageni by asserting healthcare consists
mainly of two parts: a technicaltask and an interpersonal exchange. Donabedian
argues that consumers in general are uniquely able to say what outcomes are to
be pursued, and risks accepted. Thus, technical care not congruent with patient
preferences has failed in quality. Obtaining information about consurner
satisfaction, or dissatisfacfion, and the reasons for either, is a necessary
component of quality management. The interpersonal exchange is the vehide by
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wfrich technical care is dispensed and acquired. Hence, the two components are
mutually reinforcing.
Baume (1988) observed that active listening and a capacity to respond to people
are characteristics that many care.users find particularly attractive and efbcilive.
However, he observed that communication within orthodox medicine is often
substandard. Certainly medical teachers conplain about the communication
capacity of rnany students. There is no a priori reason why orthodox practitionem
cannot be just as good at listening and communication as altemative
practitioners. \A/hat militates against this at present is a nanow paradigm and a
restrictive fradition of orthodox medicine rooted in bioscience and in the
treahent of disease. Sorne nedical practitioners have forgotten how to relate to
the people they serve, to their frailty, to their troubles, to their sufiering, to their
fears, to their humanity. Medicine has become more sophisticated in its
understanding of disease, but less pensonal in its relation to people. The best
practitioners have combined the skills of science and hurnanity, giving
recognition to empathy, authority, cultural affinity and sympathy. Baume
concluded that interpersonal relationship batures that practitioners should
possess, as part of their arnory of skills, are erpertise in communication and
sensitivity towards the people with whom they come into contract. This should
indude a capacity for active listenirg, and an ability to feel (and to show)
ernpathy and syrnpathy towards patients.

Donabedian (1992) anticipated problems associated with enhancing the
contribution of consumers to healthcare service provision. Generally speaking,
one can assume the quality of care is, actually, urorse than surveys of patient
satisfaction would seem to show. By contrast, in some cases, patients are
disappointed and unhappy because they had an unrealistically high opinion of
what mntemporary medicine could accomplish. In either event, a careful
assessment is necessary of the validity of infonnation obtained ftom consurners.
At individual patient-provider levef, interpersonal exchange to precisely tailor care
to individual preferences and circunstanees can have not only undesirable
operaUonal, but also uneffiical consequen@s. Ethical challerqes arise, for
example, when patient preferences seem contrary to a patienfs own best
interests. At other tirnes, patient preferences may challenge the practitioner's
social obligations or personal convictions, or reflect privilege or disadvantage in
the circumstances of life itself
Donabedian (1992) ofiers two examples of the solutions which a focus on
outcones for customers will require of healthcare quality managers.
Firstly, quality rnanagers will need to support @nsumer collaboration by ensuring
the healthcare provider organisation uses information supplied by patients to
judge and irnprove the circumstances and prooesses of care. Quality rnanagers
can use suggestion boxes or (better) regular meetings during which practitioners
and their past or future clients can engage in a candid exchange of views.
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Systematic canvassing of the feelings, opinions, and suggestions of clients is
necessary.

Secondly, Donabedian notes the current woeful inadequacies of rnedical
recording. More accurate and complete records are needed whenever sharply
different alternatives of care are in contention. Records must show that the
alternatives have been considered joinfly by patient and doctor and that the
course of action taken is justified. Patient questioning criteria suggested by
Donabedian include being asked at the proper time, and interviews being
conducted wittrout jeopardising the patient-practitioner relationship. Questions
should ask about specific episodes of care and allow for free commentary on
matters unforeseen by the questions. Also included are collateral questions
about behaviors that might indicate dissatisfaction, such as breaking
appointments, ignoring instructions, and changing doctors.
Cunningham (2001) clained that the biggest challenge for clinicians in the 21"t
century is their relationship with patients and with the public. As knowledge and
technical possibilities have advanced, there is evidence that the healthcare
system is falling down in the more mundane aspects of healthcare. For too many
patients, high-tech medicine was delivered when low-tech care was desired. The
doctor-patient relationship needs to be re'defined as a partnership where the
health professional acts as an adviser and leaves it to the patient to determine
what should be done after reeiving full information. There is an increasing need
to respect the autonomy of patients.
Leeder and Lewis (2001) described two approaches to engaging healthcare
consumers with the medical profession. Focus groups have been used to bring
members of the public together with research workers, policy makers and
programme managers to discuss health issues. However, a focus group is a
small and non-representative sample and recruitment is not uncommonly
problematic. In addition, focus groups are sometimes captured by particular
patient interest groups, for example diabetes or schizophrenia patients.

More recently, a more robust group concept, the citizen jury, has been used in
the United Kingdom and Australia to involve people in analysis of needs and in
decision-making, while combining the provision of information with deliberation
and independence of professionals (the judge). Juries have been used, for
example, to explore attitudes to, and policy implications of, genetic testing for
disposition to common diseases.
Leeder and Lewis (2001) noted the value of convening routinely, rather than
once only, groups of about 10 - 20 individuals selected in one of two ways.
When debating what general services to provide through the public system, a
random sample of the community is ideal, whereas when debating who should
have access to what services, a group chosen from among patients is most
effective. Both groups need time to acquire and digest necessary information,
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shared understanding and rneanings of technicalterms and principalconceptrs
used, and to discuss to a point of concensus.
"The New Zealand Health Sbategf (December, 2000) released by the
govemment is based on seven underlying principles that the governrnent sees as
fundarnental. These principles are to be applied across the health sedor and
should be reflected in any new strategies or developrnents:

Table

ll{:

NewZealand government principles for health ctrategy

1. Acknowledge the special relationship betueen Maori

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

and the Crown under
the treaty of Waitangi.
Good health and wellbeing for all New Zealanders throughout their lives.
An improvernent of health status of those anrrenty disadvantaged.
Collaborative health promotion and disease and injury prevention by all
sectors.
Timely and equitable access for all New Zealanders to a comprehensive
range of health and disability servies, regardless of ability to pay.
A high-performing system in which people have confidence.
Active involvenrent of consumers and communities at all levels.

\Mthin these principles there is a clear emphasis upon understanding and
meeting the needs and expectations of allhealth service consumers. How
heafthcare quality management responds to this pressure, to meet oonsumer
needs and expectations, is an interesting area for future researdr.
For exarnple, quality systerns form part of the basis of the governrxsnt strategy
for ensudng that the performance of health services and the health system as a
whole are of the highest quality within available resouroes. Health and disability
servie providers will be required to embrace a culture of continualquality
improvement that is systern-wide and uses a risk management approach to
reduce preventable harm. The culture will foster consistency of prac{ie through
shared learning, bench rmrking, and clinical governance within a standards
ftarnework. Account will be taken of community and health service users' vieus
on quality of care. lf implemented successfully, the New Zealand Health Strategy
will address many of the shortcomings, identified in this literature review thus far,
of quality management in the healthcare sector.

As noted earlier in this review, health is a socially determined and evaluative
term just as is its counterpart, ill health. lllness is a status conferred on someone
in the light of partiorlar facfs, but not inherent in those facts. lllness is more than
a set of objective conditions. lt is a judgement that a particular status, that of
being ill, ought to be asqibed to soneone in whom those conditions are present.
The judgement will be accepted by the patient under both the sarne set of
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circumstances and a wider self-perceived set of factors. Depending on the
judgement made, the doctor grants or withholds the status (Kennedy, 1981).
However, even dariffing the concept of "healthcare" itself is challenging. For
instiance, a homebound person receivirg assistance three tirnes a neek br
several hours ftom a home help aide could be considered to be undergoing
healthcare. Ginzberg (1990) asks: are persons rnaintained in the nursing hornes
that do not employ registered nurses around the clock or schedule regular
physician visits for assessrnent of the changing health status of the residents
receiving healthcare services? In New Zealand in 2001 the answer is'yes'and
compliance with new standards for the quality and safuty of $e servioes is
mandatory and subiect to independent audit under a Health and Disability
Services (Safety) Act (2001).

In the next section of this review, conflicts of interest which present to physicians
are described. These pressures are to sorne extent linked to and combined with
the pressures described above and also fuelthe growing dernands for reform.

vii)

Gonflicts of Intercst

Rodwin (1993) observed that the problem of conflict of interest has long been
recognised by the healthcare sector. Aftempts to manage the conflict of interest
issue have involved codes of ethics, hospital standards and physician
accreditation p rog ramrxes.
Policies initiated by the Anerican College of Surgeons in 1918 aimed to prornote
both the quality of care and professional ethics. However, more recent hospital
accreditation programmes have neglected these airns and rather have focussed
on standards of technical perfornance. The Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Healthcare Organisations (JCAHO), for instance, sin@ 1984 has dropped its
guidelines for ethics and standards related to conflicts of interest such as feesplitting.
Rodwin (1993) obtrained ftom literature sources various aspects of the conflicts of
interest presented to physicians. He defined two complernentary versions of the
concept of "conflic't of interest". Conflict of interest can arise between an
individual or organizational entity and the system in which they operate. In
addition conflict can occur when an individual occupies dual roles that should not
be perbnred simultaneously. He also noted there are two rnain types of conflict
of interest. Conflict arises between a physician's personal interests (often
financial) and the interests of the patient. Secondly, conflict of interest can divide
a physician's loyalty betureen two or more patients or betrcen a patient and a
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third party. Examples of these various conflicts of interest are given in the
following sections. Also provided are examples cited by Walton (1998).
In everyday practioe, physicians face a range of incentives to increase services.
There may be ofiers of kickback payments to physicians from hospitals for
patient refenals. Payments can be made in return for generating revenues for
pharmaceutical finrr and other rnedical suppliers and from laboratories for
refenals for diagnosfiic testing. In addition, there may be physician investrnent in,
and self-refenal of patients to, rnedical care facilities. These incentives do not
generally prornote patients'interests. They encourage fewer appropriate refenals
and npre inappropriate ones.

Rodwin (1993) illustrated the size of the potential problem using the example of
healthcare facilities in Florida where over 807o of the direct owners are
physicians and40olo-460/o of physicians have invested in jointventures.9l% of
physician investors in medical facilities practise in specialities that allow them to
rnake referrals to facilities in which they invest. Levels of whole or part ownership
in rnedical centers are: diagnostic imaging (93%), radiation therapy (78o/ol,
ar$ufatory su€ery (760/o), clinical laboratories (6006).
Less obvious conflicts of interest arise through programmes bonding physicians
to hospitals. Bonding programrnes work by meshing the interest of key admitters
and the hospital, and expanding he nurnber of key admifters by changing the
loyalty of low admitters and I or recruiting new physicians. Hospitals and private
practitioners keep track of wfro refers patients to them and reciprocate with
pingpong referrals. Once physicians have grown accustomed to subsidies,
business support, and other perks of bonding programrres, kicking the habit may
be hard. Prac{ices may be nominally independent, but their survival or well-being
may in fact be linked to the hospital through a web of economic ties that are as
strong as actual employment.

Pharmaeutical companies attempt to tie physicians by sponsoring symposia
focussed on a product they sell or on a medical problem fur which their products
may be used. In the USA phannaceutical companies now subsidize nearly all
continuing medical education br physicians. One assumes the facility that helps
to organize continuing medical education has policies to enhance objectivity and
limitthe influence of sponsors. Nevertheless, Rodwin (1993) described studies of
continuing rnedical education that were found to have a bias towards the drugs
under discussion and an effect on the prescribing habits of physicians after
completion of the @urse.
Another web of economic ties forms when a medical practitioner joins an
independent practitioner association (lPA). The IPA will obtain funding on behaff
of nembers who in turn have their own practices, offices and patients. The IPA
attempts to organize systematically the use of medical care and the rnanner in
which it is delivered in order to achieve explicit objectives. The objectives can
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range ftom reducing expenditures to expanding the range of services provided,
or improving patients' quality of life. Retrospec'tive revieurs assess the extent to
u/hich the IPA and its members have achieved these objectives.
By 2001 there u,ere 30 lPAs in New Zealand along with sorne other fonrs of
primary care contracting groups, serving 84o/o of the population. Malcolm and
Barnett (2001) described a typical IPA business support service for GPs involving
pharmaceutical budget holding and, through the IPA managennnt strategy,
achieving significant savings in pharmaceutical expenditure. They conduded that
GPs, working collaboratively, can establish a system of clinical and corporate
governan@ that rnay be exerting a wide ranging influence over dinical behavior.

The crucial point made by Rodwin (1993) is that the IPA is now a contributor to
the choices traditionally made exclusively within the physician'patient
relationship.
For example, an IPA rnay compensate its physician members on a per capita
basis (capitafion) rather than pay fee.for-servie. As the cost of treating patients
rises, this arrangemsnt must encourage physicians to ask thernselves "Hour
much willthis cost me?" before providing or re@mmending medical services.
Physicians know it is generally in their financial interest to limit the number of
procedures, tests, and refenals. As a result, physicians rnay recommend too little
rnedical care. Without hard data and obiective evidence (for example through
quality assuranc€ programmes) to the contrary, the inference must be drawn that
arrangerpnts with strong financial incentives for reducing services are rpre
likely to compromise physicians' loyalty to patients than anangements with weak
incentivesHouston, Coster and Wolff (2001), for example, surveyed 25 New Zealand lPAs
to ascertain what quality activities ri/ere being performed. The variety of activities
incfuded education of staff (960/0) and GP members (92o/o): guideline
development (92%) and implementation (Ho/ol; rationalprescribing initiatives
(84%); peer review (84o/ol; patient satisfiaction surveys (ilo/ol; dinical audit
(64o/o); and developing quality standards (Mo/ol. The approach to quality issues
was described by the lPAs as either "continuous quality improvernent "(680/o) or
'totaf quality managernent (24o/ol and two lPAs were not sure how to describe
their approach. There was no evidence of hard data being obtained through
externally assessed quality assurance programmes to yield evidence of primary
care delivered without quality compromised by considerations of financial
interest.
By contrast, physicians employed within hospitals are not directly financially
responsible for hospitalcosts. Physicians do contribute to hospital costs by using
the facilities and making routine clinical decisions, such as ordering tests and
deciding when to discharge patients. Rodwin (1993) claimed studies have shown
that when hospitals monitor and inform physicians of their costs, doctors order
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fewer and less cosfly diagnostic tests. As is the case with an lPA, the crucial
point is that the hospital is now a contributor to the choices traditionally
positioned excl usively withi n the physician-patient relationship.
Conflict of interest includes doctor's action conducted primarily for sexual
gratification. Walton (1998) believes the medical profession should acknowledge
that sexual violations of patients will inevitably occur. She calls for effective and
accessible complaint rnechanisrns, as well as methods for supporting patients
through the complaint process.
In New Zealand in 1988 the Justice Silvia Cartwright cervical @ncer inquiry
examined the involvement of women with carcinomas in situ being left untreated
as part of an experirnent conducted by Auckland doctors. The subsequent
Medical Research Act led to the establishment of patient advocates and new
rules about hospital ethics commiftees.

Walton (1998) daims that serious misconduct in research includes f,alsification of
data, plagiarism and fraud. Minor breaches include sloppy research,
inappropriate authorship and undisclosed conflicts of interest. Today when
doctors undertake medical research they often cross into the corporate world.
Doctors then automatically fae additional e,onflicting interests which, without
their realizing it, can quickly develop into rnajor conflicts of interest. With such
large profits to be made and professional reputations to be built, the stakes are
very high. Walton concluded that relying on the honesty of the players is naive.
Though the financial, organizational and legal structures of these various
practices diffier, the conflicts of interest are similar. All offer the physicians selfserving incentives when choosing services that allocate resources and channel
refenals. Rodwin (1993) believed protecting patients from physicians'conflicts of
interest requires policies that focus on the general problem, not simply the
specific organizational form. Reflecting this belief Walton (1998) called for
procedures to be put in place to facilitate complaint investigations with clear and
effective instructions to doctors about reporting complaints so that doctors as well
as patients can have confidence in the system.
Later in this literature review the reduction of risk for both doctor and patient is
discussed. Consideration is given, in this regard, to the role of a well-constituted
quality management system and audit, preferably by independent auditors.

There are no systems in place to deter and control conflicts of interest. Walton
(1998) believed rnedical boards are the appropriate bodies for looking after
conflicts of interest. Medical boards, though, are timid when it comes to setting
standards for the profession. One reason for this is the opposition ftom within the
profession itself to the boards having more influence and power. Traditionally, the
professions have seen the medical boards as controlling entry into the profession
and dealing with patient complaints and disciplinary mafters. They do not see
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them as having any significant role in sefting ethical, practical or clinical
standards. Medical associations such as the Australian MedicalAssociation are
preoccupied with promoting the profession. \lVhile dosely bllowing AMA agendas
over a decade, Walton (1998) found that none acknowledged the difiicttlties
conflicts of interest present to doctors. Walton (1998) conduded that there was a
lack in Ausbalia of conflict-of-interest guitlelines because there was a universal
healthcare system. A third party continues to pay fees and there has not been
any significant public dernand (apart from govemrnent concerns) for an
yet.
examination of doctors' conflicts of interest

-

Walton (1998) stated that history shows us that wtren accusations are made
about scientific misconducf, those responsible for handling the allegations react
in remarkably similar ways: first they deny misconduct; then they close ranks;
and the infonnants are scapegoated and vilified. Walton called firsty for clear
and accessible protoools for handling allegations of misconduct. Secondly,
institutions can establish protocols for reporting serious scientific misconduc't.
A third system of surveillance involves random audit under the independent
control of an external auditor of clinical standards - a system introduced, for
example, into Middletnore Hospital, South Auckland, about ftve years ago.
Programmes are in place in healthcare to review the utilization of resources by
physicians. The programmes are designed to cut exoess use of nedical services.
Horvever review programmes are not designed to identiff whether refenals are
made to the most appropriate clinician. They are incapable of determining
whether an alternative provider would have given better care or whether the risk
to patients would have been less. Rodwin (1993) asserted that the limitations of
utilization review must be compensated with quality assurance programmes.

Without incentives from governrnent or healthcare organisations to reduce costs,
physicians will act intuitively, as well as consciously, to promote their patients'
interests. lf their motivation indudes self-interest, society will expect their
behavior to be monitored more carefully. Rodwin (1993) supported rnonitoring,
for example by peer review programrnes, examination of rnedical records,
satisfaction surveys, and patient transfer rates. He proposed ftnancial incentives
should be in place to provide quality care and to practise progressively more
efficienfly by using fenrrcr resour@s to achieve results.
The conrbination of monitoring programmes and financial incentives was found to
be less successful in practioe than was anticipated. Rodwin (1998) reported on
U.S. Healthcare's quality initiatives programme which contained incentives for
quality focussed on patient satisfiaction and participation in quality-review
administrative work without rewards for physicians providing such services. The
quality incenfives encouraged only low-cost services, such as immunization or
testing for cholesterol level and blood pressure in high-risk groups. Such
incentives do not counteract conflicts of interest that discourage refenals to
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specialists and hospitals. They are incentives to provide patients with difierent
low-cost services and keep them satisfied. When sucft quality initiatives
programrnes are used in conjunction with incentives to reduce services, they nny
help to @ver up, rather than eliminate, inappropriate reductions in rnedical care.
As mentioned earlier, Donabedian (1992) warned of ffte dangers of "goal
displacernenf when @nsurners (patients) are accorded a large role in defining
and evaluating the quality of care. He defines "goaldisplacernent'as the
rnanipulative substitution of aspects of care more readily visible to patients for
those less easily perceived or assessed.

Today it is generally recognised by society that there are limits to he resouroes
used for medical care. A consensus has ernerged that, beyond a point, ever
increasing spending on healthcare services requires spending less on other
desirable social goals - the equivalent, in healthcare provision ternrs, of
opportunity costs. lf society needs to limit resouroes, Rodwr'n (1993) argued for
the use of eplicit, publidy agreed-upon criteria based on some sense of
fairness, patient need, or social priority, rather than reliance on decisions of
individual physicians skeurcd by considerations of personal gain.
Ginzberg (1990) observed hat Alrerican state govemrnents have been reluctant
to use the licensing authority to control efrectively the quality of care that is
provided. For example, many states have hesitated to decertiff and dose nursing
hornes that fall below acceptable standards. Similar problens with maintaining
quality and safety standards have been experienced in the past in New Zealand
and, in accordance with the new regulations, complianoe by provider
organisations with the nationalstandards will be audited by independent auditing
agencies designated by the Ministry of Health. An interesting opportunity for
research is a study of the fit of these national quality and safety standards within
the framework of an ISO 9000 quality rnanagement system model.

As already stated previously in this literature review, the early uork by lllich
(1976) predic'ted a "medical nemesis", a dornfall of the medical professional in
retribution for the cpnsequences of iatrogenesis.
Ginzberg's (1990) later work suggested modem healthcare systens are
completely out of control and the situation has beoonre so politicized that there is
litfle chance of reining in costs. Ginzberg describes a "nedicalfriangle'of
doctors, patients, and the government. Each side of the triangle has different
interests that conflict with one another and that sometirnes conflict internally. At
the beginning of the 21"t century the broad debate on containment of costs and
rnaintenance of healthcare servioe quality continues as vigorously as ever. The
contribution thatquality management systems can rnake in reolvirg this debate
indudes several avenues for further research.
Increasingly the consumer is becoming involved in a reformed healthcare service
structure aimed at dealing with conflic'ts of interest. Kennedy (1981), Ellard
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(1988), Yasin and Green (1995), and Walton (1998) all emphasised the growing
role of consumers in healthcare delivery systems. Donabedian (1992) and
McNeil (1988) predicted a move towards collaborative consent during
interpersonal exchange between healthcare provider and @nsumer.
From Rodwin's (1993) extensive review of liter:ature related to conflicts of
interest, together with the contributions by other researchers, it must be
concluded that any healthcare quality managerent framework should take into
account conflict of interest. Analysis of conflict of interest elenrents within
healthcare provider organisations' management systerns offers ample
opportunity for future research.

In a later section, publications related to the development of integrated carc
delivery networks are reviewed. Many of the pressures and conflicts already
described accompany the development of integrated care.

viii)

Organizational Problems

Quality management in recent years has beconre a "hot topiC. There is an
awareness nowadays of the importance of key features of quality management,
such as teamwork and continuous quality improvement (CQl), at all levels of
healthcare providers and stakeholders. lt is possible, indeed appealing, for
providers to installtearnwork and CQI batures as superftcial extras within the
existing rnanagement systerns and structures. In turn, the organisation then
avoids the underlying fundamental of installing a quality rnnagement model,
narnely radical organizational change involving a paradigm shift in management
practices. As the literafure repeatedly reports, lack of commitment to implement
radical change inevitably leads to failure and disillusionment. The quality
managernent tearns eventually disband and CQI initiatives fall away.
Harari (1993) claimed the TQM (total quality managernent) picture, as presented
to managers and executives by consultants, appeals to faddism, egotism and
quick-fixism. The true picture is very different TQM demands commitrnent at all
levels of the organisation, tirne allocation and lots of personal attention. Harari
(1993) observed organisations implementing TQM are faced with a paradox. On
the one hand the organisation must pursue constant improvernent towards
perfection in what it is doing now. On the other hand, the organisation must
encourage risk and tolerate errors in pursuit of the destruction of the status quo
and the creation of the new. The radical healthcare reforrns of the 1990s, in New
Zealand and elsewhere, have demonstrated that this paradox is truly challenging
for the rigid healthcare hierarchy.
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Redman et al (1995) took part in a survey to examine the growing uptake in the
mid-1990s of quality managernent by service industries. Survey responses from
394 service provider organisations were obtained including healthcare, public
administration, education, financial services, and transport. Various pressures
have made quality management much more attractive to service industries and
the public sector in particular in the 1990s. Redman et al noted the sector uses a
variety of techniques for implementing quality rnanagernent. These techniques
include quality circles or guality action teams, training, customer surveys,
competitive benchmarking, and quality awards and prizes. Less widespread are
techniques used in the manufacturing sector such as statistical process control
and just-in-tirne principles, techniques with applicability less obvious to providers
of intangible services. The most pronounced effects of quality management
initiatives were an emphasis on teamwork and greater dernands on managers'
tirne. Quality managernent appeared to rnake managers' jrrbs nKlre dernanding,
requiring more in tenns of people management and technical skills. Employees
empowered by quality rn lnagement became more questioning of managerial
decisions and quality systerns could place managers under greater scrutiny from
their superiors. Emphasis on custorner service and quality means this greater
scrutiny of managerial decisions comes also ftom custorners, both inside and
outside the organisation.
Redrnan et al (1995) concluded that quality managerrent is one of an ever
increasing alray of broader organizational changes (others include flatter
structures, rationalization, the search for flexibility, new technology) wtrich are
placing pressure on middle managers in particular. They suggested a number of
questions related to the implernentation of quality nnnagement in service
provision remained unanswered. Firstly, to what extent are managers and
professional staff resisting quality management? Secondly, to what extent does
the structrre and the culture of the organisation affect the way in wfrich quality
managelnent affects jobs? Thirdly, how and to what extent do organisations
change the way they rnanage their staff to take account of quality management?
The answers to these questions rnay explain the apparent lack of effectiveness
of sorne quality management programrnes and hence be ftuitful avenues for
further research.
Chase and Hayes (1991) has categorized service operations into two quite
difierent spheres of activity: ftont offoe adivity and back office activity. Front
ofiiae sphere of activity is the service encounter or cycle of encounters between
the custorner and the organisation. The nedium by which these encounters are
carried out (that is, face-to-f;ace, by telephone, or by electrornechanical device)
constitutes the firm's service delivery system. The other sphere en@mpasses
those activities that take place behind the scenes and constitute the'back office"
support system. These involve such tasks as processing paperwork, cooking a
restaurant rneal, or taking baggage off a plane. These latter activities are
analogous to the production processes in a factory
working on things rather
than people. The existene of these two spheres of activity and, rpre

-
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importantly, the emphasis on the encounter as the core output function in most
service organisations are what differentiate services from manufacturing.

The medical profession in modern times comprises general practice, the
specialities and a third group, the sub-specialities. There is a fourth group
constituted by general physicians who understand the various main branches of
medicine and have the time and ability to cross boundaries and ensure the
general practice has well-interpreted information for providing balanced advice to
patients. General physicians are increasingly showing a resurgence in numbers
and influence because of a need for a trained and experienced group of
professionals to act as interpreters and transmitters of information between
primary, secondary (specialist), and super-specialist branches of the medical
profession. This development has implications in terms of continuity of patient
care. Typically, all the people involved have tended to think that sorneone else
was coordinating the care of the patient (Walton, 1998).
Perhaps more than any other sector, healthcare organisations rely upon a rigid
hierarchy of personnelto manage and deliver healthcare services. This
administration - clinician split is time-honored and established worldwide.
Clinicians assume sole responsibility for all management and decisions related to
the curing and caring of patients. Clinicians combine evidence-based nredicine
with peer review processes for management and decision-making. Administration
in turn supports this technical core of doctors, nurses, technologists, etc.
Theoretically, administration maintains the organizational infrastructure and
provides resour@s in a coordinated and timely manner. Unfortunately, the
traditions of clinical quality were not as disciplined as they needed to be, and
insufficient attention was paid to efficiency. Administration perceives this situation
as a formidable obstacle to cost containment, especially in the face of political
pressure to reduce socialwelfare spending (Southon and McDonald, 1997).

The classic healthcare organisation structure as discussed so far can be
depicted in simple terms as:
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Figure ll - 02: Healthcare organisation stntctuto with hierarchy and
clinicianeervice adminigtretion spllt

BOARD

SENIOR
CLINICIANS

SERVICE
ADMINISTRATION

One approach to lessening the tensions and tackling organizational problens
associated with this split is to have medical prac{itionerc serve on board and
advisory committees and thus contibute to management and governan@ of the
organisation. The application of clinicaldirectives has, houever, been
inconsistent and ambiguous. Clear guidelines must be set for the role so that
effective interac'tion with management occuns with a positive inpact on the
decision-rnaking process. As the application of clinical direcfonates in
management increases, further development of the role will be required. This
should provide mcrre consistency, assist those moving into these positions, and
improve their efiectiveness (Bull, 2001).
Indeed, the New Zealand Medical Council has guidelines br practitioners
adopting this dual role. Doctors remain accountrable to the Medical Council for
their professionalconduct. ll for example, while serving as boad or commiftee
members, doctors are conoerned that a decision rnade by the board / committee
would put patients at risk of serious harm, the guidelines state that they must
nrake their objec'tions known. A consequen@ of these guidelines is that a real
difference in accountability now exists between rnanagers who are registered
praditioners and lay rnanagers. Coates (2001) warned practitioners that
appointees to boards must be cognizant of their responsibilities and should give
their proposed appointnent carefu | consideration.
Badrick and Preston (2001) suggested that the presence of professionals in
healthcare organisations irduces a unique structure and may affect the control of
the organisation. Badrick and Preston identified two predominant structuraltypes
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present in healthcare: rnachine and professional bureaucracies. Professional
bureaucracies rely for coordination on the standardization of skills and the
associated design pararneter, training and indoctrination. They hire duly tained
and indoctrinated specialists (professionals) for the operating care, and then give
them considerable control overtheir own work, The standards originate largely
outside their own structure, and the professional bureaucracy emphasizes the
authority of a professional nature, the power of expertise. Examples of^
professional bureaucracies are large teaching hospitals. By tte late 20'' century
the majority of nredical practitioners belonged to probssional bureaucracies
(Starr, 1982).
Badrick and Prestons' (2001) definition of machine bureaucracy is an
organizational structure that has highly specialized, routine design tasks, very
formalized procedures in the operating score, a proliferation of rules, regulations
and formalized communication throughout the organisation, large sized units at
the operating level, relianoe on the functional basis for grouping tasks, relatively
centrafized power for decision making, and an elaborate administrative structure
with a sharp distinction between line and stafi. Machine bureaucracies have
small numbers of full tinre medical staff, sornetirnes none at all, who have a direct
role in managernent.
Badrick and Preston (2001) performed case study research of Australian
healthcare organizations that have introduced TQM in an attempt to improve
productivity and quality. His results suggest that organizational structure plays an
important role in the successful implementation of TQM. The political complexity
of professional bureaucracies presents an additional challenge to successful
implementation. The political realities of complex service organisations cannot be
ignored. The principles of TQM have universal application and are already
routinely used by professionals. The challenge to the practitioners of TQM seerxs
to be to find these existing syrergies and build on them, rather than attempt to
change the long held practices of groups who are adopting TQM.

A significant contributor to maintenance of the clinician-service administration
split is wfrat Freidson (1970) termed the clinical rnentality. In tum this contributor
is set by the nonns or values of the clinicians working in a healthcare sefting.
These settings pennit regulatory behavior yet the values of the professionals
figure in discouraging self-regulation. In practice, clinicians rely upon a system of
inforrnal controls exercised by groups of proFssionals. The system provides for
discipline to be carried out, but on a more informal basis by rneans of colleague
boycotts or loss of professional reputation among colleagues. The controls do not
prevent an offenderfrom working and therebre do not protect the integrity of
practice.
An important value of clinicians is medical responsibility, that is responsibility for
the patient's vvellbeing. The exercise of rnedical responsibility is seen as the
basic and key action of the practicing clinician. The responsibility is personal and
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direct, in that it belongs to the clinician who is working direcfly with the patient. lt
is consequential in that it requires the clinician to take the blarne for bad results.
Another important value is clinical erperience, that is, actual experience in
dealing with patients and disease, Clinicians need to augment scientifically
verified knowledge with direct first-hand erperience of diagnosis and treatrnent.
\Mthin the clinician branch of the healthcare organisation struc'ture there is a
hierarchy roughly difierentiated by the possession of varying arnounts of such
experience.
Freidson (1970) asserted that the clinical prac{itioner has a mindset that aims for
action rather than knowledge. Prac'titioners are likely to have to believe in what
they are doing in order to practice. The practitioner is a fairly crude pragrnatist
and relies on apparent results rather than theory. A clinician is prone in time to
trust his or her own accumulation of personal, firsthand experience in prebrence
to abstrac't principles. Certainly, biological processes lack the precision and
predictability of such entities as inorganic dremical reactions or most physical
phenornena. Logan and Scott (1996) claimed that medical practitioners who
adopt a rigid, prescribed approach to clinical problerns, or who subscribe to
'evidence-based medicine" with a stereotlped technique based purely on
concepts of "Mr and Mrs Average", frequently create more problerns than they
solve. Thus, the more deeply thinking practitioners are prone to emphasize the
idea of indeterminacy or uncertainty, not the idea of regularity or of lawful
scientific behavior.
It follors from Freidson's (1970) constuction of the clinical rnentality that
individualism is a dominant element in clinidans'orientation and behavior. Each
practitioner builds up his or her own world of clinical experience and assurnes
personal responsibility for case management. Friedson (1970) believed that this
individualism is reinforced by the social origins of dinicians. Drawn, in the main,
from the middle classes of society, the professionals emphasize independence,
social and economic individualism, and class dignity in their status.

Freidson (1970) conduded that the autononry of their status as proftssionals and
the individualism encouraged by the dernands of their work make it difficult for
the dinician to either submit to, or participate in, regulatory processes that
attempt to assure high ethical and scientific standards of performance in the
aggregate of practitioners. Clinicians want to control the terrns and conditions of
their own work and are not inclined to want to lose that control in professionwide, systematic auspices. Freidson's (1970) discourse on the clinical mentality
makes more clear the reasons why the clinician-service administration split is
tirne-honored and established worldwide. The explanation of the clinical rnentality
helps to account for both the varied levels of performan@ to be found in the
rnedical profession and indicates underlying causes for difficulties with
implenrenti ng q uality management i n heatthcare organisations.
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ix)

llanaging Organizational Problems

One important feature of quality managernent is correction and prevention of
errors by healthcare providers. Reason (2000) viewed human error problerns in
two ways: the person approach and the system approach.

The person approach fucuses on the erorsi of individuals, blaming them for
forgetfulness, inattention or moralrreakness. Reason believes the personal
approach has a longstanding tradition in healthcare. The approach targets
unsafe acts involving errors and procedural violations of nurses, physicians,
surgeons, anesthetists, pharmacists, and the like - members of the professional
bureaucracy desoibed by Badrick and Preston (2001).
The basic premise in Reason's system approach is that humans are fallible, and
errors are to be expected, even in the best organisations. Enors are seen as
consequences rather than causes, having their origins not so much in the
perversity of human nature as in systematic facrtors. The system approach
concentrates on the conditions under which individuals work and tries to build
defences to avert enors or mitigate their effects.
Nearly all of adverse events involve a combination of active failures and latent
conditions. Active failures are the unsafe acts commifted by people who are in
direct contact with the patients or system. They take a variety of fonns: slips,
lapses, fumbles, mistakes, and procedural violations. Active failures have a direct
and usually shortJived irnpact on the integrity of the defence against enors in
healthcare delivery. Reason (2000) termed latent conditions "resident
pathogens'. He developed within the healthcare system from decisions made by
designers, builders, procedure writers, and top level managernent. Latent
conditions can translate into error provoking conditions within the local
workplace. Examples of these conditions are: time pressure, under-staffing,
inadequate equipment, fatigue, and inexperience.
Latent conditions can also create long lasting holes or weaknesses in the
defences. Examples are untrustworthy alarns and indicators, unworkable
procedures, and design and construction deficiencies. Latent conditions may lie
dormant for many years before they combine with active failures and local
triggers to create an accident opportunity.
High reliability organisations have systems operating in hazardous conditions yet
have fewer than their fair share of adverse events. Reason (2000) has
investigated three types of high reliability organisations: US Navy nudear aircraft
carriers, nuclear power plants, and air traffic control centers. High reliability
organisations are the prime examples of the system approach. They are
constantly preoccupied with the possibility of failure and equip thernselves to deal
with it at all levels of the organisation. High reliability organisations are not
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immune to adverse events, but they have adopted tools and reminders to make
their systems as robust as is practicable in the face of human and operational
hazards. There is an evident compatibility between Badrick and Prestons'
machine bureaucracy and high reliability organisations with their systems
approach.
Maintenance of corrective and preventive action systerns within high reliability
organisations is an example of the close alliance of quality managernent and risk
management within a management system. This alliance has been reviewed in a
separate section of this chapter.
Frledson (1994) sketched a model that adopts a systematic approach to
managing the organizational problems of professionals, including the medical
profession. He observed that the commonsense idea of professionalism is
elaborated by a profussion's leaders in the @urse of making a claim to
professionalstanding. The idea of professionalism is used as a political tool for
dealing with legislatures, the media, and the public at large. Thus, the
commonsense usage of the idea is a very loosely organized construct, including
within it criteria of relatively high prestige, extended specialized training, and
being paid for one's work. This idea is expanded by a profession's leaders to
emphasize, to outsiders as well as to its own members, those characteristics of
an occupation that justiff special standing and privilege. This, the commonsense
usage of the idea becomes a portrayal of the profession and is used primarily to
advance and defend its position.

The basic policy question underlying Freidson's (1994) discussion of
professionalism is hour the work of those we now call professionals should be
organized and controlled. His ideal - typical modet of professionalism revolves
around the central principle that the members of a specialized occupation control
their own work. Gaining and maintaining control requires aftention to methods of
controlling recruitment and training, entrance into the labour market under
conditions that allow gaining a living from performing the work, and the
procedures and criteria by wftich performance is organized and evaluated at
work. In the professional model, both individual consumers and executives or
managers (who are corporate or organizational consumers of labour) are
excluded from such control.
underpinning the model is the understanding that a group of individuals
designated as professionals in fact possesses a body of knowledge and skill,
ascribed to the ocorpation, of such a special character as to warrant privilege.
The body has some functional importance for the wellbeing of sone significant
segnrent of society, its intrinsic cultural importance, its unusually complex and
esoteric character, and its superiority over the knowledge and skills claimed by
competing occupations. The most important claim of all is that there would be
grave danger to the public if there were no control over those who offer their
services.
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Freidson's (1994) ideal-typical model of professionalism has a number of
features of quality and risk management. Firstly, the occupation as a corporate
body is organized in such a way as to be able to control itself without abusing its
privilege. The occupation must display institutionalarangements that make selfregulation plausible. Such arrangements include methods of recruiting new
nrembers selectively and restrictively by using screening criteria of ability or
probity, and the maintenance of training institutions that are sufficiently
itandirdized to permit assuming that all wfro complete their training sucoessfully
will be of at least minimally acceptable competence. Additional assurance can be
provided by requiring examinations of those who have completed theirtraining
before allowing them to work. Not only competence buttrustworthiness should be
assured. Recruits are selected who have'good charactef in addition to potential
competence. Godes of ethics may be created both to display concern for the
issue and to provide nembers with guides to proper perfrrrmance at vrork. Peer
or collegial review to assure adequate performance at work may be established,
as may regulatory institutions such as disciplinary committees. To protect the
integrity of their profession and its work, they will monitor and conect eacft
other's uork and discipline or even expel deviants when necessary.
Freidson (1994) noted that collegiality is a central element of the profussional
model, distinguishing professionalism from both the unfettered individualistic
competition anpng workers in a free market and the fonnal hierarchies of
rational-legal bureaucracy. Protec{ion ftom competition by other workers aids in
the development and maintenance of such collegiality, but bitter competition
between rnembers themselves and between various specialities within the
profession is always possible. ln order to promote a professional community,
professions attempt to limit potentially divisive economic competition among their
rnembers by promulgating rules designed both to temper the spirit and substance
of intra-professional competition and to establish a basic inconre floor for all its
members.

Boerstler et at (1996) in their in-depth study of ten hospitals found rnedical staff
resistance to quality rnanagement initiatives. Even for those hospitals that had
been involved in continuous quality improvement processes for a long tirne (three
sites for more than two years), only a small minority of the medical staff
was actively involved in the processes. Boerstler et al (1996) concluded that for
continuous quality improvement to permeate the organisation, the hospital needs
to bring in a culturalemphasis on participation, teamwork, flexible adaptability,
and grorth.
Southon and McDonald (1997) argued that quality management initiatives u/ere
often taken by administration personnel in topdown bureaucratic fashion. The
exercise may be identified by dinicians as sornething additional and foreign, a
tool of management, an intrusion to be resisted. Southon and McDonald (1997)
also noted that there is a rich medicaltradition of quality management that
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includes reviewing performance and revisirg pradices, using techniques such as
peer revievtr, clinicalcase reports, and organizing and participating in dinical
trials. Quality rnanagement would be far rxDre easily acrepted in dinical areas if
its fraditions were recognised, and their sbengths and terminology incorporated
into quality programm*. Quality managers need to build on fte traditional
involvement of dostors in quality activities, and to support and encourage them to
becorm rnore involved in he critical study and improvernent of their orn
praclice.

At an organizational level, however, quality management initiatives result in a
cumbersonre bureaucracy of paperwork, councils / committees I rneetings,
techniques that must be adhered to, and a steadily growing staff to rnonitor it all.
Harari (1993) observed the radical organizational changes dernanded by TQM
are avoided when quality is delegated to quality czars and erpertrs nather than to
'real" people.
Rapert and Babacus (1996) concluded that it is imperative that a healthcare
organization receives the contribution of all employees in the pursuit of a quality
competitive advantage. Successful healthcare organizations firsfly develop a
strategic quality orientation at the management level, secondly support the
pursuit of quality at the contact level, and thirdly rnonitor external customers'
perceptions of quality. Rapert and Babacus (1996) noted that organizational
commitment to quality indudes the allocation of adequate resouroes for the
establishrnent of quality standards, a custorner orientation, and the use of quality
tools and techniques. Rapert and Babacus' observation, about constantly
increasing demands upon the limited resourcas available to healthcare, was
made by rnany other researchers.

Peters (1997) refened to the "social side" of organization's systerns as a
neoessary ingredient of successful teannryork. For example, he emphasized the
role of fiace-to-face conversation complernenting technology. Emailand intemet
alone does not ensure individuals within an organisation share information in an
exhaustive and timely fashion. Peters reported learning has been attributable, not
to fonnal structures or electonic networks, but rather to infonnal "passing of the
word in communities of prac{ice". Thus, organizational systems only operate
successfully when peopfe'chitchaf occurs within the system. In this example,
the emphasis was on ensuring the implernentation of systenrs included this vital
ingredient of successful teamwork.

x)

lnbr0iscipllnary Gollaboration

Authentic continuous quality improvernent demands the flattening of structures,
the liberation of line management from corporate contol, the liberation of frontline people from line rnanagenrent and the breakdown of functionalfoxholes
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(Harari, 1993). This last point is considered critical because interdisciplinary
collaboration must replace a system in which the department does its dinical
thing and then moves the patient on to another service.
Interdisciplinary collaboration is a vital part of the professional service
environment. Healthcare services contain a complex of formal and infonnal
networks that support professional expertise: the personal contact, the journals
and conferences, specialist colleges, training organisations and research
institutes. Quality managerent in clinicalservices must be considered on a
systern-wide basis, as well as internal organisation processes (Southon and
McDonald, 1997).
As mentioned earlier in the review, quality managernent evolved within a
rnanufacturing environment. The production model for quality management
emphasizes tight confol on inputs, mininrization of variance, objective
measurements and statistical analysis. ln a service environrnent the emphasis is
very different. In dinical practice the needs, expectations and objectives of the
individual patient are paramount. Since the needs of the individual patient can be
quite variable, customization is the primary goal and making the appropriate
decision on each occasion becomes more important than minimizing variance.
Southon and McDonald (1997) claimed the production model has serious defects
when confronted by central issues of clinical pradice. Here, judgements and
decisions are under the legitirnate influence of a wide range of variables of a nontechnical kind. Examples of these variables include the effects of professional
training and socialization, vested interests, views of peers and personal
experience. A successful professional service model for quality managencnt
systems will be capable of dealing with challenges such as patient noncompliance, regionalvariations in clinical practice, excessive and inappropriate
use of medical technologies, difrculty changing doctors' practie habits and
implementing guidelines, problerns of introducing new rnodalities such as
information tectnology, and a lack of understanding of the drift to alternative
health care. Eact instance requires a service modelwith a balance of
quantitative and qualitative methods so that not only can the average behavior of
the group be understood but also the rttnge of pafterns of individual responses
and their underlying causes. lmplementing quality managernent in a healthcare
service requires observation and inteMew of clinicians and patients, qualitative
data analysis and the involvement of professionals in the design of studies and
interpretation of results. Thus Southon and McDonald (1997) take into account
the biological variation inherent within human beings and aftempts to
cornpensate for the tyranny of average figures and models in research of clinical
practices.
Harte and Dale (1995) examined the implementation of quality managernnt in
eight organisations in six service sectors that employ a large number of
professionals: management consultancies, audit companies, legal fi rms,
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education, erergency seMces, and healthcare. They defined probssional staff
as employees considered competent in a ertain field of knovrrtedge, acquired by
prolonged training, and having the skills to apply their knoudedge in practice.
Probssional services were characterized by a lack of tangibles, a high degree of
uncertainty, interactive client relationships, and a probssional culture based on
individualism and autononry.
Harte and Dale found that quality management is not easily understood by
professional people. For quality managernent to be implenented eftctively, it
must be introduced and developed using committed managers wtro fully
understand the concept and can apply it to the complex work patterns of
professional staff. The study found the rnain motivator for initiating the
introduction of quality firanagernent was the managing director. Lesser
motivators w€re customer dernands, cost reduc{ions and competitive pressures.
Harte conduded that the do-it-yourself approach was superior to the use of a
management consultancy for introducing quality rnanagernent. Wthout a
consultant, the senior rnanagement team is obliged to think through the quality
rnnagement issues for itselt rnake mistakes and learn ftom them. The best
choice of manager responsible for facilitating the introduc'tion of quality
managernent was generally ftom a human resouroe management background. A
typical human resouroe specialist had an office next to the chief executive and
was involved with all managernent activities. At the same tinre the quality
managernent coordinator needed relevant skills and experience or training in
q uality management concepts.
Bloor (1999) clairned that rnany quality managers fail in their attempts at
continuous improvement programmes because they have not understood the
complexity of rnaking changes in organisations with multiple subcultures and
interests. He noted that organizational culture, organizational learning and TQM
are related concepts and a synthesis of this knowledge can assist in developing
continuous organizational leaming and improvernent. A common view assumes
that each organisation has a single culture created or irnported by its rnembers.
Bloor also noted, however, that empirical evidence suggests it is more
appropriate to think of organisations as culture-bearing milieus or arenas
containing sites through which subcultures may develop. These tend to occur
when workgroup rnembers interact more regularly with each other than with
others in the organisation, fiace roughly the same problems, share interests and
purposes, and agree on what constitutes appropriate behavior. A large hospital,
for example, rnay contain various professional subcultures. Their rnembers will
also belong to workgroups (for instance surgical tearns) which may develop their
own ways of organizing and working together. Quality managernent requires
profound change in work practices and the adoption of a quality culture.
Experience within healthcarc services ie that managerc fail when they
attemptto lmpose ratherthan to manage culture.
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A concept closely linked to organizational culture is organizational leaming.
Whilst learning occurs in all organisations, it is not simply the sum of learning by
individuals in organisations. Organizational learning occurs as if the organisation
has a life of its own. lt may be tacit and unconscious, or cognitive and conscious.
An organisation becomes a learning organisation when it facilitates leaming of all
its members and continuously transforms itself. Hence, a learning organisation
will be more readily predisposed towards the implementation of quality
management. Managers can facilitate learning by influencing cultural dynamics.
Creating cross-functionaltearns to analyze and solve problerns can undermine
sub-cultural assumptions about antipathy between groups and can symbolize a
new, shared vision for the organisation. Bloor's insights regarding the related
concepts of organizational culture, organizational learning and TQM lead to a
prescription of conditions for the successful implementation of quality
management. The organisation will have structures that emphasize systenrs
thinking, cross-functional problern-solving teams, a spirit of flexibility and
experimentation, autonomy in decision-making, a shared vision for and a focus
on quality and customer service throughout the organisation. Testing this
prescription for success within healthcare service organisations offers interesting
opportunities for research.

xi)

Standards and Measurements

Healthcare service organisations often resort to inappropriate and impractical
methods for adopting quality management standards. Harari (1993) for example
noted that an organisation might see the TQM model as a one.hit standard or
focus on minimum standards. There can also be a focus on internal processes
rather than on external standards. Standards problems can include mistaking
quality management self-assessment awards (such as Baldridge award criteria)
for an implementation plan.

Walton (1998) daims codes of ethics and oaths are really statements designed
to encourage doctors to do the right thing; however, many of them are too
general to be helpful. Walton observed that three features distinguish medicine
from business. Firstly, the consumer is powerless. Secondty, doctors'acquisition
of medical knowledge and skills is a privilege. Thirdly, doctors take an oath and
have an understanding to use their knowledge and skills for the treatment of the
sick.
In most cases the codes are not helpful in providing clear statements of conflict
of interest and how to resolve it if it exists. Walton cited the example of the
Australian MedicalAssociation 1996 Code of Ethics that contains no useful
statements for establishing whether a conflict of interest exists. Conflicts of
interest are not defined, nor are the circumstances that give rise to them. There
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is no guidanoe on hor they should be resolved. Rules on conflicts of interest
should be clear and unambiguous if they are to help doctors.
Medical ethics are not separate ftom, but part of the general nroral and ethical
order by which ule live. Decisions rnade by doctors must conform to strandards
set by others and must be based on principles. To rcsolve ethicaldilemmas,
such as a balance betureen advanced techndogy and a carirg npdel, lay people
must exercise sore control over rnedicaldecision-rnaking. There is a need for
guidelines for making appropriate decisions. The guidelines would serve as
operating criteria amrding to which, for example, research could be undertaken
or technology put into operation (Kennedy, 1981).
Using practice guidelines helps doctors and does not hinder them. Guidelines,
based on available evidence and taking into account the ethical position
associated with the particular form of care, are wriften for patients. They are not
vrnitten for the benefit of doctors, even though doctors benefit fiom using them. lf
doctors followthem, opportunities for competing interests to over-ride patient
interests diminish. Following guidelines and practicing evidenoe-based medicine
are effedive ways of confionting conflids of interest and rmnaging competing
interests (Walton, 1998). However, rigid imposition of 'fixed'guidelines can be
counter-productive in the faoe of extrenes of individual personality, physiology,
and other variables. Doc'tors must have the knowledge and experien@ to uork
with the guidelines.

lmplementation of quality managernent in any organisation is complex. There are
parallel, compfernentary and sequential steps. Adoption of appropriate and
practicalquality m€rnagernent standards is one of those steps. Whiting (1997)
reported confusion between guideline (generic) standards and specification
standards. He defined guideline standards as broad guidelines on what should
be included in a management system. The requirernents and recomrnendations
that constitute a guideline standard do not speciry what must be included and the
criteria are not specified and defined in sufficienUy rigorous detail b allow auditing
against them. Specification stiandards arc specific, defined "shall" criteria for
wfrich a system being audited can be objectively audited as conforming or
nonconforming.
Uzurneri (1997) also defined and distinguished tvto classes of management
standards. Firsfly, rnetastandards are a list of design rules to guide the creation
of entire classes of rnanagenent systerns. ISO 9001 is a typical rnetastandardand its 20 clauses are the design rules for each quality management subsystem.
Secondly, input I output standards are requirements that deal directy with things
that most organisations want to standardize, such as servie specifications, job
qualifications, environrnental limits and dient seMce goals.

The New Zealand Healthcare "Guidelines for Guidelines" Advisory Committee
Scott, J. (1996) published principles to guide the evaluation of clinical practice
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guidelines and / or base the formulation of new guidelines. Guidelines of this type
would be classified as guideline standards, in this case for the development of
guidelines thernselves.
In the context of this review, a quality management model approxirnates to a
generic guideline standard for quality management. Quality managernent award
(for example Baldridge Award; New Zealand Quality Award) criteria contain
measures of rnanagernent performance and can be used as a generic standard
for quality management. Jensen (1996) reported the developrnent of pilot
Baldridge Award criteria for healthcare settings.

On the other hand, specification standards contain healthcare service system
requirenents that must be met in order to satisff the consumer's needs and
expectations. Most specification standards are narow, minimal and technical. In
healthcare they are acoeptable and prescribed when safety issues are at stake.
Examples of healthcare specification standards include diagnostic test
specifications, infec'tion control requirernents, and professionalqualifications
within iob specifi cations.
In New Zealand the Health Funding Authority issued specification standards as
schedules appended to contract docunents for services purchased from
healthcare provider organisations. The Ministry of Health will be requirirB District
Heafth Boards to comply with this system, following the 2000 | 2001
reorganization of the New Zealand public health sector.

Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence (1995) identified and examined various
measures and indicators reported in the literature for monitodng performance in
managing the provision of healthcare. Their review concluded there are three
primary dirnensions of healthcare management performanoe: econonry,
efftciency, and effectiveness. Economy is resources expended on inputs to
healthcare service provision. Efficiency is the relationship (ratio) between
resour@s erpended (inputs) and converted resources (outputs). Effec'tiveness is
goals achieved (outconres) through healthcare servioes compared with resouroes
expended (inputs).
Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence also identified within the primary dirnensions,
various measures and indicators of healthcare management perfonnance. In the
list that follows, exarnples of the measures are given and notes are made
regarding their respective advantages and disadvantages:

Inputs - for example staff numbers and qualifications. Objective measures that
are visible, tangible and "easf to obtain. However, inputs do not necessarily
measure the resource acquired by the cash spent.
Effectiveness: outputs - for example discharge rales.
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Accessible raw data but of no value unless combined with input reasures as a
ratio to indicate efficiency.

Financial meaaunea - for example profit and loss statements.
Compare cost inputs with revenue outputs but shed no light on outcomes. They
consider the investor and not the other stakeholders ("societf) in healthcare
provision.

tultiple rcgrcesion

- for example patients per bed per year cornpared with staff
salaries, capital investment and other independent variables.
Deal with complex cost-benefit relationships but unfortunately produce "average
values" of no particular practical use. Can lead to inmrrect conclusions that there
is a causal relationship between variables.

Efficiency - for example cost per patient discharged.
Wdely used and recognised measures but they are simplistic with an emphasis
on outputs rather than outcomes.

Diagnostically rclated groups - for example injuries or illnesses categorized as
being diagnostically associated and then assigned an overall cost of treatnrent.
DRGs do not indicate true efficienry and encourage healthcare providers to seek
"healthiesf patients. For example for a DRG "broken bonesn, hospitals might
en@urage admitting children with quick tumaround, few complications and low
cost; hospitals might avoid admitting older people with slow turnaround, likely
complications and high cost.

Data envelope analysis - for example across a range from small, rural hospitals
to large, urban hospitals rneasure costs, profits, health states, bed occupancy.
Enables a varie$ of institutions to compare ratio, ordinal and cardinal vadables.
Requires relatively high sample numbers in order to benchrnark accurately.
A rnajor problem can be that data is manipulated.

Quality of carc
Van Peursem, Praft and Lawrence contended that the adoption of quality
management is an indicator of the overall efiediveness (outconns) of a
healthcare provider organisation. Linked with this concept is a strong emphasis
on quality based on pro@ss and structure of healthcare proviaion.

Structurc - for example measurement by healthcare provider peers. Various
assets, inputs and environment are used to promote managementdesirable
eventsDonabedian (1980) plaoed within the structure elernent the relatively stable
characteristics of the providers of care. Structure thus embraes the tools and
resources at the providers'disposal and the physical and organizational settings
in which they work. Structure includes the nurnber, distribution and qualifications
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of professional personnet and the number, size, equiprnent and geographic
disposition of hospitals and other facilities. Structure also extends to the
organisation, formal and informal, of financing and delivery of healthcare
services, including the manner in which physicians conduc't their work, in
individual practicd or in groups, and the way they are paid. Structure includes the
organisation of the nredical and working staff in a hospital, and the presence or
absence of a quality review effort, as well as its characteristics, in all their detail.
The basic cfraracteristics of structure are that it is relatively stable, that it
functions to produce care or is a feature of the environrnent of care, and that it
influences the kind of care that is provided. Good structure, that is a sufficiency of
resources and proper system design, was regarded by Donabedian (1980) as the
rnost important rxeans of protecting and prornoting the guality of care.
Measurernent of health management perfonnance via quality rnanagement
audits were given only a brief nrention by Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence
(1995), wtro bouH offer no measure of sbucture. lt was recognised, however, that
measures of this aspect of healthcare performance will, if developed, have useful
application and thus development of audit tools offers promising avenues for
further research. Audit tools assess health managernent performance and can
utilize the various measures and indicators defined by Van Peursem, Pratt and
Lawrence and by Donabedian. Hence guality managernent audit methodology
should form an effective assessrnent tool br measuring healthcare management
performance.

Process - for example cross-infaction rates.
Healthcare prac.titioners' interrelations and activities with patients aimed at
patient satisfaction in terrns of health status and outcomes. Unfortunately each
pro@ss measure is associated with numerous other process pararneters and so
serves only as a prory measure or perbrmance indicator.
In defining pro@ss, Donabedian (1980) limited the scope of his definition to the
process of care. Process is a set of ac{ivities that go on within and betvrreen
practitioners and patients. Through this approach the quality of the process of
care is defined, in the first place, as nornative behavior. The norns derive either
from the science of rnedicine or from the ethics and values of society. The first
set of norms is technical management and determines the characteristics of the
process of care by the state of nedical science and technology at any given tirne.
The second set of norms is management of the interpersonal process and adses
from the values and the ethical principles and rules that govem the
relationships among people, in general, and behavior between health
professionals and dients, in particular.

Peer review is used in medicine as a mechanism by which doctors discuss with
each other the dinical care of patients in a safe and private environrnent. Doctors
argue that secrecy is necessary to facilitate frank and open discussions but there
is no evidenee that peer review helps doctors remain competent. True, ttere are
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isolated groups of conscientious doctors who have managed to establish
effective peer review programmes that work. These are voluntary activities and
their success is entirely dependent on the personalities involved. Their existence
does not replace the need for a formal system of review (Walton, lggS).

Effectiveness: outcomes - for example morbidity levels.
Measureg are directly linked with the overall objective of healthcare service
provision, namely the enhancernent of the health status of patients. Thus,
outcome measures the effectiveness of a particular service (eg. treafunent) and
yields a more accurate reasure of its efftciency than ouSuts. The usefulness of
the indices "efficiency" and "effectiveness" has long been recognised by
heafthcare. Indeed, Cochrane (19721argued that achieving effbctiveness is a
prerequisite to attaining efficiency.

The Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence approach to dimensions and measures of
health management performance can be depicted as:

Figure 11-03: Sequential flow of healthcar€ management performance
indicators
ECONOMY

EFFICIENCY

EFFIGIENCY/EFFECTIVENESS

Outcome measures enable both doctor and patient to make an informed choice
when examining the prognosis of care. This strength has led to outcome being
regarded as the most meaningful measure of performance and there are now
numerous examples and refinements of this category of neasure. As was noted
earlier, however, outcome measures utilize not only hard, tangible data such as
indicators of change in patient health status. Outcome measures also contiain
soft, intangible constructs related to the values and belieb of healthcare
stakeholders with respect to quality and make this measure suspect in terms of
reliability and subjectivity.
To further complicate this measurement concept, it should be mentioned that
Cochrane (1972) argued that some indices of efficiency, such as "length of stay",
involve a component of effectiveness.

Outcone can mean a change in a patient's cunent and future health status that
can be attributed to antecedent health care (Donabedian, 1980). By postulating a
rather broad definition of health, Donabedian includes within outcome
improvement of social and psychological function in addition to the more usual
emphasis on the physical and physiological aspects of performance. Outcome as
defined extends to include patient attitudes (including satisfaction), health-related
knowledge acquired by the patient and health-related behaviorral change. All of
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these can be seen either as @mponents of cunent health or as contdbutions to
future health.
Donabedian (1980) collated, analyzed, and then defined basic approacfies to
assessment of quality in healthcare services. He concluded there is a
fundamental relationship among three elements of healthcare servie delivery:

Figure ll - 04: Gausally rslated elemenb in a chain of healthcarc seruice
delivery

Thus, the structural characteristics of the settings in which care takes place have
a propensrty to influence the process of care so that its quality is diminished or
enhanced. Similarly, changes in the process of care, including variation in its
quality, will influenoe the efbct of care on health status, broadly defined. The
three-part division is a sornewhat arbitrary abstrac'tion created by Donabedian
from what is, in reality, a suc@ssion of less clearly differentiated but causally
related elenents in a chain that has many branches. Nevertheless, each element
ofiers approaches to the acquisition of information about the presen@ or
absence of the aftributes that constitute or define quality. Donabedian dassified
quality assuran@ as a component of structure but noted that monitoring a
healthcare organisation for quality must extend to all three elernents: structure,
process, and outcome.

xiil

Quality and Risk Management

Before the 1980s, risk management was primarily concerned with reducing the
costs of compensation to patients and their families br the consequences of
adverse outcomes occuning during medicaltreatnent. Gradually, the ned to
consider the underlying dinical problerns becarne apparent and the term risk
management carne to indude strategies to reduce the incidence of harm and
improve the quality of carc. Crucially, it came also to indude positive efforts to
care for injured patients and respond to their needs nather than simply treating
them as potential litigants (Mncent, 1995).

There are two types of adverse outcore. The first type is a new abnormal
condition (such as an allergic reaction) caused by doing something to or for the
patient (such as prescribing a drug).The second type is a worsening or
prolonging of the patient's disease or condition caused by a lack of timely
intervention (that is, a failure to do something). Both are fonns of systens enorsi
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that rnay be remedied via adequate data gathering, analysis, and action (Mills,
1ee5).
Maxwell (1994) defined risk as a hazard or danger to patients and, rnore
specifically, the chance of an unfavorable outcorne for them. Risk is inherent in
much medical treatment since treatrnent involves the use of patient interventions
that have side effeds that are unlikely to be ftee of hazard. Thus, a balance has
to be struck between potential good and potential harm- often expressed as a
balance of probabilities. Whilst professionals, rnanagers, healthcare
organisations, and rnedical suppliers are also exposed to a variety of risks,
Maxurell (199f) focused on the risks run by patients.
Physicians have a duty to understand the risks of adverse outmnes from the
treatrnents that they prescribe or undertake. They should have all the relevant
infonnation and should review it whenever the risks for any individual patient are
substantial and serious. Theywillensure patients are given the infonnation that a
reasonable person would want in order to make up his or her mind about the
treatment options that are available. Maxrvell (1994) presented the case for
collaborative @nsent rather than inforrred consent. The patient's expectation
becones more important than it has been, whilst the physician's duty remains.
The balance shifts in f;avor of the patient in tenns of authority within the decisionmaking process.
Notwithstanding this evolution, the risk benefit profile of particular procedures,
drugs or other therapies is not known reliably. Clinical risk managenrent is
complex and risk analyses always a multiplicity of variables. Maxwell (1994)
supported the case for clinical guidelines, not to replace the best judgennnt of
the clinician con@med butto provide a disciplined frarneuork for it. They also
noted that rnedical audit and institutional accreditation are ainred at making
healthcare organisations safer. While the main responsibility for high standards
of care lies with the providers (professions and institufions), there is also an
opportunity for purchaserc to use their influence to protect patients, for example
by witing into contracts good risk rnanagement procedures and acceptable
standards of explanation.

Scott (1998) clains that there are two rnajor fallacies associated with risk
managernent in healthcare. The first fallary is certainty is inherent in the process
of predicting future needs for healthcare seryice resouroes. In fact politicians and
resource providers are at the mercy of the laue of chance and inevitably take
risks on behalf of thenselves and the population they seek to provide. The
second fallacy is that the increasing pouer of technology applicable to nredicine
will be conplemented by an increase in predictability and precision. In fac{ the
appearance, of mathematical controland regularity, of tecfinology will rnask the
unpredictability inherent wtthin all natural prooesses. In summary, the nature of
disease and techniques for handling the rising magnitude of uncertainty are, in
general, poorly developed within healthcare.
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Within a management system, quality managernent and risk managernent are
closely allied. At the beginning of this literature review the rnanufacturing, mostly
engineering origins of quality management were discussed. The rnanufacture of
products is primarily concerned with minimizing variation and remaining within
narrow tolerances.
As Scott (1998) observed, healthcare services are deliverd by people,
interacting with other people, dients, or patients, and allwith varying
personalities, pre.iudices and so forth. The service providers and consurners all
contribute to varying combinations of latent and ac-tive failures. Fatal flauc within
systems ultimately dedare thernselves through critical actions of individual
people. Despite the adoption of evidence-based nedicine concepts, there are
wide variations in approaches to clinical problerns and to the handling of
diseases or accidents. The healthcare industry is unlikely ever to be able to
predict individual choices with the precision inherent in nechanical engineering.
One response to overcoming these restraints is the developrnent of guidelines for
clinical practice.
At the beginning of this literature review the evolution of quality management
ftom its quality controlorigins was discussed. ln one evolutionary step systems
were developed around the concept of defining, meeting and exceeding
customer needs and expectations. As Scoft (1998) noted, the application of this
principle in manufacturing industries is concerned with incorporating the average
of a range of evolving public expectations in each asped of design. Following
manufacture and distribution to sales outfets, the public makes a choice between
competing products. Consurners'perceptions concerning u*rat they expect from
a health servie are much more complex and difftcult to analyze. The concept of
averaging for healthcare resour@ allocation is not acceptable to rnost people.
Just what is acceptable has never been agreed upon in any Westem country.
Human needs and expectations are not facts relating to people, but rather are
fashioned by the values and beliefs of people and thus risk managernent in
healthcare is complex.

Also earlier in this literature review aftention was drawn to the clinician-service
administration split within many healthcare organisations. Scott (1998) claimed
that this disorganization derived ftom the clash of perspectives between the
health professionals and the new class of managers. Clinicians have traditionally
practiced with autonomy and various forrns of self-regulation. They feel
threatened when a new class of participants, the managers, is seemingly thrust
upon them and begins to institute audits of dinical activity, often on a purely fiscal
basis and completely independenfly of the dinicians. ln turn, this organizational
problem causes major difficulties for those aiming to institute integrated risk
management.
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Notwithstanding these difficulties and complexities, Scott (1998) clainred that the
health industry is crying out for integrated systems of risk managerent. They
drew attention to the high levels of adverse events in hospitrals in the USA
(Brennan et al, 1991) and Austnalia (Wilson et al, 1995) in justiffing their claim
and predicted that the level of adverse events in New Zealand uould be similar.
As nentioned earlier in this literature review, rnore recent findings in New
Zealand (Davis et al, 2001) have confinned the accuracy of their prediction.

The following points represent the general principles of risk identification
regardless of the techniques used (Dickson, 1995):

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

One partiatlar method of identification is unlikely to cover all the problelre
of risk posed in any oqanisation or situation. Using one or two particular
techniques to the exclusion of all others is not good practice, and a
combination of rnethods is considered to be a thorough model.
Some methods suit certain situations. Flow charts, for example, are
appropriate toolsfor identifing risk in a proaess that involves goods,
servi@s, rnaterials, or people moving through different stages. When flow
is not the main activity, as in an offie, other risk identifcation tools may
be appropriate. Matching the method to the perceived risks is important.
Firm guidefinesfor doing this are not available, but a clear understanding
of the organisation helps risk managers.
Understanding the organisation and its ulork fully is greatly helped if as
many people as possible within the organisation, but outside the risk
mElnagement department, are consulted. Before embarking on risk
identification a risk manager should identify allthose who iould be of hetp.
A large-scale risk identification exercise will alrarays disclose risks. But
however well the task has been done, furtrer risks will emerge in the
following weeks and months. Thus a continuing programme of risk
identification is crucial for monitoring the contidued identification of new
risks, and such a programme entails careful planning.
Accurate record keeping is an important cornponent of risk identiftcation.
The form of record keeping should be agreed at the start of the
programme and the relevant data must be recorded so that they are easy
to refer to later.
The task of risk identification must be canied out with financial realism
there is litfle point in spending $100 to identiff a risk that can only ever
result in a $10 loss.

-

Once a risk is identified, the next task is to neasure its impact on the
organisatiol, wttich entails quantitative analysis, including a nrethod of assessing
and prioritizing risks. outcorne may, for example, have associated risks
categorized as high ftequency / low severity or perhaps low frequency / high
severity. The analysis report enables an informed decision to be made regarding
appropriate treatrnent of the risks.
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Earlier in this literature review, reference was made to resolving organizational
problerns with quality management by establishing and maintaining high
reliability organisations (Reason, 2000). In the context of preventing adverse
medical outcomes, there are human and organizational factors affecting the
reliability of healthcare service provision. The large contribution of human error in
accidents in hazardous technologies such as healthcare is more a matter of
opportunity than the result of excessive carelessness, ignorance, or
recklessness. Now it is apparent that unsafe acts come in many forms - slips,
lapses and mistakes, errors and violations - each having difierent psychological
origins and requiring different countenneasures. Reason (1995) emphasized the
important distinction between active failures (having immediate adverse
outcomes) and latent or delayed action failures that can exist for long periods
before combining with local triggering events to penetrate the system's defenses.

Active failures are unsab acts (errors and violations) committed by those at the
sharp end of the system (surgeons, anesthetists, nurses, physicians, etc). lt is
the people at the human interface whose actions can, and sometines do, have
immediate adverse consequences.
Latent failures are created as the result of decisions, taken at the higher
echelons of an organisation. Their damaging consequences may lie dormant for
a long time, only becoming evident when they combine with local triggering
factors (for example, change of personnel, overloading on work schedules, etc)
to breach the system's defenses.

Generally, rnedical active failures are committed by those people in active
contact with the patient, and latent failures occur within the higher echelons of
the institution, in the organizational and managernent spheres. The accident
sequence begins with the negative conseguences of organizational processes
(that is, decisions concerned with planning, scheduling, forecasting, designing,
policy-making, communicating, regulating, maintaining, etc). The latentfailures
so created are transmitted along various organizational and departmental
pathways to the workplace (the operating theahe, the ward, etc), where they
create the local conditions that promote the commission of enors and violations
(for example, understaffing, high workload, poor human-equipment interfaces,
etc). Many of these unsafe acts are likely to be committed, but only very few of
them will penetrate the defenses to produce damaging outcomes. Thus, people
at the sharp end (that is, the doctor-patient interface) are the inheritors rather
than the instigators of an accident sequence.
Nevertheless, at an organizational level, management decisions are shaped by
economic, political and operational constraints. Decisions are nearly always a
compromise and carry some negative safety consequences for some part of the
system. As a result, an organisation cannot prevent the creation of latent failures;
an organisation can only make their adverse consequences visible before they
combine with localtriggers to breach the system's defenses.
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Reason (1995) oonduded that people do not act in isolation and that their
behavior is shaped by circumstan@s. The likelihood of an unsafe act being
committed is heavily influenced by the nature of the task and by the local
workplace conditions. These, in turn, are products of upstream organizational
factors. Great gains in safety can be achieved through relatively srnall
modifications of equipment and uorkplace. Autornation and increasingly
advanced equipment do not cure problers associated with hurnan factors; they
merely relocate them. In contrast, training people to work effectively in teams
costs liftle, but has achieved significant enhancernents of hurnan performance in
other industries (such as aviation).

Efiective dsk managernent depends critically on a confidential and preferably
anonyrrcrus incident rnonitoring system to record the individual, task, situational,
and organizationalfactors associated with incidents and near misses. Effective
risk managernent means the simultaneous and targeted deployrnent of limited
remedial resouroes at different levels of the system: the individual or team, the
task, the situation, and the organization as a whole.
In Australia and New Zealand guidelines fur managing risk in healthcare have
been published recenty (Handbook228:20O1 published by Standards New
Zealand). The guidelines are based on a generic Australia I New Zealand
Standard AS , NZS 4360:1999 for risk management. The aim of the generic
standard and its associated healthcare guidelines is to manage risks an
organisation might face at any particular level: corporate; organizational and
programme; project and team; and individual. The healthcare guidelines address
risks related to patient care, dinical staff, employees, property, finance, and
corporate goveman€.
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Figutu I {- 05: Risk management overuiew (from AS , NZS 4360:1999)
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xiiil

Audit Tools

At present in New Zealand and elsewhere a variety of audit tools are employed
to rneasure management performan@ in healthcare provision. In the list which
follottrls the audit type is given with an example of its auditor and aspects of the
skeletal framework neasured:

Table ll - c: Audit Tools for Healthcarc Management Peformance
Finaneial audit by accountancy firm, eg. Price Waterhouse Coopers Ltd.
Measures inputs and outputs.

Gontract audit by funder / purchaser, eg. health funding authority.
Measures inputs, outputs and outcomes.

Professional audit by peers I college, eg. dinical audit
Measures inputs and outcornes.

Regulatory audit by governnnnt, eg. Ministry of Health "Health & Disability
Sector Standards (1 999f.
Measures input, process and outcomes.
Service (intemal) audit by provider personnel, eg. self-audit.
Measures inputs, process and outcornes.

Seruice (extemal) audit by other provider personnel, eg. JCAHO and NZCHS
surveys.
Measures inputs, process and outcomes.

iianagement systems audib (inbmal) by provider personnel, eg. Quality
Assurance Departnent.
Measures inputs, process and outcomes.

llanagement systems audite (extemal) by an independent auditing agency,
eg. ISO 9000 certification body.
Measures inputs, process and outcpmes.

Jensen (1996) reported the application of the Baldridge process to improving
healthcare quality in the USA. Malcolm Baidridge National QualityAward Criteria
were established in 1987 for manufacturing, service and small business. In 1996,
a Health Care Pilot Programme was established as an eligibility category that
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parallels the Baldridge Award for business. The Baldridge model is revierved in a
later section ("Gertification") of this litenature review.

In reviewing the litenature it became apparent that two large domains covered the
validity of the various measures and indicators of health managernent
performance. The first domain has to do with the accuracy of the data and the
precision of the reasures that are constructed with these data. The secoM has
to do with the justifiability of the inferences that are drawn ftom the data and the
reasurenents. Research nethodologythat may nreet these validity criteria is
reviewed in the next section.

xlv)

Reeearch tethodology

In the @urse of conducting literature searches for this review, several hundred
publications were found that made reference to quality of seruice provision,
induding healthcare. A sample of 33 publications was selected and the
rneasurement tools and indicators used to assess quality were noted:

Table ll - d: ileasurement tools and indicatorc used for healthcare eervlce
research

ftlemurerentbol

ird[ctur

/

Gu$rersalisHion
sunrgy
Sild oercertlion survw
Fatient healft sfiats
Adterse events
Servie ddit ery oosils
Bencfinsking uith other

protides

Publicalions

%

18

55

6
1
3

18
12

1

3
3

1

I

This comparison indicated that the most commonly published measurernent tool
is a custoner/staff survey of the perception of ffre quality of services being
delivered.
The survey rnodel most frequenfly used rnras the SERVQUAL questionnaire
developed by Zeithaml, Parasurarnan and Berry (1990). SERVQUAL evaluates
service quality by examination of ten dimensions: tangibles, reliability,
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responsiveness, competence, courtesy, credibility, security, access,
communication, and understanding the customer. Using the model a quantified
comparison of customer expectation versus customer perception of seMce
quality results from tracking five core attributes of service quality: reliability,
empathy, assurance, responsiveness, and tangibles. Zeithaml, Parasuraman and
Berry found the five SERVQUAL core attributes captured facets of all ten
origi nally conceptualized di rnensions of service q uality.

The SERVQUAL model may be attractive to researchers because nine intangible
dimensions of service quality are reasured as well as one tangible dimension.
As was noted earlier, most service quality features are intangible in nature and
SERVQUAL defines and categorizes these features for quality rneasurement
purposes. Thus, the model can facilitate quality improvement initiatives within
important intangible aspects of service delivery.
Survey models, however, tend to focus on service provider relationships with
their customers. Whilst this focus is a critical feature of quality management,
"intangible" relationships with suppliers, joint venture partners and other
stakeholders are also vital features. Like customer relationships, these
relationships are based on soft, squishy concepts such as trust, honesty,
inclusion, mutual support, and candid, non-legalistic expectations of both parties'
responsibilities (Harari, 1993). In a later section of this review the groMh of
integrated healthcare delivery networks is examined. There was no evidence
sighted in the literature review demonstrating that the customer I staff survey tool
is more than one prory indicator of healthcare service delivery quality. Thus,
developnrent of appropriate combinations of measurement tools for integrated
healthcare service quality may be an opportunity for further research.
The majority of researchers described themselves as either university-based
researchers or as commercial market researchers. These categories of
researchers are not direcfly employed as healthcare service providers and might
be predisposed to measuring aspects of healthcare service management using
indirect tools and indicators such as survey research. These tools must appeal to
researchers faced with difficulties accessing information and observing
processes, especially when patient privacy and safety are primary considerations
for the providers who supply information to the researchers.
Mauch and Birch (1983) has defined and classified the various types of
investigation available to researchers. Two of these classifications, survey
research and case study, have their respective merits and applicability to
research in healthcare service quality outlined below.

Survey rcsearch is used to determine, report and interpret the behaviors,
beliefs, or intentions of specified groups of persons.
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Survey research with questionnaires is a convenient nethodology for
researchers. Relatively high numbers and vadeties of heahhcare providers can
be accessed for information in a systernatic fflztnner. Houever, most
questionnaires u/ere sent to senior managers. lt was not dear if these
respondents had accessed reliable infornation from within their organisations.
Thus, their opinions may have been fonned through indirect, rather than firsthand experience. There was litfle evidence that survey researdr examined
healthcare service quality in terns of inputs, prooesses, ou$uts and outconres
occurring within the environrnent of the service organisation.
It may be that the relative convenience of survey research may pr+.dispose
researchers to investigate and publish findings using questionnaires. In turn this
predisposition rnay be perpetuating a cyde of studies of healthcare service
quality using survey research. Indeed sonte researchers even recyc,led collated
data from earlier publications of findings fiom questionnaires and similar surveys.

Gase study is used to observe, record and analyze the background,
development, current conditions, and environnrental interactions of one or more
individuals, groups, communities, businesses or institutions br stages or pattems
in relation to internal orextemal influences.
Case study is a prolonged and painstaking nethodology. Relatively low numbers
and varieties of healthcare providers can be accessed for information in a
systematic way. However, the examination of interactions oocurs on-site and
observations and experience are usually gained on a first'hard basis from a
variety of personnel. BoersUer et al (1996) for example examined quality
management implementation by conducting indepth site visits to ten hospitals
that were part of a larger opinion polling investigation. Key obiectives of the site
visits induded observing aspects of the implementation process that lvere difrcult
to capture in objective questionnaire iterns and identiffing best practices. The site
visits revealed some support for existing views of the implenrentation prooess but
also sorne surprising departures ftom traditional perspectives.
Researchers wishing to conduct case study within healthcare service
organisations must firstly obtain a@ess to the providers' documentation and
processes - no easy accomplishment when healthcare services are involved.
Thus, the relative inconvenience of case study rnay be a motivational reason for
non-selection, rather than reasons related to merits and applicability.

Yin (1989) described five major research strategies in the social sciences:
experiments, surveys, archival analysis, histories, and case studies. Yin daims a
researchers choice of research strategy will depend upon the
relative importance of three conditions: the type of research question posed; the
extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioral events; and the
degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events.
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Table lh e: Yin'e frameworf for determining Fsearch stra@y
Strateov

Form of

Research Requires Confol

Question

Behavioural

Experiment Hou/? Why?

Survey

Archival

History
Case

Study

Who? What? Where?
How rnany? How much?
\A/ho? \Nhat? \Mrere?
How rnany? How much?
Hotd? Why?
Hou/? Why?

Yes
No

Over

Events?

Focuses on
Gontemporary
Events?
Yes
Yes

No

Yes I No

No
No

No
Yes

A case study is defined as observing a phenonenon in its natural setting. Case
study is used when "hou/ or 1rhy" questions are being asked about a
contenporary set of events, over which the investigator has litfle or no control
(Yin, 1989). A case study approach should enable a researcherto determine the
neaning people attach to things and the process they go through in doing this.
Yin notes, however, there are haditional preiudices against the case study
strategy. The greatest concern has been the lack of rigor of case study research
with equivocal evidence or biased vieurs inlluencing the direction of the research
findings and conclusions. Rigor may be achieved by a researcher rneeting Vn's
(page 29) five important components of research design: a study's questions; its
propositions (if any); its units of analysis; the logic linking the data to the
propositions; the criteria for interpreting the findings.
Pope and Mays (1999) maintain that qualitative research methods, such as case
study, arc a valuable pre-requisite of good quantitative research, particularly in
areas that have received little previous investigation. The goal of qualitative
research is the developrnent of concepts that help us to understrand social
phenornena in natural (rather than experimental) seftings, giving due enphasis to
the meanings, experienoes and vieua of all the participants. Because healthcare
deals with people and people are, on the whole, more complex than the subjects
of natural sciences, there is a whole set of questions about human interaction
and how people interpret interastion. Erperimental and quantitative methods are
less suited than qualitative methods to answer those questions. Quantitiative
nethods aim for reliability (that is, consistency on re-testing) through the use of
tools such as standardized questionnaires. Qualitative methods s@re more
highly on validity, by getting at how people really behave and what people
actually nean when they describe their experiences, attitudes and behaviors.
Hence qualitative research, as an essential preliminary to quantitative research,
complernents quantitative research. Qualitative techniques sucfr as observation,
indepth inteMews, and focus groups can be used to provide a descdption and
understanding of a situation or behavior. Qualitative nethods can supplernent
quantitative work as a part of the validation pr@ess, or'tiangulation", where
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three or more methods are used and the results compared for convergence.
Similarly, a multi-method approach can examine a particular phenornenon or
topic on several different levels. Qualitative work explores complex phenornena
or areas not arnenable to quantitative research. This is especially useful when
looking at health services in tirnes of reform or policy change ftom the point of
view of the patients, professionals, and managers affected.
Similady Malterud (2001) daims that qualitative rnethods (such as case study)
help to improve our understanding of rredicine. Again, Malterud maintrains that
qualitative and quantitative nrethods are compatible. The underlying principles
are the sarne but qualitative research uses textual interpretation whereas
quantitative research uses statistical techniques.
Malterud (2001) challenges researchers to choose qualitative rnethods to rneet
standards for reflexivity, tansferability, and analysis of findings.

The reflexivity standard is associated with a researcher's preconceptions wftich
are a result of previous personal and probssional experience and also beliefs
about how things are and wtrat is to be investigated. Preconceptions may also be
a result of motivation and qualifications for erploration of the field as urell as
perspectives and theoretical foundations related to education and interests.
Guidelines for reflexivity include attending systernatically to the content of
knowledge construc{ion, especially to the effect of the researcher, at every step
of the research process.
The transbrability standard is closely related to externalvalidity, that is to the
contexts to which findings can be applied. Transbrability is dependent upon a
relevant sampling strategy. For qualitative research, sampling is purposeful,
stepwise, and includes data from one group or another dependant upon what
extra material is needed to answer the research question effectively. The findings
are not supposed to be relevant for a population group at large. On the o0rcr
hand, quantitative research sampling involves large representative or random
samples, calculations of probability, and inbrence to a defined population.
Hence, a small nurnber of case studies can be sufficient for hansferability
dependent on the topic and scope of the investigation.
A thorough, well prepared, and rrvell docurnented analysis is what distinguishes
scientific approach fiom superficial conjec'ture. In tris regard, Malterud guidelines
are to apply the nrethods in sequential order when qualitative and quantitative
rnethods are combined. The combination leads to triangulation: increase the
validity of process rnapping by incorporating measures from different angles ('an
elephant looks very differentwhen seen ftom above or belord). When qualitative
and quantilative methods are combined, gains are rnade in enhanced
understanding of the research phenornenon and in mutualvalidation.
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\ /hilst a qualitative approach to exploring hypoheses or vadables can be
combined with a quantitative approach and the rnethods applied in sequential
order, complete integration is not a realistic obieclive. Malterud maintains that, in
the context of rnedical research, integration of rnethods invariably denotes
treating the qualihtive study as if it u€re a quantitative one, regarding the
rnaterialgathered (for example, from semi-structured interviews or observational
data) as variables, that are counted as aggregabd. Healthy and innovative rnetaanalysis involves a reasonable combination of findings ftom qualitative and
quantitative studies, acknowledging and using the potential of the different nature
ofthese approaches.
Grirnes and Schulz (20O21daim that obtaining increased validity throrgh
triangulation is important because there is aluays a trad+ofi in research between
internalvalidity and extemal validity. With intemal validity, a research study has
rneasured what it set outto measure. \Afrth external validity the results from the
research study can be extrapolated to the health sector population. Maintaining
an adequate balance of intemal and external validity requires attention to
selection bias, infonnation bias, and confounding.

Selection bias sterns ftom an absence of comparability between groups being
studied. The groups selec'ted should be similar in all inportant respects. lf
selection bias is present, the selec'ted groups and controls difier importanfly
aside from the phenomena in question.
Infonnation bias arises when research data has not been gathered in the Bame
way. This type of bias includes recall bias when personnel supplying infonnation
tend to serch their rnemories to identify what effects might have been caused by
the phenomenon of interest. lt might arise, for exanple, wlren a researcher uses
an ambiguous questionnaire leading to errors in data collection anrcngst selected
study groups and a resultant shifi towards an incorrect interpretation of the
collated data.
Confounding is caused by an extraneous fas'tor, that is a hidden effecd or
confounding variable that blurs the efiects.
Pope and Mays (1999), Malterud (2001), and Grirnes and Schulz (2002) have all
rnade recent contributions to the debates sunounding social research
methodology. Each contribution notes the strengths and purpose of qualitative
methodology in conplernenting quantitative methodology and achieving internal
and external validity through triangulation.
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xv)

Summary of Section One: Healthcare Quality Management

The purpose of this section is to integrate the literature related to quality
management in healthcare, and to identiff the key points. These are:

1)

Quality management evolved during the 20h century. lt promised benefits
led to uptake by all sectors including healthcare. However, there are
several barriers to the successful implementation of quality management.

2)

Pressures are mounting to improve the quality and safety of healthcare
servies. There is pressure within healthcare to reform and from
consumers to alter the foundations and the superstructure of the
healthcare system. Accompanying the healthcare sector response to
these pressures are various distractions and conflicts of interest.

3)

Successful implementation of quality managelnent in healthcare must take
into account organizational structure. Features of this structure include
hierarchy with clinician-administration split, front and back office activities,
and professional and machine bureaucracies. Thus, implementing quality
management in healthcare organisations is a complex process.

4l

The methods used for adopting quality management standards are often
inappropriate and impractical. The accuracy and precision of the various
measures and indicators of healthcare management performance are
suspect and the Inferences drawn may not always be justified.

5)

\Mthin a management system, quality managernent and risk managernent
are closely allied. A healthcare organisation manages risks to prevent
adverse outcomes for patients and manages quality in terms of the needs
and expectations of patients.

5)

Research methodology for healthcare quality managernent is often based
on surveys such as questionnaires, a remote and indirect approach. Case
study appears to be a more appropriate technique asking "houy''and "why"
questions and examining input, process, output, and outcome within the
environment of the healthcare service.
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2.

Accreditation and Certification

Scrivens (1995) published an in-depth review of the history and sfructure of
quality standards, auditing and aweditation in healthcare in the USA, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand. A sumrnary of Scriven's review folloua with
reference made to other contributions in the same area of the research literature
by Babwin (1998), Donabedian (1980), Donaldson (1999), Challiner (1997),
Dickinson and Brocklehurst (1997), and Moore (1999).
After the review of the accreditation model, a review is rnade of the more recent
development of an altemative npdel for quality standards and audit, nannly ISO
9000 ertilication.
This section of the literature review concludes by mentioning regulatory
inspedion, a process of assessing healthcare services in parallel with
accreditation I certification acfivities. Mention is rnade also of the ernergence in
New Zealand of nan national healthcare sector standards for quality and safety
and associabd audit by govemnent{esignated agencies.

i)

Accrcdltation

Hospital accreditation is a product of the Anglophone countries: USA), Canada
and Australia. Each variant was derived ftom the American model and they form
a family group. Other ountries have developed regulatory forms of accreditiation,
however it is the Anglophone rnodel that has been copied across the globe: U.K.,
South Aftica, New Zealand, Holland and others (Donaldson, 1999; Moore, 1999).

Scrivens (1995) began.her history of accreditation in the United States as the
product of an initiative taken by the rnedical profession. In 1910, Dr. Ernest
Codrnan developed what he called the "end-result system" of hospital
organisation. The system purported to enable a hospital to track every patient it
treated, with the rnain purpose of establishing whether he treatment was
effec'tive. The system had a grcat appeal at the time, wfien hospital standards
were knorvn to vary widely. lt would enable the standadization of hospitals "on
the basis of service b the individual patient, as dernonstrated by available
re@rds".
In 1917 the American Gollege of Surgeons established the Hospital
Standardization Programrne with its aim to ensure "tfiat those institutions having
the highest ideals rnay have proper recognition before the proftssion, and those
of inferior equipncnt and standards should be stimulated to raise the quality of
theirurcrk. In this way patients will receive the best type of heatment, and the
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public will have some means of recognizing those institutions devoted to the
highest ideals of medicine."
The standards were directed at creating an adequate environment in which
doctors must practise:
Standards 1-3 - Goncemed with the organisation of rnedical staff. The aim was to
ensure medical staffcollectively determine the rules, regulations and policies
affecting the "professional work of the hospital". Medical staff should have the
pov'rer to exclude those physicians who are not considered to be adequately
qualified or competent.
Standard 4- Case records to be wriften for all patients. The records must be
accurate and complete and filed in an ac@ssible manner in the hospital.
Standard 5 - Technical resources, ie. appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic
facilities, to be available for the practioe of scientific rnedicine.
Over tirne the number of standards multiplied, as did the number of hospitals
submitting thenrselves to accreditation by the Cdlege.

In 1950 he Arnerican College of Surgeons approacfied the Gollege of Physicians
and the American Hospitals Association and other bodies to create the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organisations (JCAHO).
The accreditation system evolved by the early 1990s into a set of soores to signal
how r,rell a hospital complied with standards. Accreditation surveyont too had
changed and are now taken ftom a pool of prac'tising health probssionals, retired
heatth professionals and a srnall number of fulltime employees. JCAHO has
extended the scope of its activities to oover not only hospital care but also long
term care, ambulatory facilities, home care and agencies which co-ordinate care
in networfts of comprehensive or speciality services.
The American (JCAHO) model has been adopted by three other Anglophone
countries: Canada, Austalia and NewZealand. In each of these counties
healthcare provider organisations have, with few exceptions, chosen to establish
systens based around JCAHO standards and flren applied br survey and
accreditation.
By contrast the U.K. lacks a single nationalsystem and curenty has a complex
afiay of accreditation systens. The King Edward Vll's Hospital Fund for London,
popularly refened to as the King's Fund, has errolved an accreditation system
knorrm as OrganizationalAudit and based largely on the JCAHO model. Other
U.K. accreditation systerns are run by a variety of organisations, sorne a part of
healthcare provider services, some from within professional bodies, some from
outside, some from purchasers.

Challiner (1997) illustrated Scriven's (1995) observations, regarding the
multiplicity of U.K. accreditation systens, in reporting tuo quality assurance
packages called "lQA" and "CARE", respectively.
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IQA (lnside QualityAssurance) was designed by the Centre for Environrnental
and Social Studies in Aging. IQA is aimed at the long term residential sector. IQA
is a critical review of service by the provider team: (inside) staff, residents,
relatives, (outside) subcontractors, facilitators.
CARE (Continuus Assessnrent Review and Education) was designed by ste
Royal College of Physicians and the British Geriatric Society. CARE is ainred at
nursing hornes / long term residenUal services. CARE is a clinical audit package
examining various aspects of geriatric nursing care, for example: preserving
autononry; promoting urinary continence; prornoting faecalcontinence; optimising
drug use; managing falls and accidents; preventing pressure sores; environment
and equipment; aids and adaptations; medical role.
Dickinson and Brocldehurst (1997) regarded the focus of the CARE scheme as
being the processes of care. From experience, concentrating on prooesses is
believed to be the key to quality improvernent of long term care for older people
as well as other fonrn of healthcare service. In addition, direct outcome
ffFasures of the quality of life of residents are thought to be too difiicult to obtain.
Therefore a range of measures is used as prory outcomes. The range of
reported changes after the first audit is compared with these prory outcones to
produce an overall matrix of healthcare quality improvement:

Figurc 11- 06: CARE scheme matrix of prury outcome moasures
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Dickinson and Brocklehurst further ilfustrated the rnultiplicity of U.K. accreditation
schernes by describing several quality assurance packages available for longterm care:
'Homes Are For Living In", a comprehensive quality checklist; "Quest For
Quatitf, a wide rarging system providing a single base line score; ?rcadia
Quality Managernenf, audit and managennnt systems for various activities
ranging from nursing to laundry and estate managenent.
Dickinson and Brocklehurst noted the CARE scherne concentrates on rnatters of
healthcare, uf,rilst these other schernes each have a focus on social and
organizational aspects of care.

The Royal New Zealand College of General Practitioners recen0y published
"Standards for General Practitioners: Aiming for Excellence in General Practie
(2000)'. In developing the standards, the College airns to facilitate the
developrnent of a professionally driven prac-tice accreditation process that has
been peer developed and approved. The standards are constructed with 49
indicators for general practice in New Zealand. Each indicator is rreasured by
essential and desirable criteria in order to identiff a standard.
In an earlier sec-tion of this librature review the evolution of quality managernent
systems was examined and the difference between quality control specification
standards and quality assuran@ guideline standards was noted (Whiting, 1997).
The quality assdrance pac*ages described by Dic*inson and Brocklehurst (1997)
and the standards for general pracfitioners appear to adopt Wtiting's
specification standards providing 'shall' criteria for a healthcare and residential
care management system. The criteria aim for outconres including health
enhancement, well being and safety. The quality assuranoe packages appear to
lack guideline standards for providing a management system framework. This
observation is explored further in the next section when dealing with the history
of ISO 9000 certification.

Scrivens'(1995) publication contains a detailed history of the JCAHO (Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organisations) rnodel and provides
intimate details of its philosophy and application. Scrivens found wanting several
aspects of the traditional accreditation model: the nature of the standards
themselves; the survey process; and the surveyoni performing accreditation
audits.

There are shortcomings within the nature of the traditional accreditation
standards.
Firstly, accreditation stiandards apply only to specific types of healthcare
services. The result is inflexibility when attempts are made to implement the
standards in services other than the specified type. Scrivens observed a study of
the Australian system in 1980 wtrich revealed that 46 percent of the surveyors'
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recommendations were not tied to a standard. lf accreditation is about evaluation
of hospital performance then the surveyor's report is a critical factor. She
concluded the lack of consistency between report and the fiarnework of
standards used must invalidate the process.

Secondly, Scrivens observed that the prescriptive nature of the JCAHO
standards means providers will impose compliance within their organisation in
order to secure accreditation status. Accreditation is inspectorial and the
standardization introduced by the standards introdues rigidities in the delivery of
service. The overall impact of potential failure is one which can only lead to a
frightened workforce who seek to prove the quality of their "own apples".
There are shortcomings aftributable to the survey (audit) process itself.
Firstly, emphasis by healthcare providers is placed upon gaining an accreditation
certificate rather than the process of improvement and its attendant outcornes.
Scrivens clairned that accreditation stifles organizational development of quality
initiatives. External review processes are incompatible with the current
perspective on quality as something that comes from within, as opposed to from
without an organisation. Scrivens believed the main purpose of accreditation
today is not about creating a desire to search out better solutions to problenrs,
but about conforming to the expectations of the standards and the surveyors.
Secondly, JCAHO surveys are not conducted on a regular (eg. twice per year)
basis. Thus, there is no confidence the standards are being maintained
consistently throughout the term for which accreditation has been awarded.
Scrivens noted there are problems with periodic inspections - what happens after
the surveyors have lefi? Babwin (1998) illustrated this point by claiming that a
year befure the Joint Commission is scheduled to come back, you begin a mad
process of organisation. Everybody jumps through hoops, works late until it's
over, then breathes a sigh of relief and takes two years to recover. The wrong
culture is created and maintained within the organisation - cynicism may prevail
over a desire to improve performance.
Criticisrns have also been leveled at the surveyors performing accreditation
audits.
Because accreditation surveys are based upon peer review, suryeyors do not
necessarily have in-depth experiene and training in audit techniques, systems
and processes. Thus, Scrivens believed JCAHO has failed to guarantee lack of
surveyor variability.

Scriven's (1995) review concluded with a prediction that in the near firture quality
standards and audits will take into account the relationship of process to outcorne
in healthcare servies. The causal relationship between process and outcome
was originally postulated by Donabedian (1980) and has been examined in an
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eadier section of this literature review. Scrivens deduced that standards need to
evolve from current presoiptive healthcare standards by adopting quality
rnanagement and continuous quality improvement principles. She predicted a
growing challenge to existing processes of peer review of healthcare service
provision and encouragernent of processes that involve systemic revieul.
Moore (1999) suggested the ISO 9000 rnodel rnay compensate for at least sorne
of the shortcomings of the tnaditional JCAHO-based accreditation model. He
reported uptake of the ISO 9000 model by an Anrerican hospital in preference to
the traditional JCAHO accreditation model.
Moore (1999) believed the missing element in health care is defining the work
pro@ss and the most significant way to manage the process system is through
ISO 9000. Using the ISO 9000 model as a framework, the various proesses in
an organisation can be identified and doornented. By prepadng br an ISO 9000
audit, which o@urs by irnplernenting the ISO 9000 model, a healthcare provider
organisation ensures its tansac'tions and processes meet quality standards. The
organisation is now highly compliant and has reduced risk potential.
Moore (1999) noted thatthe ISO 9000 nrcdel is not indusby specific and does
not tell you how to run your business. The ISO 9000 model expects you to knor
that. Babwin (1998) made a similar observation trat an ISO 9000 certification
agency does not tell you hor to run the healthcare business. They just tell you
that you must have a quality management system and it must accomplish quality
goals.

Moore (1999) believed that the ISO 9000 auditing process has evofved turther
than the traditional JCAHO accreditation survey proess. ISO 9000 puts a strong
emphasis on folfow up through a triad for continuous improvement corrective
and preventive action; internal quality audits; and management review.
Moore (1999) observed that JCAHO is a collection of practices that may or rnay
not be intenelated and are not systernatized. Wift ISO 9000 allof the practices
and procedures and processes are tied together so that if there's a change in any
aspect of the quality system, the inpac't is very predictable. Moore conduded the
beauty of ISO 9000 is that it beoomes the way you do things, and he had no
doubt that it results in improved processes and improved quality outcomes.

tlonabedian (1992) predicted oonsurens in future might choose among
altemative sources of care and perhaps alternative modalities of management as
well. A challenge will be to provide to consurners tirnely, relevant, and trustrrvorthy
inforrnation to help decide where to go for particular types of care in specific
circurnstanoes, when this chclice is available. Donabedian suggested an
interrnediary or agency needs to provide this information. lf so, the agencies that
audit using either the JAGHO or the ISO 9000 model will need the capability to
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meet Donabedian's cfiallenge and supply valid infonnation. Investigating this
proposition presents opportunities for further research.

The next sec'tion of this literature reviewdescribes the history of ISO 9000
certification. The struc'ture and obiectives of ISO 9000 quality managernent
standards and audits take into account many of the requirements predicted by
Scrivens (1995). Babwin (1998) and Moore (1999) reported ISO certification
agencies are supplying ISO 9000 certification services to healthcare service
providers. Bohigas (1998) reported JCAHO nor ofiers ISO 9000 certification as
a complernent to its existing accreditation servies. ISO 9000 guidelines are
enrerging for healthcare service providers. In New Zealand and Australia, for
Guide to
example, there is ASNZS 3905.14:1998 Quality system guidelines
AS/NZS ISO 9001, 9002 and 9003 for health services. lt seerm the healthcare
sector is now ready to accept and apply the ISO 9000 standards and its
associated audit process.

-

li)

Certification

The l$O 9000 series of quality managernent standards o$res itrs origins to a
national (United Kingdom) standard, BS 5750, for quality systems applicable to
all sectors of economic activity. BS 5750 evolved in the rnanufac{uring, rnainly
engineering, sector and was adopted ftom the late 1980s onwards by the seMce
sector. ISO 9001, ISO 9002, and ISO 9003 are contrac{ual standards for quality
systerns derived from BS 5750 and have been adopted around the urorH by rmst
countries and almost all industries and sectors. ISO standards and guidelines are
created and revieued by international committees and issued by the Intemational
Organisation for Standardization based in Switzerland.
The ISO 9001n13 standards vrere first issued in 1987 and a revised edition was
issued in 1994. In addition to the ISO 9001/23 standards the ISO 9000 series
contains various guidelines. The cunent standards and guidelines, read in
conjunction with a quality vocabulary ISO 8402, standardize various quality
managernent terms used in the ISO 9000 series. A neur version of ISO 9000 was
published in December 2000 and conpliance with these standards will become
mandatory for certification purposes in Decenber 2003.
ISO 9000 series guidelines and regional or nationalguidelines have been
published for various industsy sectors. The Australasian guidelines'ASNZS
3905.14: 1998 Quality system guidelines
Guide to AS/NZS ISO 9001, 9002
and 9003 for health servi€s", is an example.

-

Of the three contractual standards, ISO 9001 is the most comprehensive and
contains 20 elernents nonnally rebned to as chuses (see table ll-a). ISO 9002
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contains 19 dauses, omifting design control, a clause relevant only to
organisations producing novel, innovative products or services, rather than
product or servioe variants. Most organisations certified to the ISO 9002 standard
have no design function and therefore no need for certification to the ISO 9001
standard. ISO 9003 is a standard limited to inspec-tion and test functions within
an organisation and is now widely regarded as an obsolete standard.
The ISO 9000 series clains to offer a framework for ensuring consistent quality
of a product or service by requiring organisations firstly to produce a dear and
consistent quality policy to meet customer needs and expectations via
organizational goals and objec-tives. The organisation must also docurnent
detaibd procedures and work insbuctions to implernent their quality policy.
Evidence is gathered and recorded that the quality policy and associated
procedures and work instructions are being implemented effectively. The ISO
9000 frarnework also has elements for maintaining a cycle of continual
irnprovenrent.
Depending upon the level of developrnent of a healthcare provide/s existing
quality system, establishing a quality systemwhich meets the requirements of
ISO 9001/2 can take between 6 - 18 months. At this point the organisation will
call upon the services of an ISO certification body to audit the healthcare
provider's quality system. An ISO 9OO1n certification cycle lasts three years. The
first stage of the initial audit is a docurnentation review to confrm that the quality
system exists, at least in docurnented form, and rneets the requirenents of the
chosen (lSO 9001 or ISO 9002) standard. Next, a site visit is rnade to confirm the
documented quality system has been implemented in practice and is effec{ive.
Successful completion of the initial audit procss is folloued by certification of the
organisation to eiher the ISO 9001 or the ISO 9002 standard by the certification
body. During the thre+year certification cycle regular surveillance visits are
made to audit and confirm that the documented quality system is being
maintained.
Redman et al (1995) reported over 140,000 certifications worldwide to the ISO
9000 standards. There were 20,000 oertifications in the United Kingdom alone.
The high proportion is to be expected because the ISO 9000 series is based on a
British Standard: BS 5750. Redman et al described a survey of 880 nrembers of
the Institute of Management. Of the 880 responses, 394 responses originated
fom the service sector and a wide range of services confirmed their use of
quality rnanagement standards and principles.
Earlier in the literature reviewthe evolution of quality management systens was
described including the estabfishrnentworldwide of the ISO 9000 model and
certification. The structure and indeed the very wording of the 20 clauses of ISO
9001 betray their manufacturing origins (refer table ll - a). This feature of the ISO
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9000 rnodel must present a challenge to the service sector despite the 1987
version being revised in 1994, and guidelines published for the service sector,
including Neur Zealand healthcare (1998).

In the following sec{ion uptake of the ISO 9000 rnodel by three seMce sectors,
namely insurance, finance and training, are reviewed.

In August 1993, Sedgwick UK became the first major insurane brokerto gain
ISO 9001 certiftcation of its network of 19 regional UK offces (Cooper-Mitcfiell,
1994). As insurance brokers their rnain hurdle to dear rms to rnake use of the
ISO 9001 standard as it applied to their services. Sedgwick UK appointed a firm
of consultants to advise on the rneaning and interpretation of the standard.
Insurance companies following in Sedgwick's footsteps should be spared some
of the costs of hirirp consultants as guidane notes have been issued
subsequenfly on the application of ISO 9000 in the financialservices secfor
(British Standads lnstitution, 1996). This document is intended for the use of
organisations involved in all aspects of financial services, for example banks,
building societies, insurance companies. The guidance notes should be read in
conjunction with the ISO 9000 standard and the notes include exarnples to clarify
the application of the generic ISO 9000 standard in financialservices. Thus, the
guidance notes translate standards designed for a tangible product rnanufacturer
into standards for an intangible seMe provider. Similarly, the New Zealand
healthcare sector now has available Ausbalasian guidelines (AS , NZS
3905.14:1998) to hanslate ISO 9000 standards into standards for healthcare
service providers.

Sedgwick's consultants also advised on the style and content of the quality
system documentation reguired. To ensure a system was created based on best
practim, Sedgwick set up a steering group of staff representing all regions of the
company and all business disciplines. The steering group provided a broad
spectrum of ideas and experienoe. In addition, functionalworking groups of two
to four people documented procedures fur every area of the Sedgwick UK
business. The results of the steering and working groups'work were three main
docurnents. Firstly, a company operating manual defined policy on all rnatters
affecting the way Sedgwick do business, incfuding their quality policy. Secondly,
quality system procedures detailed every acfivity that impacted on the standard
of servioe provided by Sedgwic{< to ib clients. Thirdly, rnodel docurnents and
forms were issued as part of the Sedgwick quality system.

When Sedgwick began implenenting their docurnented quality system in March
1993, a challenge was to avoid or at least minimize disruption of servies to
clients. Their strategy was to introduce the quality system on a rolling basis to
coincide with contract renewals. All new clients autornatically becarne part of the
quality system from the first time they made contact. Betueen March and June
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1993 the company tested its quality system and the new or redefined procedures
were put into place. Internal auditors drawn from offices all over the country
conducted audits of the system, identiffing problems and advising on points of
ambiguity or difftculty arising from the implementation process. In July 1993,
Sedwick undenrvent an ISO 9001 certification audit and shortly afterwards
received official notice of their ISO 9001 certification.

Cooper-Mitchell reported that for Sedgwick UK the implementation of ISO 9001
model resulted in benefits for the organisation and their clients. Benefits for the
organisation included: creation of a quality culture within the organisation;
simplified training of new staff and staff transferred within the organisation;
reduction of paperwork through streamlined administrative procedures and
documentation based on best practice; creation of more time to spend on adding
value to client service; and increased efficiency through enhanced ability to get
things "right first time".
Benefits for the clients included: clients know and agree service levels received
and can rneasure the provider's performance; consistent high quality of service
delivery; service delivery representing industry best practice; and improved
satisfaction with the handling of client complaints.

Connor and Crowley (1993) described the implementation of an ISO 9002
certified quality system in a public sector finance organisation. The Mersey
Internal Audit Agency (MIAA) provides an internal audit service to clients
providing healthcare services. The MIAA service broadly involves the provision of
an independent appraisal of all financial activities conducted by the clients. The
agency set itself two objectives to be met through development of its quality
system. Firstly, meet MIAA clients' requirements: confidence in the ability of the
agency to deliver consistently the desired service. Secondly, meet the MIM
organisation requirements: both internally and externally, at an optimum cost,
with efficient utilization of the available resources. lmplementation of the MIAA
quality system to meet the ISO 9002 standard was planned to be in stages, as
outlined below:
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Table ll- f: Planning stages for implementing an ISO 9002 certified quality

sysbm
Staoes in qualitv prooramrne

Timescale ftom start

1. Produce report on existing

2.

organisation in
and
agree ac-tion
relation to the standard
plan.

Start

Develop documented quality system including
quality straternents.

Five rnonths

3.

l-aunch or irnplernent quality system and

3.

Carry out intemal quali$ audits and implernent
conective actions.

review.

5.

Perfurm rnanagement

6.

Msit by third party accredited certification

procedures.

Six months

Seven months
Nine and a half months

body.

Eleven months

Connor and Growley reported that for the MlM, implennnting the ISO 9002
model supported their existing TQM initiatives.
Beneftts for the organisation induded: support of continuous quality improvernent
initiatives; staffinvolvementin re-assessingeveryaspectof theirwork; reduced
waste and enor through promptly identifying and addressing problerns; and
improved staff enthusiasm and rnotivation.
Benefits for the client induded: support for custorner-focussed servies; and
increased confidene in consistent delivery of requircd services.

In the training sec{or, experience with implennnting ISO 9000 standards
suggested that mnagens should consider not just the technical requirenents of
the standards but the hurnan requirernents as urell. O'Brien (1993) conducted a
survey within a training organisation to examine staff attitudes during the
irnplennntation prooess of ISO 9000, what irplications there \rvere for managers
in the inplementation pro@ss, ard for ftrture inplementation design. O'Brien
clains staffattitudes to ISO 9000 can be vitalto the successful implennntation of
the standard. She conduded that itenre afiec'ting staffattitudes include the level
of involvement of their managers and the extent to wfrich their commitnent is
denpnstrated. A comrnon vision of ISO 9000 should be prornoted and acfiieved,
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and clearly understood by staff. Thus, the levelof priority attached to ISO 9000
should be rnade clear to staff and reflected in their nunagers' actions. For
example, staff require tirne and support wfren docurnenting and irnplernenting
procedures and an appropdate level of training for stafito be able to cope with
ISO 9000. O'Brien also conduded that selec-tion of the quality cmrdinator can be
critical: too high up the organisation means too rernote; too lotr down the
organisation and he I she rnay not command enough respect.
O'Brien's research was fucussed on the process of implencntation of the ISO
9002 model, rather than the results of implementation. Horever, she did list a
variety of potential benefits to organisations adopting the ISO 9002 model, as
cited by bodies such as the British Standarde Institution and the Department of
Trade and Industry. The benefits included: quality improvements and a reduction
in quality costs such as scrap or rehaining; irnproved market share; oedibility
arising from external assessrnent; intemational recognition ; improved
effectiveness; reduced complairfs; less disruption within organisation though
training new staff using docurnented procedures; involvement of staff in
managernent of organisation; and improved team spirit, job satisfaction and
enthusiasm.

In the previous sections data on benefits to insurance, financial, and training
servies organisations and their clients resulting from implementation of the ISO
9000 modelwere reviewed. Analysis of the data revealed that more than one
researcher had reported similar benefits to the organisation and their clients.
There were three @mmon categories of benefits to the organisation and one
common category of benefit to clients. For the purpose of analyzing the
combined data on all three services these comrxln benefits were each redefined as one benefit. In addition the other potentialbenefits named by O'Brien
were then discounted. The result of this analysis was the follodng table of
benefits to service sec'tors ftom implementing the ISO 9000 model:
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Table ll - g: Benefits of implementlng ISO 9000 in insurance, ftnancial, and
training services
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One intereeting feature of the three servie organisations described in the
previous sections is their level of contact with their orstomers. ln each of these
sectors contact is restricted to a few personneland the services (nsurance,
financial, and training) are pepared, arnended and customized to a signiftcant
extent in the absence of the custorner.
During the librature survey itwas noted that the seMes reporting uptake of ISO
9000 are rnainly in the nature of back offices rather than front offi@s, as defined
by Chase and Hayes (1991) earlier in the review. Provided the service is
delivered to realize its promised outcorne, the environnent within rnost of the
servioe organisation is of no real consequenoe to the customers. Being akin in
this sense to rnanufiacturers, it is not entirely surprising it was these sectors that
were amongst the first to publish reports on uptake of the ISO 9000 model.
By-eontrast, a relatively high proportion of healthcare sector personnel rnakes
direct contact with their custoners, that is their patients and the consumeni of the
healthcare services. Indeed, patients present themselves at healthcare service
premises and the service is delivered direcfly to the @nsumer. Multiple
encounters occurwith healthcare service providers. The research by GooperMitchell (1994), Connor and Grorley (1993), and O'Brien (1993) did not evidenty
address these healthcare service quality dimensions that are intangible in nature.
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The environrnent in wtrich a healthcare service is delivered has both tangible and
intangible dirnensions. Hutton and Richardson (1995) coined the expression
"healthscapes" when describing the impact of the facility and physical
environrnent on consumer attitudes, satisfaction, quality assessrnents and
behaviors. These infiuences result from elernents of the physical health care
environrnent, including the facility and tangible elements of the service
encounter.

An earlier section of this review noted that Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry
(1990) had evaluated service quality by examination of ten dimensions using the
SERVQUAL questionnaire tool. Nine of the dimensions are intangible and only
one tangible in nafure. Thus implernenting quality management and auditing
using the ISO 9000 series will need to take into consideration these important
tangible and intangible dirnensions. How the ISO 9000 certification process
meets this challenge presents an interesting opportunity for firture research.
Judgements of quality are often made not about rnedical care itself, but indirectly
about the persons who provide care, and about the settings and systenn within
which care is provided. As a result, the attributes of these persons and settings
and the aftributes of the care itself are used, altemately or simultaneously, both
to define and to judge quality (Donabedian, 1980). These practical requirernents
for assessrnents of quality rnay impac't to solre extent on the success of applying
the ISO 9000 series to healthcare provision and were not addressed in the
literature reporting on uptake of ISO 9000.
Carman et al (1996) described a comprehensive set of variables for measuring
the level of implementation of quality management in hospitals. These variables
indude environnent and resources, approach taken to implernentation, extent of
physician participation, organizational culture, depth of implementation (br
example, number of quality improvement activities), quality improvernent outputs,
and perfoffnan@ rneasures. The variables are wide.ranging and again present a
challenge to the successful adoption of ISO 9000 certification in healthcare
services.

An earlier section of this review mentioned reports by Babwin (1998) and Moore
(1999) of instances of American hospitals adopting the ISO 9000 model in
preference to the established JCAHO accreditation schene. Moore noted the
fimitation of the generic quality management standard ISO 9001 l2with respect
to rneasuring the outcomes, rather than processes, of healthcare services.
Outcornes are linked to the important things that need to be done in health care
and the ctraracteristics of doing those things well, like managing information,
infection control, and managing the environnrent of care. He observed ISO 9000
is written with the manufacturing industry in mind. lf you're rnaking widgets ard
one is bad, you just throw it out, but in health care we want to avoid that one bad
outcorne. By contrast, outcorne review is an area hat JCAHO emphasizes.
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Investigation of these reported limitations, to the application of the ISO 9000
modelto healthcare services, opens further avenues of research.

Before concluding this section on ISO 9000 a review is made of the Baldridge
Award modelthat contains a number of features in common with the ISO 9000
model.

The Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award originated in 1987 in the USA.
Named after a former Secretary of Commerce, the Award was designed to
stimulate quality awareness in three sectors of the US econorny: manufacturing,
servioe, and small business. Baldridge criteria provide the needed elements for
an organisation to build a quality management system en@mpassing all
employees, suppliers and customers. The criteria also include the use of data to
drive planning and decision making. The criteria may be used as a selfevaluation tool for rneasuring progress in quality rnanagement system
development. An organisation using the Baldridge model can apply for external
evaluation using a scoring system and scoring guidelines. After obtaining a
sufficiently high score for each category of criteria, the organisation may be
granted a Baldridge Award recognizing its achievement in developing a
comprehensive and effec'tive quality management system.
Jensen (1996) described the introduction in 1995 of a health care pilot
programme that parallels the Baldridge Award for business. The healthcare pilot
criteria aimed to help organisations improve their services in two u/ays. The first
goal is improved healthcare quality by continuously improving the delivery
servioes to patients and to stakeholders. The second goal is improved
organizational effectiveness, use of resources, and capabitities. More recently
(than 1996) Baldridge criteria have been termed criteria for performan@
excellence as opposed to criteria for quality. The criteria are published in a
format that enables an organisation to self-assess and score its performance and
thereby benchmark internally against a soore for excellence. The organisation
can also benchmark with other organisations that have adopted the Baldridge
model.
Like the ISO 9000 model, the Baldridge model does not presoibe particular
management tools ortechniques or direct how an institution should be organized.
Unlike the ISO 9000 model which describes prooess management of a quality
system, Baldridge Criteria are outcome orientated with intenelated requirernents.
The Baldridge model emphasizes regular evaluation against the criteria as part of
the organisation's improvement process. Baldridge Criteria are more
comprehensive than the ISO 9000 clauses. Internal and external requirements
are addressed, as well as public and community responsibilities.

The Baldridge rnodel has been recognised and adopbd in other countries as well
as the USA. The New Zealand Business Excellence Foundation, for example,
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provides an evaluation and award service identical to the Arnerican rnodel. To
date, however, there are no reports of deployrnent of the business excellence
criteria at award level in the New Zealand healthcare sector.

iii) Regulatory Inspectlons
Health authorities use inspection models to disctarge their responsibilities under
legislation to verify that quality and safety standards are being maintained by
provider organisations. This inspection regirnen is rnanaged by stratute in rnany
countries induding those where accreditation npdels have been established.
In the USA, for example, The Registered Hornes Act (1984) provides br
regulatory inspecting of residential care facilities. Drinkuater and Greveson
(1997) noted though, that the legislation itself provides liftle guidance on what
constitutes good quality care. Phrases such as "adequate" are applied to issues
like numbers of staff and storage of rnedication with no indication of what
constitutes adequacy. Interpretation is therefore left to regulation offiers and
their inspectors.

In New Zealand the Ministry of Health ac*nowledged in a public discussion
document "Taking Care ll' (1997) that the existing regulatory arrangements set
out in Part V of the Hospitals Act 1957, the Hospitals Regulations 1993, the
Obstetrics Regulations 1986, Part Vl of the Health Act 1956, the Old People's
Hornes Regulations 1987 and the Disabled Percons CommunityWelfareAct
1975, had not always ensured safe outcomes for @nsumers. The regulatory
requirements for hospitals and rest hores, in particular, focus on inputs sudr as
stafi to bed ratios, minimum room sizes, patient charts, patient records and
restrictions on other activities which may take place within liensed premises.
There is no clear relationship between these inputs and the achievernent of safe
outcomes because the risk of harm arises from a complex cornbination of tac'tors.
The existing regulatory arangernents do not adequately address safety risks and
they also impose unnecessary costs on providers. This arises because sore
providers are impeded by the present regulations fiom providing continuity of
care to older people, and from providing a variety of health servioes from
licensed premises.
In NewZealand the Health and Disability Seruices (Safety) Act (2001) has
replaced the outrnoded legislation. Providers will be required under the legislation
to manage saEty risks with a view to reducing the opportunities for incidents of
preventable harm to occur. The Act will require provider organisations to comply
with NZS 8134 (2001) Health and Dsability Sector Standards. There are six
parts to l,lZS 8134 and each part is based upon a maior outconre:
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Table ll - h: Slx parb of the NZS 8134 (20011 Health and Disability Sector
Standards
Part 1. Consurner Rights. Outcone: Consumers perceive safe and reasonable
services in a manner that is respectfr.tl of their rights, minimizes harm, and
acknowledges their cultural ard individual values and belieft .
Part 2. Oganizational Managenent. Outconre: Consurners receive seMes that
are managed in a sab, efficient and effecfive nnnner and that cornplywith
legislation.
Part 3. Pre.Enfiy and Entry to Servioes. Outoome: Consuners are considered br
entry to services, including assessrnent services, in an equitable and timely
manner when their need for the seMce has been idenffied.
Part 4, SeMce Delivery. Outcome: Gonsurners receive services that rneet their
individual assessed needs, rellec't desired outcornes and goals, and are
coordinated.
Part 5. Managing Servioe Delivery. Outconre: Consurners receive servies in a
planned and coordinated mannerthat conplies with legislation and meets the
needs of consumers.
Part 6. Safe and Appropriate Environment. Outcorne: Consumers' physical
privacy is respec'ted and rnet in a manner appropriate to their needs and
environment. \Mere service delivery is facility based, services are provided in an
environment that promotes safety, has adequate space and arnenities to facilitate
independence, is in a sefting appropriate to the consumer group and meets the
needs of people with disabilities.
Each of the above major outcornes has a series of 'Required Service Outcome
Griteria" wfrich specify the form and mode of the required outcome. Various
healthcare sectors, such as residential care and hospitals, each have their own
sector guidelines for meeting the outcorne criteria. The guidelines in tum are
accompanied by audit tools for assessing the level of aftainrnent to the strandards
of service provider organisations.
How the auditing agencies adapt their existing acoeditation (eg. New Zealand
Gouncilon Healthcare Standards) and certification (eg. ISO 9000) systems and
incorporate the new Health and Disability Sector Standards, guidelines and the
c) offers an interesting opportunity for future
audit tools listed eadier (l-able
research.

ll-

For example, the Sector Standards Part2 require a healthcare organisation to
establish and maintain risk managerent (such as based on NZS 4360) and
quality managernent (such as based on ISO 9000) systerns, thereby managing
safeg and quality within their services. In a healthcare setting, adoption of the
NZS 4360 modelwoufd lead to effective m{rnagernent of a broad range of
categories of risk related to patients, nredical staffand employees, as well as any
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factor that might lead to liability or loss. By contrast, the ISO 9000 model is
focussed on effective managenent of quality to ensure that the needs and
expectations of patients are satisfied. As observed earlier in this literature review,
risk managenent and quality managernent are closely allied. In this example, the
ISO 9000 quality management elernent called preventive action is used for the
effective rnanagement of potential nonconformities. Thus, preventive action is a
suFset of risk rnanagement, the latter much broader in scope, and both existing
within the overall management system of the healtrcare organisation.

Figure lf - 07: Fit of prcventive acffon and riek management withln a
management system

}lanagerEnt sy€fiems
Risk

ranagmsrt
Quality

ranagerent
- Prwenliveaclion

Both the risk management rnodel NZS 4360 and the quality management model
ISO 9000 have been incorporated into the organizational structure. The outcorne
of risk managernent will be avoidance of potential adverse events, and the
outcorne of quality management will be avoidance of potential nonconformities.

The proposed regulations will include a structure for independent audit of
healthcare service organisations and the structure is illustrated as follovvs:
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Figurc 11{)8: IntorelaUonships within health and disability service
audifing system

A key feature of this structurc is the independence of the designated
audlting agencies. Healthcare provider organisations will no longer be audited
by funders who award contracts fur services nor even by the Ministry of Health,
the rregulatory authority peviously responsible br inspec{ng oryanisations and
issuing licences. The designated auditing agencies will rnanage and will deliver a
certification service on behalf of the Ministry of Health. Through this struc'ture
Neur Zealand intends to reduce its multiplicity of audits by regulatory authorities,
purchasing and funding agencies, and accreditation and certification bodies.
Drinkwater and Greveson (1997) observed that vague quality specifications in an
environrnent of competing healthcare provider organisations hofd back a npre
fundamental debate on hor to create eftctive management of quality
improvernent through interaction between purchasers (funders) and providers of
healthcare services. Examination of the contribution of the new Health and
Disability Sector Standards and audit by independent agencies to improvernents
in healthcare services offers an interesting opportunity for future researcfi.
Thus far the literature review has covered healthcare quality management and
accreditation and oertification within individual organisations. Many recent
publications, however, described a growing trend for healthcare services to
integrate their care delivery systems with other organisations' systems. In the
next section the research literature covering integrated care is reviewed.
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iv) Summary of Section Two: Accreditation and Gertification
In this section various systems for external verification of healthcare service
guality and safety have been identified from the literature. These systems and
their key points are;

1)

Accreditation has evolved within healthcare and one particular (JCAHO)
model has been adopted across the globe. In recent times shortcomings
have been identified in the nature of the accreditation standards, the
survey proc€ss, and the surveyors performing accreditation audits.

2\

Certification using the ISO 9000 model has been adopted by service
sectors such as insurance, finance and training. Adoption of ISO 9000 by
the healthcare sector is a very recent phenornenon and may be in part a
response to some of the shortcomings of the (JCAHO) accreditation
model.

3)

Business excellence (Baldridge) awards criteria have emerged as an
alternative to the ISO 9000 model for healthcare organisations seeking
options to the traditional (JCAHO) accreditation model.

4')

Regulatory inspections are used in many countries for monitoring quality
and safety in healthcare services. ln New Zealand new legislation requires
service providers to comply with updated (2001) health and disabitity
sector standards. Incorporating these quality and safety standards
presents a challenge to the established NZCHS accreditation and ISO
9000 certifi cation models-
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3.

Integrated Care

Many recent publications described the grodng bend for healthcare service
provider organisations to integrate their care delivery system with other
organisations' systents. Wthin these publications several approaches to defining
integrated care were found.
Canrpbell (1996) ofiered a succinct description of integrated care:
'An interwoven ueb of providers and payerc in a networked world".
Morell and Mills (1996) ofiered a definition of integrated care delivery containing
an outcome objective:
? seamless system that offers patients a high quality continuum of care."
Foreman and Frierlrnan (1997) described "lntegrated Care Delivery Nehlorks"
a9:
"A portfolio of inpatient, outpatient, physician and alternative site services. A
single 'integrated' organisation should realize natural synergies by effectively
managing a continuum of care for a defined population".
Scott, J. (199S) proposed a New Zealand Health Funding Authority definition of
integrated care:
"An approactr wfrereby health servioes for a defined population are finanoed and
delivered through an integrated system to ensure access, equrty and quality of
care in a cost-eftctive way, which is modifted by patientrs, professional and
community values, induding acceptance by all parties of limited resour@s.
Luke and Begun (1996) predicted:
.A significant investnent in the components of system building that are essential
for ensuring the coordination of care across the full spectrum of healthcare
providers and seMces".

Publications by Silvestri (1997) and by McCormick and Rainger (1997) have
been selec.ted as the basis of the next part of this literature review. Both
publications have a local (New Zealand) focus and descdbe and compare
managed healthcare services and integrated healthcare services respectively.

i) ilanaged and Integrated Gare
Managed healthcare was associated with the introduction of competition into
healthcare systems in the U.S.A., U.K., New Zealand and elsewhere. The
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objective of competition was to give healthcare providers incentives to reduce
costs, improve efficiencies and respond to consumer needs and expectations.
Managed care aimed to address pre-existing shortcomings in healthcare
provision. Gatekeeper functions would assure ease of accessibility of consurners
to healthcare services. In New Zealand for example in the early 1990s health
reforms linked providers and consumers to a third, purchasing party.The socalled "purchaser provider splif rneant regional health authorities became the
agents of Ministry of Health govemment funders and purchased healthcare
services for consurners.
By the mid-1990's in New Zealand and elsewhere experience had shown that
simply relying on free market supply and demand does not necessarily lead to a
controlled change reform process. The purchaser-.provider split involves a third
party payer and the cost of healthcare services is not linked directly to consumer
dernand; consumers do not pay for the services. Taxpayers' purchasing of
healthcare services through governnent agencies is too complex a process to
rely on a simple "market forces" solution. In fact many of the pre-existing
problems in healthcare provision are micro / local in nature rather than macro /
national.

At the present time integrated healthcare services is seen as a more effective
approach to providing healthcare services. Typically, integrated healthcare
services involves a network of providers collaborating in offering defined services
to a particular population, usually at a specified price, and seeking identifiable
outcomes.
Thus, integrated care philosophy leaves behind competition between providers.
All the stakeholders in healthcare - purchasers (governrnent funders), providers
and consumers - work together in partnership. For example, the managernent of
a consumeds heart disease is integrated with the management of the consumer's
combined health problems:
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Figurc ll - 09: Integrated lf,anagement of a Consume/s Gombined Health
Probleme
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Silvestri (1997) daimed that the benefits of integrated service networks should
include ease of accessibilaty of all required services. Gonsumers and families
have access to the decision-makers of integrated service networks. There is a
single assessment for all social services and a focus on outomes rather than
outputs. Beneftts also include respect for the dffierences between stakeholders.
McCormick and Rainger (1997) believed that ideal integrated care networks
provide optirnal clinical management and involve a full range of community
resources. Care provided in and around the horne, for example, addresses the
personal needs of the individual and their carers. All professionals, including
community nurses and general practitioners, are trained to deliver cost-effecfive
clinical management strategies. The strengths and rrrreaknesses of infonnal
carers (family and friends) are assessed and training given in the provision of
optimal support. Patients becorne active participants in their own care. A disorder
is detected at the earliest possible strage. A team approach to healthcare
provision is developed with emphasis on continued rehabilitation procedures.
However, healthcare services are wide in breadth ftom population-based public
health servi@s, through disability support services to prirnary, secondary and
tertiary personal health services:
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Figure ll - 10: Integrated Care Dellvery Network
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The relationships betueen these sectors and providerc are complex. An
integrated care approach seeks to optimize the use of available resources
(financial, clinical. etc.) both within the boundaries of each sector and across the
interfaces between each sector. Horrever, any approach chosen must be both
flexible and coherent in seeking equitable, efficient and practical solutions to
providing healthcare services. As Mc0ormic.k and Rainger noted, integrated care
stresses processes and agreernents rather than structure and overtly contestable
markets.
For example, in the area of presoibing, the sheer volurne of drugs coming onto
the market each year, the complicated way drugs interac't with other drugs, and
the public demand for guality care means doctors will have to work with other
professionals to ensure patient safety. This may result in an end to clinical
autononry in general practice and the beginning of multidisciplinary health
centers and integrated care arrangements. Pharmacists, for example, are
experts on drugs but rarely do doctors consult them. Their knowledge and
etrpertise should be integrated into medical practie much more than is the case
at present (Walton, 1998)
Healthcare professionals will have to have allegiances to dinical netuvorks and
teanm caring for people both in the community and in hospital, rather than have
allegiances to hospitals and institutions (Cunningham, 2001).
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For an integrated system to work successfully, Peters (1997) believed that the
choice and maintenan@ of strategic alliance partners is critical. His key success
factors are to becorne the best in the world and choose partners who are
evidenfly highly competent in their area of business. Partners are chosen who
can be trusted and have the chemistry that ensures individual personalworking
relationships are sound. A key sucoess factor is tinre to build parher
relationships over a period of time. Mutual recognition of partners' strengths is a
given and the relationship must ensure each partner perbrms. Thus, effort is
invested in core relationships. People abandon hierarchical relationships and
become involved as task-oriented people in partners' organisations.
Earlier in this review, the hierarchical nature of healthcare structures and the
clinician administration split was reviewed. The developrnent of integrated care
delivery systems has success factors that will require a rnarked shift away from
these traditional healthcare struc'tures. Examining how healthcare managernent
systems could incorporate these key success factors ofiers interesting
opportunities for future research.

Mc0ormick and Rainger (1997) claimed that the benefits of integrated care
should include reduoed variation in effciency ard improved quality of healthcare
provision. The system should ensure developrnent of best practice and evidencebased medicine in service delivery. Benefits indude improved information
systems and management systems. Each provider I payer quality system will be
required to rneet its own intemal organizational needs. In addition each system
must be compatible with the quality systems of the other organisations with which
it is networked.
Healthcare quality management systens were examined earlier in this revieur.
The advent of integrated care will require quality systems (and indeed entire
managernent systerns) within individual provider and payer organisations and
between linked provider and payer oryanisations.
People uorking together deliver much of healthcare. Walton (1998) reported that
the (New South Wales) Healthcare Complaints Committee receives rnany
complaints that are caused not by individuals rnaking isolated mistakes but
because of a failure in the systems. Not one but many factors contribute to the
poor outcomes for patients in these cascls, such as the actions of many doctors,
other health probssionals, or poor communication between different sections of
the hospital. These complaints are called systerns faults and they occur in all
hospitals. People are reluctantto admit mistakes when they occur and often
close ranks. Mistakes and system failures are inevitable, yet heafthcare providers
act as if they can live in an enor-free environnent. Schneider (2001) called for a
national incident reporting system so that the Australian private sec{or could
effectively monitor adverse events and (crucially) be seen to be taking action to
dealwith them.
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Earlier in this literature review, a study of the incidence of adverse events and
negligence in hospitalized patients in the USA was noted (Brennan et al, 1991).
The study conclusion was that there is a substantial amount of injury to patients
ftom nredical management, and that many injuries are the result of substandard
care.

Walton (1998) cited as an example when resident doctors wrongly ordered 0.9
milligrarns of digoxin instead of 0.09 milligranrs for a two-nronth-old baby boy,
causing death. There was no evidence of incompetence but plenty of evidence to
suggest a system failure in the hospital. The investigation uncovered that six
separate people had an opportunity to pick up the medication eror. Enors will
always be made but, if one only focuses on the actions of individuals, one misses
the opportunity to improve the system.
Examination of the manner in wfrich quality managernent systens are
implernented within an integrated care network is an interesting avenue for future
research. For example, in an integrated world of healthcare service delivery the
providers and payers will need to consider and choose complernentary
specification standards and guideline standards as defined by Whiting (1997).
This planning is vital to enable a rnanagernent system to operate effectively for
each integrated care network. The integrated care management system will
ensure the network of providers and payers defiver healthcare services to the
@nsumer within an orderly franework and in an orchestnated manner. The
developrnent of these management systems, and their associated neasurement
tools, offers ample opportunity for future research.
An earlier section of this review described conflicts of interest that may impose
barriers to the successful implernentation of quality management. Planning will
also need to take into account other distrac'tions and conflicts reported in the
literature as being associated both within and outside of integrated care
networks. These distractions and conflicts are examined in the next section of
this literature review.

iil

Integrated Carc Distr:actions

Nurnerous recent publications noted governrent intentions in New Zealand and
elsewhere to encourage the development of integrated care systems. As
occurred previously with managed care, the politicalwill appears motivated by
opportunities to obtain further cost reductions, efficiency gains and improved
effectiveness of overall healthcare services. For example, Wells (1998) claimed
that the New Zealand Health Funding Authority would use integrated care as a
contracting strategy. The funder's obiectives are firstly to purchase, on an
outcome basis, the best mix of services. A second objective is to increase
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provider responsiveness to consuners and thirdly to ensure the risks of
increased demand and reduced utilization are managed.
In the following sections a variety of obstacles to achieving these aims is
examined.

1)

ManagementPrinciplesPoliticized

Wells (1998) claimed that current integrated care policy in New Zealand is
dependent upon two economic theories. Public choice theory explains how public
decisions about the allocation of resources are made through the political
process. The theory argues that publicly provided services consume an excess
portion of the country's resources. Secondly, agency theory argues contracts
should form the basis of state provision of service. Contracts require clear
specification of responsibilities between a principal and an agent.
In a further example of how management principles becorne politicized, Uzumeri
(1997) noted that once a guideline standard ("metastandard") is prescribed, it is
quickly embedded in the prevailing definition of "good enough". This tendency
raises the scenario where management innovations are driven, not by empirical
experience, but by strong political processes that seek to control the conceptual
content of the published standards. At worst, overlapping guideline standards
("metastandards") could marginalize a great deal of managelnent research.

"Scholarly results would not be wrong, just irrelevant. The battleground of new
management ideas would shift from the marketplace to the mmmittee rooms,
where standards writing experts debate the next edition. Powerful stakeholders
would jockey for position like political parties, based as much on ideology as
science. Scholars would get to study the results, after they had influenced tens or
even hundreds of thousands of organisations around the world." (Uzumeri,
1993). Like best-laid plans, when management principles becorne politicized, the
bestJaid standards may go awry.

2l

Fragmentation

Scott, G. (1998) has described the problem of healthcare service fragmentation
in New Zealand. Equally applicable in countries elsewhere, the problem arises
when consumers move through a chain of providers for diagnosis and treatment.
Provider organisations have arrangements with health service funders who pay
the organisations on the basis of their particular services. These services interact
with each other, usually based on a system of referrals. Often these referral
systems do not consider the flow on effects of referrals to other groups of
providers or the overall use of resources across all provider groups.
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As a result, sorne services are fragmented and providers do not always face the
full resource and cost implications of their clinical decisions. The fragrnentation of
these services means there are few, if any, incentives for providers to maximize
the overall value the consurner receives and ultimately rnaximize health
outcomes. The problerns of fragrnentation could manifestthernselves as
duplication of effort due to a lack of information sharing, poorer health outcornes
and increased costs due to less than optimal choices of services and equity
issues between consumers who are rnore able to navigate the system and those
who cannot or do not. Integrated care anangements can solve these
ftagrnentation problems by placing responsibility for the co-ordination of a range
of services with a single agent. Scott G. believes the funders must have
ineentives to enable provider organisations to make decisions that consider
consumers' needs across a range of services and not just the servies they
directly provide themselves.

3)

Antitrust Concerns

Fuller and Scamnnn (1996) described recent far-reaching changes within
healthcare services such as the emergence of large horizontally and vertically
integrated entities and the cornbining of insurance and service delivery func'tions.
Policy makers encourage these trends in the expectation of decreasing costs and
increasing quality. Provider organisations tumed competitors can anticipate
efficiency gains including the provision of a new service or product,
improvements in the quality and management of patient care, and cost savings.
However, this expectation may not be realized within an environnent where
networks of healthcare service providers collaborate, wtrilst funders of healthcare
servioes award conhacts in a competitive tendering process. Inevitably, Fuller
noted, the joint actions of previously competitor, turned collaborator, provider
organisations raise antitrust ooncems. Fuller described in detailfinancial sabty
zone boundades and guidelines to analyze joint activity and explore antitrust
concems. Houever, examination of the managernent systems used by integrated
networks to realize efficiency gains remains an interesting opportuni$ forfurther
research.
Conflicting financial situations associated wih antitrust concerns are tendencies
for patch protection, canrmuts and clustering.

4l

Patch Protection

Hoge and Howenstine (1994 noted that resistane to establishing seMce
integration often fails at the implenentation stage. At this point, provider
agencies zealously guard their organizational boundaries and struggle with each
other for power and control. The Hoge and Howenstine solution is to develop
informal networks among staff of local provider agencies. This approach rnay,
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however, bypass the root cause of the problem, narnely organizational
determination to protect and compete rather than integrate and collaborate.
Establishing rnanagernent systems within these networks of providers should
provide a framework of systerns and rules for collaboration betuteen providers.

As mentioned earlier, Harari (1993) emphasized successfulquali$ management
highlights an organization's intangible relationships with suppliers, ioint venture
partners and other business units. These relationships are based on soft, squishy
concepts like honesty, tust, indusion, mutual support and candid, non-legalistic
expectations of both part'res' responsibilities. The relationships are long-term and
include features sucfi as giving partrers taining, sharing cost savings, allowing
access to data bases, and ulorking collaboratively on common problems, new
ideas and potential opportunities.
Hoge and Hourenstine (1994 drew ftom the research litenature eight sfrategies
for organizational development when integrating health services. The strategies
aim td resolve root causes of patch protection and seMce fragmentation sucfi as
maintenance by providers of tight organizational boundaries and rigid
identification of staffwith a single provider egency. These terdencies result in an
inappropriate flow of dients and stafi across organizational boundaries. Access
by ciients to comprehensive care services is irnpeded. lnter-agenry collaboration
in teatment planning and interventions is limited. Hoge and Howenstine
strategies induded oeating an umbrella organisation and creating integrated
task groups. There is participatory managefiFnt, ioint strategic planning and
multi-agency planning. lnter-agency collaboration indudes boundary spanneni,
team building, and sharing of resoures. The cenfal theme of these strategies is
to soften the boundaries of rnember organisations whilst strengthening provider
identification with the system as a wlrole. The central theme bears many of the
hallmarks of a strategy br total quality rnanagement.

5l

Gawe-Outs and Glusterlng

Foreman and Friedman (1997) claimed inbgrated delivery networks have
produced fundanental cost reductions and I or quality improvements.
Horizontally-oriented finns have emerged seeking to carve ot.tt highly specialized
healthcare services. A carveout is an entty that seeks to organize or provide
care related to a specific disease stab or treatrnent modality, on a national scale,
through relationships with or ownership of physicians, facilities, technology. and I
or propdetary management expertise. For exanple, a cardiology carv+out
company purchases the hlghest producing heart group in a service area and
announces plans to open a heart hospital. Most integrated delivery netumrks to
date have not produced the fundamental oost redustion and I or quality
improvement goals originally established through interdisciplinary populationbased care managenrent. The concepts of specialization, quality through
repetition, proximity to the custorner, and tailored products are well understood
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and recorded in other industries. Foreman and Friedman observed these
established marketing prindples were beginning to gain acceptance in health
care. In many markets and business segments, horizontal networks are
producing returns in the form of cost reduction and patient satisfiaction more
effectively. They asked if one-stop shopping has appeal, why wouldn't a payer
carve out selected services to a niche firm to save 20% of costs, especially if the
outcones are better? As the McDonalds of healthcare, facility carve-outs enjoy a
competitive edge from a proprietary management model that packages facility
design, operational procedures and benchmarking, rnarketing and brand name
developnent, and supplies purchasing. They often attract physician rebnals
through convenience and, rpre importantly, joint ventures.
The existence of such carve-outs needs to be taken into consideration when
developing management systenn for integrated care networks. For example, a
trend towards integrated services delivery neturorks will encourage various area
and regional health service organisations to cluster together. Clustering may
occur to serve the interests of the service organisation, rather than those of the
consuffErs and the area or region:
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Figure ll -11: Anticipabd Outcomes for Clustercd Vercus Scafrered
Healthcarc Service Organisations
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On the other hand clustering should improve @nsumer acoess to health services
and may help to remove organizational baniers arising from separateness.
Future research into rnanagement systerns for integrated care delivery networks
rnay well need to address the impact of carve-outs and of dustering of health
services.
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6)

Gapitation Contracts

Wells (1998) noted the New Zealand government intends making single agents
responsible for decisions as to the mix of services provided. The New Zealand
Health Funding Authority was unable to make decisions at the level of the health
professional and consumer. Therefore the proposed single agent would be
provided with inentives to make allocation decisions aligned with governrnent
purchasing objectives. The single agent would determine specific service levels
and decide on tradeofb betvneen servies.
In 2000, health and disabilities service legislation initiated changes in the
purchasing and provider struc'ture. Linked with the re-structured funding
mechanisms are new structures for standards and auditing, as discussed in an
earlier section of this review. The research work was undertaken at the tinre
when four Regional Health Authorities existed, becanre one Transitional Health
Authority, then devolved onto District Health Boards. Nevertheless, the power
control of finance still remains largely with the Ministry of Health.

Burns and Robinson (1997) observed that managed care systems have resulted
in the emergence (in the USA) of physician practice management companies
(PPMCS). The independent practitioner association (lPA) is a PPMC model
established in the USA to form virtual physician groups and networks for
managed care contracting. Physicians remain in their own practices and contract
with the PPMC to manage only the HMO (health management organisation)
portion of their business. For physicians, the model provides access to new
revenue sources (HMO contracts) and, in some models, administrative services
provided through the PPMCs MSO (management services organisations). For
the PPMC, the model provides a low-cost entry to new markets and a potential
means to transition physicians to more integrated arangements. A PPMC avoids
ownership links with major hospitals, nursing homes, ambulatory surgery centers,
and other bricks and mortar facilities. Rather, it relies on contractual linkages to
achieve coordination. Both lPAs and hospital-based integrated care systems
pursue capitation ontracts from funders and purchasers of healthcare services.
Thus, lPAs offer a competitive alternative to hospital-based integrated care
servioes. They are a structural alternative for physician group consolidation.
Future research into management systems for integrated care networks could
take into account the role of the contracted fund holder and may well provide a
useful model for case study research. For example, Burns comrnented that many
PPMCs employ executives with backgrounds in medicine, business and
accounting. This background may free PPMC executives from traditional views of
physicians as professionals who need to be reined in and controlled and instead
help them see physicians as entrepreneurs who should be empowered and
incentivized. At the same time the mentality of these executives may translate
into treating physicians as revenue-producing assets on income statements,
rather than as professionals with whom to partner. The translated relationship
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described by Burns and Robinson nray becorne the latest variation of the dinicalservice administration split described earlier in this review (refer Figure ll - 02).
Burns and Robinson also comrnented that PPMCS may be able to create product
standardization programmes, formularies based on dinical paths, outorne
studies, and best practioes. In this regard, analysis of the managernent system
created br the PPMC , IPA model offers new avenues for further research. As
noted earlier in this review, clinician buy-in to quality programmes is often difficult
to over@me resistance by medical and other
to acfiieve. The challenge
likely
to
increase
rather than to decrease when integrated care
clinical staff- is
networks are installed. Thus, analysis of management systens for integrated
care networks could take into account the characteristics of the professional
service environment organizational and management aspects of quality
programmes.

-

Recent publications anticipated gains and improvements resulting ftom the
introduction of integrated care delivery networks. Sone of these gains are related
to the quality of healthcare seMce provided in an integrated service sefting.
There are considerations to be given to quali$ rnanagement of integrated care
as opposed to quality management of individual healthcare provider
organisations. These considerations indude the nature of standards incorporated
into the quality management systens of integrabd care netrrorks. Further
considerations are various distrac'tions and conflic*s accompanying the
introduction of integrated care and presenting obstacles to its successful
impfenentation.

The adoption of the ISO 9000 modef by healthcare provider organisations and
the creation of integrated care delivery networks are both recent phenonrena, as
reported in the literature. A study of the manner in which the ISO 9000 model is
applied within integrated care networks offers interesting opportunity for further
research. Future study might assess the extent to wtrich quality rnanagernent
systenrs based on the ISO 9000 model contibute to the suc@ss of integrated
care in terns of access by mnsuners and the efficiency and effec{iveness of
provider organisations.
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iii) Summary of Section Three: Integrated Gare
The purpose of this section is to collate literature related to the evolution of
integrated care delivery systens and to identify its key points. These are:

1)

Managed care systens involving competition between healthcare
providers and a 'purchaser
provider splif were part of so-called "health
reforns". In recent tirnes the overfly competitive model has been replaced
by approaches that emphasize collaboration between all stakeholders in
healthcare.

-

2)
3)

Integrated care stresses processes and agreements within a network of
services. There is a focus on outcomes for consumers and prospects for
improved service effi ciency and effectiveness.

There are various distractions and conflic-ts accompanying the introduction
of integrated care. Quality managenent can contribute to the eftctive
linking and coordination of integrated care networks.
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4l

Summary of the Literature Review

In the literature review some core conoepts underpinning the area of research
interest have been discussed. The area of interest is ernpirical research of
rnanagernent systems in healthcare services. Discussion of relevant literature
has involved an increasingly narrow focus under three headings:

1)
2l
3)

Healthcare quality management
Accreditation and certification
Integrated care.

These three sections were used to keep hack of literature developments from
three vantage points. lt is recognised there are significant overlaps betrrveen the
sections. The approach was chosen for ease of discussion, because three fairly
simple ftarneworks could be drawn to illustrate the focus of thinking that took
place. When merged together the three sections should give a oohesive picture
of the proposed approach to empirical research of rnanagernent systems in
healthcare servies.
The summary that follows is an integrated discussion of the points that have
been derived from the preceding three sections. Associated with these
discussion points are opportunities for research that were identified within the
literature review.

1l

Healthcarc Quality Management

Quality management systenrs in the healthcare sector enrerged much laterthan
in mantrfacturing. A variety of benefits from quality rnanagernent programrnes to
patients and providers have been reported. Also linked with these programmes
are a number of problerns presenting baniers to the successful inplementation of
healthcare quality management. There are four categories of problems that have
been associated with both cultural and structural batures of healthcare provision.
The first category of problem arises as a consequenoe of clinical, social and
cultural iatrogenesis. There are pressures within healthcare to irnprove the
quality of healthcare services. These pressures include restoring the balance
beturcen care using rapidly advancing technology and care through skilful use of
interpersonal exchanges betureen healthcare providers and their patients.
Gonsumers are adding to the pressures within healthcare by demanding not only
improved quality and safety but also a collaborative role with providers in rnaking
decisions about the type of cure and care that they receive. A variety of conflicts
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of interest are associated with these pressures to reform. Conflict can arise
between a physician's personal interests and the interests of the patient. In
addition, conllict of interest can divide a physician's loyalty between two or rrlre
patients or between a patient and a third party.
A research opportunity associated with this ftrst category of barrier is examination
of the response of quality management to the pressure to neet growing
consumer needs and expectations. This examination may facilitate he
establishment of systens for the supply to healthcare consurners of tinrely,
relevant and trustnorthy infonnation regarding choices of healthcare provider
organisation (Donabedian, 1992). This examination could also take into account
the various conflicts of interest descdbed by Rodwin (1993) and Walton (1998).
Taking this research opportunity could contribute to the broad debate on
containment of costs and rnaintenanoe of healthcare service quality. Specific
research opportunities include quality management of healthcare services for
higtr",'need patients, for the older person, in catastrophic situations, and in
resour@ rationing (Ginzberg, 1 990).
The second category of banier is found within healthcare provider organisations,
In an era of widespread reform, organisations too ofien have adopted quality
management as a quick-fix solution to complex problems. lmplementing quality
managernent requires tirne and commitment by allfunctions within the
organisation. Consideration must be given to the extent to which an organisation
is front office or back office in the nature of its ac{ivities. In this regard, quality
managers must take into account healthcare organizational structure with a
hierarchy and clinician
adminishation split. Healthcare quality managernent
must take into account the structure of the provider organisation, wlrether a
professional bureaucracy or a machine bureaucracy. A challenge for quality
managers is to understand the cornplexities of rnaking changes in organisations
with multiple subcultures and interests. A particular challenge in this regard is
recognizing the characteristics of the professional healthcare service
environment and the role of interdisciplinary collaboration through networks of
personal mntact, journals and conbrences, specialist colleges, training
organisations, and research institutes.

-

A research opportunity associated with this second category of banier is
investigation to find ansvrrers to the questions posed by Redman et al (1995)
related to implementation of quality managerent in service provision. Firsfly, to
what extent are managers and professional staff resisting quality management?
Secondly, to what extent does the structure and the culture of the organisation
affect the way in which quality manag€rnent affects jobs? Thirdly, how and to
what extent do organisations change the way they manage their staff to take
account of quality nnnagernent? The answers to these questions may explain
the apparent lack of effectiveness of some quality managernent programmes.
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This investigation might incorporate features of Bloor's (1999) prescription for
successful implenentation of quality management within healthcare
organisations. The first feature is taking into careful consideration the related
concepts of organizational culfure, organizational learning and TQM. A second
feature is ensuring that organizational learning emphasizes systems thinking,
cross-functional problern-solving teams, a spirit of flexibility and experimentation,
autononry in decision-making, a shared vision for and a focus on quality and
customer service throughout the organisation.
A third implementation problem is associated with inappropriate and impractical
use of standards. Recent additions to the literature suggest this problem is linked
with a misunderstanding of the nature of specification standards and generic
(guideline) standards, respectively. A variety of rneasurernent tools and
indicators has been reported for healthcare managernent performance. The
range includes; inputs, efftciency, multiple regression, data envelope analysis,
diagnostically related groups, financial measures, effectiveness - ouSuts,
effectiveness - outcornes, quality, pro@ss, structure. Effectiveness - outcomes is
the most widely adopted measure. However, since there are hard, tangible and
soft, intangible constructs within this measure, outcomes remains suspect in
terms of reliability and subjectivity. Categories of audit tools employed in
healthcare include: financial, contract, professional, regulatory, service - internal,
service - external, management systems - internal, management systems external. The accuracy and precision of the various rneasures and indicators of
healthcare management performance are suspect and the inferences dr:awn may
not always be justified.

A research opportunity associated with this third category of banier is a study of
the use of audit tools to assess health m€lnagement performance by utilizing the
various measures and indicators defined by Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence
(1995) and by Donabedian (1980). This study could include the extent to which
dimensions and measures of quality indude intangibles such as those defined by
Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry (1990) and Harari (1993), as wetl as the
impact of the facility and physical environrnent, that is the "healthscapes"
described by Hutton and Richardson (1995). The study could also assess the
extent to which dimensions and measures of quality indude both the nredical
care itself and the settings and systems within which care is provided.
A fourth and significant banier to the successful implementation of healthcare
quality management may be the use of inappropriate research methodology. An
opinion poll is often used for research and case study is used relatively
infiequently. The literafure reviewed was deficient in answering "honr/'and "whyo
questions associated with case study of healthcare managernent systerns. Using
Yin's (1989) criteria, case study is the more appropriate methodology for
obtaining additional insights into the successful implementation of quality
management in healthcare. Thus, the use of case study methodology is a further
research opportunity associated with the fourth category of banier.

-
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2l

Accreditation and Certification

A well-established accreditation rnodel (JCAHO) widefy adopted in the USA,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand and elsewhere utilizes surveyofti checking
compliance with standards for various aspects of healthcare service provision.
The UK by contrast has a variety of accreditation schemes and quality assurance
packages.

Shortcomings in the haditional accreditation model have been linked with the
nature of the standards, the survey process and the surveyors.

The ISO 9000 series of quality managernent standards originated from the
manufacturing sector and has been adopted worldwide. Shortcomings in ISO
9000 standards include jargon and a perceived inapplicability outside tre
manufacturing sector. However, uptake of the ISO 9000 stiandards by the servioe
sector has been widely reported including detailed studies of uptake by
insurance, financial, and training services. A notable exception untilvery recenily
has been healthcare. The recent reports suggest the ISO 9000 model may
compensate for at least some of the shortcomings of the fraditionalJCAHObased nrcdel.
Business excellence (Baldridge) awards criteria have ennrged as an alternative
to the ISO 9000 modelfor healthcare organisations seeking options to the
traditional accreditation model.
Studying the success of the ISO 9000 modelwhen it is applied to healthcare
provision presents an exciting opportunity for future research. For instance,
studies could consider the environment in which healthcare services are
delivered, as described by several research publications. The environment has
both tangible and intangible dirnensions, eacfi contibuting in some manner to
judgernents made regarding the guality of care, whether by consurners receiving
care or by healthcare personnel rneasuring the quality of care being delivered.
This research opportunity is linked directly to the opportunity described in the
previous s€ction, namely to explore the nature of standards and the accuracy
and precision of the various measures and indicators of healthcare rTlanagement
perfonnance.

The generic ISO 9000 model in its nature relates to process managerent and
lacks specific dirnensions - such as managing information, infection control, and
the environrnent of care - that are linked to vital outoornes for healthcare service
consumers (Moore, 1999). By contrast, the NZCHS (JCAHO) model is
prescriptive and emphasizes outcone review (Scrivens, 1995). Hen@, research
can investigate the reported limitations of the ISO 9000 rnodel and contrast with
the NZCHS (JCAHO) model.

-
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Regulatory inspection has been widely used to ensure compliance with
healthcare sabty legislation. lnterpretation of the legislation during provider site
inspections was reported as being diffcult. However, in New Zealand a new
Health and Disability Services (Safety) Act (2001) requires compliance with
published qualiff and safety standards and monitoring by independent audiling
agencies (Ministry of Health, 2001). How existing accreditation and certification
models take into account the requirernents of the new regirne presents further
opportuni$ for research. ln particular, research could investigate howthe ISO
9000 model incorporates the new standards and audit tools and impac'ts on
quality and safety in healthcare servies.

3l

Integreted Carc

Recent history indudes the developrnent of rnanaged care associated with the
introduction of oompeti$on between provider organisations for seMce contracils.
So-called "health refonns" linked providers and consurners to a third purchasing
party in a "purchaser- provider splif. Integrated care services is now regarded as
a more efiective approach than rnanaged care when providing healthcare
services.
Integrated care stresses proesses and agreernents ratherthan sfucture and
contestable markets. The approach includes acceptance by all parties (funder,
purchaser, provider, consumer, community) of limited resour@s for healthcare
servioes. A netuork of integrated healthcare servies works in stepwise and
orderly fashion to rnanage a consumefs combined health problerns. There is a
focus on outcomes for consumers ratherthan ouput of services. Promised gains
through integrated care delivery networks indude increased ac€ss to seMces
and improved service efficiency and effectiveness.

Distradions and confiicts have accompanied the intoduc'tion of integrated care.
Aspects of these issues indude managernent principles politicized (Wells, 1998);
fragmentation of services (Scott, G., 1998); antitrust @noems (Fuller ard
Scammon, 1996); patch protection (Hoge and Howenstine, 1997), carve-outs
and clustering (Foreman and Friedrnan, 1997); capitation contracts in lPAs
(Bums and Robinson, 1997).
Study of the contribution of quality managenent systens to the efiective linking
and coordination of integrated care networks offers interesting opportunities for
future research. This study is related to the earlier opportunities for research
identified with respect to individual provider organisations. Of interest is the
manner in which quality managenent systerns are implemented within an
integrated care network. In particular, examination muld be made of choices of
complernentary specification standards and guideline standards, as defined by
Whiting (1997) and the development within the network of appropriate

-
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combinations of measuretrent tools for the network. More specifically,
investigation may be conducted into the contribution of the ISO 9000 modelto
the success of integrated care networks, in terrns of access by consumers and
the efftciency and effectiveness of provider organisations. Assessnent of
success could indude the extent to which the ISO 9000 model manages the
distractions and conflicts that were reported in the research literature and the
model harrnonizes healthcare service delivery by networks within an orderly
framework and in an orchesfated manner. Further into the future, research might
investigate the developnnnt of partnership relations and performan@ measures
over time, in the m€lnner described by Peters (1997), for the members of
integrated care networks. Successful development would require a marked shift
away ftom traditional, hierarchical healthcare structures involving a clinicianadministration split.

From the research literature several new approaches to healthcare management
systems have been derived. The approaches are aimed at using case study to
answer'hovr/' and'why' questions associated with healthcare quali$
management systers. A noteworthy feature of quality managenrent
implernentation in services, induding healthcare, is the broad scope and
complexity of the task. Accordingly, the approaches are linked to exploratory
case study in order to increase knowledge and understianding of the phenomena
of interest, narnely the implementation of the ISO 9000 nrodel in healthcare.
The first approach using exploratory case study involves analysis of the
combination of specification standards and generic standards deployed within
healthcare managernent systerns. Secondly, accreditation schemes and
regulatory inspection might be substituted with ISO 9000 certification
programmes. At the same tine case study could examine the interrelations
between input, process, output and outoome in the healthcare service delivery
systerns. These approaches could extend to studying the support of an ISO 9000
ftarnework for integrated care networks.

The research questions linked with these opportunities are described in the next
section of the thesis.
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5.

Research Questions

A number of points requiring further support have been identified as this
literature review was developed. These are reiterated here to give a summary of
areas of study that lend value to healthcare service quality literature.

1)

Research Question One - Speciflcation and Generic Standads:
How and why does Introduction of the ISO 0000 model change the
mix of generic standards and specification standards used in
healthcare seruices?

This first question derives from the review of the literature regarding healthcare
accreditation programmes. Scrivens (1995) noted that less than haff of
surveyors're@mmendations were tied to a standard. She concluded the lack of
consistency within the survey report and the fiamework of standards used must
invalidate the process.
By distinguishing the nature and role of specification standards versus generic
(guideline) standards, Whiting (1997) and Uzumeri (1997) shed light upon
Scriven's dilemma concerning consistency. Quality systerns such as those
based on the ISO 9000 model rely on both specification standards and generic
(guideline) standards:

o

.

Specification standards - quality and safety standards rnet by
individual organisations. Often these are the only standards required
by a simple competitive managed care model. These standards were
terned "specification standards" by Whiting and characterised by
specific, defined "shall" criteria. Uzurneri termed the standards "input /
output standards".
Generic standards - management systens standards which link and
coordinate a service supplier's systerns into other stakeholders'
systens. Adherence to these standards is a likely requirenent for
successful operation of integrated care delivery networks. These
standards were termed "guideline standards' by Whiting and contain
broad guidelines on what should be included in a rmnagernent
system. Uzumeritermed the standards "metastandards" defined as a
list of design rules to guide the creation of entire classes of
managernent systems.

The fit of healthcare specification standards within an ISO 9000 generic
standard frarnework is a concept that has seen little direct empirical support and
is an area of particular interest for research. Health providers to date have relied
upon specification standards. Exarnples of these standards include JCAHO and
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NZCHS accreditation criteria; clinical guidelines; codes of practice; funder /
purchaser contractual requirements; regulatory obligations. The specific, defined
'shall' criteria of these traditional standards aim for health enhancernent and
safety outcomes. Generic (guideline) standards provide a management system
framework for a set of policies and procedures that incorporates specification
standards. Study of the use of generic standards may be lacking because the
concept is relatively new in the healthcare sector.

Thus, an interesting opportunity for research is a comparison of the traditional
JCAHO-based accreditation with the ISO 9000 certification approach to veriffing
compliance with standards for healthcare management performance. A study of
this nature could examine the validity of Scriven's (1995) criticisms of
accreditation standards and also the associated survey process and surveyors
(refer also Research Question Four). At the same time a study could examine
the extent o which Moore's (1999) claims are valid regarding the greater rigour
of the ISO 9000 approach.
Investigation into this research question could examine how successfully a
healthcare provider management system can be based upon an ISO 9000 model
and accommodate specification standards for quality, safety and risk. The ISO
9000 series contains principles of quality control, quality assuran@ and quality
improvement combined into one generic quality management system model. The
nature and role of other healthcare standards and guidelines, incorporated
within the ISO 9000 generic standard framework, could be considered as a part
of this research question. Examples of New Zealand healthcare standards and
guidelines include:
o
o

"NZS 8134 (2001) Health and Disability Sector Standards"
"Guidelines for Guidelines: Principles to Guide the Evaluation of Clinical
Practice Guidelines (1 996)"
"Quality system guidelines - Part 14: Guide to AS / NZS ISO 9001, 9002 and
9003 for health services (AS / NZS 3905.14:1998)".

Generic quality management standards set levels and types of control for
cross-functional teams. Rather than simply rely on control of their own internal
service delivery processes, the teams aim for agreed and consistently
achieved outcomes for their consumers. The extent to which this conclusion is
correct should be examined as part of the investigation into the overall research
question (refer also Research Question Two).
A framework of generic quality management standards, such as the ISO 9000
series, might enable a healthcare provider to meet its specific service standards
and link into an integrated service network in a more coordinated manner (refer
also Research Question Three).
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A study of this nature could also assess limitations on suooessfully applying the
ISO 9000 series to healthcare provision. Specifically, ISO 9000 limitations,
owing to its manufacturing origins and orientation and its healthcare-unfriendly
vocabulary, are on{oing debates within healthcare for which empirieal evidence
could be sought (refer also Research Question Five).

2l

Research Question Two - The Process I Outcome Relationship:
How and why does adoptng the ISO 9000 model impact upon the
management performance of healthcarc services?

A study of this nature could assess the extent to wtrich anticipated gains in
management organisationalefficiency and effectiveness have been realised as
a result of adopting the ISO 9000 npdel.
The starting point for this study is Gochrane's (1972) argument that achieving
effectiveness is a prerequisite to attaining efficiency. In other lvords, aftaining
effcacy is dependent upon achieving efficienry.
Donabedian (1980) concluded process and outcome are two causally related
elements in a chain of healthcare service delivery (refer Figure ll - 04). ln an
earlier chapter of the thesis the Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence (1995)
approach to rneasurement of healftcare managernent perfonnan@ was
illustrated as a sequential flow of healthcare managernent performance
indicators (refer Figure ll - 03). When the Gochrane (1972), Donabedian (1980),
and Van Peursem, Pratt and Larvrence (1995) approaches are combined the
result is an extended healthcare perfonnanoe rrcasurenrent modelwith a
dependency relationship between efftciency and effectiveness associated with a
causal relationship between proess and outcome:

Figurc ll - 12: Efficiency I effectivenesa dependency relationehip associated
with process / outcome causal relationship.

Economy

Efficiency

Efficiency
I Effectivenoa3

Efficiency

Scrivens (1995) predicted that in the near future quality standards and audits
would take into account the relationship of process to outcorne in healthcare
services. When conduc'ting this literature search, no publication between 1995
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and 2001 was found that describes research of standards and audits and the
process / outcome relationship.

Dickinson and Brocklehurst (1997) concluded that quality improvement initiatives
should focus on processes and accept that direct measures of healthcare quality
are too difficult to obtain directly. Rather, Dickinson and Brocklehurst suggested
that standards and audits, in concentrating on processes, use a range of
measures as prory outcomes.
In reporting the uptake of ISO 9000 in healthcare, Moore (1999) observed that
the ISO 9000 npdd provides a hitherto missing elernent: defining the work
process. Wath ISO 9000, all of the practices, pro@sses and procedures are tied
together. Thus, systemlc rcview of healthcare seryice provision using the
ISO 9000 model may prcvide insighE into the process I outcome
rclafionship. A study of this nature may ultimately improve the quality of
healthcare service provision. A focus on healthcare service processes, when
people, materials, equipment and expertise interact in planned and stepwise
fashion, may produce healthcare services wtrich better satisfy the needs and
expectations of the consumers and at the same time improve provider efficiency.
Many contributions to the research literature on quality of healthcare service
ernphasised the importance of the interpersonal exchange betlveen prac-titioner
and patient accornpanying the technical task of care delivery. Similarly, cunent
prescriptive healthcare standards and regulations define process as a set of
nolrns for technical tasks and for interpersonal processes. Medical science and
technology define the first set of norns as characteristics within the technical
managerent of care processes. The second set of nonns is defined using
values, ethical principles and rules as characteristics within the managernent of
interpersonal processes involving health providers and consumers. The extent to
which ISO 9000 is a generic quality rnnagement model accommodating both
technical tasks and interpersonal exchange is an interesting opportunity for
research.

3)

Research Question Three - Integrated Healthcare Management
Syetems:
How and why does adopting the ISO 9000 model impact upon the
llnkages and coordinatlon of health seruices within an integrated
carc delivery network?

Silvestri (1997), Mc€ormick and Rainger (1997) and many other researchers
have contributed to the ongoing debate about the effective linking and
coordination of provider and payer quality systerns and rnanagernent systens in
integrated care networks. The various researchers have offered diffuring
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definitions of what actually is 'integrated care'. Thus, an examination of
Research Question Three could comnenoe by gathering, analysing and then
devising a concise and consolidated definition of integrated care for the purpose
of testing any research hypotheses associated with integrated care.

The rcsearch question as posed opens several arcaa of research intercst
rclated to integrated carc delivery systems. The question incorporates and
adds to the previous research questions.
Firstly, a move from managed care to integrated care captures several
important features of quality nnnagement. There is an ernphasis on long-term
relationships betueen stakeholders rather than a simple reliane by healthcare
service purchaserc on cornpetition betnteen providers seeking short-term
contracts (Silvestri, 1997; McCormick and Rainger, 1997). Tearnwork by
individual providers links their respective processes into an integrated network
of services in order to obtain the best outcomes for the consumer (Campbell,
1996). Critical analysis of processes is used to achieve the best outcornes for
consumerc (Shrivens, 1995; Moore, 1999).

Hen@, introducing quality management practices based on the ISO 9000 model
would be expected to facilitate and complernent cunent moves towards
integrated healthcare services. Empirical research could examine the extent to
which this expectation is realized in practice.

A second area of research interest is examination of the intangible aspects of
quality managernent systerns. For example, integrated care delivery requires
systems that bind together providers, purchasers and consurners. Each
component of a system should reflect the unique expectations, beliets and
perceptions of value of these stakeholders (Scoft, J. 1998). In another example,
during the 1990's measurernnt models such as'SERVQUAL'(Zeithaml,
Parasuraman and Elerry, 1990) have evolved to measure intangible (mental)
dimensions of servioe perfonnance. Progress can be made in ensuring
successfu | i ntangible (rnental) outcornes by establishing cross-community
agreements wfrich identiff and define stakeholders'unique expectations, belieb
and perceptions of value (Scott, J., 1998).
Thus, developing more appropriate quality rnenagernent models for integrated
care delivery systens could make additional progress in understanding and
improving the systens. In New Zealand, for example, quality management of
integrated care delivery systems should include the expectations, belieft and
pereptions of value of the Maori community groups. Successful systems will
achieve desired outcomes for Maori epnsumers'expectations, beliefis and
perceptions of value, as well as funder requirements for minimising costs and
delivering healthcare services of high quality. Successful systenrs will also
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ensure Maori and mainstream providers manage their resources individually and
collectively within an integrated care network. Maori and rnainstream @nsumer
will achieve health enhancement within a seamless system of high quality
continuum of care.
Successful integrated care delivery systerns will require quality management
models and nreasures that take into account the relationship of process to
outcone in healthcare services, as described by Scrivens (1995) and defined by
Donabedian (1980). The rnodel will also need to take into account the structure
of organisations within an integrated care network.
Current accreditation standards are essentially prescriptive service standards.
They lack a quali$ management frarnework that deals with the problems at
interfaces within healthcare organisations, where the majority of service delivery
problems o@ur. There are no adequate and valid outcorne standards for the
whole spectrum of clinical and organisational services that constitutes a
healthcare provider organisation. Progress in developing quality management
rnodels and rneasures may be rnade by applying the ISO 9000 npdel, and its
associated audit tools, to integrated care delivery systerns. This analysis of the
suc@ss of applying ISO 9000 should include both tangible and intangible
dirnensions of healthcare service quality (Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry,
1990) and also the relationship of structure to process and outcone in the
healthcare services delivered (Donabedian, 1980; Scrivens, 1995).
Measurernent of intangibles poses 'hoW and 'why'questions, focuses on
contemporary events and rigour is achieved through careful research design.
The appropriate strategy is case study (Yin, 1989).

A third area of research interest is the current trend towards integrated care and
its associated pressures, conflicts and distractions.
As a consequence of iatrogenesis, the healthcare sector is exerting pressure
upon itself to reform (lllich, 1976; Ginzberg, 1990; Brennan et al, 1991; Davis et
al, 2001). The sector recognises the need for modern codes of practice,
guidelines, and a monitoring system (Kennedy, 1981;Walton, 1998). Other
stakeholders in healthcare such as governments and consurnrs are also
demanding improved quality of care and increased confidence in healthcare
delivery systerns (Baume, 1988, Donabedian, 1992).
There are conflicts of interest presented to physicians in the @urse of delivering
care (Rodwin, 1993). In addition, organisations tace a variety of distractions
when operating within integrated care delivery networks. Distractions reported
within the literature include cost versus quality objectives (Wells, 1998); conflicts
of interest (Rodwin, 1993); management principles politicised (Uzunreri, 1997);
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fragrnentation (Harari, 1993; Hoge and Howenstine, 1997; Scott, G., 1998);
antitrust con@rns (Fuller and Scammon, 1996); patch protection, carve-outs and
clustering (Hoge and Howenstine, 1997; Foreman and Friedman, 1997);
capitation contracts (Burns and Robinson, 1997; Wells,1998).
Analysis of the success of ISO 9000 applied to integrated healthcare servies
should therefore take into consideration these various distractions and conflicts.

4)

Research Question Four - Accrcditation / Certification Comparison:
How and why does the ISO 9000 certification model meet the
perceived shortcomings of the NZCHS accreditation model?

Devefopment of the ISO 9000 certification model and of the JCAHO / NZCHS
accreditation model have occurred in parallel. A recent development in New
Zealand and elsewhere is the adoption of the ISO 9000 certification model by
healthcare providers. The two models now face each other as options for
healthcare providers seeking external verification of the quality of their
healthcare delivery systems (Moore, 1999).
ISO 9000 certiftcation may be competing successfully with NZCHS accreditation
in New Zealand because the certification model is nreeting some of the
perceived shortcomings of the accreditation model. In turn the ISO 9000 model
may present some difficulties when adopted by healthcare providers, in
particular, the jargon of the ISO 9000 standards and its orientation towards
manufacturers rather than service providers. Thus, opportunity exists to
undedake empirical research comparing the strengths and weaknesses of
the two models.

A specific area of interest is comparison of the broad scope of ISO 9000
standards with the narrow healthcare focus of NZCHS standards. This difference
in scope may enable the ISO 9000 modelto compensate for some of the NZCHS
standards'perceived shortcomings. Pursuing this particular research interest
could contribute to a study of the use of generic standards and specification
standards, as described in the first research question.
Another area of research interest is the auditing approaches taken when using
the two models. ISO 9000 certification auditors and their audit process are very
different to NZCHS surveyors and their survey process. Again this difference
may enable the ISO 9000 modelto compensate for some of the NZCHS
surveyors'and surveys'perceived shortcomings described by Scrivens (1995).
Research could examine to what extent healthcare providers adopt the ISO 9000
model as a process of internal improvement and how external ISO 9000
certification auditors contribute to continuous quality improvernent. In addition an
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examination could be made of the contribution of ISO 9000 certification in
providing consurers with timely, relevant and trustrrrorthy inforrnation when
comparing healthcare organisations.

5)

Research Question Five - Management Systems Strategiee:
How and wtry does the management systeme strabgy choeen by
health seryicee impact upon the euccessful implementation of the
ISO 9000 model?

In posing this question a link is made with the first three research questions.
"Successful implernentation" might include: clear identification of quality
strandards (Research Question One); enhanced rnanagernent performance of
healthcare services (Research Question T*)t improved linkages and
coordination within an integrated care delivery network (Research Question
Three).

For example, it was noted in the literature that healthelre organisations'
strategies for implementing quality management often include a choice betueen
TQM and quality systems. Whiting (1997), however, directs organisations to
seek a broader approach to quality management and to incorporate specification
and generic (guideline) standards within management systems. In turn a
definition of managernent systems (BS 8800) points to a focus on process and
outcone. The researcher is then encouraged to examine the causal relationship
between process and outcome postulated by Donabedian (1980). In turn this
examination may be made both within a healthcare provider organisation and
within their integrated care delivery network.

There is ongoing debate about the type and extent of organisational-wide
managelnent necessary for successful implementation of a quality managernent
model. For example, Rapert and Babacus' (1996) strategy to resolve this issue
concentrated on perceived shortcomings in custorner orientation and the
corporate culture of healthcare provider organisations. Rapert and Babacus
noted, holrever, that any successful strategy needs to take into account the
potential tensions and divisions of the clinician-administration split within a
traditional hierarchical healthcare structure. Of particular interest in this regard
would be management strategy to obtain clinicians' buy-in to the quality
ma nagernent prog ramrne,
Study of the daily tactical operations undertaken to support quality managernent
implementation appears lacking. The reason rnay be that the research
rnethodology most commonly chosen, narnely opinion polling, lacks the
capability to perform study of this nature and case study would be a rnore
appropriate methodology (Yin, 1989). Case study of the phenomenon of interest
would be made on-site, face-to-face in nature and indepth in scope. Hence with
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case study as the chosen nethodology further research becomes practicable
and necessary. The results of the research could make a usefulcontribution to
the debate about strategy for implementing quality managenrent.
Harari (1993) observed that organisations irnplementing quality rnanagennnt
face a paradox, nanrely to encourage constant improvernent tovrrards perfection
and to tolerate enors in pursuit of the destruction of the status quo and the
creation of the new. Organisations implernenting quality rnanagernent fae
Harari's challenge to flaften strucfures and break down functional foxholes to
achieve interdisciplinary collaboration. How organisations adopting the ISO
9000 nrodel devise a strategy to rneet this challenge is an integral part of the
study into managernent systems strategies.
Case study methodology rnay facilitate obtaining answers to the questions
posed by Redman et al (1995) that are related to Harari's paradox. Firstly, to
what extent are managers and profiessional staff resisting quality rnanagement?
Secondly, to what extent does the structure and the culture of the organisation
influence the way in which quality ranageryrent affects jobs? Thirdly, how and to
what extent do organisations change the way they manage their staff to take
account of quality managernent?

Several other researchers rnade obseruations and drew conclusions regarding
strategies for implementi ng management systems.
Bloor (1999) emphasised that quality management cannot be imposed and
quality rnanagersi must understand the complexity of rnaking changes in
organisations with multiple subcultures and interests.
Boerstler et al (1996) concluded that healthcare organisations must place a
cultural emphasis on participation by medical staff in quality managernent
activities. To this end Southon and McDonald (1997) believed quality rnanagers
need to build on the traditional involvernent of doctors in quality activities, such
as peer review, and to support and encourage them to becorne more involved in
the critical study and improvenrent of their own prac-tie.
Harte and Dale (1995) observed that professional people whose services are
characterised by intrangibles, uncertiainty, interactive client relationships, and a
professional culture of individualism and autonorny do not easily understiand
quality management. Harte and Dale concluded that successful implernentation
of quality managefrent requires senior managers who are both informed and
committed wfien applying their strategy to the complex work pattems of
professional staff. They also concluded that the do-it-yourself approach was
superior to the use of a management consultancy for introducing quality
management.
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In another example Peters (1997) noted that successfulteamwork requires faceto-face conversation complenenting technology such as email and intemet.
Research could test the extent to which the ISO 9000 modelfacilitates Peters'
"passing of the word in communities of practice".

Southon and McDonald (1997) emphasised the importance of interdisciplinary
collaboration through networks of personal contact, journals and conbren@s,
specialist colleges, training organisations and research institutes.
Gase study testlng these obsewations and conclusions would conbibute
to furffrer understanding the ingredients rcquircd tot a successful strategy

for implementing quality management.

6l

Research Question Six - ileaguring Healthcare tanagement
Performance:
How and why does the ISO 9000 model change the manner of
measu ri n g healthca nE ma nagement perfo rmance?

Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence (1995) identified and examined various
measures and indicators of healthcare rnanagerrent performance. These
measures are predominantly tangible, physical measures such as technical
quality, changes in provider assessrtent of health enhancement of patients, and
operational quality, for example changes in efficiency indicators of seruice
quality. Measurement models such as Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berrys'
(1990) "SERVQUAL" have given service providers, including healthcare
organisations, the reans to measure both tangible and intangible dimensions of
service quality.
However, there is an important additional rneasurernent category that could be
termed a "people perspective". This level of reasurement includes in its scope
the various stakeholders in healthcare provision and the environrnent in which
they operate. An exarnple is measurernent of the interpersonalexchange
between provider and consumer that acrompanies the technical task during
healthcare delivery process€s, as described by Donabedian (1992). Many
reported studies of healthcare servie quality appear to lack this intangible
(mental) category of neasure. The reason may be that rnany of the reported
studies are indirect in character. They are suryeys by third party (research
investigators) who are neither stakeholders in healthcare provision nor direct
observers of the healthcare services being surveyed. Opportunity may exist to

conduct empirical rceearch using case study methodology of the
implementation of management systems based on the ISO 9000 series. The
direct nature of a case study would facilitate a detailed examination of the
va rious sta keholders' needs, expectati ons, obiectives and rnotivatio ns.
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The following exarnple from the research literature indicates areas of interest for
exploratrory case study.
Southon and McDonald (1997) noted that clinicians assurne responsibility for
patient-related managerent and decisions whereas administrators rmintain the
organisational infrastructrre and provides resouroes. Research could examine
the manner in which the ISO 9000 model defines systenrs for these dimensions.
The research could also test Southon and McDonalds' (1997) belief that a
"production npdel" is ill equipped to deal with variables such as the efiects of
professional training and socialisation, vested interests, vieurs of peers, and
personal experience. Measurernent of these variables must cover not only the
average behaviour of the group but also the range of pattems of individual
responses and their underlying cause. Because the erpectations and objectives
of individual patients are paramount and quite variable, capability to customise
services and appropriateness of individual patient decisions becornes an
important measurenent of perfornance and the extent of service variation is of
less importance.

7l

Research Question Seven - Rationallsation of Healthcarc Audits:
How and why does implementation and audlting using the ISO 9000
model facilitate rationallsation of the audit tools and the number of
auditors deployed in the health sector?

In reviewing the list of audit tools and auditors deployed in New Zealand and
elsewhere, sofne shortcomings in the healthcare auditing system seem evident.

Cochrane (1972), Donabedian (1980), and Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence
(1995) offered various approaches to rneasuring healthcare managernent
performance. Combining these approached derived an efficiency / effectiveness
dependency relationship associated with a process / outcome causal
relationship (refer Figure ll - 12 in Research Question Tulo). The range of audit
tools currently deployed by the health sector rnay represent an aftempt to
capture the intent of these approaches, as well as the airns and objectives of the
stakeholders as providers, funders, consurnni, regulators, suppliers, and the
community as a whole. Nevertheless, the number of audit tools implies
duplication of audit effort and unnecessary compliance costs.

Thus, an opportunity exiets to rcsearch and rationalise the number and
variety of auditg. An area of interest that has been suggested is the use of a
m€rnagernent system audit tool, narely ISO 9000 standards during ISO 9000
certifications of healthcare provider organisations. Afier rationalisation, the
remaining combination of audits could be examined to verify whether or notthey
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are adequate for the purpose of rneasuring economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in terms of inputs, process, outputs and outcomes.

The points of interest summarised in the seven research questions link directly
to the contribution this research will make to quality managernent of healthcare
service provision. The points of interest also constitute components fior the
development of research models and hypotheses, as presented in the next
chapter of this thesis.
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III. MODELS AND HYPOTHESES
In this chapter a frarnework is developed of three models for healthcare
quality rnanagernent. The three models are for healthcare standards, for
healthcare performanoe rneasurenent, and for integrated care management
systerns. Research hypotheses about healthcare quality management are
developed. The chapter concludes by linking the research hypotheses to the
seven research questions posed in the previous chapter.

1.

Healthcare Standards Model

This section develops a ffarnework that illustrates the ftt of healthcare
specification standards within a generic standard ftamework.

Figurc lll - 0l: The ftt of healthcarc specification standards within a
generic standard fiamework.

GENERIC STANDARDS
SPECIFICATION
STANDARDS

The frarnework used for this study is an adaptation of Whiting's (1997)
guidelines standards and specification standards. The framer,rcrk is also an
adaptration of Uzunreri's (1997) metastandards and input / output standards.

Generic standands provide a cystems fi:amework for beet management
practice and define what *shall" and what "should" be included in a
management system. Thus, the generic standards frarnework is flexible in
describing the guiding principles of best managerent practioe. The policy
and procedure components of a healthcare quality management system can
be organised within the framework according to the rnanner stipulated by the
generic standards.
The components include policy, proecdure, work instructions, standing
orders, and any other documentation defining organisational activity. A
policy ls a guide to decision-making at higher levels within an organisation's
systems. Policy defines rules and clarifies compliance issues for personnel.
Policy may also define an organisation's position or its strategy. A procedure
describes the process steps personnel must perform in order to obtain
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specified outputs or outcornes. A procedure may state the process steps or
else make reference to other docurnents (such as work instructions, protocols
or standing orders) that contain the step-by-step procedural details to be
followed when personnel perform a task.
An example of a generic standard is the ISO 9000 series of quality
management standards. Speciffing and choosing management system
components requires guiding principles. An example of generic guidelines is
NZS 3905.14 guidelines to ISO 9000 for health services.
Whiting observed that guideline standards do not specify what must be
included and the criteria are not specified and defined in sufficiently rigorous
detail to allow auditing against them. By contrast the generic standards used
within the frarnerryork of this study both allow for, and indeed are intended to
allow, auditing against them. When generic standards are audited within an
organisation, conformance is assessed to determine the extent to wttich a
managerent system has been implenrented and its resultant effec'tiveness.

Specification standards within the framework used for this shtdy
contain (as postulated by Whiting) specific, defined "8hall" cribria for
which a system being audited can be verified as conforming or nonconforming. Specification standards are those that healthcare provider
organisations adopt when aiming to achieve quality and risk outcomes such
as health enhancernent and safety. Examples of healthcare specification
standards include NZCHS guidelines; clinical guidelines; codes of best
practice; funder / purchaser contractual requirements; regulatory obligations
such as New Zealand Health and Disability Standards.

Figurc lll - 02: Research llodel One: Exploraffon of the relationship
between generic standards and specification standardg for healthcars
prcvider organisations

GEilERIG STAilDARDS
ISO 9O0O lodel br quality rnanagpnmt
IIZS 39115.il Guiftlits b lSO gmO fior healh sewioes

SPECFIGATK'il STAI{T}ARTXi:
IETCHS gutulelines

Clirrhal guitlelines
CodeE of gaclice
GolGact tequircmnts
l{ealfi & denbility stendards
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In the next section a healthcare perfoffnan@ measurement model is
described. A link is made between components of performance and generic
standards and specifi cation standards.

2. Healthcare Performance Measurement Model
When developing Research Question Two, the different approaches of
Cochrane (19721, Donabedian (1980), and Van Peursem, Pratt and Launence
(1995) to measurernent of healthcare managenpnt performance were
combined. The resultwas an extended healthcare performan@ measurement
rnodel reproduced below with examples of each of the sequential steps in
healthcare service delivery.

Figurc lll - 03: Extended healthcare performance measurcment model
Economy

Effciency

Efficiency Eficiency/Effec'tiveness

Frrples:

Eanr$es:

enrples:
Cost / patient

(such

Activities
Struc{ure
as staff numbers (such as
and qualifications) assessrnent
Quality rnanagerrent and testing)
Goods & services
Facilities & equipment

Earples:

Health status
Patients / bed Iyear Incidents of
Bed
treatrnent
DRG treatment Morbidity
Cross-infection
Discharge rates
Profit / loss

occupancy

rates

The extended model is a process approach to quality managernent. Any
healthcare sewice activity that receives inputs and convefts them into
odputs can be consldercd as a pnocsss. Each process has outcomes
associated with the ouputs.
When all contributors to each step are identifted and defined, qualitatively
and quantitatively, a comprehensive set of meaaures and indicators of health
rnanagement performance is obtained. The extended model reflects
Cochrane's argurnent that achieving efiectiveness is a pre-requisite to
attaining efiicienry. Thus, the modelcontains a dependency relationship
between efficiency and effectiveness. The model also captures the causal
relationship between process and outcome, as defined by Donabedian.
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The extended model provides for standards for both process and outcorne.
The generic standards of Research Model 1 define, in the main, the input and
prooess elements of quality managernent systerns necessary for provider
confidence that outcores are being achieved on a @nsistent basis. The
specification standards of Research Model 1 largely define the input, process
and output requirements regarded as ne@ssary to achieve desirable
outconres.
The ftarnework outlined above is intended to incorporate both hard (tangible)
and Zeithaml, Parasuraran and Berrys'(1990) soft (intangible) data for
health annagement performance. Extending Van Peursem, Parasuraman and
Berrys' modelto incorporate a process elernent also responds to
Donabedian's assertion that healthcare processes consist mainly of two
parts: a technical task by the provider and an interpersonal exchange
between the provider and the consumer. The rnodel allorrs for standards
refated to healthcare provider activities, such as patient assessment and
diagnostic testing, and standards related to the recent phenornenon of
enhanoed consumer contribution to healthcare service delivery decisions.
Thus, standards may be incorporated into the npdelfor requirernents for
interpersonal exchange between provider and cpnsumer and fior collaborative
consent to chosen methods of healthcare service delivery.

The healthcare managernent system model is complete when the ISO 9000
component is inserted:

Figurc lll - 04: Research lUlodel Two: Exploration of the fit of healthcarc
service delivery systems and a quality management model

.........)
= furpad

lSO 9000

lnput is expressed as physical, human and structural neaouncoa wlthin
the healthcar€ organisation together with goods and services
purchased from supplierc. Input includes techniques and methods
deployed by the organisation. Thus, the ISO 9000 component is actually part
of the Donabedian (1980) elernent structure within input.
Process is a set of interrelated or Interacting activifee that transfotms
inputs into outputs. Process is expressed as policies, procedures, work
instructions and other docunents that define, directly and indirectly, the
manner of performing healthcare organisational activities.
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Output is exprcssed as obligations set intemally and contractually and
reflecting the limitations of the healthcarc organisation's capacity and
capability.
Outcome is expressed within the healthcare organisation policies for
quality and safety as goals and objectives for the organisation's
customerc. They include proxy outcomes in the form of measures and
indicators such as those described by Dickinson and Brocklehurst (1997) in
the "CARE' accreditation scheme.
An example of output of healthcare is the diagnosis and treatment of
hypertension where the outcome is the quality of life ensured as a result of
that output by delaying nnrbidity and death from a stroke.
Included in the completed model is Van Peursem, Parasuraman and Berry
and Donabedian combined delivery elements giving the sequential steps of a
healthcare service delivery event (input, process, output, outcome). The
sequenlial Sps are linked by boH
ard the irpagt
of fte ISO 9(n0 rnodel by dofied arows r.'.rr...)

arruws

-+

The model is designed to neasure the enlire ftanwork of healthcare servie
provision using generic standards and specification standards. The scope of
healthcare performance measu res i ncl udes manag ement systems (q ual ity,
safety and risk), professional conduct and practices, and governance.
New Zealand auditing agencies operating in the health sector may be
matched with audit scope as follows:

Table lll - a: New Zealand health sector audits and auditing agencies.

Scope
Management systems
for quality, safety & risk
Audit

conduct
practices

Auditino Aoencv (Example)
Regulatory body (Ministry of Health)
Funder / purchasing agent
Certifi cation / Accreditation bodies

Professional
and

Peers
College (Royal NZ College of GPs)

Financial affairs and
governance

Accountancy firm (Price Waterhouse
Coopers)

It appears evident from this summary table that at least some duplication of
audit effort and expense occurs within the New Zealand health sector. As was
noted in the literature review, however, recent New Zealand legislation in the
form of a Health And Disability Services (Safety) Act (2001) is intended to
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address this duplication. Under the new legislation, auditing agencies such
as certification / accrditation bodies will be designated by government to
audit healthcare provider organisations on govemnent's behalf. Thus, this
modef's audit component reflects recent moves in New Zealand to update
healthcare standards and rationalise audit processes.
It should be noted that the research model has been developed to examine
and monitor an individual healthcare service provider organisation in
isolation. The rnodel in practice will ofien need to take into account activities
and intenelations of an organisation's management system with other
organisations' management systerns. In the folloMng section this need is
addressed.

3.

lntegrated Healthcare Management Systems
Model

A healthcare servie provider organisation does not operate in isolation.
Rather any provider organisation manages its activities and intenelations
with other organisations.
Thus, firstly a healthcare service provider organisation purchases and
receives a variety of goods and services (clinical and non-clinical) from
suppliers. These goods and services are major contributors within the
dimensions and steps of the healthcare managetnent systers model
described earlier. The healthcare service provider organisation manages
activities and intenelations across the interfiace with each supplier of goods
and services.

Figulr lll - 05: Inbnrelation of a healthcarc otganisaton's management
system with its supplierc
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Similarly, a healthcare service provider organisation manages activities and
interrelations with consurners of its services:

Figurc lll - 06: Interrelaffon of a healthcarc olganisation's management
eystem with ib consumers (patients)
lilanagerrcnt sy€brnFbalthcare servie

proviler oryanisalfum

l'lealthcare serviae
GDtEUlner

A coneumer is defined as a primary or secondary consumer of the
healthcare organisation's gervices. The primary consumer is the patient
and their family or wfianau. The secondary @nsurner is an organisation or
party acting as a funding or purchasing agent on behalf of the primary
@nsumer. In NewZealand most significant public funding and purchasing
functions are perforrned by the Ministry of Health and the District Health
Boards (Health Funding Authorities until 2000).
The rnodel is completed by taking into account the consurer's (patienfs)
encounters within an integrated care netvrork of health service provider
organisations:
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Figurc lll - 07: Consumer (patient) travelling through an integrated
healthcarc network
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When the management system franrework of a provider organisation is
depicted together with the provider organisation positioned within an
integrated care network, the model becomes:
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Figure lll - 08: Research tlodel Three: Exploration of the linkages and
co-ordination of an integrated carc delivery netwolk
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Included in the completed model are inter-linking managernent systens
across an integrated network of healthcare provider organisations, supplier
organisations, and consumersi. There are generic standards and specification
standards for healthcare management performan@, as defined in Research
Model One. There are also internal and extemal audits of management
systerns, as defined in Research ModelTwo. In a working modelthe quality
management system of the healthcare service provider organisation at the
centre of the model is to sone extent harmonised with the systems of other
network rnembersUsing Research Model Three and the definitions of integrated care published
by Campbell (1996), Morell and Mills (1996), Foreman and Friedman (1997),
Scott, J. (1998), and Luke and Begun (1996), the follouring definition of
integrated care has been adopted for the purposes of the research:

"A network of healthcarc provider organisations and their respective
supplier organisations, delivering a continuum of carc for a defined
population. Network resounce funding and seruice components,
standards and delivery systems arc llnked and co-ordinated to realise
maximum economy, efficiency and effectiveness. "
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4. Research Hypotheses
The one proposition and the two hypotheses to be tested by research are
developed in this section. In turn the proposition and hypotheses are related
to a research model developed in the previous sections:

The proposition (P1) is a research hypothesis related to healthcare
management systems standards. The first hypothesis (Hl) is a hypothesis
related to healthcare managernent systems based on the ISO 9000 model.
The second hypothesis (H2) is a hypothesis relating the ISO 9000 modelto
integrated care networks. The three full conceptual models are redrawn in
this section so that the proposition and hypotheses can be readily related
back to the models.

i) Generic and Specification Standards Proposition.

Figure lll- 02: Research Model One: Exploration of the relationship
between generic standards and specification standards for healthcarc
provider organisations
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Pl: Effective healthcare service provision is dependent upon the coexistence of generic standards and specification standards for
management peffornance.
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Pl

underpins the two hypotheses postulated in this thesis.

"Efiectiveo, in the context of Pl means a rnanagernent system for healthcare
service provision with perfonnan@ features is superior to a managertent
system lacking cornnensurate generic and specification standards, as
illustrated in Research Model One.

Whiting (1997) has defined and distinguished specification standards and
guidelines standards. There are numerous reports in the research literature
of healthcare disoovering and adopting quality managernent principles. At the
sarne tirne, the research literature revievued gave no consideration to the
@rnrensurate nature of guidelines standards and specilication standards in
the manner defined by Whiting.
Using P1 to underpin the two hypotheses is based on the premise that
Whiting's guidelines standards are in fiact generic standards. That is, this
category of standards contains both "shall" and "should" criteria to include in
a quality management modelfor healthcare service provision (Whiting's
guideline strandards contained only "should" criteria). Generic standards in
Research Model One constitute a cornprehensive frarnework for quality
management. Thus, they speciry what must be included in a quality
management system in sufficiently rigorous detailto allow auditing against
them. Generic standards are Uzurneri's (1997) metastandards containing a
list of design rules for each sub-system within a quality rnanagerrnnt system.
Within Pl the metastandards guide a healthcare organisation that effects a
change from unstructured prooesses to processes rnanaged within a quality
system.
The ISO 9000 model for quality management is a comprehensive franpwork
of generic standards. There is a lack of research findings reported in the
literature of healthcare rnanagernent systens adopting the ISO 9000 model.
Thus, testing hypotheses underpinned by P1 could provide information about
the nature of healthcare standards and the manner in which the standards
are @mmensurate with each other.
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iif Healthcare Quallty tanagernent Systems Hypothesis
Figure lll - (l4: Reeearch tlodel Two: Exploretlon of the tit of healthcarc
selice delivery syetems and a quality management model
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ln the first instance the following hypothesis was proposed in the developing
thesis: lmplementation of the ISO 9000 model will enhance heal0rcare
management perfonnancet though the outcomes ane unprcdictable.

This enhancernent relates to performance in terrns of input, process, output,
and outcoFnes, as illustrated in Research ModelTwo. As the thesis
developed further, it was recognised that the potential long-term effects of the
ISO 9000 model on consumers could not be measured within the tirne ftame
of the research.
During the case study phase it was recognised that this hypothesis was weak
for two reasons. Firstly, any attention whatsoever paid to healthcare systens
is likely to enhance management perfonnance to some extent. Secondly, the
caveat that outcomes are unpredictable further weakens the hypothesis by
asserting the outcomes cannot be defined. Accordingly, the hypothesis wEts
anended to:

Hl: The process of lmplementing the ISO 9000 model will enhance
healthcare management performance, even though the outcom* ate
unpredictable.
H1 was chosen as a hypothesis to test using exploratory case study research
nethodology during the period that healthcare service organisations
implement the ISO 9000 model.

Given the lack of research in this area of healthcare service quality literature,
testing the hypothesis rnay provide valuable information about the success of
applying ISO 9000 to healthcare. Information may be gained about
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healthcare management performan@ in terms of the economy, efficiency and
effectiveness of a provider organisation at the input, pro@ss, output and
(potential) outc-ome stages of healthcare service delivery.

iii) Integnbd Healthcarc Quality tanagement Systems Hypothesis
Figurc lll - 08: Research Model Three: Exploration of the linkages and
co-ordination of an integrated carc delivery network
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H2: lmplementation of the ISO 9000 model will incrcase effective
linkages and co-ordination within integrabd healthcare delively
networks.

Linkages and co-ordination, in the context of H2, relates to activities and
communication in the interfaces between nembers of the integrated care
delivery network, as illustrated in Research Model Three.

The boundaries of two healthcare organisations' management systerns
overlap at an interface where processes and outputs in one organisation are
interrelated with processes and outputs in the other organisation. For the two
organisations to link and co-ordinate effectively, their activities and
communication must harmonise across the interfaces. Testing the hypothesis
may provide valuable information about the success of applying ISO 9000 to
integrated care networks.
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5.
il

Linking Hypotheses to Research Questions
Linkage of Proposition and Hypothesee with Gaps in the
Literaturc

In the final section of this chapter, the points of interest identifted in the
literature review are reiterated and finked directly to proposition P1 and
hypotheses Hl and H2 postulated in this study. The section concludes with
an explanation of the contribution this study could make to the area of

healthcare servie quality literature.
Several sections in this chapter repeat refercnces to materlal discussed
earlier. This repetition seemed appropriate In order to complete the
linkage between hypothesis, proposition, and rcsearch design.

1)

Linkage

l:

Generic Standards and Specification Standards

The first point relates to the combination of generic standards and
speciftcation standards within management systems. Testing the
observations by Whiting (1997) and Uzurneri (1997) regarding the nature and
role of standards in healthcare is an area that has seen litfle empirical
research. An examination could be made of the interrelation of generic
standards and specification standards within healthcare service
organisations' management systerns. In particular, an examination could be
rnade of change following adoption of a generic standard such as the ISO
9000 model for quality rnanagement.
Pl examines a gap in the literature direc'tly as it postulates an
interdependency relationship between generic and specification standards. In
addition Pl underpins Hl and H2.
H1 postulates that the process of implementing a generic standard, narnely
the ISO 9000 rnodel, will enhance healthcare managernent perforrnance.
Testing H1 by examining the fit of the ISO 9000 modelwith the components
of healthcare delivery systerns may provide deeper insights into the
interrelation of generic standards and specification standards. lf the two
categories of standards combine to enhance healthcare management
performance, evidence that supports H1 will be obtained.
H2 postulates that implementing a generic standard, nanrely the ISO 9000
model, will contribute to effectiveness of integrated care networks. An
examination of the combination of generic standards and specification
standards adopted by integrated healthcare organisations could contribute to
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testing this hypothesis. In turn, the test results may contribute to
understanding the manner in which management systems link and coordinate within integrated healthcare delivery networks.

2l

Linkage 2: Healthcare tanagement Performance Measures and
Indicatorc

The second linkage relates to the cornposition of the rneasures and indicators
currently used to assess healthcare management performance.
As stated in an earlier section, Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence (1995)
identified and examined various measures and indicators of healthcare
management performance. They concluded that these rneasures and
indicators are associated with three primary dimensions of healthcare
managernent performa nce : econonry, effici ency and effectiveness.
Again, as referred to already at several points in this thesis, Cochrane (1972)
argued that achieving effectiveness is a pre-requisite to attaining efficiency.
Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence'(1995) measurements and indicators seek
evidence of economy, efficiency, and effectiveness and are interrelated within
a skeletal ftarneuork of transformation from input through process to output
and outcome. Donabedian's (1980) approach to this transformation is a
succession of causally related elenrents of structure, process and outcome.
Moore (1999) challenged organisations adopting the ISO 9000 model to link
process with outcome when measuring healthcare management performance.
ldeal performanoe measures and indicators would, in addition to
incorporating these considerations, assess the balance between cure and
care, as stressed by Kennedy (1981) and Baurne (1988).
No reports were found in the research literature describing case study of
healthcare management performance in terms of economy, efficiency and
effectiveness through examination of the sequential steps of healthcare
service delivery.
The following comments also bear repetition.

The most commonly reported methodology for studying healthcare
management performan@ is opinion polling. The technique is indirect in
nature and lacks the rigour and depth achievable with case study, as defined
by Yin (1989). In particular, case study can examine healthcare management
performance by posing "hovf" and \nth/ questions then gathering for analysis
data obtained direct and prolonged interactions between researcher and case
study organisations. In addition, research tools such as Zeithaml,
Parasuraman and Berrys'(1990) SERVQUAL modelfocus on service
provider relationships with their customers and overlook the important
relationships, mentioned by Harari, with other stakeholders in a service.
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There are few case study analyses conducted of the components operating
within a fiamework of managernnt systems, of the type described by
Boerstler et al (1996), suggesting a gap in the literature exists. This gap was
not filled in the publications describing the application of ISO 9000 to other
service sectors including: insurance by Cooper-Mitchell (1994); finance by
Connor and Crowley (1993); and training by O'Brien (1997).
Mc0ormick and Rainger (1997) observed that integrated care stresses
processes and agreernents rather than structure and contestable markets.
Silvestri (1997) found integrated care has a focus on outcomes and outputs.
Again, case study might investigate in tum McCormick and Raingers'
observation and Silvestri's fi nding.

Pl

is relevant to the gaps in the literature because it postulates a direc't
association of generic and specification standards with rneasures and
i nd icators of healthcare ma nagement performance.

Hl

postulates that the process of implementing the ISO 9000 model for
managerrpnt systerns leads to improvement in healthcare provider
performance. Testing H1 may clariff the extent to wttich the ISO 9000 model
results in changes in measures and indicators of economy, efficiency and
effectiveness.
H2 extends Hl from individual organisations to networks of healthcare
provider organisations. There is on going debate about the problens and
complications associated with the trend towards integrated care networks.
Testing of H2 may give evidence of how problems and complications, related
to linking and co-ordination of management systerns within integrated care
netvrorks can be addressed and resolved.

3) Linkage 3: Integrated Healthcarc: Problems and Compllcations
The third point relates to various pressures, conflicts and distractions that in
some way detract from the econonry, efhciency and effectiveness of
healthcare delivery. These detrimental elements afiect linkages and coordination within integrated healthcare delivery networks.

lllich (1976) desoibed pressures on healthcare providers to reform in
response to the consequences of iatrogenesis. Ginzberg (1990) defined the
tension betureen cost control and quality and safety in healthcare services.
Donabedian (1992) and McNeil (1998) predicted an increased consurner role
in healthcare applying pressure on physicians to engage in collaborative
consent with their patients, a relationship requiring technical care congruent
with patient preferences. Walton (1998), Ellard (1988), Kennedy (1981), and
Yasin and Green (1995) all emphasised the growing role of consumers in
healthcare delivery systems.
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Southon and McDonald (1997) stressed the importance of managernent
personnel gaining the respect and co-operation of the probssionals
delivering clinical care, when implementing quality management. Similarly,
Harari (1993), Redman et al (1995), and Bloor (1999) emphasised that
implementation of quality management is a complex process and must take
into account the interests, cultures and structures of the personnel within the
organisation.
Rodwin (1993) described conflicts of interest for physicians in situations such
as patient refenals, prescribing, and as an enployee, business rnanager or
rnember of a rnedical practitioner association. Ginzberg's (1990) later work
suggested that modern healthcare systerns are completely out of control and
that the situation has become so politicised that there is little chance of
reining in costs.

Wells (1998) dairned that within integrated care networks resource allocation
to provider organisations becomes politicised. Similarly, according to Uzurneri
(1 997), consensus between stakeholders when establishing healthcare
standards can also beome politicised. In a related example Donabedian
(1992) warned of the danger of manipulative substitution of aspects of care
more readily visible to patients for those less easily perceived or assessed.
Scott G. (1998) claimed that fragnentation of services presents a significant
obstacle to successful irnplementation of integrated healthcare service
delivery. Fuller and Scammon (1996) raised anti-trust conoerns in situations
where healthcare service oompetitors tum collaborators. Forernan and
Friedman (1997) noted provider organisations in networks often seek to
carve out healthcare servi@s, a development that can be both to the beneftt
and the detriment of service @nsurners. Both Burns and Robinson (1997) in
the USA and Wells (1998) in New Zealand noted fund holders emerge when
integrated care networks evolve.

When combined, these various pressures and conflicts exert significant
influences upon the econorny, efficiency and effectiveness of healthcare
service delivery.
Hoge and Houenstine (1997) identified a number of strategies that are
necessary for organisational development when integrating healthcare
services. Similarly, Harari (1993) identified the required features for
relationships within successful integrated care networks. Examining the fit of
these strategies and relationships within a managenrent systems ftarneurork
is an area that has seen little empirical research.
P1 postulates effective healthcare services are dependent upon the coexistence of specification standards and generic standards.

Hl postulates implernenting the ISO 9000 rnodelwillenhance healthcare
m€lnagement performance. Testing P1 and Hl could include an examination
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of the extent to wtrich the adoption of a quality rnanagement model can
address these pressures and conflicts and thereby increase the effectiveness
of healthcare services.

H2 extends Hl from individual organisation to networks of healthcare
provider organisations. lf linkages and co-ordination within integrated
networks are increased, then test results may dernonstrate that some of
pressures, conflicts and distrac'tions have been ameliorated.

4)

thee

Linkage 4: Healthcare Accreditation ilodels

The fourth point relates to the developnrent of the ISO 9000 certification
model as an altemative to the traditional accreditation model used in
healthcare.
Scrivens (1995) noted that major shortcomings in the widely adopted
(JCAHO) accreditation model are linked to the nature of the standards, the
survey process, and the surveyors. Babwin (1998) and Moore (1999) both
believed the ISO 9000 model may compensate for at least some of these
shortcomings.
Scrivens (1995) predicted future quality standards and audits would take into
account the relationship of healthcare pro@ss to outcome. There would be
evolution from prescriptive standards to TQM principles, and audit processes
that involve systemic review.
Ghalliner (1997) and Dickinson and Brocklehurst (1997), in describing quality
assuranoe packages for British healthcare services, illustrated the lack of
rigour and definition within current standards for healthcare quality and
safety.
Donabedian (1992) challenged agencies which assess healthcare services to
provide timely, relevant and trustworthy information.
P1 postulates an interdependency relationship between generic standards
and specification standards. Thus, P1 is directly related to Scriven's (1995)
prediction of an evolution from prescriptive standards to quality rnanagernent
principles.
H1 attempts to address a weakness of healthcare ranagement perforrnance
measurement systems identifted by Moore (1999), narnely a f;ailure to define
work processes within a quality system frarnework. The ISO 9000 model is a
framework of quality managenent principles and includes systemic review of
the relationship of process to outcome. Testing Hl is thus relevant to all the
features of Scriven's prediction.
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H2 relates Scriven's (1995) predictions about the nature of future healthcare
audit standards and audit processes to the linkages and co-ordination within
an integrated care delivery network. Testing H2 may yield insights into the
relationship of process to outcome in networks. Testing H2 will also examine
the evolution of standards based on quality management principles and audit
processes that involve systemic review.

iil

Summary

The proposition and hypotheses postulated in this study are derived from
areas of interest identified by the literature review. They have been
developed in conjunction with the three coneptual models illustrated in this
chapter and are based on a nurnber of previously defined healthcare service
quality models and theories.
P1 and H1 provide opportunities for testing the validity of previously defined
models and theories to healthcare. Thus, these hypotheses provide the
pivotal point and the foundation of rnodels and technical franrework for the
proposed research. Examination of these hypotheses should provide insights
and understanding regarding the nature of healthcare perfonnance standards
and measurement with respect to individual healthcare organisations
H2 addresses the nature of healthcare performance standards and
measurement within networks of healthcare organisations. Standards
adopted within integrated care networks could be identified. Quality
managernent features of integrated healthcare delivery could be defined.
Stakeholders'expectations, beliefs, and values could be explored whilst
taking into consideration political and financial pressures and conflic'ts.
Because there is a growing trend towards integrated care networking,
insights into this area could contribute to the healthcare service quality
literature.
P1, H1 and H2 as postulated invite examination using case study
questions. The paucity of case study
methodology asking "hovr/' and
research reported, by comparison with the larger number of research based
on the results of opinion polling, points to an opportunity to make a significant
and original contribution to this area of research.

lrhf
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IV.

RESEARCH DESIGN

This chapter describes the execution of the research in its main parts.
The first part comprises a short description of the type of investigation canied
out, namely case study research. The scope of the research project and the
methodology is defined. A rationale for the selection of case study organisations
is also provided.

The second part outlines the two main stages of the research process, namely
research data gathering and data analysis.

1.

Research Methodology

The research methodology chosen was exploratory case study. The research
design includes no controls, meaning organisations that did not adopt the ISO
9000 model for comparison with those organisations that did.
The case study exercise had to stand alone at this stage in view of the
difficulties and logistics of undertaking even that extent of research in the
present circumstances of the New Zealand health service. Rather,
exploratory case study was performed by examining the impact of adopting
the ISO 9000 model upon a sample of healthcare service providers with the
intent of opening up opportunities for further research, including
comparative study, in the future.
The case study approach has several components: scope, limitations,
methodology, design, questions, propositions, unit of analysis, logic linking data
and proposition, and criteria for interpreting findings. Each component is
described in the following sections.

1)

Scope.

The broad scope of this research project was quality management systems
within the healthcare sector. The boundaries for the research project were
defined by Research Model One: "Generic and Specification Standards",
Research Model Two: "Systems and Audits", and Research Model Three:
"lntegrated Care".
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The selec'tion of healthcare organisations for exploratory case study was made,
after interviews with a number of organisations, essentially because they urere
about to develop a quality rnanagement syatem and had chosen the ISO 9000
model. Each case study organisation and the researcher concurred that stndying
the impact of ISO 9000 on the case study organisation would benefit the
organisation, the mernbers of their integrated care network, and ultirnately the
quality of care received by their patients.
The selection of an appropriate mix of case study organisations was a second
consideration at an early stage of the research. The review of the literature found
no detaited reporb of ernpirical research of the application of ISO 9000 in
healthcare services. Reports of the application of the ISO 9000 modelin other
services included the insurance (Cooper-Mitchell, 1994), financial (Connor and
Growley, 1993) and training (O'Brien, 1993) sectors. In the review of the research
literature it uras noted that in eac-h of these sectors contad with consumers had
been restric'ted to a few personnel and the servioe could be prepared, arnended
and customised to a significant extent in the absence of the @nsumer. For sucfi
back offtce services, provided the service delivered realises its promised
out@me, then the environment within most of the servie delivery organisation is
of litfle consequence to the consumer.
By contrast healthcaro senvice quality dimensions include the environment
in whlch the seryice is deliyercd. Some of these dimeneion3 are tangible
but many arc intangible in naturc. For this reaaon the rssearcher
considercd a celection of caae sh.tdy organisations that were fiont offtce as
well as back office in naturu. The eelection wa8 also conditional upon tte
rcsealcher being granted rcgularand fiuquent accegs to the organisations
in orderto study the tangible and intangible dimensions of the health
service environments, This is not easily achievable in the current health
system of countries llke New Zealand.
The researcher then gave further consideration to the mix of healthcare services
supplied to heatthcare @nsumers. Healthcare consumers encounter a wide
variety of service personnel operating within a netuork of public health, disability
support, primary, secondary, and tertiary health services.
Successful healthcare organisational perfonnance o@urs when a client's
combined health problems are managed effectively in a seamless and efficient
ln€lnner by an integrated care delivery network. Frequent and multiple
encounters by consuners with their service providers o@urs with public health,
disability support and primary healthcare services conpared with secondary and
tertiary healthcare services. In the former categories of healthcare services there
are intangible quality dimensions, related to interpersonal exchange between
provider and consurner, that confribute significantly to the estirnate by both
consurer and provider of success within the seMce delivered and received
respectively. By contrast, secondary and tertiary healthcare services, by their
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very nature, allocate a higher proportion of their estirnate of success to the
outcorne of providers'technical tasks compared with the interpersonal exchange
with patients. At the level of public health, disability support, and primary
healthcare services therefore, the ftont office service rnodel is rnore predominant.
Research examining public health, disability support and primary healthcare
services would bcus on intangible dinrensions of healthcare efiec{iveness and
healthcare efficiency within an integrated delivery network. On the basis of this
rationale three organisations were selected for exploratory case study and vuere
representative of a range of public health, disability support and prirnary
healthcare services. The first case study organisation was an urban public
community health seryice, the second an independent practitioner association,
and the third a rural Maori mmmunity health network.
Each case study organisation gave the researcher access, without restriction, to
staffand to infonnation needed to conduct an effective indepth case study. A
participant information sheet, lefter of consent signed by the case study
organisation managernent, and approval by the university ethics committee were
used to ensure that ethical concerns about the information collected had been
addressed appropriately.
In this regard, inforrnation gathering during the research included providers

of

healthcare services and did not include their servi@ @nsurners. A study that
includes c-onsumers would have required an entirely different research design
and methodology in order to have confidence in the validity of the results that
vvere obtained and the conclusions that were drawn.

2l

Limitations

There were two major limitations in this study.
The first limitation was inevitably that of a srnall sample size reflectirg the focus
on developing comprehensive case studies to develop an infonrred
understanding of the situations observed. The small sample size did not permit
statistical manipulation of data and any quantitrative observations are presented
as a convenient means of expressing consolidated conclusions of the case
studies. In addition, the sample chosen did not include service consumers, for
the reason already descdbed (in "Scope').

The second limitation was the tirne frarne for a study that was essentially a field
investigation. Thus, the start times of ISO 9000 implementation and other
historical events in the case study organisations could not be controlled. Data
were gathered over a three-year period with multiple visits to sites. Even so, this
tirne frame was too short to yield data giving full certainty of the ultimate success
of implernenting the ISO 9000 rnodel. An even more extended period of
observations would have incuned a very real risk that the environment of the
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study would have altered significanily
study itself.

3)

-

possibly even through influence of the

lllethodology

Mauch and Birch (1983) described a wide variety of fonrs of scientific
investigation. Yin (1989) defined five categories of nethodology, useful for
eploring, describing and erplaining a phenornenon: experirnent, survey, archival
analysis, history, case study.

The choice of exploratory case study rnethodology fitted the research aim of
studying in great detail the phenomenon of interest, namely the impac't of ISO
9000 on healthcare organisations. Case study involves intensive analysis of
organisational context, temporal order, and the underlying logic of historic wents.
By adopting the case study approach a deeper understanding could be achieved
of organisational structure and processes and their associated ouputs and
outcornes for consuners. The researcher found no indepth case study reports of
this nature in the research literature. Forthis reason examination of the
phenomenon of interest was based upon exploratory case study and without
reference to results obtained by other researchers @n@rning the impact of ISO
9000 on healthcare organisations.

Describing'ho^f and \fiyr the introdudion of the ISO 9000 series of quality
management standards impacts on healthcare organisations was the main focus
of the research. Case study of quality managernent facilitated examination in its
natural setting of the phenomenon of interest. Multiple methods of data collection
associated with case study methodology were used induding interviews of
personnel, direct observation of healthcare process, and review of documented
procedures and of records. Whilst the boundaries of the phenomenon were not
clearly evident at the outset of the research, they were set as the process of data
collection took place.
Interviews with key staff (senior managers, quality managers and clinicians) were
all conducted in face-to-face situations at the study sites and at a mutually
convenient tine. These key staffwere interviewed at least twi@, and up to six
times, during the ISO 9000 implernentation period to provide data about process
as it occuned. This allowed questions to be asked at different tirnes and the
same question to be asked repeatedly in different ways in order to improve the
objectivity, validity, and reliability of the data gathered and analysed.

The validity of the research findings was enhanced by the use of tiangulation, as
defined by Pope and Mayes (1995) and by Grimes and Schulz (2OO2l. At least
ten personnelfiom each case study organisation were selected for indepth
interview and as focus groups for information gathering. The profiles of personnel
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that were selected fur study induded dinicians, rnanagers and clinician /
managers, thus ensuring that a broad representation of perspective u,Els
incorporated into the information gathered. Direct observations of clinical and
non-clinical processes were made and analysis of documentration included both
the docunrented quality management systems and the associated records. The
data gathered and analysed was augrented by the researcher paying bllow-up
visits to the case study organisations approximately twelve months after
implementation of the ISO 9000 rnodet. Validity was enhanced further by the use
of qualitative research combined with quantitative research in sequential order, in
the manner defined by Pope and Mays (1995) and by Malterud (2001). The data
gathered and analysed was compared and contrasted across the three case
studies performed by the researcher and also with the results obtrained by
researchers in service sectors other than healthcare.
Due attention was paid to Malterud's guidelines for qualitative research. Attention
to reflexivity included the researcher gathering and analysing data in a
systernatic way without intervening in the process occurring within the research
phenornenon. Transferability was obtained by using a research sampling plan
that was purposeful and stepwise with additional information gathered as
nec€ssary in order to answer each research question effectively.

The chosen methodology also took into account any potential for bias and causal
associations within the case studies (Grirnes and Schulz,2002).In order to
minimise selection bias, the three cases study organisations were selected from
the primary healthcare sector and were organisations that had implemented a
quality managenxent system using the ISO 9000 model during the case study
period. Research findings were stratified across the three case studies and the
results were compared with the results of case studies in other service sectors.
Information bias was rnnaged by using identical data gathering, collection and
analysis techniques for the three case studies. A systematic approach was
adopted for intervievvs, observation of processes, and examination of docunents
and records. Confounding was managed by selecting three healthcare provider
organisations from three different areas of the community services sec'tor of
healthcare. The end result was a balanced trade-off in internal validity and
external validity, as defined by Grimes and Schulz(2002), through managing
selection bias (less intemal validity but greater external validity), information bias
(greater internal validity but less external validity), and confounding (less internal
validity but greater extemal validity).
In a following section the research questions are tabled. They are "hou/'and
in nature, require no control over behaviour within the phenomenon under
examination, and focus on contemporary events. Exploratory case study meeting
Yin's (1989) criteria for rigour should enable the researcher to examine
healthcare service delivery in a contemporary sefting examining the meaning
stakeholders attach to healthcare service outcornes and their related processes.
uwhyn
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4l

Design.

Yin (1989) listed five components of case study research design: the study's
questions, the study's propositions (if any), the study's unit(s) of analysis, the
logic linking the data to the propositions, and the criteria for interpreting the
findings. The five components were incorporated into a concise fiamework for
conducting a rigorous investigation using a robust research design. The five
components are described in the following sub-sections.

5)

The study's questions.

These are questions arising from the literature review which were outlined fully in
the "Research Questions" chapter of this thesis. The questions are case study
"hou/" and trhf questions and relate specifically to the organisation being
studied.
Interviews with key personnel were structured, but also included sotne openended questions. Semi-structured interviews were designed to provide both
specific answers to the research questions and to allow exploratory digression.
The purpose of the openended questions was to elicit unique features present in
each site and thus the questions were deliberately exploratory in nature. The
interviews were also focussed with questions rephrased and defined for each
respondent because of the different context for each interviewee.

Topic areas covered the interviewees recollections of the context within which
they personally became involved in ISO 9000 implementation and the
organisational status and concepts of quality held at that tine. The interviewees'
opinions were also sought on the benefits and disadvantages of ISO 9000 and
on issues about evaluation and monitoring of implementation progress. Not all
questions were asked of each key person. Where interviewees held a particular
responsibility for a specific aspect of quality, then the interview focussed on that
aspect.
The questions are also linked directly to the three research models developed for
testing the proposition and hypotheses postulated. Each case study question is
reproduced below together with a staternent of purpose in posing the question.

o

Gase Study Question One. How and why does the introduction of the
ISO 9000 model change the mix of generic standards and specification
standards used by the case study organisation?
This question was used to examine Research Question One by exploring the
completeness of the documented quality system prior to and after introduction
of ISO 9000 to the organisation. Research Model One was used to examine
and explore Case Study Question One.
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o

Case Study Queetion Two. How and why does adopting the ISO 9000
model impac't upon the management performance of flre case etudy

organisation?
This question was used to examine Research Question Two by investigating
the irnpact of ISO 9000 upon the workings of the organisation itself at the
input, prooess, ouput and outoome stages. Research ModelTr,ro was used to
examine and investigate Case Study Question Two.

o

Case Study Question Thrce. How and why does adopting the ISO 9000
model lmpact upon the llnking and coordinaffon of the case study
organisation within an integrated carc delivery network?
This question was used to examine Research Question Three by studying the
impact of ISO 9000 upon an integrated network of healthcare service provider
organisations.

In addition to exploring these three questions, the case study was also used to
gather and analyse inbnnation related to the other Research Questions posed.
questions rvere investigated.
Thus, a further four case study'hou/' and

lrhf

Case Study Question Four. How and why does the ISO 9000 model meet
perceived shortcomlngs of the NZGHS model?
This question was used to examine Research Question Four by comparing
and contrasting two features of the two models. Firsfly, the differing scopes of
the standards associated with the rnodels u€re studied using Research
Model One. Secondly, the quality of the ISO 9000 certification prooess within
Research ModelTwo and Research Model Three was examined, cornpared
and confasted with the NZCHS accreditation process.
Case Study Question Five. How and wtty does the management systems
strategy chosen by the caee study organieation impact upon the
successful implementation of the ISO 9000 model?
This question was used to examine Research Question Five by seeking
answerc to the questions posed by Redman et al (1995) regarding strabgies
for implenrentation of quality management. Examination of the rnanagenent
system strategy induded the causal relationship betueen input, process,
output and outcome and thus contributed further to answering case study
question two.
Gase Study Question Six. How and wtry doeo the ISO 9000 model
change tfie manner of measuring healthcane management performance?
This question was used to study Research Question Six by examining the
extent to wtrich an ISO 9000 certification audit indudes within its scope the
various stakeholders' needs, expectations, objectives and motivations. An
earlier sedion of this chapter covered the scope of the research and the
rationale br selecfion of the case study organisations. Seeking answers to
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question six contributed to a research focus on intangible dinensions of
healthcare effestiveness and healthcare efficiency within integrated care
delivery networks. Thus, examination of this question contributed further to
answering Research Question Three as upll as Research Question Two.

r

6l

Case Study Question Seven. How and wtty does auditing using the ISO
9000 model facllitate a ratonallsation of the audit tools and number of
audltop deployed In the health secbr?
Ascertaining the extent to which rationalisation might occur could benefit the
overall effciency of the healthcare sector audit system.

The study's proposiffons.

The propositions in this case study were the proposition and tulo hypotheses that
arose from the literature revierm
P1: Effective healthcare servie provision is dependent upon the coexistence of
specification stiandards and generic standards for rnanagenrent performance.
H1: The process of implementing the ISO 9000 npddwillenhane healthcare
managerrent performance, even though the outcomes are unpredictable.
H2: lrplernentation of the ISO 9000 model will increase effective linkages and
coordi nation within i nteg rated healthcare del ivery networks.

7l

Study'e uni{s} of analysls

Yin (1989) included units of analysis as a oomponent of case study design to
help quantiff the research. The case studies concemed the irnpact of ISO 9000
upon healthcare organisations. The general units of analysis (although difficult to
quantify) were the case study organisation, the categories of standards used by
the organisation, the nunber of funcfioning quality system elernents within he
organisation, and the number of linkages coordinating the organisation with oher
healthcare organisations.

8l

Logic linking the data to tfie prcpositions

The researcher identified a variety of data collection procedures to be deployed
for the purpose of exploratory case study. The procedures were linked to the
research questions associated with the proposition and hypotheses postulated in
this thesis.
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The data collection procedures used in this case study were interviews of
healthcare service personnel, direct observations of healthcare proesses, and
review of documented procedures and records. Data collection occuned through
regular visits to the case study organisations. There were frequent fiace-to-face
contacts with case study organisation personnel during the period from
commen@rnent to completion of the organisation's certification to an ISO 9000
quality management standard. By rnaintaining the multiple rnethods of data
collection throughout the sfudy period, infonnation was gathered on "hovV'and
"why" ISO 9000 impacted upon the healthcare organisation.
The collated data was linked to the proposition and hypotheses by the researcher
performing for each case study a direct, indepth and comprehensive
examination of the batures of Research Model One, Research ModelTuo and
Research ModelThree. The links between infonnation gathering and the
hypotheses rirere made through a conept Vn calls "pattem matching". Through
pattern matching, infurmation from the case study was found to direcdy relate to
and support, or directly contradict and not support, the theoretical propositions
(hypotheses) developed from the literature and stated as part of the research
design.

9)

The criteria for interprcting the findings

The final step in the research design was analysis of the case study results. The
results reported in the case studies have been gathered using a schedule of
questions for the research questions (refer Appendix A). The results gathered
were analysed using Research Model One, Research ModelTwo and Research
Model Three. The essentially qualitative methodologywas combined in
sequence with quantitiative analysis of the data gathered, in tte manner defined
by Malterud (2001). The findings have been written in such a way as to give the
reader a chronological unbiased account of what has happened to the
organisation's quality managenpnt system and its linkages and coordination with
other healthcare organisations within an integrated care netuork.

The criteria for interpreting findings included a comparative analysis of the
findings for each of the three case studies. The criteria also included a
comparative analysis with the findings ard conclusions published by researchers
in other service sectors: insuranoe, finance, and training. The findings have been
interpreted using the criterion that any conclusions drawn regarding the
hypotheses must be supported by a body and a pattem of obiective evidene
accumulated during the course of the case study.
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2.

Research Process

The research process uas conducted as an activity complenentary to the case
study organisation ISO 9000 certification process. Thus, uf,rilst the organisation
implernented a quality rnanagement system using the l$O 9000 npdel, a case
study occuned to test the hypotheses postulated in this thesis. The two main
stages of the research prooess were data gathering and data analysis. Data
gathering occuned up to and induding ISO 9000 certification of he
organisations' quality management systens. Data analysis was perfonned at the
end of the data gathering period,

1)

Data Gathering

Initial contact with each case study organisation was made via the netuork of
contactrs and existing relationships of the researcher within the New Zealand
heafthcare sector. A case study organisation rnanagernent representiative was
appointed by each case study organisation br contrac't with the researcher
throughout the case study period. The researcher made arrangetTents for regular
visits to the organisation to meet and work with rnanagement and staffbr the
purposes of case sfudy.

Through discussions betrrrreen the researcher and the managernent
representative, an outline of each case study research project was established.
Each case study organisation agreed to supply information relevant to the
research using the methodology described earlier in the chapter. Information was
made available in the form of documents pertaining to the m€lnagernent system.
Information was also made available via anangernents to observe healthcare
service prooesses and to hold discussions with key staff to confirm specific points
or to obtain additional undenstanding. The types and boundaries of the
information to be obtained were defined by a schedule of questions (refer
AppendixA). The schedule riras a primarytoolfor obtaining infonnation during
visits to case study organisations. The University Ethics Commiftee had
previously approved the broad content and strucfure of the questions. The tinre
frarne for each case sfudy was largely determined by the organisation's plans to
complete their ISO 9000 certification process.
Throughout the period prior to ISO 9000 certification the managenrent
representative and other case study organisation stafi participated in intervieurc
and workshops with the researcher. The interviews were face-to-face and
conducted using selections ftom the schedule of questions (refer Appendix A).
When necessary, the researcher observed healthcare service proesses to an
extent sufficient to clafiff details of the information being gathered wfrile at the
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same time maintaining consumer privacy and confidentiality. Because
encounters between the researcher and case study peronnel were ftequent and
interactive, a steady flow of information about the quality managenent systems
was received.
In practice the schedule of questions was used in two main ways. Firstly, prearranged interviews were conducted during wtrich selected areas of the schedule
of questions were covered. Secondly, discussions occuned during observations
of healthcare processes and during examination of procedures and records. In
the second situation information was gathered that was pertinent and
complementary to the information sought using the schedule of questions. In
both situations the notes recorded by the researcher made reference to those
questions in the schedule relevant to the information gathered.

Workshops were ananged by the case study organisations to facilitate the
development by management and staff of a quality management system based
on the ISO 9000 model. As much data as possible was gathered about each
organisation's documentation and implementation of a quality management
system. Notes were taken by both the researcher and management during the
interviews and workshops in order to retain as much information as possible.
Case study notes were supplemented extensively with copies of documented
procedures, organisational records and promotional and advertising materials.

The researcher gathered information for two purposes. Firstly, the researcher
noted ongoing progress in development of the quality management system.
Secondly, the researcher identified changes in the case study organisation as a
result of adopting the ISO 9000 model. Of particular interest during data
gathering was the combination of generic and specification standards used by
the organisation. Also of interest were factors hindering, and factors facilitating,
implementation of the organisation's management system. Data gathering
focused on the organisation's linkages and coordination within an integrated care
network. These features of research interest were defined and expressed as
Research Questions One through Seven in the "Research Questions'section of
the thesis.
The chosen research methodology was exploratory case study of the
organisation from installation of a quality managerent system until certification of
the organisation to the ISO 9000 standard. Therefore, any effects of the ISO
9000 modelon the quality m€lnagement system could be identified, defined and
measured. During the case study period information was gathered about the
potential long-term effects of the ISO 9000 model on consumers, as well as any
actual effiects observed on the case study organisation. As noted earlier when
describing the scope of the research methodology, the study included inbrmation
gathering from healthcare service providers though not from their service
consumers. A study that included consumers would have required an entirely
different research design and methodology. The approach to data gathering took
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into account the tirne constraints inherent within the exploratory case studies.
Data on changes to input, prooess and output could be gathered in real time
during each case study. However, information on consumer outcomes takes up
to severalyears to gather. Thus, any potential long-term effects were identified
as the basis br ftrture research.

The relationship between input, prooess, output and outcome within the case
study organisations was explored in the following ranner. The initialdata related
to Research Question Trrc uns gathered br allthree case studies (X, Y, Z). A
number of aspects of the process of implernenting the ISO 9000 npdel, @mrnon
to rnore than one case study organisation, were identified and defined as
implementation features. An estirnate of output efiect linked to each
irplernentation bature was defined togetherwith the rnost likely potential
outcorne associated with the implementation feature and ouput estimate.

Ou$ut estimate was defined as an effect on the case study organisation
resulting from implementation of the ISO 9000 model and quantified using a
Likert scale:

-ve

+1

(explain) no change

+2

+3

+4
signift cant enhancernent

Potential outcorne was defined as the outcome for the case study organisation
efficiency and / or its service efiestiveness, resulting ftom implenrentation of the
ISO 9000 model, and associated with ouput.

The result vl€s a case study checklist for testing Hl further, using Research
ModelTwo (rebrAppendix B). Key personnelwho had been actively involved in
the ISO 9000 implementation process were selected for data gathering using the
case study checklist. The personnel trere representative of nianagernent and of
clinical staff respectively within the case study organisation. Each selected
person was given the checklist and a verbal explanation of its purpose by the
researcher. The rnajority of the personnel requested examples given by the
researcher ftom the checklist in order to fully understand howthe checklist was
to be completed, The researcher presented the examples given by uay of
explanation in a manner designed to avoid prompting or bias. Representative
examples of these erplanations are given in Appendix C. The personnelthen
corpleted the ched<list, in isolation and without prompting, by considering and
soring eacfi output estimate as linked to its implernentation bature and potential
outconre. The personnel assigned no s@re to a checklist ilem that uas not
pertinent to their area of elpertise, that is, their managenent or clinical expertise.
The Ukert scale category'-ve explain" was included to ensure respondents could
report any adverse (negative) impact on output and potential outoorne.
The checklist responses for all three case studies (X, Y, Z) were then collated for
comparative analysis.
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2l

Data Analysis

The case study technique enabled the researcher to gather information about the
phenomenon of interest (healthcare service quality management) in its natural
setting as the phenorenon took place.
The information gathered uras examined using Research Models One, Two and
Three and linked with established theory in the field of healthcare quality
managernent systens. Links betvrreen the information gathered and the
proposition and hypotheses were made using Vn's (1989) pattern matching
concept. The researche/s main goalwas to present case study unambiguous in
its presentation of facts and data and of sufficienfly robust design to enable valid
conclusions to be drawn. Data analysis relied upon the criteria for interpreting the
findings as described earlier in this chapter.
In the folloring sections each case study is described. Firsfly, the data gathered
during the case sfudy is presented. Secondly, the datia is analysed and
conclusions are drawn regarding the one proposition and two hypotheses
postulated in this thesis.

\Mthin each case study data gathering and analysis is focussed within the case
study organisation itself. Gonclusions are drawn with respect to the particular
phenornenon of interest, narnely the impact of ISO 9000 on the case study
organisation.
Further analysis is performed by comparing each set of case study findings with
the other sets of case study findings. Conclusions are drawn with respect to the
types of healthcare service organisations represented by the clrosen case study
organisations.
Finally, conclusions are drawn regarding the validity of the hypotheses proposed
in the thesis.
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3.

Summ ary of the Research Design

The impact of the ISO 9000 model on healthcare organisations was examined
using an exploratory case study technique.
The first case study was of a community health service that is part of a large
health and hospital service. The second case study uras of an independent
practitioner association providing support services to general practitioners. The
third case study was of a prirnary health network serving a Maori population.
The data gathered was analysed using three research models designed as a part
of the developing thesis. The first modelwas used to explore the relationship
between generic standards and specification standards for healhcare provider
organisations. The second model was used to explore the fit of healthcare
service delivery systens and a quality managernnt modef. The hird model rms
used to explore the linkages and coordination of an integrated care delivery
network. Seven case study questions were used fur this exploration within the
three case study organisations. The findings have been interpreted for the
individual case study organisations and also by contrast with the findings for
other service sectors. Each finding was supported by a body and a pattem of
objective evidence accumulated during the course of the case studies.
In the following chapters the findings of the exploratory case studies are
presented. Gonclusions ftom the findings are then drawn and the implications of
the findings of the research results are outlined. Recommendations for future
research are then offered.
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V.

FINDINGS

The findings are discussed in detail in this chapter. Most discussion related to
qualitative findings of the three exploratory case studies although some
quantitaUve results are also tabled and discussed.
In the first three sec'tions the proposition and hypotheses developed in Chapter
(Part 4) are discussed by presenting the case study questions and the results
relating to each one. Detailed analysis is relegated to the appropriate
appendices. Support, or lack of support, br each hypothesis is noted and
unexpected results are highlighted.

lll

In the fourth sec'lion the proposition and hypotheses are discussed further by
rnaking a comparative analysis across the findings of tre three case studies and
the findings ftom related research in other service sectors.
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1.

Gase Study X: Community Health Service

In this section the first case study performed by the researcher is described. The
data gathered is presented and then analyzed using Research Models One, Two
and Three.

Following the so-called "health reforms" of the early 1990s, 22 publicly funded
Heafth & Hospital Services (HHS) were established throughout New Zealand.
Each HHS had a large base hospital as its organizational center and smaller
satellite hospitals and other health services such as clinics within the HHS
geographical area. HHS directors provided governance and clinical, support and
administration services were the responsibility of the HHS management.
Towards the end of the case study period, the HHS was restructured into a
District Health Board. This restructure had no significant impact upon the case
study research.

The HHS geographic area @vers a mixture of urban and rural areas and serves
410000 people. The HHS has a base hospital with 400 beds and a smaller
hospital with 150 beds. Clinics and other health and social service facilities are
spread across the geographic area. The HHS range of services includes: acute;
clinical support; outpatients; surgical ; maternity; disability support; community
health; care of older adults; mental health; alcohol and drug services. The HHS
has both front office and back office activities, as defined by Ghase and Hayes
(1991). The HHS is growing as the population within its geographic area grows.

i) Disability & Gommunity Health Service
The disability and community health services include dental treatrnent for pre'
school and school age children. Dentaltechniques indude examination,
diagnosis, cleaning, fissure sealant, fillings, extraction, localanesthesia,
radiographs and X-rays, and fluoride treatment. Dental services are provided
from 285 dental clinics situated in the grounds of primary and intermediate
schools. Dentaladvice, consultation, and health education services are also
provided by the dental service.
The scope of the school dental service includes assessment; therapy;
consultation; education. Dental therapists operate under a DentalAct that
requires direction and supervision within a HHS by a qualified dental officer. To
comply with this requirement, the dental service has a principal dental officer as
well as a manager. The dental officer acts as an advisor on clinical practice and
performs research and makes decisions on, for example, restorative fillings. He /
she advises on techniques such as cavity preparation and restoration of teeth.
The dental service managers and dental offtcer work as a team. Thus, for
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example, if a new filling material becomes available the managers will liaise with
their therapists and dental suppliers and the dental ofiicer will be a party to
therapist training and competency assessrnents. The dental offioer is also a part
of the dental service team in the role of clinical advisor for strategic planning.
The Case Study X child & family service provides community health services to
children, young people ard their families wfro have health and uelfare,
psychosocial and care and protection needs. Child & family services indude
public health nursing, immunization, chiH protection and social work, health
promotion, ear nursing, vision and hearing bsting, and enuresis. Through the
medical office/s interim rnedical examination, ffeatment and refenal seryices are
provided to children and young people who, for various reasons, are not able to
access a general practitioner servie.
The scope of the child & family service indude public health nursing; cftild
protec{ion and socialworkers; vision and hearing tests; ear nursirg; medical
officers. Within the hierarchy of administrators and clinical staff the medical
officers regard their role as that of trainer and planner for the drild & family
service. Medical officers also supply nredical advice to child & family staffand
also give access br refenals to a rnedical service for clients. Medical officers
train and coach child & family servie staff as uelf as offraring education sessions
to parents, teachers, @mmunity groups and general practitioners. They regularly
review and develop best practice protocols in community medicine and they
collec'tdata br community health service monitoring and quality indicators.

The fit of the school dental servioe and the child and Family service within the
overall HHS rnanagement structure is depicted as follouvs:
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Figure V - 01: Fitof school dental and child & family seryices within the
HHS management stnrchrm

]lom lleelm & OHerAdults

Thus, the HHS has the classical healthcare organisation structure depicted in the
Literature Review (refer Figure ll- 02), with a hierarchy and a clinician-service
administration split.
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Service events may involve referral into, within, and on fiom, the community
health servioes. The six dimensions of community health service are
consultation; education; health promotion; assessment; diagnosis; featment.
Service events and the dimensions of service delivery prooesses can be
illustrated in the following flow chart fashion:

Figurc V - 02: Community health service process events and dimensione
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Through the refenal in system the primary oonsumers of the community health
services are children receiving dentral and child & family services. Through the
referral on system, other HHS services become internal customers, as well as
other external health & social services.

iif Data Gathering and Analysis
The senior managers of HHS disability & community health services becarne
increasingly aware of the importance of developing a structured quality
management system. As a result an ISO 9002 certification programme was
commen@d firsfly in the child & family service and later in the schooldental
service. An ISO 9000 certification body was contracted to audit and oertify each
service's guality management system.

The HHS disability and community health services rnanagernent approved a
proposal by the researcher for a case study to examine the impact of adopting
the ISO 9002 model on the services. Approval for case study research covered
the period ftom the decision by management to adoptthe ISO 9002 model
through to audit and certification. Management gave their consent to tte
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researcher gathering information associated with the quality rnanagement system
and to analysis of the data gathered. The initial contact phase included the
researcher building rapport and establishing a trusting relationship with the case
study personnel.
Of specific interest in testing Pl were data related to the combination of generic
and specffication standards used by the services. Of interest in testing Hl rvere
the effects of ISO 9002 on managernent performance and factors hindering, and
factors facilitating, implenrentation of the seryices' q uality rna nagement systems.
Data gathering to test H2 focussed on the services' linkages and coordination
within heir integrated care networks.

The schedule of questions used for seekirq data is described in the "Research
Design - Appendix A" secfion of the thesis. Community health services
personnelwtro supplied data during the case study included flre service general
manager, dental services manager, child & family service manager, quality
manager, quality coordinator, regional coordinators, medical officer, dental
nurses, community health nurses, technical and auxiliary staff.
The study questions are presented later in this chapter together with relevant
data gathered during the period up to and including certification of the dental
servie and child & family service to the ISO 9002 quality rnanagernent standard.
The data gathered was analyzed in order to answer the seven questions posed
in the "Research Questions" and "Research Design'chapters of the thesis.
The framework for data analysis was Research Models One, Two and Three.
Using these research models, links were rnade between the data gathered and
established theory in the field of healthcare quality managerTnnt. Data analysis in
Case Study X was focussed on an organisation representative of New Tealand
Health & HospitalSeMces (HHS). Hence condusions were drawn regarding the
impact of the ISO 9000 model on Health & Hospital Services.
In the following section the results of he data analysis are described undemeath
the set of data gathered for each study question.

Question One
How and why does introducffon of the ISO 9002 model change the mix of
generic standards and specification standards used by the community
health services?
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Data Gathered
The community health service as a part of an HHS is required to comply with
policies and plans issued by the HHS at a corporate level. Examples of such
corporate requirements include policies for handling complaints, reporting
accidents, quality planning for improvements, and submitting annual business
plans.

The community health service, as a part of its contracts with government funders,
also commits to specifications for quality, safety and risk particular to its services.
Wthin the school dental service and the child & family service were clinical
guidelines and codes of practice.
Both the community health service and its corporate parent are legally obliged to
comply with New Zealand acts and regulations pertinent to the New Zealand
health sector and the Ministry of Health monitors for compliance.

The community health service, prior to adopting the ISO 9002 model, lacked a
quality management system framework. The community health services chose
the ISO 9002 model because their services are delivered without any process of
design or developrnent (lSO 9001 has a design and development clause in
addition to the 19 clauses of the ISO 9002 model).
Data Analysis
Research Model One was designed to explore the relationship between generic
standards and specification standards for healthcare provider organisations.
Prior to adopting the ISO 9002 model, the community health seMces had
specification standards and lacked generic standards for quality systems.
The following illustration depicts Research Model One annotated to indicate
missing (*) generic standards and existing (**) specification standards:
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Figure V - 03: Level of completeneaa of the community health servicee
quality management standards prlorto adoptlng ISO 9002
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The generic standards within Research Model One are "guideline standards' as
described by Whiting (1997) and "rnetastandards" as described by Uzumeri
(1ee7).
\Mthin Case Study X the generic standards are the ISO 9002 model for quality
rnanagement and NZS 3905.14, the associated guidelines for health servies
adopting the ISO 9000 model.
The generic standards contain broad guidelines on what should be included in a
management system (Whiting). The generic standards comprise a list of design
rules for the creation of a class of managernent system, narnely a quality
rnanagement system for health services (Uzumeri).
The generic standads constitute a fiarnework for implernenting the documented
quality management system. The framework ensures that the specification
standards for community health services are identified and incorporated through
the managernent system model into a comprehensive and coordinated set of
policies, procedures, work instructions, and other documents and records.
In summary, adoption of the ISO 9002 modelwas ac@mpanied by adoption of
generic standards.
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The NZCHS accreditation rnodelwas regarded as prescriptive in nature by
community health services nnnagernent and perceived as unsuitable for their
services. The NZCHS "Organisation-Wide Standards for Health and Disability
Support Services" contained few standards of relevance to child & fiamily and
dentalservices. The NZCHS standards'Acute Secondary Seryices" and "Aged
Care Services" had no relevance (refer Appendix D).
The adoption of the generic quality management model ISO 9002 enabled the
community health servies to choose a ertification programme encapsulating
the specification standards pertinent to their services, as depicted in Researclt
Model One (refer Figure lll - 02).
The ISO 9000 auditors'findings were tied to a standard, either genedc or
specification in nature, giving consistency between the audit report and the
fiamework of standards used. In this regard the certification programme dealt
with a shortcoming with NZCHS (JCAHO) standards reported by Scrivens
(1995). This omparison of ISO 9000 standards with NZCHS (JCAHO) standards
is explored further in the Question Four.

Question Two
How and why does adopting the ISO 9002 model impact upon the
management perfornance of the community health seruice?
Data Gathered
At the beginning of the case study (prior to commencing their ISO 9002
programmes), the dental service and child & family service relied upon two main
types of documentation for managing their services. The first type was a variety
of policies and procedures @vering administrative mafters such as purchasing
and handling complaints issued by the HHS corporate parent. The second type
was a collection of external rebrences of cornmunity health services guidelines
and requirernents.
During the period of the case study, the dental service and the child & family
service completed the tasks of defining and docurnenting the quality
management systems to meet the requirernents of the ISO 9002 model. The
researcher monitored the progress of both services fiom start to finish of this task
and noted the principal ac'tivities. The main activity noted was a variety of staff
defining current and complete versions of service delivery processes. The result
was a collection of updated "Policy & Procedure Manuals" for the services:
dental; public health nursing; enuresis; immunization; child protection and social
workers; ear nursing; and vision and hearing testing.
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The community health service managernent terrned the act of defining and
docurnenting their q uality rnanagetnent system :'ca pturi ng i nstitutional
knowledge": The term referred to the outmme, narnely capturing proedural
details of support and service delivery processes, as required by the ISO 9002
model. The outcome was institutional knowledge readily acoessible to new, as
wellas existing, stafi, Stafftumover in community health services is high and
new personnelfiequendy need to rediscoverthe lost institutional knowledge. The
creation of a documented quality rnanagernent system enabled new staffto
engage in self-leaming, rather than being frained by a trainer.
The community health services, as a part of implementing their quality system,
infoduced a programme of intemal quality audits. The audits contributed to
'capturirg institutional knowledge' by verifying the accuracy of the developing
documentation of service delivery processes. The intemal audits were also used
to verify the effediveness of the servi@s'support and delivery systems and as a
basis for identrTying opportunities for ftrture performance improvements,
Management presented to the researcher the outcome of introducing intemal
quality audits as an increased focus (compared with extemal audits) on the
community health service purpose, and also on the chosen schedule of audits
and follow up of audit results through re-audit.
During the period of the case study, the community health services documented
their "quality poliry". In defining the dental service and child & family service
quality policies, the ISO 9002 requirernent was that the quality policy be relevant
to the services' organisational goals and the expectations and needs of their
customers. This activity necessitated an examination by the services of their
HHS corporate goals as urcll as the servi@s' goals. Considerafion was also
given to the expectations and needs of other major stakeholders in the services,
namely the custorners (clients and patients) and funder (Health Funding
Authority). The ISO 9002 rnodel required the quality policy to be irnplemented
through a documented quality system.

A new management system for docurnents and records was introduced as a
result of adopting the ISO 9002 model. A docurnent control system rrvas
intoduced for review, approval, issue, distribution and change of the seryi@s'
policies, procedures, work instructions, fonns and other documentation. The
services' records management systetre were also reviewed and anended to
ensure all the record control elernents of the ISO 9002 standard u,ere present.
The community health services rnanagenent reported a significant increase in
service delivery produc{ivity direcdy atbibutable to the management system for
documents and records. For records management the outcome of implementing
ISO 9000 was defined as more prompt and efiicient response to client requests
for reords.
The document control system ensured that staff used approved, cunent
docurnentation defining service delivery processes. The system rnanaged the
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distribution of documentation to multiple service delivery sites across a wide
geographical area. Thus, for document control, the outcome of implementing ISO
9000 was productivity gains attributable to avoiding the need to solve problems
and perform rework that resulted from the use of unapproved and / or obsolete
policies, procedures, work instructions, and other documentation.
The role of the community health medical officers was more clearly defined in
response to the child & family service ISO 9002 programme. As noted in the
literature review, and acknowledged by managernent involved in the case study,
obtaining a dear definition of this role was challenging. The ISO 9002
requirenents for personnel include defining their responsibility, authority and
intenelations with other personnel and qualification of process operations and
associated personnel. In response to this requirenent, the medical officers
deftned responsibility, authority, interrelations, and qualification in their newly
created "Medical fficer Manual' (refer Appendix E). This manual also captured
for the first tinp procedural details of tasks, for example reasons for refienal and
acoess to services.
Child & family seMce procedures for vision and hearing tests were defined and
docurnented before implementing ISO 9002. These procedures involved
measuring equipment and national standards for measurernent accuracy and
precision and acceptance criteria for the results obtained Mren patients are
tested.
By contrast, the health promoting sctrools seMce (a child health education
service) was delivered in a largely inforrnal rnanner because the child & family
service had found the procedural details difficult to define. Using the ISO 9002
standard as a ftamework, a hierarchy of docunents was created defining the
delivery of health promoting schools seruices:
"National Administration Guidelines" (broad guidelines for the service)
"Health Promoting Schools Guidelines" (quality plan br the service with a
needs assessment procedure and work instructions)
"Roles in Comnnrnity Healft Services" (desoibes the multidisciplinary
team in the child & family service and team members'func{ions).

At the end of the case study period, community health services managernent
presented to the researcher the following observations regarding the inpact of
adopting the ISO 9002 model on their management performanoe.
The ISO 9002 model did not affect the way rnanagement collated and analyzed
data because processes using data for planning and decision making were
already in place.
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Management confirrned that a process for handling complaints already existed at
corporate level. The implementation of ISO 9000 did, however, contribute
towards the effective investigation and handling of complaints.
No significant effect was reported for funding and purchasing processes because
tendering and contracting are reported at corporate level.
However, management did observe several positive effects as a result of
implenrenting ISO 9002. Firsfly, the services began to categorize information that
is given out to patients, for example head lice information. The result was more
streamlined and well-presented information, and management predicted this will
effect health enhancement. A related example of communication to clients was
new folders in the newly created child & family manual of quality system
docunrents. The folders contained information for schools on how to access child
& family services. These communication improvements were related to the ISO
9002 requirements for contract review.

Another effect reported was improvement in process description and control. The
child & family service noted an increase overall in consistency and a reduction in
variability because the service had defined, in the newly-documented quality
managernent system, what needed to be controlled and the criteria to be met for
each stage of a process.
Child & family service management reported their belief that more defined and
consistent processes will result in improved risk management for patient s and
staff. For example, a more comprehensive child immunization proedure was
created with clear notes for staff to increase safety for patients. These procedural
improvements were related to the ISO 9002 requirements for process control.
Another example identified with management by the researcher was anticipated
gains in interpersonal encounters between staffand clients. The docurnented
quality management system had given staffthe procedural details of behavior
during encounters with clients.
A positive effect identified by senior management was improvement in the
process for staff reporting accidents and incidents, called non-conformances in
the ISO 9002 standard. Prior to the ISO 9002 programme the process centered
around a hospital reporting system. ln fact the community health services have
very few accidents and incidents occuning within a hospital environment. For
example, the community health services use a large number of vehicles fior travel
in the community and therefore have a need to report accidents and incidents
involving motor vehicles. The response by staff to the introduction of a child &
family service-specific procedure for reporting accidents and incidents was to
significantly increase the reporting rate. Senior managerent concluded the
increased reporting rate demonstrated increased staff confidence that the new
quality system is proactive. The confidence was gained through additional
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communication avenues for staffthrough a brmalized process in tum giving
resolution to problens.
A further effect identified by managernent with the researcher was the use of
teamwork in service delivery. Managenrent created a multidisciplinary staff group
for quality and noted as a result a reduction in hierarchical management control.
Managenrent claimed that through ornership of their servie manuafs, created
as a result of the ISO 9002 programrne, staff had been empowered to make
decisions affecting their responsibilities.

The community health services implernented two custorner satisfac{ion surveys
during the ISO 9000 programrne period. One suruey involved inteMeua of
stakeholders directly and through an independent agency. The other survey was
of social work. Managernent confinned that these survey tools would have been
implernented anyrnay. However, the ISO 9000 programme prompted community
health services to put the survey tools in place.
Managennnt concluded that their efficiency by the end of the certification phase
had in oneway decreased because of the tirne commitment of personnel to
installing their quality management programrne. They also concluded that in the
longer term (afier the certification phase) efficienry and effec{iveness will
increase in the services. In reporting this conclusion rnanagerent noted
improved staff retention is anticipated as a result of working within a quality
nnnagerent system. Statrturnover is high, particularly in the child & hmily
service, and adversely affects efficiency and eftctiveness.
Afler the initial data gathering phase, a number of aspects of the process of
implernenting the ISO 9000 modelwere identified and defined as implernentation
features common to all three case studies (refer Appendix B). Key personnel
were selec'ted representative of management and clinical staffwithin the case
study organisation. The personnel completed the case study checklist by
considering and scoring each output estimate as linked to its implennntation
feature and potentialoutcore. The checklist responses nere collated with the
other case study responses (Y and Z) for comparative analysis.

Follow Up
Tulelve months after implenrentation of the ISO 9002 rnodel, the researcher paid
follow up visits to the Case Study X organisation. Additional data were gathered
on the impact of the ISO 9002 model on @mmunity health service managenent
performance.
The first significant ongoing impact on effciency and efiectiveness that was
observed was associated with internal quality audits. The intemal audit system
was continuing to find quali$ improvernents although at this stage no major
issues were arising, nather observations were being rnade for improvements.
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However, the intemal audit system bcussed on technical / profiessional issues
for staff, rather than intenelations and activities with clients.

The quality system continued to develop definitions of interfaces between
community health services and other organisations and @nsumers. Exarnples of
developnrent induded risk assessment and health asseesment tools and
processes for refenals of dients. Managernent had not yet addressed definitions
of the quality of interaction between service provider and client - hese continued
to be addressed within staff training and clinical supervision prooesses.
Managernent had concluded that that their organisation had continued to gain
institutional knowledge. The gain uras occuning with respect to tangible aspects,
however, rather than intangible service aspecG, such as cadng and interpersonal
exchanges with clients.
Managenent had also conduded that the recenfly published Health and
Disability Sector Standards vuould drive a client focus within their communrty
health service whereas the ISO 9000 model had driven a bcus on technical
tasks perforrned by staff.
A second significant impact on efficiency and effectiveness was attributed by
management to ownership of the quality management system by staff refening to
their servie and administation manuals for details of procedures and work
instructions. Managenent and stafi perceived an inprovernent in quality
outcornes that were related to increased consistency and control in service
delivery. By confast, houever, the pasttwelve month period had an associated
negative efiect on the servi@'s outputs, associated with the on-going obligation
to rnaintain document control within the quality rnanagerent system.
Managernent concluded that the ouput-outconte trade-off was tavorable.
Associated with this second impact was the continuing function of teams to
maintain the quality management system. Management clairned that the levelof
teamwork remained high because of goodwill created within staff and attributabfe
to perceived improved outcones following irrplementation of the ISO 9002
rmdelA third impact was a significant increase in reporting levels by staff of accidents,
incidents and occunences. The community health services had, during the past
turelve-month period, received notification ffom the HHS corporate managernent
of a need for structured reporting of these indicators. This need had been easily
rnet via absorption of the new reporting requirernent into the quality managernent
system.
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Data Analysis

Figure lll - 04: Research ilodel Two: Exploration of the fit of healthcarc
service delivery systems and a quality management model
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Research Model Two elernent "input" includes the community health service
structure that in turn indudes its quality management system (Donabedian,
1e80).

Community health services adopted the ISO 9002 npdel as a part of their
management structure. This change impacted upon their managenrent
performance in several ways.
Firstly, the community health services docurnented as fully as possible the details
of their service delivery and support processes. This elernent of their quality
management system was documented as a collection of "Policies & Procedures
Manuals' for the. ir services.
Secondfy, the community health services defined and docurnented, and
subsequenUy irnplenrented, a complete frarnework for their quality managernent
system based upon the ISO 9002 rnodel. The result was a documented and
implemented quality management system for the child & family service and for
the dental service respectively.

Another feafure of structure is the human resour@E of a healthcare service.
Teamwork was used to implement the quality managernent system and a
reduction in hierarchical managernent controlwas observed. Thus, an impact of
adopting the ISO 9002 modelwas to flaften the hierarchical management
structure and empovrrer the staff nembers.
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By docurnenting in fulltheir quality managernent systerns, the community health
servioes obtained increased consistency and control in their service delivery and
support processes. This "institutional knowledge' should enhance the
nanagement perfornance of the services by increasing efficiency in terms of
lcrurcr costs and effort associated with staff turnover and replacement and training

of stafi.
"lnstitutional knowledge" of processes was also captured through documenting
medical officers' responsibililies, authorfty, intenelations and qualifications.
Similarly, "institutional knowledge'was captured through documenting the heahh
promoting schools services. Therefore, the impact of this docurnentation must be
increased consistency and confrol.
The impact of adopting the ISO 9002 model upon the rnore tangible serui@s,
such as vision hearing testing, was less pronounced. The effiact on consistency
and control in such services was restricted to environrnentalelements within the
service. In vision hearing testing, for instance, the effect rms improved
procedural detailfor controlling the lighting and noise background for the testing
process.
lmproved prooess definition included procedures for community health service
reporting of problems that were peculiar to the services. The impact uras a
productivity gain associated with improved process conbol.
A direc't impact of adopting the ISO 9002 model rrias the introduction of a system
of document control for all policies, procedures, work instructions and other
docurnents used by the services and also enhancenent of the existing records
management system. The productivity gains occur when there are less seMce
deliveries (reuorks) and associated problern-solvirg due to the use of
unapproved and / or obsolete docurnents. The resulting productivity gains were
related to staff using only the latest, and not obsolete, documents for processes.
Productivity gains also accrued through easier and rnore reliable maintenance of
records of processes. A decrease in problems associated with records
management leads to a decrease in overall service delivery tine and in furn an
increase in the level of patient care management.
lmproved efficiency and effectiveness resulted from the intemalquality audit
system introduced as a part of adopting the ISO 9002 model. The audit system
led to increased consistency and contol in service delivery, and in support
services. In addition, the effigctiveness of outcornes of processes was audited
regularly and future improvernents identified and put into action. The combination
of increased consistency, control and improvement through intemal quality audits
led to an overall increase in service quality and safety.
Donabedian (1992) described the interpersonal exchange between healthcare
provider and consurner when technical care is dispensed and acquired. An
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indirect effect upon interpersonal exchange was the streamlining of information
communicated to @nsumers. A more direct effiect reported was the improved
communication by staff resulting from more clearly defined procedural details on
how staff should behave during interpersonal exchanges. The impact of this type
of improved process definition was predicted by managerent to lead to gains in
quality and safety outcornes. Twelve months after implementation of the ISO
9002 model, it was evident that the impact of the modelwas enhancernent of
tangible rather than intangible aspects of the quality system. lmplenrentation had
not enabled the organisation to define many of the intricacies of the quality of
interactions between service providers and their clients.
A further impact of adopting the ISO 9002 model was an increase in reporting of
accidents, incidents and occunences. This impact has interesting implications
given the need for, and resistance to, adverse events reporting in Health and
Hospital Services.
In summary, the paftern-matching approach to data analysis enabled the
researcher to identiff efficiency and effectiveness gains through the process of
implementing quality system elements that were previously lacking in the
community health services but which were requirements of the ISO 9002 model.
At this stage of the case study, the data gathering and analysis was qualitative
rather than quantitative in nature.

The following illustration positions each impact within the elements (input,
process, output, and outcome) of Research Model Two:
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Figurc V - 04: lmpact of ISO 9002 upon the management performance of
community health services.
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lmpacts were clearly identified on the input and the prooess elernents of the
research model.
An impac{ was observed on the output element in tenrs of efficiency gains.
Future impacts were expected to occur on the outcone element via the causal
relationship between process and outcorne. However, the specific outcornes
could not be identified clearly nor predicted.
It rnay be concluded that the services translated their organizational goals and
stakeholders' elpectations and needs into a quality rnanagernent system. This
structural developrnent resulted in process gains that in turn lead to output and
outcorne gains for the service organisation and its service @nsumers.

The quantitative data gathered for case study X was also analyzed together with
the data from case studies Y and Z in later section of this drapter. The additional
data gathering and analysis extended the earlier qualitative results into
quantitative results expressed as output estimates linked to implementation
features and potential outcomes.
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Question Thrce
How and why does adoptlng the ISO 9002 model impact upon the linking
and coordination of the community health services within an integnted
care delivery network?

Dah Gathered
The community health services have a number of intemal support services such
as clerical, training, professional advisory, heatth assistants and quality
coordinators. The community health servi@s' HHS ac'ts as a vendor of allgoods
and services supplied from outside the community health services. HHS external
support consists of management support servies as well as a range of goods
and seMces used by the communrty health services.
The oommunity health service system of intemal and external support can be
depic{ed as:

Figure V - 05: Gommunity health seruice internal and extemal support
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The quality system elernents docurnented for the child & family and the dental
servies addressed organizational activities. The guality system elernents also
contained procedural details of the linkages and coordination with suppliers,
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funders, other parts of the HHS, external health and sodal seryices, and clients /
patients.
Documentation of external support services existed in the form of policies issued
by, and applied across, the HHS. A "Policies & Procedures Manual" was created
by the dental services and by the child & family seMces. The rnanuals were
generic rather than service-specific in nature. The rnanuals docurnented how the
iequirenrents of the ISO 9002 nrodelurere net, described generic procedures
used by all services and incorporated the policies and procedures issued by the
HHS at corporate level.
An example, of a set of genedc procedures created in order to incorporate HHS
polices and procedures, was the oommunity health service system for
purcfiasing. Evaluation of community health servim suppliers and subcontractors
already existed although the system was incomplete and mostly infonnal, lacked
definition and was not docurnented to any significant extent For supplier
evaluation purposes the key performance indicators selecfed by community
heafth services were quality, service and price. Evaluation criteria were found
within service specifications, letters of agreernent, and contracts betv,reen
community health services and their suppliers and subcontactors. lf necessary,
additional criteria urere developed by the community health services during the
process of notiffing suppliers and subcontractors of the nar quality system and
requesting their feedback.

Management noted that the outcone of creatirg their manuals was that services
had docurnented policies and proedures which ulere aligned with the HHS
corporate policy requirements. Broad HHS operational policy was rewritten in
procedures and work instuctions for child & family services in a dear and
unambiguous fashion. For example, the community health services noil have a
clear service procedure to rneet their HHS corporate policy for occunence
reporting.
One observation volunteered to the researcher by managencnt about the results
of implernenting their ISO 9002 programme utas that they obtained a clearer
understanding of the interfiaces beturcen peoph, jobs, departnents, and
functions. This clearer understanding led to irnproved communications within the
community health services integrated care network. An example given of this
developmentwas improved communications bet$reen schools and child & family
servioes. One specific exarnple given in this regard was the creation of child &
family service information folders with contact details for schools. Management
clainred that developrnent of the information folders has led to scfrools iircreasing
their perception of the quality of the child & fiamify services.
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Follow Up
Twelve months after implernentation of the ISO 9002 rnodel, the researcher paid
follow up visits to the Case Study X organisation. Management had continued to
define interfaces betvveen their senrices and other organisations, both inside and
outside of the community health servi@s, as well as suppliels, schools, and
consurers. Managenrent regarded the improved identification and definition of
these relationships and interfaces as one of the major impacts of the ISO 9002
model on the community health service management perfonnance. For example,
the Youth Health Clinic is linked and coordinated with multiple providers and
adopting the ISO 9002 model had involved defining these relationships.
Data Analysis
Using Research ModelThree and the research study ctrosen definition of
integrated care, the integrated care network of community health services is
defined as:
"A public health network of primary healthcare services providers, and their
respec-tive supplier and customer organisations, delivering a continuum of care to
children and their families in a defined geographic area. The HHS manages
network resource funding. The primary health, disability and social service
components, standards and delivery systems are linked and coordinated to
realize maximum econorny, efficiency and effectiveness."

Research Model Three was used to explore the impact of the ISO 9002 rnodel
upon linkages and coordination within fre community health seMes'integrated
network of consurners, suppliers, and other health and social service providers.
The data gathered contained objective evidence that implementing the ISO 9002
model resulted in the community health services defining and docurnenting more
clearly the linkages and coordination within their integrated care network. Several
interfaces betureen participant organisations within the network urere
docunnnted as summarised below.
The first elernent docurnented was the intemalcare delivery and associated
clinical support functions that cross personnel and departmental boundaries
within the community health services. Through their quality rnanuals and policies
and proedures manuals, the child and family and dental services defined the
linkages and coordination across all their services and internal support functions.
Similarly, these manuals defined linkages and coordination with other healthcare
service providers. In particular, the manuals clearly defined the procedural details
of refenal of clients / patients to other health and social services.
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By contrast, each service-specific manualwas created to define service delivery.
These service manuals made reference to other manuals but relied upon the
quality manual and policies & procedures manuals to define any linkages and
coordination.

An interface occurs between the community health services and the external
HHS support services through which goods and services are procured for the
child & family and dental services. The terms and arrangements for these forms
of corporate support were defined as policies and procedures. The child & family
and dental services docurnented the procedural details of its working
relationships with the corporate support services. Through these docunents
linkages and coordination were more clearly defined.
Another interface involves the working relationships with the external suppliers of
goods and services to the mmmunity health services. The ISO 9002 model
required dear definition of the goods and services purchased. An additional
requirement was to evaluate the performance of the suppliers of goods and
services. By rneeting these requirernents, the child & family and dental services
realised gains in its linkages and coordination through increased definition and
control of external suppliers of goods and services.
A further interface affected by the adoption of the ISO 9000 model was with
consumers. lmprovements in communication between healthcare providers and
consumers were reported that equate to gains in linkages and coordination.

An overall impact of the ISO 9002 modelwas improved definition and
documentation of the interfaces within and between community health service
providers and its network of consurners, suppliers, and other healthcare service
providers. The impact can be depicted using Research Model Three as:
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Figure V - 06: lmpact of ISO 9002 upon the communlty health seruice
integrated carc network
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Question Four
How and why does the ISO 9002 model meet perceived shortcomings of the
NZCHS accrcditation model?
Data Gathercd
NZCHS Accreditation Standards for Health & Disability Support Services (1994,
page 25), in desoibing its "relationship with ISO 9000", states the focus of
NZCHS standards @vers all aspects of dient service - clinical strandards, client
rights, management and clinical systems, and rnanagernent leadership". The
accreditation standards have sec'tions A, B and C and the sub-standards within
A, B and C are listed in Appendix D.
However, the community heatth service managers did not cfroose the NZCHS
accreditation model because the standards are presoiptive in nature and have
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little or no relevance to the dental service and C&F service. At the same time the
rnanagers were obliged to comply with the other specifications for quality and
safety. These specifications include: contact requirements with the funder;
clinical guidelines and codes of practice for the various services delivered;
corporate policies and procedures issued by the HHS; New Zealand acts and
regulations pertinent to the services.
The scopes of the NZCHS and ISO 9002 standards are shown comparatively in
the following table:
Table V - a: Gompara$ve scopes of NZCHS and ISO 9002 standards
quality management.

for

ISO 9002 Gertification Standards
Standards
4.1 Managernent responsibility
6 Managernent systems
4.2 Quality systems
6.1 Managenent structures and
4.3 Contract revieur
responsibilities
4.5 Docurnent and data control
6.2 Business and quality planning
4.6 Purchasing
6.3 Organisation-wide policies and
procedurcs
4.7 Control of custonrer-supplied
product
6.4 Human resour@ management
4.8 ldentification and traceability
6.5 Managernent of facilities, supplies
4.9 Process control
and equipment
4.10 Inspection and testing
6.6 Financial management systems
4.11 Confrd of inspection,
6.7 Information systems
rneasuring and test
equiprnent
9 Continuous quality improvement /quali$
4.12 Inspection and test status
assurance
9.1 Quality leadership from rnanagement 4.13 Gontrol of nonconforming
produc{
9.2 Quality structure
9.3 An integrated quality programme 4.14 Conective and preventive
action
9.4 Quality activities
4.15 Handling, storage,
9.5 Quality records
NZCHS Accreditation

packaging, preservation
and delivery
4.16 Control of quality records
4.17 Internal quality audits
4.18 Training
4.19 Seruicing
4.20 Statistical techniques
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During the case study, both the dental service and child & family service
personnel reported difficulties in understanding the language used within the ISO
9000 series. The vocabulary and format of the rnodel reflec'ts its manufacturing
origins and this difficulty resulted in poor buy-in by staff regarding use of the
standard, particularly during the early stages of the ertification programme.
In order to manage this problem, community heafth service personnel rnade
reference to NZS 3905.14 guidelines to ISO 9000 fior health services. This
document translates the manufacturing jargon of ISO 9000 into healthcare tenrs
with healthcare-specific examples of the application of ISO 9000 model. The
examples illustnated the intent and rneaning of the ISO 9000 model.

Towards the end of the case study, oommunity health service management
revierved, with the researcher, a draft version of the ISO 9000:2000 vercion,
intended to replae the 1994 version by end-2003. The managers confinned that
the vocabulary of the 2000 version was user-friendly to service providers. They
concluded the fonnat of the 2000 version of the npdel was construc'ted to match
the structure and processes of service provider organisations rather than
manufacturi ng organisations.
Towards the end of the case study, senior managenent concuned that the ISO
9000 model is not an adequate tool in the longer term for enhancing the
managenent performance of the HHS. The quality rnanagelnent model based on
the Anerican Baldridge criteria was presented to the researcher as a preferred
option for future HHS organisational developnnnt. These criteria in New Zealand
are published as "Griteria for Performance Exellence" by the New Zealand
Quality Foundation, recenfly renamed the New Zealand Business Excellence
Foundation. The seven categories of excellence are:

Table V - b: Criteria for business excellence.

1. Leadership
2. Strategic Planning
3. Customer and rnarket focus

4. Information and analysis
5. Human resour@ focus
6. Process managernent
7. Organisational results.

The Foundation offers evaluation services for organisations adopting the criteria
as a model for enhancing rnanagement perbnnanoe.
A second and longer-term objective of senior management, presented to the
researcher, was meeting the requirernents of new sector standards to be
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released for cornpliance under the New Zealand Health & Disability Seruices
(Safe$) Act (2001). The titles of the main parts of the sector standards are:

Table V - c: 1{ZS 8134 (2001} health and disability sector standards

1. Gonsurer

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

rights
Organisational managernent
Pre-entry and entry to services
Service delivery
Managing service delivery
Safe and appropriate environrnent

(Table ll

-

h ontains descriptions of the components of each part of NZS 8134.)

The ISO 9000 certiftcation auditors contributed knowledge and expertise
prirnarily through their interpretation of the rneaning and intent of the ISO 9000
standard. To this extent the auditors contributed indirectly to the management
performance gains reported in earlier sections.
The extent to which the ISO 9002 rnodel resulted in consuners receiving tirnely,
relevant and trustworthy information could not be examined during the period of
the case study.
Community heatth services management, when interviewed by the researcher,
confirrned that their primary reason for adopting the ISO 9002 rnodelwas to gain
confidence that the best servi@ wEts delivered for the resources available,
meaning the best outcornes and managing risk. To achieve this aim their quality
management system had to be based on their own processes designed by the
users of the system at all levels. A secondary reason presented to the researcher
was to increase their viability as a preFned provider of child helth services.

The ISO 9000 model requires regular (for example twice per year) audits
following certification. At each of these surveillance visits the auditors veriff
continuous quality improvement is being maintained by auditing conective and
preventive actions, intemalquality audits and rnanagement reviews.
Community health services management concluded the ISO 9000 auditors had
professionalism and knew their boundaries and relationship with the case study
organisation. However, managernent also noted that they themselves had no
previous elperience of other auditors and auditing sysEms, such as the NZCHS
accreditation rnodel.
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Follow Up
Twelve months after implementation of the ISO 9002 model, the researcher paid
follow up visits to the Case Study X organisation. Additional data were gathered
on the extent to which the ISO 9000 rnodel had met the perceived shortcomings
of the NZCHS accreditation model. By this stage, management had concluded
that adoption of the ISO 9002 model had served the purpose of establishing a
quality system for their organisation. Hourever, adopting the ISO 9002 model had
not caused the community health service to focus on important issues related to
client care outcornes and safety and risk management. In this regard, the ISO
9002 standard and healthcare guidelines were inadequate. By contrast, the
NZCHS guidelines prescribe an assessrnent for nebulous and intangible features
of healthcare. Management had concluded that the ISO 9002 model had required
the service to "invent itself via a process of design and redesign (as a quality
management system). As a result, the quality management system becarne
"embedded within staff, an achievement unlikely to have been made if the
NZCHS model had been adopted.
A further observation made twelve months after adopting the ISO 9002 model
was that very few of the staff, and mostly those directly involved with quality
management, were familiar with the language and jargon of the ISO 9000 model.
The majority of personnel continued to think of the quality management system in
terms such as occurrences, complaints, risk, and health and safety.

Data Analysis
Scrivens (1995) identified a shortcoming in the traditional NZCHS (JCAHO)
accreditation model, namely that the standards apply to specific types of
healthcare services. The ISO 9002 model used in conjunction with NZS 3905.14
guidelines enabled the two community health services to develop and implement
comprehensive quality management systems i ncorporating requi rements
specified for their services. The scope and nature of NZCHS accreditation
standards did not accommodate, to any significant extent, these specified
requirements.
The different nature and scope of the ISO 9002 certification model and the
NZCHS accreditation model can be illustrated using Research Model One:
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Figure V - 07: Gontrasffng abilites of ISO 9002 and MGHS models to fit the
scope of community health eervices
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The NZCHS specification standards are positioned outside of the ISO 9002
quality rnanagernent frarneurcrk for community health services.
The rnore appropriate nature and soope of ISO 9000 was offset to sorne extent
by its language being inappropriate to healthcare service personnel. This
problem was arneliorated by the use of NZS 3905.14 guidelines to ISO 9000 for
health services. The ISO 9000 certification auditors contributed their knorvledge
and seertise to assisting managenent in their understanding of the ISO 9000
jargon. The problem should be arneliorated further by the replacennnt of the ISO
9000:1994 version with the ISO 9000:2000 version.
The shiftfrom a manufacturing-oriented ISO 9000:1994 version to a 2000 version
user-friendly to service providers can be illustrated by comparing the clauses of
the two versions (referAppendix H). ISO 9000:2000 is a process modelfor
quality m€rnagement and is based on the concept that all outcornes are the result
of a process. The ISO 9000:2000 version enphasises both continual
improvement and customer requirernents and satisfaction, the latter in particular
a prirnary concern of service providers (referAppendix l).
The adoption of the ISO 9000 rnodel appeans to be an interim step by the HHS
management tounrds adopting more comprehensive busirress excellence
criteda. Baldridge criteria are released in the USA on an annual basis for a
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number of economic sectors, induding healthcare. A comparison of the ISO 9001
model (referAppendix H) with the criteria for healthcare perforrnance excellence
(refer Appendix J) indicated that the two models have some features in common.
It may be that the ISO 9000 model will be retained in the longer term by
community health services manageaent as the framework for their quality
management systerns wtrilst using the business excellence modelto develop and
nreet the sector standards for cornplian@ with safety regulations. The extent to
which this predic.tion proves to be conect could be tested in future research
involving the case study organisation or simihr organisations.

Because the community health seMces management had no previous
erperience with other auditing systerns, the researcher was unable to obtain
confinnation from the case study organisation that ISO 9000 auditing has less
variability than NZCHS surveyitrg, a @ncern erpressed by Scrivens (1995) with
respect to surveyors. However, in this analysis it was noted the ISO 9000
auditors conduct frequent audits as a part of their employrnent and that they
conduct quality managernent audits as opposed to simply performing peer
review. In addition, ISO 9000 auditors receive indepth training and external
examination based on the ISO 10011 series of guidelines for auditing quality
systerns. This combination of indepth training and examination and full-time
employment as auditors should address to some extent Scriven's concem
regarding auditor variability and Moore's (1999) concem that veneer review
occurs during JCAHO surveys.

Question Five
How and wtry does the management system stratogy chosen by the
community health services impact upon the successful implementation of
$e ISO 9002 model?
Data Gathercd
During the exploratory case study, the HHS disability and community health
servies senior rnnagerrent assigned stafifrom the dental service and ftom the
child & family service to the ISO 9002 programmes. The staff attended various
training courses to study quality management and learn hor to apply the ISO
9000 rpdel. As their training progressed, the staff docunrented and then
irnplemented their quality managernent systems. By the end of this phase firsfly
the dental service and secondly the child & family service were ready for their
ISO 9002 certiftcation audits.

-'ag7 -

The researcher noted that the management system shategies chosen by the
community health services in the case study difiered, although both services
docunented their strategies using a quality plan.

trc

The dental service rnanagement chose to docurnent their strategy for quality
planning for the dental service using as a template the ISO 9002 strandard for
quality planning (refer Appendix F).
By contrast, the child & fiamily service managernent declined he option of
drawing on the ISO 9002 modelfor a template for quality planning. Rather the
child & family service managernent conduc'ted quality planning with a broader
approacfr taking into account the diversity of their personnel and their inter-linking
with other services (refer Appendix G).
In the main, seMce personnel responsible for the delivery processes completed
the first task, namely definition and documentation of the communi$ health
servie processes. This strategy was deployed by ;nanagement to ensure the
service processes were docurnented in the manner in which they were actually
perfonned in practice, rather than as management believed or assumed. The
strategy also had the advantage of enhancing the perception of the staff of
ownership of the quality management system and thereby improved the
likelihood of successful implernentration.

A second activity involved a few straff understanding the requirernents of each
clause of the ISO 9002 model and then defining the rnanner in whicfr the services
would begin to, or already had, implemented each dause. An example of
understanding the ISO 9002 model was the ability to appreciate the difierence
betrreen inspection (dause 4.10) and audit (clause 4.1n.For health services the
word inspection translates as assessments of goods and services whereas the
word audit is comrnonly used for inspection ac'tivities (for example health
services say "audit the equipment"). The ISO 9002 requirement for audit refers to
the quality system as opposed to inspection of goods and services.
The system for internal quality audits required the community health seMces to
create a pool of trained auditors. The staffwfto were assigned to perform these
audits were clinical personnel with extensive experienoe in assessnents of
people as clients / patients. Nevertheless, they required training to gains skills
and confiden@ in auditing their own systems, as opposed to performing
assessments of their dients / patients. The training in auditing techniques was
introductory for rnost rnembers of the auditor pool and rnore advanced and
detailed for the quality rnnagernent specialists within the pool. Community
health services management believed this strategy for haining internal quality
auditors should be borne in mind by similar organisations in future when they in
turn undertake an ISO 9000 certification programme.
One difference, noted by the researcher, in approach between the services was
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the child & family service purchase of a proprietary brand (Q-Pulse) of softrare
designed for docurnenting, irnplementing and maintaining a quality rnanagenrent
system based upon the ISO 9002 model. The tinre taken to select, install and
become competent in operating the softtrare package rnay to some extent
explain delays experienced by ctrild & family in completing the pre-certification
phase. By contrast, the dental service chose to docunrent its quality rmnagernent
system without the benefit of a soflware package. The dental service underwent
its ISO 9002 audit before child & family despite @mmencing the programrne at
least six months earlier.

Another difierene noted between the services is that the dental service was a
regulated service with dinical protocols already in place before the ISO 9002
programre commenced. The clinicalprotocols defined what procedures must be
followed and wtrat data collected. The protocols are reviewed and updated every
two years. Thus, br the dental service the task of documenting a quality
management system consisted of drawing together rather than developing
procedural details. lnstallation of their quality rnnagernent system focussed only
on clinical support and administration functions rather than dinical prooesses.
The dentalseruice ISO 9002 programme was led by and actively supported by
the senior manager of the service. The child & family service rnanager by
contrast chose to remain remote fiom the programme activities other than
attending briefing sessions and reviewing progress reports. This observation was
given by managenent as one possible explanation for why the dental service
completed their pre-ertification stage one year before the child & family service
despite having commenced their programrne approximately six rnonths later.
When the child & family service manager was replaoed by a new managerwho
expressed commitment and provided support to the stalled ISO 9002
programrne, rapid progress occurred and the child & family service completed
the pre-certification stage six months after her appointrnent. The new ranager
reported no overt resistane by staffto the introduction of quality managernent
systerns. Rather the child & family service needed a strategy and quality plan for
implementing the ISO 9002 model.

The new child & family servie manager reported a need to sellthe ISO 9002
programme to staff. The manager took the approach of asking the question:
"How will you pracfioe safely without this quality managernent model?" and
refened to widespread reports in the media of quality and safety problenn at
other HH$ in New Zealand, such as at Christchurch HHS and at Gisbome HHS.
The senior manager emphasized the rrodel would enable the child & family
servie to meet several organizational needs. Firsfly, there was a need to protect
the community health services' professional reputation. Secondly, there was a
need for prooedures and work instructions that captured the fundarnentals of
community health servioe practice, based on best practice standards and
evidence-based nredicine. There was also a need for a recording system for
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problems and for feedback in order to develop the systems and enhance service
delivery whilst staying within budget.

The community health services fit into a hierarchicalcorporate structure and the
management structure of the HHS has the classical clinician-administration split
described in the literature review. Within the community health services an
additional hierarchy exists of a dential officer and the dental therapists and of
medical officers and the community health nurses and specialists. During the
case study it was noted the dental officer and medical officers remained remote
from the pre-certification activities whereas the managers, therapists, nurses and
special ists actively participated.
During the case study period, the community health services used "lSO 9000
Teams" to interpret, document and facilitate the adoption of the ISO 9002 model.
There was no permanent restructure of personnel by management as a direct
result of the ISO 9002 programrnes. However, child & family service
management created a "Quality Frarnework" involving all personnel and
designed for the purpose of implementing a quality management system.
Management depicted the "Quality Framework" structure as follows:

Figurc V - 08: "Quality Framework" for implementing a quality management
system
Senior Management Team
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The quality manager's role of communicating within the "Quality Framework" was
regarded by management as a critical part of the strategy for successful
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implementation of the quality management system. To this end the quality
rnanager's job was rationalized to focus on functional relationships with other
managers. The child & fami[ service rnanager in tum appointed a quality
coordinator who becane responsible for the ISO 9002 programme and reported
to the qualig managerwho retained overall responsibility br the community
health service quality rnanagement programnre. The quality manager led the
Quality Managernent Group ard the quality coordinator led the Quality Staff
Group.

A'Quality Team 2000" utas created for the quality rnanagernent initiatives and
roles for quality were identified. Groups were formed to tackle quality
improvement proiects and senior staff were assigned responsibility for
consultation with their own staff. For example, consuftation occurred as the new
quality manuals u,ere created for the health promoting schools service and for
the medical offcers. The child &family service m€rnager presented the strategy
to the researcher as being designed for one common purpose, namely achieving
quality in the child & family servioe by the end of the ISO 9002 programrne.

Follow Up
Twelve months after implementation of the tSO 9002 model, the researcher paid
follow up visits to the Case Study X organisation. Additional data were gathered
on the ongoing strategy of the community health service for developing their
quality management system. During the twelve-month period, the community
health service corporate parent began to implernent a common quality
management system across the entire HHS. This neoessitated a process of
adopting the corporate requirernents within the community health services'
established quality managennnt system.
During the twelve month period following ISO 9002 certification, the child & family
service discovered that the Q-Pulse sofiurare was not intuitive (in the way that
software such as Microsoft is intuitive) nor was it easy for the operators to use
despite training sessions being given. The child & family services found that once
operator mistakes were embedded in the Q-Pulse system, they became difficult
to remove.

Data Analysis
There was no evidence obtained indicating that the dental service and child &
family service required a strategy emphasizing customer orientation (as
stipulated by Rapert and Babacus, 1996) in order to successfully implernent
quality managenent. Community health services are front-offe organisations
(as defined by Chase and Hayes, 1991) performing activities associated with the
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service en@unter that takes place between the custorner and the service
provider, Through their very nature therefore, these services should be
predisposed touards a custorner orientation.
Objective evidence obtained dudng data gathering pointed to a focus on intemal
organizational needs for a successful strategy for quality managernent. The
following points summarize the main fuatures of this strategy.
The quality planning approach difiered markedly for the two types of community
health service. The dentalservice cfiose to adopt ISO 9002 requirements for
planning as a template for their quality system. The dental seMce is essentially
one particnlar health service delivered by 285 dental dinics situated in the
grounds of schools. The service is replicated rnany timee. Although the dental
servioe is front-offce rather than back-office in nature, it nevertheless bears
some resemblance to a continuous process production rnodel comnpnplace in
manufac'turing organisations. Wth this perspec{ive taken for the analysis, it is no
longer surprising the ISO 9002 model proved to be a suitable template for quality
planning.
Like the dental service, the child & family service is ftont-offce in nature. By
contrast with dental, homever, the child & family service is more complex and has
a wide diversity of personnel wtro interJink with oher health servies. The child &
family service bears no resemblance to a manufacturing model. For this reason
the child & family service quality planning was broader and more intricate.

No conclusion could be drawn regarding the choice of medium and frarnework for
docunpnting the quality management systems. Dental service chose a simple
hard copy collection of policiesand procedures manuals. Child & family service
chose a combination of hard copy manuals and used a softnare programme (QPulse) for docurnenting the quality managernent system. Certainly, the
installation of the sofiurare programme sloured down the proess of quality
rnanagenrcnt implementration. lt may be that in the longer term the softrare
programme proves more appropriate than just hard copy rnanuals for rnanaging
quality systens within a large, complex and diverse organization. This
supposition might be tested in future research involving the case sfudy
organisations or similar organisations. Certainly, the follow up visits twelve
months afrer certification found problens existed with repect to the extent the
software used for managing the quality managernent system was intuitive and
user-fiiendly.

The strategy adopted by the community health services contained many of the
ingredients for successful quality management stipulated by Redman et al
(1995). Redman et al posed three questions that are related to management
strategy neoessary for successful implenrentation and dah gathered yielded
sorrn answers to these questions.
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The first question is to what extent did managers and professional staff resist
quality rn€lnagement? The answer was there was no overt resistance. Rather, a
strategy and quality plan for implenrenting the ISO 9002 npdelwas needed. lt
appears staff resistan@ was to sorne extent dependent upon senior
managerTent commitrnent. The dental service senior managernent led the
implementation of the ISO 9002 model. By conbast, progress with
implernentation in the child & family service was stalled untilthe appointment of a
senior manager with a commitment to implementation.

The second question is to what extent does the structure and culture of the
organization influence the way in wfrich quallty management affects io.bs.
Community health service senior rnanagernent needed to emphasize horthe
ISO 9002 modelwould protectthe seMces'profe*sional reputation and capture
best practice standards and evidence-based nedicine. This strategy appears to
rmtch the need to obtain dinician buy-in to quality managernent (Rapert, 1996).
Senior managenpnt also emphasized the advantages of a systens approach to
problern-solving and cost-control. Both stategy batures recognize quality
management cannot be imposed and must allowfor multiple sub-cultures and
interests (Bloor, 1 999).
The third question is how and to what extent do organisations change the way
they manage their staff to take account of quality rnanagement? The ISO 9002
programre in the child & family service involved all personnel in a "Quality
Framework' and a "Quality Team 2000" for the programme project managennnt.
This strategy reflected the need to flatten the rnanagernent structure and break
down functional foxholes (Harari, 1993). One further feature of the strategy was
the role of the quality rnanager in communicating with personnelwith a focus on
functional relationships. As noted earlier, quality m€lnagement cannot be
imposed in professional servies and must allow for multiple cultures and
interests (Bloor, 1999). Most certainly, the importance of this aspect of strategy
was reflected in the role of the quality m€tnager.

Question Six
How and why does the ISO 9002 modd change the manner of measuring
com m un ity hea lth services management perfiormance?
Data Gathersd
As a part of adopting the ISO 9002 rnodel, the community health services
introduced a system of internal and external quality rnanagement audits. The
internal quality audits \irere introduced during the case sfudy period in order to
verrff compliance by staff with the newly docunrented quality system. An
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additional obiective of these audits was to assess the efiectiveness of the
docurnented procedures and work inshuctions when applied in practice. External
certification audit occuned at the end of the case study period.
Audit measures included the results of direct observation of process and
interview of community health services personnel, wtrilst making reference to the
relevant parts of the documented quality rnanagement system. Audit rneasures
also included examination of records of sfructure, prooess and outcone of
services delivered to clients / patients.
Data Analysis
The adoption of the ISO 9002 modelenabfed the comrnrnity health servies to
measure the quality of care provided as an indicator of healthcare management
perfonnance.
Through the internal and extemal quali$ management audits, neasurernent of
struc'ture by healthcare provider peers was also introduced. Donabedian (1980)
considered good structure, that is a sufficiency of resour@s and proper system
design, to be the most important means of proteding and prormting the quality of
care.

The audit system also examined prooess, that is the community health service
providers' interrelations and adivities with clients ained at patient satisfaction in
terns of health status and outcornes. These various pro@ss measures serve as
prory r€asures or performance indicators of healthcare rn€lnagement
performance (Van Peursem, Praft and Lawrence,1995). The performance
nreasures used during the audits u€re obtained in the environrnent in which the
prooesses being rneasured o@urred, wtth personnelwho performed the
procedures and work insfuctions, and in some cases whilst the procedures
actually occuned. Thus, the audits examined the quality of the process of care as
two sets of nonns: technical rnanagement derived ftom the science of rnedicine
and rnanagerent of the interpersonal process arising from the ethics and values
of society (Donabedian 1980). The following example illustrates this dual role of
the audit system:
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Figure V - 09: Audit of a healthcare process
Audit of administration of medicine
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The audits captured the perspective of the service delivery personnel and, when
service delivery processes were observed, also evaluated the effectiveness of
interpersonal exchange between community health service provider and
consumer. Thus, the audit programme gave the community health services
additional tools for measuring performance within processes, although the
eventual effect of the programme on patient outcomes could not be predicted
during the case study period. This change in the manner of measuring
community health service management performance can be depicted using
Research ModelTwo as:

Figurc V - 10: Change in internal management performance measures due
to internal quality audits
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Question Seven
How and rrtry does implementation and auditing using the ltiO 9002 model
facilitate rationalization of the audit tools and the number of auditop
deployed in the health eecton
Irata Gathercd
An imrnediate impact of implernenting the ISO 9002 modelwas a requirernent for
the community health seMoes to inboduce a programme of quality rnanagernent
audita.
Rationalization of audits will need to take into account the role of the consumer of
health and disability servies within the audit system. A number of researchers
have emphasized a growing pressure from consumers to directy influence
healthcare prooesses and collaborate with healthcare providers (Kennedy, 1981;
Baume, 1988; Saltrnan, 1988; Ellard, 1988; Cassdl,1988; Donabedian, 1992;
Walton, 1998).
During the course of the case study, the deployrnent of disabled consurners in
heatthcare service audits was examined further via interview of a disabled
consunrcr representative, WendiWcksr. Ms Walker emphasized the irnportance
of the disabled consumer role in futurc healthcare seMce audits. Ms Walker
supplied cdteria for an effective role for disabled consurnerc in the audit process
(retur Appendix K).

Data Analysls
As a result of implennnting the ISO 9000 model, the number of audit systens
applied to the community health services increased and aggravated the
duplication of audit efiort associated with compliance costs. Establishing an
intemal quality audit programrne did, however, present an opportunity to consider
rationalization of the external audit system in response to the improving internal
management performan@ measurement processes. Whether the introduc'tion of
an internal quality audit programme would lead to a reduc'tion in the number of
extemal audits by funders and regulatory authorities could not be assessed
during the case study period.

t

WendiWicks, Policy Researcher, Rseembty of Peopte With Disabilities, Wdtington (Jan 2001)
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2.

Gase Study Y: lndependent Practitioner

Association
In this section the second case study perfonned by the researcher is descdbed.
The data gathered is presented and then analyzed using Research Models One,
Two and Three.

The emergence of the Independent Practitioner Association (lPA) and other
forrs of Practice Managerrent Cornpanies was described by Burns and
Robinson (1997) and noted in the literature review. The bllowing features of an
IPA are taken ftom the Burns and Robinson article and apply to the IPA model
adopted in New Zealand.
The IPA model ernerged in the 1990's to form virtual physician groups and
networks for rnanaged care contrac'ting. ln an IPA the practices are neither
hospital confolled nor insurer contrdled. Practitioners remain in their pracfices
and the IPA manages the non-clinical (and in a few cases the clinical) aspects of
care for either a portion or all of the practitione/s patients. The IPA ac'ts as a
corporate partner that provides prac{itioners with rnanagement services,
expertise, and capital. For pnactitioners, the IPA provides access to new revenue
sources (contracts) and administrative services. For the lPA, the model provides
a potential means to transition practitioners to more integrated arrangernents.

A major supply factor behind lPAs is the large number of physicians practicing in
solo or srnallgroup practice settings. lPAs claim that there are considerable
economies of scale and scope to be achieved in consolidating these practices.
Srnall physician practices serve as the building blocks for IPA models. A second
supply factor is the grorvth in the number of group practices. The existence of
groups reduces the transition costs of dealing with a large number of physicians
and provides the convenience of one'stop shopping for patients.
Larger lPAs commonly feature a mix of specialties. Rationales for this approach
include the development of a care continuum, formation of closed refenal
networks, developrnent of a contracting rnenu for practitioners, and developrnent
of a huband-spoke marketing approach. In combination the features also define
the rnodel of integrated care delivered by the network of organisations managed
by an lPA.

When undertaking research within lPAs, consideration should be given to an
important distinction between corporate govemance and clinical governance
(Kreicfrbaum, Crampton and Dovrrell, 2A04. Governance is the function that
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holds rnanagernent and the organisation accountable br its actions and which
helps provide nnnagement with overall strategic direction in guiding the
organisations' activities. Clinical govemance is the exercise of corporate
accountability, both internal and extemal, for the management of clinical
performance throughout a health service organisation. Sale (2000) regards
corporate governance as the rnechanism for decision rnaking and information
sharing in the organisation. Clinical governance involves systematic activities that
support clinical quality, induding formal and infornal processes of setting
standards, measurement and action and their irnpact on dinicalcare. The
distinction is important for efiec'tive quality and risk management. Corporate
govemanoe involves administration processes and sfucture developed to assist
in the economies of general practice whereas dinical governance oontains
essentialtools to enhance quality and safety.
Gribben et al (2002) noted that quality of care indicators for population-based
healthcare in New Zealand are often cnrde outcore rneasures, especially
mortality and morbidity. These indicators take a long tirne to refrec{ changes in
quality of care and are heavily confounded by environrnental determinants.
Gribben et al proposed process measures of various categories of prirnary care.
The process measures are tinrely Indicators easily calculated from an IPA
database, redue the confounding effects of environmental variables, and should
ultimately efbct enhancements in primary care quality and safety.

i)

Independent Practiffoner Association

The Case Study Y organisation is an Independent Practitioner Association (lPA).
There are approximately 65 lPAs in New Zealand involving about 7lo/o ol general
practitioners. IPA membership is composed of general prac'titioners (GPs) in
community-based rnedical enters within a geographic area. The Case Stdy Y
geographic area is a large New Zealand urban region, The IPA was established
in 1995 and has a nrembership of approxirnately 350 GPs in 170 redical
centers, caring for around 400,000 patients. The IPA company structure is based
on directors, committees and GP cells. The structure of the IPA is depicted as
follows:
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Figure V - 11: IPA organizational structure
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Glinical Research Nurse

The IPA supplies a comprehensive range of business management services to
its nrembers. The organisation negotiates on behalf of its rnenbers with funders
such as the Health Funding Authority and Accident Cornpensation Gorporation
as well as with suppliers who tender produc{s and services for general pradices.
Through a capitation subcontract, GP rnembers of an IPA receive annual
subsidies based on the age / sex register of the enrolled service usets,
inepective of actual services provided. Typically, rnembers receive a fixed
nonthly fee to provide GP services to the patients on their practice register in a
variety of categories of patients.
The IPA collates and analyses data on various aspects of prirmry care and
reports its findings to furders and IPA rnembers. IPA probssional staff utilize
their training, skills and experience in projects and programmes aimed at
ensuring quality in prirnary health services and in integrated health services. The
objective of the proiects and programmes is to enhance the role, maintain the
independence, and improve the value of each rnerbe/s prac{ice. The IPA
organizational strudure is essentially a rnachine bureaucracy, as defined by
Badrick and Preston (2001), with few full-tirne medical sffi.
For GP mentbers an important feature of the IPA servioe is its facilitation of Royal
New Zealand College of General Practitioners (RNZCGP) accreditation and reaccreditation requirernents. In particular, the IPA provides mnthly cell meetings
for peer groups of members a6 ulell as regular continuing medicaf education
(CME) rneetings. Assistance is provided with development of general prac'tice
safety standards and assessment of compliance through audits. The IPA
perforrs mainly front office activities, as defined by Chase and Hayes (1991),
with respect to its GP members, though back office with respectto the GPs'
patients.

The IPA organisation stucture for delivering these various services to GP
rnemberc is illustrated as blloua:
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Flgure Y - 12: IPA service delivery structurc
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In the next section of the case study, examples of an IPA project ("Phannacy"
project) and an IPA programme ("Breast Health" programrne) are ouilined.
Another example of a New Zealand IPA project (phannaceutical management)
was discussed in the literature review (Malcolm, Barry and MacLean, 2001).
More details are given in the next section about the continuing medical education
services for facilitating RNZCGP accreditation and the IPA role in developing and
auditing practice standards. The section concludes with a description of the
ProAc tool that is used to neasure and monitor the quality of care delivered by
GPs to their patients.
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1)

Pharmacy Proiect

The IPA pharmacy prolect team consists of GP, community pharmacy, and IPA
representatives. The proiect obiective is to work synergistically and inprove the
quality of patient care. The project strategy is continual quality improvement with
a variety of small iniliatives that contribute to the overall inprovernent process.
One example of an improvernent process occurs when pharrmcists sonretirnes
note that patients have forgotten to pick up repeats of their prescriptions.
Through the IPA pharmacy proiect, new lines of communication have been set
up for pharmacists to oonvey that information to doc'tors.
In another improvement example, doctors manage a custorner survey of selec'ted
patients to inprove understanding of the patients'views of the relationship
between GP and pharmacist. Infonnation on the relationship is also gathered via
the selected patients carrying a "Patient Medication Card'listing allergies and
disorders. In addition pharmacists collate data on a'Prescription Intervention
Form'giving patient details, reason for intervention, drugs involved, action taken,
and outcome.

2l

Breast Health Programme

The IPA breast health programme is supplied to wornen through GPs and a
private radiology service. The programme aim is to detect breast cancer early
and thus improve survival through appropriate managenrent.
In New Zealand free breast mamrnography is available to wornen aged between
50 and 64 years. The IPA programrne ac@sses free mammography for eligible
women and obtains mammography at a lower cost than normal to wornen
outside the 50 to 64 age group. All mammography results are retumed directy to
the GP for follow up. The IPA regularly updates he data base. Chee,ks are rnade
to confirm the rnaximum number of women contacted and counseled about
breast soeening services.

3l

Gontinuing Hedical Education

The Royal New Zealand College of General Practitioners (RNZCGP) provides a
professional accreditation service for GP members of the college. One rnajor
RNZCGP requirernent for ongoing accreditation is that GPs maintain a suitable
programme of continuing medical education (CME). Underthe accreditation
schene the IPA GPs aftend CME oourses and cell group neetings and qualiff
for IPA credits and CME points. By participating in the GME programme GP
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rnembers maintain their knowledge, understanding and skills in delivering
prirnary healthcare services.
Many of the CME training courses are directy related to the quality of GP care
services and support services. Examples of courses include minor surgical skills,
accounting in general practice, information technology such as intemet and
practice management systerns, video consultation skills, patient satisfaction
survey and practice analysis, Maori and Pacific lslands nental programme,
occupational safety and health, complaints handfing, and the health & disability
code.
As well es attending regular cME training sessions rnanaged by the lPA, GP
rnembers belong to cell groups serviced by IPA cell managers.There are
rnonthfy cell group meetings in compliance with RNZCGP requirernents for peer
group development. The main features of cell groups are encouragennnt and
opportunity for peer review, trro-way communication, selfdirec.ted and selfpresented CME, participation in design evaluation and implementation of quality
programmes. A stated aim of cell meetings is "collegiatity betvreen cell group
nembers". The IPA monitors the quality of oell group rneetings by nreasuring
member attendance, irnproved cell group performance and outcornes, IPA
nembership survey and RNZCGP satisfaction survey of cME providers.

4)

Standards and Audits

The IPA coordinates the developnrent of standards for general pradie.
Examples are standards for infection confol, cold chain (refrigerated stonage
conditions) that ensures vaccine immunological integrity, sphygmomanorneter
maintenance, and occupational safety and health. The IPA also provides an audit
servie to veriff GPs have implernented and maintained the stiandards.

5)

Performance Report on Ambulatory Care (ProAc)

ProAc is one of three rnechanisrns used by the IPA to monitor and quantiffthe
outcornes of its quality programmes. The others are six-rnonthly GP nrember
satisfaction survey and annual patient satisfaction survey.

The IPA uses its ProAc tool to measure and monitor the quality of care detivered
by GP's to their patients. There are three ProAc programrnes created to cover
three key dirnensions of measurernent as tabled below:
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Table V - d: ProAc dimensions of general practice quality of care (October
20001

Dirnension
Professional quality

Programrne
Health promotion:
lmmunization audit
Smoking cessation
Melanoma awareness
Consultations:
Consultation skills
Consultation with Maori
Motivational interviewing

Acute minor:
Minor surgery skills
Rehabilitation services guidelines
Chronic disease:
Pediatric asthma management
Heart failure management

Mental health:
Integrated care
Consumer / Patient quality

Satisfaction survey
Appoi ntment satisfaction
Practice satisfaction
Loyalty
Complaints handling
Consu ltation satisfaction

Practice management

Facilities:
Infection control for minor surgery
Cold chain standards
Systems:
Standards for registers and recalls
Personnel:
Professional development - nurses
Professional development - other team
members
Professional development - GPs
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iil

Data Gathering and Analysis

The directors and senior managers of the IPA becanre increasingly aware of the
importrance of developing a structured quality managernent system. The board of
directors approved adoption of the ISO 9001 model br quality management and
comnenced an ISO 9001 certification programme.
The directors approved a proposal by the researcher for a case study to examine
the impact of adopting the ISO 9001 rnodel on the organisation. Approvalfor
case study research covered the period ftom the decision by directors to adopt
ISO 9001 to audit and certification. Directors gar/e their consent to the researcher
gathering information associated with the quality management system and to
analysis of the data gathered. The initial contact phase induded the researcher
building rapport and establishing a trusting relationship with the case study
personnel.

The research objective during the exploratory case study was to test the
hypotheses postulated in the thesis. To this end the IPA uras studied by the
researcher whilst the organisation adopted a quality management system based
on the ISO 9001 model.
Of interest in testing the hypothesis were data related to the combination of
generic and specification standards used by the lPA. Also of interest upre the
effects of ISO 9001 on management performance and factors hindering, and
factors facilitating, implementation of the organisations'quality rnanagennnt
system. Data gathering to test the hypotheses focussed on the IPA linkages and
coordination within its integrated care networft.
The schedule of questions used for seeking data is described in the "Research
Design" (AppendixA) section of the thesis. IPA personnelwfro supplied data
during the case study included the chief executive offcer, quality director,
pharmacist facilitator, information systers manager, business developnrent
ln€lnager, and administrative stafi. The IPA contracted a consultancy servioe for
support in docurnenting and implementing the quality management system and
the members of the consultancy team also supplied data during the case study.
The study questions are presented in the following section together with the
relevant data gathered during the period up to and including certification of the
IPA to ISO 9001.
The data gathered was analyzed in order to answer the seven questions posed
in the "Research Questions" and "Research Design'chapters of the thesis.
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The framework for data analysis was Research Models One, Two and Three.
Using these research rnodels, links urere rnade between the data gathered and
established theory in the field of healthcare quality management. Data analysis in
Case Study Y focussed on an organisation that is representative of a New
Zealand Independent Praciitioner Association (lPA). Hence conclusions were
drawn regarding the impact of the ISO 9001 model on an lPA.
In the folloruirg section the results of the data analysis are described undemeath
the set of data gathered for each study question.

Question One
How and wtry does introduction of the ISO 9001 model change the mix of
generic standards and rpecification standards used by the IPA?
Data Gathered
At the beginning of the case study (prior to adopting the ISO 9001 model), the
IPA had no standards fur quality management. The IPA chose the ISO 9001
model, rather than ISO 9002, because a design and developrnent process occurs
within the IPA priorto comrencing a project or programrne. ISO 9001 has a
design and developnent clause in addition to the 19 clauses of the ISO 9002

npdel.
The lPA, as a part of its contracts with government funders, commits to service
specifications for quality, safuty and risk rnanagernent. Because the IPA had
lacked a quality managernent system, the specification standards were largely
nret via unstructured processes within the IPA organisation. The contrac-tual
standards existed as considerations and requirernents for personnel
implementing IPA projects and programmes.
During the period in whiclt the IPA developed its quality rnanagement system, the
RNZCGP developed a comprehensive set of standards for generalpractice (rebr
Appendix L). The RNZCGP conducted trials with selected genenal practices
throughout New Ze.aland in order to evaluate the relevance and applicability of
their standards.
In releasing the standards for general practice, the RNZCGP stated their purpose
was to supply a tool for practice teans that provided a baseline to develop an
accurate picture of where the team stood in general prac'tice. The strandards are
a guide to best practice and outline opportunities for the prac{ice team to identify
potential improvement in the quality of care offered to patients. The standards
were constructed using indicators of best practice and criteria for care (refer
Appendix L).
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Data Analysls
Research Model One was designed to explore the relationship between generic
standards and specification standards for healthcare provider organisations.
Prior to adopting fre ISO 9001 model, the IPA had contractual requirements set
by funders for their various proiects and programmes and lacked generic
standards for quality systens.
The following illustration depicts Research Model One annotated to indicate
missing (*) generic standards and existing ('*) specification standards:

Figure V - 13: Level of completeness of IPA quality management standards
prior to adopting ISO 9001

GENERIC STAT{DARDS'

-

lso 90tt{ tso 90002 *

SPECFICAT|oT{ STAIIDART'S
- Contract rcquirements

*
*

The generic standards within Research Model One are'guideline standards" as
described by \A/hiting (1997) and "metastandards" as described by Uzuneri
(1ee7).
\Mthin the Case Study Y IPA the generic standards are the ISO 9001 model
standards for quality management and ISO 9000:2, the associated generic
guidelines for organisations adopting the ISO 9000 model.
The generic standards contain broad guidelines on what should be included in a
rnanagenpnt system (Whiting). The generic standards comprise a list of design
rules for the creation of a class of rnanagernent system (Uzumeri), narnely a
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guality rnanagernent system, though not necessarily one that provides for
healthcare services. The chosen generic standards were appropriate ln the case
of the IPA because it is a healthcare support service and provides managernent
serviees to generat prae'titioners. An IPA does not itself provide hea]thcare
services to patients.
For each of the five sections of the standards for general practioe there are
indicators for best practice (refur Appendix L).
For each indicator in the strandards br general practice there are between turo
and six criteria for care. The standards for general prac'tice were analyzed
section by section and categorized as generic standard or as specification
standard. Sections A, B, C, and D were in the nature of specification standards
containing indicators and criteria for healthcare service delivery in general
practice. Section E was largely in the nature of generic standards with indicators
and criteria for quality assurance and professional development.

One noteworthy feature of the content of the RNZCGP standards for general
practice was the level of incompleteness of the generic section E (quality
assurance and professional developrnent). Sec'tion E was compared with the
requirements of the ISO 9001 rnodel used by the lPA. This comparison revealed
the standards for general practice section E contained a limited number of quality
rnanagement elernents, by comparison with the 20 clauses of the ISO 9001
rnodel for quality rnanagernent:
Table V - e: Quality syetem elements missing flom standards for general
practice rection E
ISO 9001 Clausg

4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.10
4.11

4.12
4.15
4.16
4.17
4.19
4.20

Clause Tifle
Design oontrol
Document and data conbol
Purchasing
Control of custorner-supplied product
Inspection and testing
Control of inspection, rneasuring and test equipment
Inspection and test status
Handling, storage, packaging, preservation & delivery
Gontrol of quality records
Intemalquality audits
Servicing
Statistical tech niq ues
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However, analysis of standards for general practice sections A, B, C, and D (not
classified within the standards themselves as "quality assurance") revealed
additional elements of quality managernent, by comparison with the 20 clauses of
the ISO 9001 model for quality management.

The remaining standards for general practice indicators were in the nature of
specification standards, rather than generic standards for quality management.
Wthin the ISO 9001 modelthese standards would be classified as elements of
'process control". The following illustration depicts Research Model One
annotated to indicate the classification of standards for general practice as
generic standards and specifi cation standards respectively:

Figure V - 14: Standards for general practice classified as generic
standards and specification standards.
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D-tO-i, D-1O2, D.lO-/f, Ell.l, E112.E.l73,E11A

*

SPECIFICATK)T{ STAI{DARDS:
- Standards br general praclice
indicators A B, G, D, E ercept

*

Using Research Model One, the relationship between the IPA standards for
quality management and the standards for general practice is illustrated as
follows:
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Figure V - 15: Relationship between etendards for IPA and etandards for
qeneral oractice
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Further analysis was performad, by reviewing with the IPA clinical diredor, he
requirements of each clause in Table V - a using NZS 3905.14 guidelines to ISO
9001 for health services. A number of ISO 9001 dauses were identified by the
direc{or as qualig system elements not apparently present in the RNZCGP
standards for general prac{ice (refer Appendix M).
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The researcher visited four medical centers, interviewing a GP and dinical
support staff to veriff the presen@ or absence of these 'missing" elenents.
During the visits, the requirernents of each "missing" clause and the areas of
applicability to general practice were considered (refur Appendix M). General
Practices One and Two tlrcre representative of geographic areas with a relatively
high socio'economic status. General Practices Three and Four wtsre
representative of populations with a relatively low socio-economic status. This
stratified sampling plan r,ms used so that any difierences between GPs due to
resoure levels might be identified.
The quality system elernents are presented together with the relevant data
gathered during the visits (referAppendix N).

Data Analyrsis

The RNZCGP Standards for General Prac{ice were analyzed by comparing the
data gathered (refer Appendix N) with the requirernents of selected clauses of
the ISO 9001 quality rnanagement systems standard. The following condusions
were drawn regarding the presene or absence of the selected quatity system
elements.
A servicing system exists for patient recall.
There are no quality sllstens for: control of docurnents; control of patient
property; calibration of measuring devices; validation of autoclaves; intemal
quality audits.
A purchasing system exists though it does not extend to evaluation of suppliers
using quality criteria.
The system for collecting data from GPs and analysis by the IPA appears to be
directed primarily towards rneeting conhactual obligations to purchasels who
supply bulk funding for GPs. The obligations include the supply of output and
outcorne data and analysis at a macro level. No system exists for collafion and
analysis of data trends at a micro, individual GP tevel for the purpose of intemal
and external benchmarking.
There is no system for docunrentation of disease managernent processes.
Increasingly, GPs are relying on several sources for this rnanagernent
infonnation.
Firstly, disease management information is accessed by GPs via electronic

rEans, especially the internet, rather than via traditional hard copy sources.
secondly, GPs rely upon various organisations, including the lpA, that can
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cpllate, analyze and then present data to GPs in a convenient and readilyaccessible brmat. Thirdly, the IPA reinforces knorledge and understanding of
procedures, standards and codes of practice by providing continuing rnedical
education and peer review in cell groups.
There uvere no guidelines fourd for disease rnanagement processes prescribed
at a level that GPs and their staffcan read, implement and subsequenUy audit
either internally or extemally. Making reference to guidelines supplied by
phannaoeuticals companies was not considered an acrceptable practice by GPs
when seeking a reliable substitute in the absence of independent guidelines fior
disease management. The RNZCGP Standards for General Practioe (dause
C.6.1) stipulates adherence to appropriate guidelines. Hovuever, neither the
RNZCGP, nor its pro)qy the lPA, provides a systens-based support structure for
implementation and audit of documented disease managenrent processes.
In condusion, implementation of the ISO 9001 model by the IPA resulted in the
adoption of generic standards in co-existence with specification standards
stipulated in contractrs with funders. By ontrast, the Standards for General
Practioe lacked a conrplete set of generic standards for quality management to
co-exist with specification standards for disease managernent.

Question Two
How and why does adopting the ISO 9001 model lmpact upon the
mana gement perfo rmance of the i ndependent pracff tioner assoclation?
Data Gathercd
Prior to commencing their ISO 9001 programme, the IPA documented quality
m€rnagernent system consisted of an unsfuctured collection of policies and
procedures. Sone of the docurnents were "draft only" and sorne were
incomplete. Many of the policies and prooedures were obsolete and not owned
by IPA personnel. The IPA also relied upon documents such as records and also
advertising and promotional materials br some of its procedures and work
instructions.

The rnajority of IPA business is associated with proiects managed as a result of
successful tenders to public healthcare funders. Prior to commendng their ISO
9001 prograrnme, IPA project docurnentation was developed largely in response
to funder tender reguirements and subseguent contract requirements for
procedural detail, project data and reports.
As a first step in the data gathering prooess, the researcher cornpared the
various types of documentation with the requirernents of the ISO 9001 rnodel for
quality managernent. Each documentwas assigned to an applicable dause of
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the ISO 9001 model. Sorne of the procedures @rresponded, to a minor extent,
with other clauses in addition to the assigned clause. For the purposes of this
ftrst data gathering step, hovvever, these minor conelations were ignored. The
result of this data gathering process is presented in table fonnat in Appendix O.
During the ISO 9001 programme the IPA completed the tasks of defining and
documenting its quality management system in order to meet all the
requirements of the ISO 9001 rnodel. The IPA established its documented quality
management system in an electonic intranet medium (refer Appendix R). The
fPA regarling sefting up the intranet system as a logical and practical step to
take. All IPA functions are based on one office site and staff have experience in
the use of electronic medium systens. The outcorne of completing an intranetbased quality management system was ready access to cunent docunrentation
defining key IPA processes for service delivery. Stafi now use hyperlinks and a
search mechanism to access cunent polices, proedures and work instructions.
The intranet also enhanced frre ability of staff to access the IPA data base and to
trace records. For example, the intranet contains a data base of GP cell group
rneetings with details such as group facilitator name and meeting date. Many of
the proedures were created to define the IPA service delivery and support
prooesses (refer Appendix O).

Another newly created collection of proedures defined and docurnented the
processes br staff to follow when developing new business services and
projects. The IPA defined four stages for project development concept
developnrent, proposal devefoprTFnt, contrac,t / funding, and implernentation.
Procedural detail rlas captured from staff experience and from iunder tender
requirements and subsequent confiact requirernents. Additional procedural detail
was added in response to the requirenrents of the ISO 9001 model for design
and development activities and included hold points and design checks, revieua
and validation rnethods. The overall objective of the IPA was io provide stafiwith
cfear and detailed information on business and project rnanagenent processes.
The researcher monitored the progress of the IPA ftom start to finish of this task
and noted the principal activities. The main activity noted invofved IPA staff and a
quality managernent consultancy firm defining cunent and complete versions of
IPA service delivery processes. The result was a collection of procedures for the
IPA maintained on a newly created intranet system.
The IPA managernent observed no improvernent in their handting of complaints
as a result of adopting ISO 9001. Neither the number nor the type of complaints
changed nor the effestiveness of IPA personnel in their handling of complaints.
The IPA rnanagement observed no change in patient risk management as a
lesult of adopting ISO 9001. Managennnt regarded the ISO 9001 modelas a
building block and a means to an end, namely delivery of better quality
healthcare through the GP members of the lpA.
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IPA management reported the adoption of ISO 9001 did not contribute to the
development of human resources in terms of work satisfaction and morale.
Rather, the ISO 9001 programme was challenging because IPA personnel are
almost all professionals who question and ask for results on a regular basis. In
this regard, IPA personnel questioned the value to the IPA of adopting ISO 9001.
IPA managernent and staff agreed they anticipated, though they had not
achieved at the time of ISO 9001 certification, efficiency and effectiveness gains.

After the intial data gathering phase, a number of aspects of the process of
implementing the ISO 9001 model were identified and defined as implementation
features common to all three case study organisations (refer Appendix B). Key
personnelwere selected who were representative of management and clinical
staff within the case study organisation. The personnel completed the case study
checklist by considering and scoring each output estimate as linked to its
implennntation feature and potential outcorne. The checklist responses were
collated with the other case sfudy (X and Z) responses for comparative analysis.

Follow Up
Twelve months after implementation of the ISO 9001 model, the researcher paid
follow up visits to the lPA. Additionaldata were gathered on the impact of the
ISO 9001 model on IPA management performance.
The first significant ongoing impact on efficiency and effectiveness observed
was associated with further development of the intranet-based quality
management system. Additional procedures, work instructions and other
information had added to the web site. Ownership by staff of the intranet-based
quality management system had been encouraged by IPA managenent
introducing interacfive sites such as daily log in / log out of staff whereabouts and
reference to step-by-step work instructions. Managernent had gauged the level of
ownership by noting the extent that staff ftd back recommendations for
improving procedures and other documentation. Proiect-related docunentation
had been removed from the original internal IPA web site and placed onto a new
externalweb site. This newweb site was designed to enable IPA members to
readily access current documentation in a similar fashion to the internal web site
that had already been established for IPA personnel.
A second ongoing impact on efficiency and eftctiveness was associated with
the intemal quality audit programme. The CEO and staff were now scheduling
these audits on the basis of the status and importance of the activities performed
by the lPA. This amended approach to scheduling resulted in audits less
focussed on simple compliance with procedures and more focussed on cunent
problerns and opportunities to improve IPA service quality.
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A third impact was associated with the use of "Continuous lmprovernenf fonns to
initiate opportunities to resolve problens and to improve IPA service quality and
efFciency.

Data Analyeis

Figure lll - 04: Research todel Two: Exploration of the ftt of healthcarc
sewice delivery sysbms and a quality management model
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The collection of IPA proedures that existed prior to adoption of the ISO 9001
model (referAppendix O) was pattern-rnatched by the researcher againstthe
collection of IPA procedures created during the process of implementing the ISO
9001 rnodel (referAppendices P and R). The pattem-rnatching took into
consideration existing obsolete procedures that had been revised, as well as new
prooedures that had been unitten, in response to adopting the ISO 9001 model.
The result of the pattern-rnatcfring was identification of a number of quality
system elements that rrvere newly established. The exploratory case study
anafysis was completed by defining the efficiency and I orefiectiveness gain
inherent within implementation of each quatity system elernent. The analysis
induded the impact of implementing an intranet-based quality management
system and is sumrnarized in the following table:
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I
Table V - f: Newly established quality system elements and their proiecbd
impacte upon IPA efficlency / effectiveness
Qualitv Svstem Element
lmplemented (lSO 9001 Clause)

Efficiencv / Effectiveness lmoact

Goals and obiectives for quality
Complete documented quality system
(intranet)
Management of proiect development
Design control (4.4)
(4.6.2)
Managenrent of subcontracted work
Evaf uation of subcontractors
Traceability within I PA processes
ldentifi cation and taeability (4.8)
(4.11)
Calibrated measurernent systens
Control of measuring equiprnent
Confinned status of acceptable /
fnspection and test status (4.12')
unacceptable service events
Managernnt of unacceptable service
Control of nonconbrmances (4.13)
events
Corrective and preventive ac'tion (4.14) Managenent of problerns
Managennnt of records (intranet)
Control of quality records (4.16)
Monitoring / improvement of quality
Internal quality audits (4.171
system
(a.20)
Analysis
of changes and frends in
Statistical techniques
service quality

Quafity policy (4.1.1\
Quality manual (4.2.11

In summary, the pattern-matching approach to data analysis enabled the
researcher to identiff efficiency and effectiveness gains through the process of
implernenting quality system elements that were previously lacking in the IPA
and were required by the ISO 9001 nrodel. At this stage of the case study, the
data gathering and analysis were qualihtive, rather than quantitatlve, in nature.

The impact of adopting the ISO 9001 model on the IPA can be depicted using
Research ModelTwo as:
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Figure v - 16: lmpact of lSo 9002 upon the management perfomance of the
IPA
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The quantitative data gathered for Case Study Y was also analyzed together
with the data from Case Studies X and Zin a later section of this drapter. This
additional data gathering and analysis extended the earlier qualitative results
into quantitative results expressed as output estirnates linked to imptenrentation
features and potential outcomes.

Question Thrce
How and why does adopting the lso 9001 model lmpact upon the llnking
and coordination of the IPA services within an integrated care delivery

networt?

Dab Gathered
The IPA defined the scope of its quality system as "the provision of quality
improvernent, education, f-acilitation and representation services in health for
rnember general practitioners, patients and the communitf.
The IPA quality system was docunrented electronically on an infanet. The
docurnentation was split into five main areas of tPA quality management (refer
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Appendix R). Hyper-links enabled users to move within and acoss the
docurnentation areas.
Suppliers of goods and services are one part of the IPA integrated care netnork.
For an IPA the significant suppliers are business managernent support servies
includirg telecommunications, hardware and softrare support, office supplies
and equipment, accountancy, rnarketing and consultancy. In this context
"significanf refers to those suppliers exerting a critical impact upon the quality of
IPA services,
In response to the requirernents of ISO 9001, the IPA documented the
procedural details of its purchasing processes for capital and operational
expenditure. The IPA also established a list of prefened suppliers of goods and
services and a procedure for evaluating each supplier's performan@ on an
annual basis.

Another part of the IPA integrated care network is the public healthcare funders:
mainly the Health Funding Authority, and its suc@ssor the District Health Boards
/ Ministry of Health, and the Accident Compensation Corporation. The process
used by the IPA to develop new business and projects was docurnented in
response to the requirennnts of the ISO 9001 model. The new business and
projects procedure has four stages: concept development, proposal
developrnent, contract / funding, and implementation. The IPA documented the
purpose of each stage and the points at which approval is required in order to
move on to the next stage, as well as the procedural details of the stages. The
collection of procedures was then implernented and each resulting set of project
records fonned the urcrk instructions for staff to follow when delivering services
associated with the project.
General practitioners and their patients form a part of the IPA integrated care
network. Through a combination of intervieurs and examination of records, wall
posters, presentation materials and brochures, the scope of services delivered by
the IPA to its nrembers was defined. These various datra rrvere gathered and
categorized into "benefits" for general practitioner, for pradie, and for patient,
respectively (refer Appendix Q).
In response to the requirernents of the ISO 9001 rnodel, procedures defining
management methods, service delivery, projects, infonnation technology, and
administration tasks were created (rebrAppendix R). One example of a
procedure is processing successful applications for IPA membership and
changing membership details on the IPA data base.

One major category of IPA service to GPs is continuing medical education
(CME). Procedures vtere docr.rmented defining CME processes: topics,
evaluation, advertising, attendan@, certifi cates, payments, and RNZCGP
requirements.
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The data gathered and classified as services / benefits enabled the researcher to
confirm a combination of project documents and intranet procedures had
captured the main elements of the IPA quality management system, as stipulated
in the ISO 9001 model.

Data Analysis

Using Research ModelThree and the research study chosen definition of
integrated care, the IPA integrated care network is defined as:
"A network of general medical practitioners, and their respective supplier
organisations, delivering a continuum of care for patients in a defined geographic
region. The IPA manages the network resource funding. The practice service
components, standards and delivery systems are linked and coordinated to
realize maximum economy, efficienty and effectiveness".

Research ModelThree was used to explore the impact of the ISO 9001 model
upon linkages and coordination within the IPA integrated network of consumers,
GPs, suppliers, and other health and social service providers.
The quality system elements documented for the IPA addressed organizational
activities. The quality system elements also contained procedural details of the
linkages and coordination with suppliers, funders, and GP members of the IPA
integrated care network.
Thus, the data gathered contained objective evidence that implementing the ISO
9001 model resulted in the IPA documenting more clearly the linkages and
coordination within its integrated care network.
The improved linkages and coordination achieved through a documented quality
m€lnagement system were enhanced by the hyperlink bature of the intranet
system. The hyperlinks enabled intranet users to move within and across the
documentation areas : management, services, projects, technology, and
administration.
Several interfaces between participant organisations within the network were
documented as summarized below.
The first interface documented was the internal service delivery and support
functions that cross personnel and departmental boundaries within the lPA.

Another interface occurs between the IPA and its GP members in the course of
delivering IPA services that result in benefits to general practitioners, their
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practices, and their patients. The intranet$ased documented quality
m€rnagerent system captured the proceduraldetails of the various processes
within the service delivery and associated support functions. The end result was
improved definition and documentation of the various linkages and coordination
within the seMce encounters and working relationships between the IPA and its
GP membership.
Additional interhces arise between the IPA and auxiliary health services when a
p@ect is managed and service are delivered to general practies and their
patients. Examples of contracts, held by the lPA, are the pharrnacy project and
the breast health programme described at the beginning of the case study. The
clear definition and docurnentation of the linkages and coordination within proiect
management and proiect delivery is an impact exerted in the interface between
each auxiliary servioe and the lPA.
Another interface docurnented was the unrting relationship between the IPA and
itrs suppliers of goods and services. By documenting the procedural details of its
purchasing processes and evaluation of its suppliers, the interfaces between
significant suppliers and the IPA were clearly defined and contol of external
suppliers of goods and services ryas enhanced.
A further interface exists betvveen IPA and the funders with which the IPA forms
contrac'ts on behaff of the GP membership. In response to the requirements of
the ISO 9001 npdel the IPA firstly docurnented in fullthe procedural detrails of its
projects des(1n and developrtent process. Prior to adopting the ISO 9001 model
the IPA relied upon the contract tender information requested by the funder and
the reporting requirernents during project delivery foflowing a successfultender.
Secondly, the IPA defined and docunrented any design and developncnt
elements not evident within the procedural details captured ftom existing
practices, as docurnented within contrac't tenders and contract reports. These
two steps resulted in a defined and docunented set of procedures br the IPA
project ma nagernent system.

An overall impact of the ISO 9001 modelwas improved definition and
docurnentation of the interfaces within and behrcen the IPA and its network of
GP's, their patients, auxiliary health services, funders, and suppliers. This inrpact
can be depic'ted using Researdr Model Three as:
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Figure Y - 17: lmpact of ISO 9001 upon the IPA integrated carc network
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Question Four
How and wfty does the ISO 9001 model meet perceived shortcomings of the
NZCHS accreditation todel?
Data Gathercd
At the beginning of the case study, the IPA chose ISO 9001 certification of its
quality management system covering, for certification purposes, the provision of
services to member general practitioners, patients and their community induding
q uality improvernent, ed ucation, fiacilitation and business support.
IPA management did not choose the NZCHS aereditation rpdel because it had
no relevance to the IPA range of services. NZCHS stardards and guirlelines
cover the provision of health and disability servioes and associated clinical
support services. Quality improvement, education, facilitation, and business
support are a collection of services rpre suited to adoption of the ISO 9001
nrodel. In parflcular, the generic nature of the ISO 9001 model and its
applicability to any business and economic sec'tor made it a logical choie for
quality rnanagement of the lPA.

The generic nature of the ISO rnodel enabled the IPA to incorporate its funders'
contractual requirements into the quality system.
During the case study, IPA personnel experienced difficulties in understanding
the language used within the ISO 9000 series. The vocabulary and format of the
model refrects its manufacturing origins and this difiiarlty resulted in poor buy-in
by staff regarding use of the-rnodel, particularly during the early stages of the
certification programrne. In order to manage this problem, the IPA contracted
with a consultancy service to develop docunrentation and inplement a quality
managernent system for the lPA. The consultancy personnel "translated" the
jargon into requirenents stipulated in tenns relevant to the IPA organisation and
functions. The tanslation was achieved using the consultancy personnel
knowledge and experien@ of the ISO 9001 model supported by making
reference to publications such as ISO 9000.2:1998 generic guidelines for the
application of ISO 9001.

The IPA management and staff had no significant prior experience of quality
management audits and auditors, nor any knowledge and understanding of the
NZCHS model. For this reason data was not gathered ftom the IPA personnel on
shortcomings in NZCHS surveys and surveyors versus ISO 9001 audits and
auditors.
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Data Analysis

The generic nature of ISO 9001 provided the IPA with a quality management
model appropriate to its rarge of services. The scope and nature of NZCHS
accreditation standards did not accommodate, to any significant extent, the IPA

servies.
The shortcomings of the NZCHS accreditation nndel could be attributed to its
being, in its nature and scope, a specification standard rather than a generic
standard. The different nature and scope of the ISO 9001 certification model and
the NZCHS accreditation model can be illustrated using Research Model One as:

Figure V - 18: Gontrasting abilities of ISO 9001 and NZCHS modele to fit the
scope of IPA services
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The NZCHS specification standards are positioned outside the ISO 9001 quality
managernent frarnework for IPA services.
The more appropriate nature of ISO 9000 was off-set to sorne extent by the
language of the model being alien to IPA personnel. The shift from a
manufacturing-oriented ISO 9000:1994 version to a 2000 version more userfriendly towards service providers was also noted in the previous case sfudy
(refer Appendix H).
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Question Five
How and why does the management system strategy chosen by the IPA
impact upon the successful implementation of the ISO 9001 model?
Data Gathered
At the beginning of the case study, IPA management chose to implement a
quality managenent system based on the ISO 9001 model by using the
expertise of a management consultancy servie.

The consultancy personnel created a flow chart of the steps to be taken in order
to implenrent the ISO 9001 model and achieve certification. A time line was
drawn parallel to the flow chart and the personnel responsible for each
implementation step were positioned between the flow chart and the time line
(refer Appendix S). The agreed time line was rnet during the project and
certification achieved by the target date.
The IPA 9001 programrne was actively supported by the chief executive offtcer.
Support in the first instance was given by providing the financial resources to
contract the services of a managerent consultancy to assist with and expedite
the adoption of the ISO 9001 model. Support was also lent via regular dialogue
and meetings with IPA stafi anil the consultancy personnel as the programme
progressed towards ISO 9001 certification.
Project Coordination Teams were created for the ISO 9001 programme. A
Project Team was responsible for the overall programme and consisted of IPA
senior managers and consultancy personnel. The other teams consisted of IPA
managers and staffdedicated to particular areas of the IPA quality system:
membership services, project management, internal administration, business
development, and managernent (refer Appendix R). There was no permanent
restructure of personnel by management as a direct result of the ISO 9001
programrne.

The consultancy personnel collated the existing unstructured collection of
docurnents that existed within the IPA prior to commencing their ISO 9001
programme. The docurnentation was checked against the requirements of the
ISO 9001 model and incorporated, in some cases after amendments, into the
developing quality managenent system togetherwith additional procedures and
work instructions.
One feature of this strategy was docurnentation of the quality management
system on an intranet system, rather than in hard copy. The IPA management
and staff are all computer literate and in many cases they perform data
managetrent tasks on computers as a part of the regular work. Using an intranet
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system for accessing procedures and urork instructions fitted into their existing
work pafterns and skill base.

The IPA completed its ISO 9001 programme and nret the target certification date
without reporting any significant problems in rmtching its services to the ISO
9001 rnodel.
One key element of the quality management rnodel adopted by the IPA is a
system of intemal quality audits. The intemal quality audlts were intoduced
during the pre-certification stiage under the diredion and guidane of the
consuhancy service.

Follow Up
Twelve rnonths after implenrentation of the ISO 9001 model, the researcher paid
follow up visits to the lPA. Additionaldata were gathered on the management
strategy used by the IPA for successful implementation of the ISO 9001 npdel
after, as opposed to before, certification.
The tearns fonned during the implenrentation phase (that is, the period prior to
certification) had been retained by management. The tearns'tasks were to
npnitor and report in review sessions on ongoing compliance with procedures
and any need for amendnents to docurnentration.

Data Analysis

The IPA is a ftont office organisation (as defined by chase ard Hayes, lggl)
when it perfonns activities associated with a service encounter between IPA
personneland a custorner, wlren the customer is a GP member. Contac.ts
betureen IPA personnel and GPs are face-to-face and regular when cell group
meetings and CME sessions are held. The direct contact between the IPA
personneland its GP nembers is a feature of the strudure of the association and
its services to nrernbers. On the other hand the IPA is a back office organisation
(as defined by Chase and Hayes, 1991) when service encounters occur betr,veen
GPs and their patients.
For either of these provider-custorner relatbnships there was no evidence
obtained indicating the IPA required a sbategy emphasilng custorner orientation
(as stipulated by Rapert and Babacus, 1996) in order to implenrent successfully a
quality management system. As chase and Hayes observed, back office
ac{ivities are analogous to the processes in a factory. In tum the ISO 9001:1994
version has a format that reflects its rnanufacturing origins. The back office
nature of many of the IPA services may have contributed to the organisation
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rneeting its ISO 9001 certification target date without reporting any significant
problens in matching lts services to the ISO 9001 rnodel.

Another contribution to the successtul implementation by the IPA of the ISO 9001
modelwas the support provided by the management consultancy. Their
knowledge and expertise facilitated the inplernentation process. The consultants'
skills and erperien@ were applied to docunenting the quality management
system with IPA personnel. The consultants also supplied support to the IPA
wtrilst the intemal audit system was developed.
However, the cost of (optional) consultancy services is relatively high compared
with the (unavoidable) cost of external audit services. The use of consultancy
services for an ISO 9000 programme may not be an option for an lPA, or any
other healthcare organisation, that has less resouroes.

The strategy adopted by the IPA contained many of the ingredients stipulated by
Redrnan et al (1995). Redrnan et al posed three questions, related to
management strategy necessary for successful implementation. The data yielded
some answers to these questions.
The first guestion is to what extent did rnanagers and staff resist quality
management? The ansrwer is there was no overt resistance. Rather a strategy for
implennnting the ISO 9001 modelwas needed and supplied by a consultancy
service together with sen ior rrur nage ment commitment, ongoi ng commu nication
and support. This combination of strategic planning, rnanagernent commitlrent,
communication and support was insburnental in overcoming any stafi resistance.
The second question is to what extent does the structure and culture of the
organisation influence the way in which quality managernent affecG jobs? Most
IPA staff are qualified and probssional personnel, such as medical practitioners
and pharmacists, who enjoy considerable autonorny within their respec,tive
positions. Nevertheless, there was no need apparent during the ISO 9001
programme to obtain their buy-in to quality management, in the manner
described by Rapert and Babacus (1996). lt rmy be that the nature and scope of
the IPA services has attraciled professional personnel who are more predisposed in their character to systens thinking than clinicians engaged solely in
front office activities with patients.
The third question is hour and to what extent do organisations change the way
they manage their staffto take account of qualrty managernent? The ISO 9001
programrne within the IPA involved a large proportion of the personnelthrough
Proiect Tearns. The IPA managernent structure is flat with litfle evidence of
func-tionalfoxholes, of the type desoibed by Harari (1993). A combination of
Proiect Tearns and regular meetings between IPA personneland consultancy
personnel was sufficient to manage progress during fte ISO 9001 programme.
The efbctiveness of the combination of Proiect Tearns and regular sfuc'tured
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meetings betueen IPA personnelwas evidenced by the maintenance of the
teams and rneetings, twelve months after certification, as a stra@y for
nrcnitoring compliance with and initiating improvements within the quality
management system.

Question Six
How and why does the ISO 9001 model change t{rs manner of measuring
IPA management performance?
Data Gathered

As a part of adopting the ISO 9001 npdel the IPA introduced a system of internal
and external quality managernent audits. The intemal quality audits were
introduced during the pre-certification stage to veriff compliance by staff with the
narly-docurnented quality system. An additional objective of these internal
quality audits was to assess the efhctiveness of the documented procedures and
work instructions when applied by the IPA in practice.
Audit measures induded the results of direct observations of process and
interview of IPA personnel whilst making reference to the relevant parts of the
docurnented quality management system. Audit measures also included
examination of records of structure, process and outcome of IPA services to GP
nembers.
The internal quality audits did not extend to measuring the performance of GPs in
providing healthcare services to their patients. The IPA had already introduced its
ProAc tool (Perfornanoe Report on Ambulatory Care) prior to adopting the ISO
9001 rnodel. The IPA clainred the ProAc tool is an evidence.based approach to
rneasuring three dimensions of quality in general pradices: patient / seMce
quafity, proGssional / seMce quality, and management quality.
As a part of adopting the ISO 9001 modet, hourcver, the IPA docurnented the
procedural detrails of the ProAc measurerent tool. In particular, the procedure
deftned the tenrs used in the ProAc tool: dimension of quality, category of care,
ambulatory care, programme, rpasures, goal, weighting, and weighted goal.
During the case study period the RNZCGP was conducting trial peer reviews of
GPs adopting its nevvly developed "standards of General pracfioe". A
comparison between the ISO 9001 standards and the new general practice
standards was reported and analyzed in an eadier section. At the end of the case
study period, the IPA began to develop a "Balaneed Scorecard" modelto use for
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future performance measures (refer Appendix T). The five elements of the model
cover the key performance areas of the organisation. The performance rpasures
quantiff the key performance indicators within each elernent. When fully
developed, the measurernent tool is intended to have weightings and targets
assigned to each performance measure. To be completed at regular predetermined intervals, the Balanced Scorecard is intended to give the IPA a
qualitative and quantitative assessment of organizational performance and an
indication of any trends occuning in key performance areas. The Balanced
Scorecard has been adopted by organisations such as the Nationaf Health
Commiftee and the Ministry of Health.

Follow Up
Twelve months afier implementation of the ISO 9001 rnodel, the researcher paid
follow up visits to the lPA. Additional data were gathered on changes in the
manner of rneasuring IPA rnnagement performan@. The ProAc tool had been
overhauled in order to amend the classifications and categories of quality in
general practices. The IPA was non, aiming to develop a ProAc tool for each
general practice, rather than overall collated measures and indicators of IPA
members' performance. To this end, the IPA was incorporating the RNZCGP
"Strandards for Excellence" into the ProAc tool.
Data Analysis

The adoption of the ISO 9001 npdel efiected the introduction of a system of
quality managernent audits. These internal and external quality audits measured
the quality performance of the IPA in delivering services to its GP rnembers.
Their internal and extemalquality audit programrnes gave the IPA additional
tools for measuring performance within IPA processes, although the eventual
effect of the programme on patient outcornes could not be predicted during the
case study period. This change in the manner of rneasuring IPA management
performance can be depicted using Research Model Turc as:
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Figure V - 19: lmpact of ISO 9001 on IPA management performance
measuFes
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Indirect reasures of IPA performance are contained within the indicators of GP
members'performance, as measured during the peer review process. Peer
review examines the quality of the process of care as two sets of norms:
technical management derived from the science of medidne and management of
the interpersonal prooess arising from the ethics and values of society
(Donabedian, 1980). lt was noted when performing this analysis, however, that
the "standards for General Practice" appear to address technical task
management and not management of the interpersonal process (refer Appendix
L).

The changes in the manner of measuring healthcare management performance
can be depicted using Research Model Three as.
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llluefratlon V - 20: lmpact of quality etandards on the lPA, GP network
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Whilst the "Balanced Scorecard" approach to future IPA developnrent is still in its
early stages, it does appear to parallel the future developnrent of the Case Study
X HHS management performan@ reasures using the Baldridge business
excellence model. Both the balanced scorecard and the bueiness exellenoe
models incorporate quality perbnnanoe rneasures within a broad scope of
managernent perfonnance indicators.
Of particular interest within the IPA balanced scorecard elernenF was ftrsfly
'Learning and Innovation". The cfioice of indicators based on erployee length of
service and hours of training rcflected recognition by IPA managernent of the
contribution of hurnan resouroes to overall managernent performance and the
importance of rnaintaining the human resouroe as a body of corporate
knowledge.

Also of interest was the'Relationships" elenrent, again associated with
rnaintaining the body of corporate knowledge, though in this case maintained
through key stakeholders in the IPA such as supply organisations.
Further development of the balanced scorecard system should enhance the
performance of the ISO 9000 based quality managenrent system by enabling the
IPA to produce managernent performance reports for itselt its stakeholders and
funders, and to enhane its competitiveness in tender and contact rounds.
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Twelve months after certification, evidence had accumulated of on-going
contributions by the'Balanced Scorecard" to measurernent of IPA organizational
performance and also of the ProAc tool to indications of general practice
performance. Measures and indicators were furfrrer refined using a "Staff Quality
Chartef and world class IPA benchmarking criteria. lt was concluded that the
ISO 9001 model was a significant contributor to these on-going refinements in
combination with other contributors induding RNZCGP "standards for
Excellence" and world dass IPA benchrnarking criteria.

Question Seven
How and why does implementation and auditing using the ISO 9001 model
facilitate rationalization of the audit tools and the number of auditors
deployed in the health sector?
Data Gathered
An imnediate impact of implernenting the ISO 9001 model was a requirernent for
the IPA to introduce a programme of quality managernent audits.
Data Analysis
As a result of implernenting the ISO 9001 rmdet, the number of audits of the IPA
increased. lt may be that the quality management audit system, in combination
with the parallel development of peer review against "Standards of General
Practice", could effect a reduction in the level of reports to funders of
performance against contrad requirements for quality. This possibility could not
be assessed during the case study period.
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3.

Gase Study Z: Maori Health Network

In this section the third case study performed by the researcher is described. The
data gathered is presented and then analyzed using Research Models One, Two
and Three.

New Zealand public health and social services are funded and delivered to the
entire population. \Alihin the delivery system, however, there are (tribal) iwibased provider netnorks serving the needs of the Maod people in the New
Zealand population. Traditionalindigenous healers have provided healing for
Maori as they have for other indigenous people, such as Aborigines, Pacific
lslands people and Canadian Indians. Prior to their encounters with Westem
rnedicine, life and health were synonymous for these indigenous people. How
one dealt with illness events confiibuted to one's life elperien@ and wisdom.
lllness events urere as much about the rnaintenance of social order and the
preservation of cultural institutions as about individual physical malaise. Through
the healing of illness, indigenous healers transformed the social relationships of
the family, clan, village, fribe and individualtowards peace and harmony.

The economic and health status of Maori people is significanfly lower than that of
the rnainstream (European) people. Thus, a prirnary aim of Maori provider
networks is to close the gaps with mainstream people hrough a variety of
educational and preventive health and social initiatives within their iwi. In the mid1980s, when a Labour govemrnent assurned office, it adopted a policy of
biculturalism, giving grcater recognition to Maod as the indigenous people. In the
context of this bicultural policy, Maori slowly evolved a strong parhership with the
Department of Health. lwi \i,ere introduced into the health system and, more
importanfly, into fre ways in which they might advance Maori health. Despite
inadequate funding, short term goals and limited roles, since the mid-1980s
Maori people have gained valuable experience in health policy formulation, the
management of health services, community health work and programmes of
health promotion and disease prevention. Maori people hold firm to a vision of
autonomous healthcare for Maori. They argue this on the basis of the Treaty of
Waitangi and the obligations that the state has in respect of this treaty as well as
on the grounds of their poor health status (Laing and Pomare, 1994).
The Maori provider networks are encouraged by govemrnent and funded out of
the public purse via contracts with District Health Boards (until2001 via contrac'ts
with the Health Funding Authority). The Public Health and Disability Act 2000
requires District Health Boards for the first time to assess regularly, and meet
fiom their budgets, the health and disability servioe needs of local populations.
Coster, Gun and Buetow (20021. noted that a distinc{ion is comnrcnly made
between personal health and population health. This distinc'tion lacks relevance
to traditional Maori and rnany Pacific peoples wfro do not distinguish between
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their individuality and group identification. Instead they respond to perceived
needs of fiamily, the tribe or village, and the nation, which are pardy defined by
the individuals within those groups. For District Health Boards, this concept of
"self requires increased emphasis on the health of the whanau and other
collectives. District health Boards will need to demonstrate heightened respeci
for the spiritual dinension of health and cope with a range of different and
legitirnate concepts of 'health need'.
In "The New Zealand Heatth Strategy' (June 2000) the government proposes
that Maori people should be able to define and provide for their own priorities for
health and be encouraged to develop the capacity for delivery of services to their
communities. The National Health Committee "Final Report on Health Care
Quafity lmprovernnt in New Zealarvd' (May 20021gives highest priority to
activities that establish responsiveness to Maori needs and expectations.
Examples given by the Commiftee of improved responsiveness to Maori include
the involvernent of Maori health leaders in reporting on the quality improvencnt
strategy and the identification of the specific Maori cultural competencies needed
at individual, team and organizational levels to ensure high quality health care.

i)

lflaori Health Network

The Maori health netrrtork studied was developed by the iwi within a mainly rural
geographic region. \Mrthin the network approxirnately tuenty provider groups
deliver a variety of health and social services: primary health, family health,
mental health, disability support, alcohol and drugs servi@, health prornotion,
accident oompensation corporation services, honre support, care of the elderly.
The stated purpose of the Maori health network is'tino rangatiratanga". In broad
terms this purpose is a refocus from mainstream to Maori, induding a rebcus to
Maori culture and values in everyday life, including health and socialservices. A
trust with a board of direc.tors coordinates the network provider groups. The trust
negotiates with governrnent agencies and obtains funding for netnprk rnember
organisations. In this capacity the trust is also responsible for managing and
reporting on network activities and perbrman@.
The following table illustrates the variety of health and social services delivered
by the rnembers of the Maori healtr network covered by the scope of the case
study:
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Table V - g: Example of services provided by network members

ilfioftlembel
Neiltrcrk Trust

fitlerter

One)

Services Providcd
Fund Merfurnefimk
Accftlent @rpensatlm oorpratlon

seruies
Confiact managerEflt
Flealh prornAnn & cmrdindbn of

aukdi ($nldng essatirn), bred
screedng, desiligmalbalion Grental
heallh)
Flealth inbrmation resrxrce cenfe

Itlerter Tw

Itlenber Three
tier$er Four

l,letrcrk fralnim
Asfrrrna manmerent
Diab#s fiElraoenpnt
Hone supoortservice
l(aurdta (ddedy) day care
proqranl|E
Vllhanau ora (f-anily healh)
Residential osvctrifric carc
Ardsti (snokinq cessalion)
Tannriki Ona OtHl ChiH Proqrarrrp)
General Pnadie

The network contains approximately twenty health and social service
organisations. Participants depicted to the researcher the organizational structure
of the network members belonging to the ISO 9002 pilot group in the following
manner:
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Figure V - 21: Structure of network pilot group for ISO 9002 implementation

Executive ilanagement Group

Network Quality Coordinator

Trust

Member Two

Member One
Member Four

Member Three

The trust perfornrs mainly ftont office activities, as defined by Chase (1991), with
respect to the network nembers, though back office with respect to the network
members' clients and patients.

ii)

Data Gathering and Analysis

The chairperson of the trust encouraged the network to take an initiative
developing a quality management system for the Maori health network. The
initiative commenced with a pilot group consisting of the trust and three network
member organisations. An ISO 9000 oertification body was engaged to perform
an ISO 9002 audit and certification of each network member organisations'
quality managernent system.
The Maori health network approved a proposal by the researcher for a case
study examining the impact of adopting the ISO 9002 model on the network
services. Approval for case study research covered the period fiom the decision
by management to adopt the ISO 9002 model through to audit and certification.
Management gave their consent to the researcher gathering information
associated with the trust quality management system and its links with the
network member quality m€rnagement systems, and to analysis of the data
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gatherd. The initial contact phase induded the researcher building rapport ard

a

trusting relationship with the case study personnel.
The research objective during the exploratory case study was to test he
proposition and hypotheses postulated in the thesis. To this end the Maori helth
and social servioes in the ISO 9002 pilot group vvere studied by the researcher
wtrilst it adopted quality managernent systerns based on the ISO 9002 model.
Of specific interest in testing P1 were data related to the combination of generic
and specification strandards used by the Maori health network. Of interest in
testing H1 were the effigcG of ISO 9002 on managernent perbrmance and
fac'tors hindedng, and fiac'tors facilitating, irnplementation of the Maori health
network quality m€rnagenent system. Data gathering to test H2 focussed on
linkages and coordination within the Maori network of integrated care services.
The schedule of questions used for seeking data is described in Appendix A of
the thesis. Maori health and social servies personneluf,ro supplied data during
the case study included the chief executive officer of the trust, the intemal quality
coordinator (trust) / external quali$ coordinator (nefuork), hurnan resources
coordinator, seryices marketing and promotion coordinator, and auxiliary staff.
The study questions are presented in the fiollowing section together with relevant
data gathered during the period up to and induding certification to ISO 9002 of
the pilot group consisting of the trust and three network rnember organisations.
The data gathered was analyzed in order to answer the seven study questions
posed in the'Research Questions" and'Research Design'chapters of the
thesis.

The ftamework for data analysis was Research Models One, Two and Three.
Using these research models links were made between thd data gathered and
established theory in the field of healthcare quality managernent. Data analyzed
in Case $tudy Z was focussed on an organizational structure representative of a
netuork of Maori health and social services.
In the following section the results of frte data analysis are described undemeath
the set of data gathered for each study question.

Quesfion One
How and wtry does the introduction of the ISO 9002 model change tlre mix
of generic standards and specificatlon etandads used by tfte ilaori

networt?
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Data Gathered
At the beginning of the case study (prior to adopting the ISO 9002 model), the
Maori health network lac*ed a comprehensive set of standards for quality
managenent. The network chose the ISO 9002 model, rather than ISO 9001,
because their servies are delivered without any element of design or
developnrent (lSO 9001 has a design and developrnent clause in addition to the
19 clauses of the ISO 9002 model).

The Maori health network, as a part of its contracts with governrnent funders
(fornrerly Health Funding Authority and currenfly Ministry if Health), undertakes to
meet specifications for quality, safety and risk relevant to the services delivered.
lMthin the network individual service providers have ac@ss to guidelines and
codes of practice for their particular services. In addition the network is legally
obfiged to comply with New Zealand acts and regulations pertinent to the health
and social service sector. The nredical center clinician cited the RNZCGP
'stiandards for C'eneral Practice'and associated GP accreditation procedures
(refer Case Study Y) as examples of clinical guidelines and codes of practice
used by the medical center.
The network had no published strandards or guidelines that stipulate quality
features of a service delivered to Maori consumers. This lac* of standards and
guidelines was examined further via interview of a prominent Maori senior
clinician, Dr Wendy Walkerl. Dr Walker confirmed that most healthcare
standards and guidelines in existence relate to the technical delivery of
healthcare and that it is difficult to measure interpersonal exchange. There are no
ready-made tools for measuring the latter aspect of Maori healthcare.
However, Dr Walker also reported an initiative being undertaken by South
Auckland Health to define Maori concepts and rules that should be
accommodated in hospital healthcare and building of new hospitals. These draft
standards and guidelines were terrned "Maori Concepts for Wellness' (refer
Appendix U).

Data Analysis

Research Model One was designed to explore the relationship between generic
standards and specification standards for healthcare provider organisations.

Priorto adopting the ISO 9002 model, the Maori health network had specification
standards and lacked generic standards for quality systems. The following
illustration depicts Research Model One annotated to indicate missing (*) generic
standards and existing (*) specification standards:
t DrWendyWalker, Glinicd Drector, Kidz First, South Auckland Health (Nor 2000)
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Figure Y -22:. Level of completeneas of the network quality management
standards prior to adoptlng ISO 9002
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The generic standards within Research Model One are'guideline standardso, as
defined by Whiting (1997) and "netastrandards" as defined by Uzumeri (1997),
and have the relationship with specification standards recorded in the data
analysis of the previous case studies.

Wlthin the Maori health network the generic standards are the ISO 9002 model
for quality m€rnagernent and NZS 3905.14, the associated guidelines for health
services adopting the ISO 9002 model.
ln summary, adoption of the ISO 9002 modelwas accompanied by adoption of
generic standards (in similar fashion to the Case Study X community health
service organisation).
The trust rnanagement perceived the NZCHS model as prescriptive in nature and
unsuitable for their network of services. The adoption of the generic quality
managernent model ISO 9002 enabled the netnork to ctroose a certification
programme encapsulating the specification standards pertinent to their services,
as illustated in Research Model One above (in similar fashion to the Case Study
X community health service organisation).
The adoption of the ISO 9002 rnodel did not, hotrvever, address the shortage of
standards and guidelines for healthcare services delivered to Maori consumers.
This dearth of standards and guidelines remains an issue to be addressed by
both the Maori and mainstream sections of the New Zealand population.
Studying how standards and guidelines are developed in particular for
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interpersonal exchanges between service provider and dient / patient will be an
opportunity for future research.

The adoption of the ISO 9002 model did not impact upon the mix of specification
standards used by the medical center services. At general practice level these
standards remained the RNZCGP standards and associated accreditation
procedures (in similar fiashion to the Case Study Y GP members of an IPA).

Question Two
How and why does adopting the ISO 9002 model impact upon the
management perfornance of the Maori health service network?
Data Gathercd
Prior to commencenent of its ISO 9002 programme, the Maori health trust
documented quality management system consisted of an unstructured collection
of policies and procedures. Within the network service providers had an
unstructured assortment of procedures and work instrudjons.
During the course of the ISO 9002 programme the trust, together with the
network members participating in the ISO 9002 pilot group, completed the tasks
of defining and documenting their common quality management system in order
to meet all the requirements of the ISO 9002 model. The researcher monitored
the progress of the pilot group from start to finish of these tasks and noted the
principal activities. The main activity involved trust staff documenting a quality
manual for the network with contributions made by the representatives of the pilot
group organisations.

The overall objective of documenting a quality manual was to establish a quality
m€rnagement system framework. In meeting this objective the network aimed to
rneet the requirements of the Maori sector, to become more effective in the
marketplace, and to deliver quality services to their clients and patients.
The pilot group agreed to adopt a quality poliry for the network: "tino
rangatiratanga in health". The purpose of the agreed policy was defined as a
refocus on Maori culture, values and beliefs in everyday life, including the
delivery of health and social services.
The network, as a part of implementing their quality system, introduced a
programme of internal quality audits. The audits \flere used to veriff the accuracy
of the developing documentation of service delivery processes. The internal
quality audits were also used to verifi7 the effectiveness of the services' support
and delivery systerns and as a basis for identiffing opportunities for future
performance improvements.
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During the case study period the researcher noted the following obseruations
regarding the inpact of adopting the ISO 9002 model on the trust and networks'
rmnagement perbrmance.

The trust defined and documented its contac'ting prooess with its funders
(formerly Health Funding Authority and currenfly Minisfiy of Health, and Accident
Compensation Corporation), including tendering, negotiation, implernentation,
and monitoring of contacts. The fust management reported two benefits
resulting from following their newly docurnented procedure and presenting the
docurnented quafity management system to the funders. Firsty, the funders
reporbd that the procedures and docurnentation had contibuted to a prompt and
successful outcome in the tendering rounds. Secondly, the bust board reported
an improved ability to plan and make decisions regarding goveman@ of the
network.
The process of implementing the ISO 9002 npdel resulted in management
systems being established and maintained for docurnents and records within the
trust and member organisations of the neturcrk. The productivity gains vrere
similar to those observed for the community health services (refer Case Study X).
The gains lvere attributable to rnore effciency and reliability due to staff using
only approved, current documents and a distibution system for issue of new, and
removal of obsolete, documents ftom the network. The gains were also
attributable to improved access to, and retrieval of, dient and system records.

A major improvernent occurred (desoibed by trust management as "10 out of
10') in the networks' ability to handle complaints. Stafi became clear about the
conplaints handling process and procedure. Conplaints are now docurnented
and follouled up to reeolution. Trust managernent claimed that the inproved
complaints handling process would lead to improved client / patient risk
rnanagement.

An effect observed by the researcher was an increased abilig to benchrnark
processes and outcornes. One example was benchmarking of information on
subcontradors used by the network for supplies of goods and services. The
system of gathering infonnation on subcontractors was develo@ in response to
implernenting the ISO 9002 model. Another example was benchmarking of
infonnation on client complaints,
A further effect of implementing the ISO 9002 model uras an increase in the use
of teamwork for service delivery in the netvrlork. The quality management system
enhaned tearnrrork because stafi members were empouvered to make decisions
as team rnembers. In addition the quality management system identified and
streamli ned proesses that went across fraditional departrnental boundaries
(refer Figure V- 21).
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In a related efiect, trust managernent claimed that their ISO 9002 programme
contributed to improved interaction between staff and to stafi job satisfiaction and
morale in the workplace.
By contrast, the redical center clinician found the impact of adopting the ISO
9002 modelwas limited in its effects to non-clinical support areas. For elomple,
tasks such as ordering supplies and the disposal of used needles and expired
rnedicines were rpre clearly defined. Similarly, processes such as docurnent
control and records managernent were developed for the medical center.
However, no significant effect occuned with respect to the dinical processes
performed by the GPs and nurses.

After the initial data gatherirg phase, a nurnber of aspects of the process of
irnplernenting the ISO 9002 rnodelvvere identified and defined as implenrentation
batures comrnon to allthree case studies (referAppendix B). Key personnel
urere selected wfto urcre representative of rnanagement and clinical stafiwithin
the case stdy organisation. The personnel completed the case study checklist
by considering and soring each ouput estimate as linked to its implernentation
feature and potential outcome. The checklist responses were collated with the
other case study responses (X and Y) for comparative analysis.
Data Analyeis

Figurc lll - 04: Research tlodel Two: Exploration of the fit of healthcarc
seruice delivery eyetems and a quallty menagement model

Research ModelTwo elennnt input indudes the Maori health service network
structure that in turn indudes its quality management system (Donabedian,
1e80).
The trust and network adopted the lso 9002 model as a part of their
managernent structure. This change impacted upon their management
perbnnance in several ways.
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Adopting the ISO 9002 rnodel resulted in irnprovenents in efficiency and
effec{iveness of the health and social servioes delivered to Maori peopb by the
trust and network rrernbers.
lmproved teamwork resufted ftom staff empo^rernpnt to rnake decisions
complernented by streamlined processes that went across traditftrnal
departnental boundaries.
lmproved efficienry and effec'tiveness resulted from the internal quality audit
system introduced as a part of adopting ISO 9002. This impact was analogous to
the impact that occuned in Case Study X and Case Study Y.
A further gain in efficiency and effectiveness resulted fiom the improved
complaints handling process, anticipated to led to irrproved dient and patient
risk management.
The produciivlty gains associated with improvernent in the rnanagernent of
records and control of policies and procedures maintained within the network
were similarto those reported in Case Study X.
An improved process for contracting led to an effciency gain in the processes
involving the network and funders in tendering and conbacting rounds. A related
efficiency gain was the improved ability of the trust board to plan and make
decisions.
Adopting the ISO 9002 model had no significant effect upon the manner in whidr
GPs and nurses in the netvrork perbrmed their clinical tasks. For these
personnel, the impac't utas observed in the non-clinical support areas. In this
sense the relationship between the trust and the rnedical center appears similar
in nature to the relationship between an IPA and its GP nembers (refer Case
Study Y).
There was no obiective evidence obtained during the case study that the ISO
9002 model contributed, in an efiective and nreaningful rnnner, to the network
aim of "tino rangatiratanga in health". The quality managernent system enabled
the network to manage quality, safety and risk more efficienty and efiectively in
delivering health and social services. Adopting the ISO 9002 modeldid not,
however, neessarily impact upon the network aim to refocus on Maori culture,
values and beliefis. As reported earlier in this section there is a lack of standards
and guidelines that stipulate quality features of a service delivered to Maori
consumers of healthcare services. The data gathered during the case study
points to a positive impact by the ISO 9002 model on the technical tasks of
service support mechanisrns. The data does not indicate any direc't gain in the
quality of clinical tasks and interpersonal exchanges betrcen the netuork of
Maori servioe providers and their Maori consufiprs.
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ln summary, the pattern-matching approach to data analysis enabled the
researcher to identifo fficiency and effectiveness gains obtained through the
process of implementing quality system elements that were previousty lacking in
the Maori health network and required by the ISO 9002 model. At this stage of
the case study, the data gathering and analysis was qualitative, rather thbn
quantitaffYe, in nature.

The impac't of adopting the ISO 9002 model on the Maori health network can be
depicted, using Research ModelTwo, as:

Figure V - 23: lmpact of ISO 9002 upon the management performance of the
network
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lmpacts were clearly identified on the input and the proess elements of the
research model. An impact uas observed on the output elenrent in terrns of
efficiency gains in processes in turn leading to improved productivity in outputs.
Future impac't was anticipated to occur on the outcorne element for client /
patient risk management via the causal relationship betueen proess and
outcorne. Hotrvever, the specific outcornes could not be identified clearly nor
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predicted with certainty. The impact of ISO 9002 was primarily on the support
mechanisms for health and social service delivery. The impact of ISO 9002 did
not necessarily extend to ensuring a quality managenrent system was developed
and implemented that met needs and expectations inherent within Maori
consumers-

The quantitative data gathered for Gase Study Zwere also analyzed together
with the data from Case Study X and Case Study Y in a later section of this
chapter. This additional data analysis extended the earlier qualitaffve results into
quantitative results expressed as output estirnates linked to irnplementation
features and potential outcomes.
Towards the end of the case sfudy period a second Maori health services
network, in a similar geographic area adjacent to the first network, implemented
the ISO 9002 model. The second network organizational stucture, membership
and range of services all closely resembled the first network. Whilst this change
in the research approach was adopted at a rclatively late stage in the case
study, this development enabled the rcsearcher to gather additional
qualitative / quantitative data that included both networks when estimating
the impact on outpub and potential outcomes from implementing ISO
9002. Data gathering from a similar neighboring network added to the
richness and scope of the data gathercd and to the validity of tfie findings
of the exploratory case study. The results of the data gathering and analysis
are described in a later section of this chapter.

Question Three
How and why does adopting the ISO 9002 model impact upon the linking
and coordination of the network of integrated care services?
Data Gathered
Each network rnember provides health and / or social services. The trust in
addition provides managernent functions on behalf of the network. The trust
tenders to funders (Health Funding Authority, Accident Compensation
Corporation) on behalf of the network members and is the fund holder for the
network members. The trust also acts as a resource center for health information
and training of network members. Within the organizational structure each
network rnember contributes a member to the executive managernent group. The
trust provides the network quality coordinator.
A positive effect identified by the researcher with trust management was a major
improvement in the contracting process with their principal network funder
(fonnerly Health Funding Authority and currenfly Ministry of Health) as a resuft of
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implementing ISO 9002. As described earlier in Research Question Two, the
trust improved its contrac't process description and control by docuncnting and
implementing a procedure for contacting with funders. Prior to adopting ISO
9002, negotiations with the funder were just meetings. Subsequent to adopting
lso 9002, negotiations with funders were forrnalized and recorded in a
systernatic manner. The funder reported to the trust that its perception of the
network as a provider of health and social services was enhanced as a result of
adopting ISO 9002. The trust believes it norr has an inproved ability to rnarket
network services and to secure contracts.
Another impact noted by tre researcher was that the trust board and funder had
recognized and understood the ISO 9002 model by the end of the case study
period. As a result the board and funder daimed that they had increased
confidence as stakeholders in the network.
Additional rnembers of the integrated care network are the subcontractors and
suppliers of goods and services. Trust rnanagement achieved a significant
improvernent in the linkages and coordination between its network and the
subcontractors / suppliers. The improvernents occurred through adopting a
systematic approacfr to purchasing goods and seruices and evaluating the
performance of subcontractors / suppliers.

An impact identifed by the researcher with fust management was improved
relationships within the network as a result of adopting ISO 9002. Previously, the
network existed in name only with the rnembers providing difierent services in the
main independently of eacfr other. The process of adopting the ISO 9002 model
enabled the network rnembers to get to know each other at both a personal levet
and a systerns level. The network members rated as highly important having a
shared vision and buy-in to quality managenrcnt. The network believed that, by
adopting the ISO 9002 model, it had achieved this obiective as well as inrproved
interpersonal enoounters within and outside of the network.
Another impact noted by frre researcher was the establishnent of more
consistent processes and control within the nefuvork as a result of adopting ISO
9002. fut example observed in this regard ulas the prooess fordealing with
subcontracf,ors and suppliers of goods and services. Network rnembers
conducting reviews of their common policies ard procedures set the criteria for
each proess. Again, the relationships of the network members improved as a
result of rnore efiective communication of new services, processes, qrstorner
needs and etpectations, and specifications. This more effective communication
gleqgO to improved clarity in written communications. As a result of adopting
ISO 9002, the network nrembers now docurnent their service and support
processes in the form of new or amended policies, procedures and fonrs. In
reviewing this observation with managernent the researcher noted, as an
example, the sharing within the network of common ternplates for documents
such as a "Purchase Order Form'. This document is a template for ensuring
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purchases of goods and seMces are made in a systernatic, recorded manner
and indude an assessrnent of the quality of the goods and services delivered by
suppliers and subcontractors.

Data Analysie
The Maori health network can be depicted using Research ModelThree as:

Figurc Y -24: llaori integrated carc netwrrrk
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Using Research ModelThree and the research study cfiosen definition of
integrated care, the Maori integrated care network is defined as:

'A charitable trust network of primary health and social care provider
organisations, and their respec'tive provider organisations, delivering a mntinuum
of care br Maori consumers in a defined geographic region. The fust rnanages
network resouroe funding. The pdmary health, disability and social seMe
components, standards and delivery systems are linked and coordinated to
realize maximum economy, effciency and efiectiveness."
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Research ModelThree was used to explore the impact of the ISO 9002 model
upon linkages and coordination within the Maori health and social servies
integrated network of consumers, suppliers, and other health and social service
providers.
The data gathered contained objec-tive evidence that implementing the ISO 9002
rnodel resulted in the Maori health and social services documenting more clearly
the linkages and coordination within their integrated care network. Several
interfaces between participant organisations were docunrented as summarized
below.
The quality system elements documented for the network addressed
organizational activities. The quality system elements also contained procedural
details of the linkages and coordination with suppliers, funders, other parts of the
network, external health and social services, and dients and patients.

An interface occurs within the working relationships of the network nrembers. The
process of adopting the ISO 9002 nrodel resulted in improvernent in several
facets of these working refationships. The improvernent occuned firstly at a
personal relationship level between network members and secondly at a systems
levelwhen network rnembers provide services. Examples of improved personal
relationships included increased level of personal contad within the network, and
improved communication and collaboration. Examples given of improved
systens were clearly defined and documented policies, procedures and forns for
the network members to implernent and maintain.
A second interface docunrented was the working relationship between the
network and its suppliers of goods and services. By adopting a common template
for the purchasing processes and evaluation of its suppliers, the interfaces
betueen significant suppliers and the network were clearly defined and controlof
extemal suppliers of goods and seruices was enhanced.
A third interfiace exisls between the trust and the funders with whom the trust
fonrs contracts on behalf of tre network. In response to he requirernentrs of the
lso 9002 model the netuork defined and docunented its tendering and
contracting process. Prior to adopting ISO 9002 the tender and contract process
was relatively unstructured and involved several negotiation rounds. After
adopting ISO 9002 the trust and network implernented and rnaintained a
docurnented procedure for the tendering and contracting process and ttre funder
awarded contracts with a lowered level of negotiations. The outcome was
improved control of the contnact process and fiaster completion of tender
negotiations. The peroeption of the funder of the network capabilities as
providers of health and social services was enhaned. The trust board also
gained increased confi dence in the networks' capabilities.
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The consumers of the Maori health network of health and social services form
another interface in the integrated care netvnork. The adoption of the ISO 9002
model resulted in more clearly defined and docurnented policies and procedures
affecting consumers.

An overall impact of implernenting the ISO 9002 modelrras improved definition
and docurnentation of the interfaces within and between the network and its
@nsumers, funders, suppliers, and board rnembers. An additional impact was
the improved working relationships between the individual providers participating
in the network ISO 9002 project. The trust board also gained increased
confidence in the networks'capabilities. The impacts can be depicted using
Research Model Three as:

Figure V- 25: lmpact of ISO 9002 upon llaori integrated carc networft
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Question Four
How and why does the ISO 9002 model meet the perceived shortcomings of
the NZCHS accreditation model?
Data Gathered
For several years the chairperson of the trust was employed as the chief
executive officer of a large service provider organisation. In this capacity he had
initiated and taken overall responsibility for developing a quality management
system and obtaining ISO 9001 certification. Subsequently, the chairperson
encouraged the Maori health network to take an initiative developing a quality
management system based on the ISO 9002 model.

The network chose ISO 9002 certification of its quality management system
covering, in its pilot phase, the provision of health and social services by four
members of the network.
The network rnember organisations are obliged to comply with specifications for
quality and safety including: contract requirements set by their funders and
channeled through the trust; clinical guidelines and codes of practice for the
various servies delivered; New Zealand acts and regulations pertinent to the
services.
The network personnel reported difficulties in understanding the language used
within the ISO 9000 series. The language and format of the model reflects its
manufacturing origins and this difficulty resulted in poor buy-in by staff regarding
use of the model, particulady during the early stages of the certification
programme. In order to manage this problem, the trust arranged external training
and network workshops to "translate" the jargon into requirements stipulated in
terms relevant to the network organisations and their services. Reference was
made to NZS 3905.14 guidelines to ISO 9000 for health servies, as described in
Case Study X.
Other than the chairperson of the trust, the Maori health service network had no
significant prior experience of quality management audits and auditors, nor any
knowledge of and understanding of the NZCHS model. For this reason data were
not gathered on the shortcomings in NZCHS surveys and surveyors versus ISO
9002 audits and auditors.
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Data Analysie
The generic nature of ISO 9002 provided the Maori health service network with a
quality management model appropriate to its range of services. The nature and
scope of NZCHS accreditation standards did not ac@mnpdate, to any significant
extent, the Maori health and social services. The shortcomings of the NZCHS
accreditation model could be attributed to being, in nature and scope,
specification standards rather than generic standards for quality rnanagernent.
The different nature and scope of the ISO 9002 certification model and the
NZCHS accreditation model can be illustrated using Research ModelOne as:

Figure V - 26: Contrasting abilities of ISO 9002 and iIZGHS modele to fit the
scope of Haori health serviceg
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The more appropriate nature of the ISO 9002 model was ofi-set to sorne extent
by its language appearing alien to network personnel. The problem was
arneliorated by he use of NZS 3905.14 guidelines to ISO 9000 for health
services and by network personnel taining and workshops. The shift from a
manufacturing orientated ISO 9000:1994 version to a 2000 version more userfriendly towards servioe providers was illustrated in a previous case study (refer
Case Study X and Appendices H and l).
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Question Five
How and why does the management system strabgy chosen by the Maod
health and social gervices impact upon tfie successful implementation of
the ISO 9002 model?
Data Gethercd
The network chose to implenrent a quality management system based on the
ISO 9002 nrodel by using a combination of written guidelines (NZS 3905.14
guidelines to ISO 9000 br health servies) and staff training and urorkshops. The
skills acquired through training were in the performance of internal quality audits
and basic quality management techniques to be passed on to stafiwithin the
network. Network rnembers found the language used in the ISO 9002 rnodel
difficultto understand. One strategy that helped to overcome this problem was to
use another organisations' (actually a rnanufac'turing organisation) quality manual
to help interpret the rneaning of the ISO 9002 dauses.
The majority of the docurnented quality management system was created by the
trust who amended its existing policies and procedures as necessary.
Procedures such as purchasing and record keeping were wriften to satisff the
requirements of the ISO 9002 model. The network participants in the ISO 9002
pilot programrp docunrented procedures and work instruc{ions that vvere specific
to their own services. The netuork rnembers documented parts of the quality
system then implenrented the parts as they progressed through their ISO 9002
certification programme. The trust documented generic procedures and work
instructions sucfr as the information technology system. Hotilever, the network
remained reliant upon the qualifications, training and experien@ of staff rather
than deftning and documenting clinical systems such as delivery of mental health

servies.
In the course of docurnenting heir quality managenent system, the network
found two techniques rlere useful. Firstly, the network members used brain
storming to identiff, review and resolve issues related to the requirements of the
ISO 9002 nrodel. Secondly, flow charts were used to map out processes and
facilitate the drafiing of procedures and work instruc'tions.

The network elperienced no logistical baniers to successful irnplernentation of
the ISO 9002 model. Thus, the geographicalspread of f;acilities and services
throughout a largely rural area and the diversity of staff skills and responsibilities
within the network presented no significant baniers to implementing the ISO
9002 model.

Adopting the ISO 9002 model influenced a change in the trust organizational
structure. Previously, the structure was flat with all staff in the trust reporting to
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the chief executive officer. After adoption of ISO 9002 the reporting relationship
becarne:

Figure Y - 27: Revised rcporting rclationships following adoption of ISO
9002
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The board and chief executive officer demonstrated commitment to the ISO 9002
programme, induding the allocation of adequate resour@s for planning and
irnplementing the quality nanagement system.
The researcher obtained no evidence from within the trust of overt resistance to
implernenting quality managernent. However, staff needed to understand that
quality rnanagernent is not only the responsibility of the quality coordinator.
Training sessions and the introduction of "Quality Teams" assisted this
understanding. The chief executive officer and quality coordinator urere team
members with team leader appointments selected ftom the staff who to date had
not been involved in quality system developrnent. This strategy gained staff buyin and commitrnent to the ISO 9002 programme.
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Data Analysls
The trust is a fiont office organisation (as defined by Chase and Hayes, 1991)
when it performs activities associated with service encounters between trust staff
and a customer, when the custorner receives a health and lor social seMce
such as aukati, breast screening or destigmatization. On the other hand the trust
is a back office organization (as defined by Chase and Hayes, 1991) when it
delivers services such as tendering, contracting, fund holding and training to
network members.
In the ffont office provider-orstomer relationships there was no evidence
obtained indicating the network reguired a strategy emphasizing custoner
orientation (as stipulated by Rapert and Babacus, 1996) in order to implernent
successfully a quality management system. In the back office provider-custoner
relationship the bust restructure appears to be a strategy to introduce a
coordination role for the trust within the network. The change from an inuardlyfucussed flat reporting structure to a hierarchy of managernent, organizational
support coordinators and community service coordinators appear to place an
emphasis upon custorner orientation wfiere the trusts' custorner is the network it
serves.

A combination of training, networking and published guidelines (NZS 3905.14)
was used for understanding, docurnenting and implernenting a quality
management system based on ISO 9002. The use of a manufacturing
organisation quality manual in this regard is interesting because the Maori health
network is a service organisation and the usefulness of the manual was not
apparent to the researcher in the first instance.
Evident within the case study was the key role of the trust in leading and driving
the adoption of quality management in its integrated care network. This role
included a coordination func{ion and was additionalto the commitment of the
board and chief executive officer in providing resources for the ISO 9002
programme.
Docurnentation of the quality managernent system consisted of amending
existing policies, procedures and work instruc{ions where necessary and creating
new docurnents where required by the ISO 9002 model. No need was evident for
a software programme for ISO 9000 (such as Q-Pulse in Case Study X) or
intranet (as in Case Study Y).
The strategy adopted by the trust and network contained many of the ingredients
stipulated by Redman et al (1995) who posed three questions related to
management strategy necessary for successful implementation of quality
management. The data yielded sorne answers to these questions.
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The ftrst question is to what extent did managers and staff resist quality
rnanagement? The answer is there was no overt resistance to quality
management itself. Resistance related to a lack of understranding of the ISO
9002 model was overcorne by staff training and networking. Any residual
resistance was renpved by gaining staff ownership of the ISO 9002 programme
through teams led by the staff.

The second question is to what extent does the sfucture and culture of the
organisation influence the way in which quality management affects jobs? The
tribal nature and affiliations existing within the Maori health network may have
made restructuring for quality rnanagement unnecessary. At the same time the
trust required restructuring to enhance its capability to perform within the network
because quality management had been introduced.
The third question is how and to what extent do organisations change the way
they manage their staff to take account of quality managernent? As noted earlier
in this analysis the trust undenrent restructuring from flat management to a
hierarchical structure with staff adopting coordination roles for organizational
support and for community services respectively. The ISO 9002 programrne
within the network involved personnelftom each member organisation
participating in the pilot programme. There was no evidence of functional
foxholes of the type described by Harari (1993). A combination of teamwork and
regular meetings between network personnel was sufficient to manage progress
during the ISO 9002 programrne.

Question Six
How and why does the ISO 9002 model change lhe manner of measuring
Maori health sewice management performance?
Data Gathered
Prior to adopting the ISO 9002 model, the Maori health network measures of
managerent performan@ were staff numbers, profit and loss statements, and
checks to confirm services were delivered as defined within contracts with
funders. As a part of adopting ISO 9002 the network introduced several
measures of performance.
Firsfly, the network introduced a system of internal and external quality
management audits. The internal audits were introduced during the case study
period in order to veriff compliance by staff with their newly documented quality
system. An additional objective of these internal audits was to assess the
effectiveness of the docurnented procedures and work instructions when applied
by the network in practice.
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Audit measures induded the results of direct observations of process and
interview of network personnelwhilst rnaking reference to the relevant parts of
the docurnented quality management system. Audit measures also inctuded
examination of records of strudure, process and outcome of network services to
the Maori population in the geographical area serviced.
Secondly, the tust comrnenced quality planning for the netuork services,
projects and confacts. The netrrvork performanoe versus ib ains and objectives
for quality were then reported on a regular basis for review by the trust board.
Thirdly, the trust introduced a detailed custonpr /funder satisfaction suruey.
Designed as a questionnaire requiring written responses, the survey ascertains
funder satisFadion with netrnork performance. The survey also seeks feedback
on ways the network might improve its performance in quality of service delivery.

The netrlork also designed and introduced custoner lclient satisfaction surueys.
Data Analysis

Mopting the ISO 9002 model enabled the Maori health network to rneasure the
quality of care provided as an indicator of healthcare performance. Internal and
external audits urere introduced to rneasure the quality performance of the
network in defivering services to the Maori community. The audit programme
gave the network additionaltools for measuring perforrnance within service
delivery and service support pro@sses, although the eventual effect of the
programnre on client / patient outconps could not be prdic{ed during the case
study perid.

The impact of introducing an audit system was again on healthcare management
performan@ rneasures, as defined by Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence (1995).
This gain induded measurement of the quality of care as both technical tasks
and interpersonalexchange, as defined by Donabedian (1980). Both gains were
similar in type to the gains observed in Case Study X.
The trust also comrnenced quality planning and reporting to their board for revieur
on perbrmance against quality objec-tives, as a result of adopting the ISO 9002
rnodel. In addition the netnork began rneasuring its quality performance using
customer satisfacti on surveys.

The systens of quality audits, planning and review, and custorner satisfadion
survey serve as proly measures of performance indicators of managernent
performance (Van Peursem, Pratt and Lwarence, 1995). The audits examined
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technical management and rnanagement of the interpersonal process
(Donabedian, 1980), in the manner described in Case Study X data analysis.
The changes in the manner of rneasuring Maori health netvuork managernent
performanoe can be depicted using Research ModelTwo as:

Figurc V - 28: lmpact of ISO 9002 upon ilaori health seruice management
performance measurca
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However, as was noted during the interview with Dr Wendy Walker, the use of a
wriften questionnaire is not appropriate for Maori consurers. Thus, the survey
tool is likely to remain a custorner survey of funder satisfaction with netrrrrcrk
ma nagernent performance agai nst contract req ui rements. The q uestionnai re
appears to be a measure of technical management performance and not of
interpersonal encounters betvreen the service providers and their Maori
@nsumers.
ln the fufure, managernent performance measures for Maori @nsumers will need
to be developed against "Maori concepts for Wellness" (Walker). Confidence of
measurement validity will be highest when the measurernents are made during a
series of group interviews and encounters with Maori consumers as their trust in
the interviewers develops.

When performance measures for healthcare services for Maori @nsumers have
been developed, research could examine the impact of guality managenent
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models on the effectiveness of the services. For example, examination might be
made of the impact on prooess and outcorne with respect to the four dimensions
to a person's wellbeing, viz te whare tapawha Maori health rnodel (Walker - refer
Appendix U):

Figure V - 29: itaori health model process and outcome
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The changes in the manner of measuring healthcare management perforrnance
can be depicted using Research Model Three as:

Figure V - 30: lmpact of ISO 9002 upon lUlaori health seryices
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Question Seven
How and wtty does impbmentation and auditinq uslng the ISO 9002 model
facllitate rafonalizatlon of the audit tools and Ste number of auditors
deployed in the health sector?
Data Gathered

An immediate impact of implernenting the ISO 9002 rnodel uras a requirernnt for
the Maori health service to intloduce a programre of internal and external quality
management audits.

Data

Analpis

As a result of implementing the ISO 9002 model the number of audit systens
applied to the Maori health servies increased. This development aggravated the
duplication of audit effort associated with compliane costrs, in the manner
outlined previously in Case Study X data analysis.
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4.

Gomparative Analysis of Case Studies

Exploratory case study was the chosen research methodology and involved
observing a phenomenon in its natural setting. In broad terms the phenomenon
for case studies X, Y, Z was quality management systerns in the healthcare
sector. The previous sec'tions of this chapter described the multiple methods of
data collection used to gather information during the case study period. The data
gathered for each case study were then analyzed. In this section the case study
analysis is extended further. Firstly, the findings for all three case studies (X,Y, Z)
are compared and contrasted using Research Models One, Two and Three. The
comparative analysis utilizes data gathered during follow up visits twelve months
after certification and also data gathered using the second Maori health service
network. Secondly, the findings fior all three case studies (X, Y, Z) are compared
and contrasted with the findings reported by other researchers for insurance
(Cooper-Mitchell, 1994), finance (Connor and Crowley, 1993) and training
(O'Brien, 1993) services. Thus, through a pattern-matching prooess, information
from the case studies was found that was directly relevant to the proposition (Pl)
and hypotheses (H1, H2) developed from the literature and postulated in this
thesis. The findings have been interpreted using the criterion that any
conclusions drawn regarding the hypotheses must be supported by a body and a
pattern of objective evidence accumulated during the course of the case studies.

i)

Comparison Using Research Model One

Figure lll - b: Research Model One: Exploration of the relationship between
generic standards and specification standards for healthcare provider
organisations
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The impact of adopting the generic ISO 9000 npdel on the case study
organisations (X, Y,4 mix of generic standards and specification standards is
summarised below.

Allthree organisations adopted the ISO 9000 rnodel, that is a generic quality
rnanagement rmdel containing "guideline standards" ffiiting, 1997) or
"rnetiastiandards'(Uzurneri, 1994. The comrrunity health service (CSX) adopted
the ISO 9002 modeland used NZS 3905.14 guidelines br health services. The
independent practitioner association (CSn adopted the ISO 9001 npdd and
used ISO 9000.2 generic guidelines for services. The Maofi health netvrcrk
(CSZ) adopted the ISO 9002 rpdel and used NZS 3905.14 guidelines for health
services.

Allthree organisations had already impfemented the "specification standalds'
(Whiting) or "input / output standards" (Uzumeri) pertinent to their organisation.
Organisations defined as "fiont offcen (Chase and Hayes, 1991) implennnted
specification standards through management and staff in their contacil with
customers (patients). The community health service (CSX) and the Maod health
network (CSZ) are "front office" organisations. Organisations defined as'bac*
officeo (Chase ard Hayes, 1991) implenented specification standards pertinent
to their organisation through management and staff. The personnel who perform
the service in the presence of the custorner (patient) impfernent specification
standards pertinent to technical task and interpersonal exchange components of
healthcarc service delivery (Donabedian, 1980). The independent practitioner
association (CSY) is a'back office'organisation and its general practitioner
rnembers are the "fiont office organisations" with respect to custornerc who are
patients.
At the beginning of the case study period, alf three organisations discounted the
NZCHS guidelines as pertinent to and suitable for their services. The community
health service (CSX) managers and staff had already implernented clinical
guidelines, codes of practice, and contract requirernnts. The independent
practitioner assodation (GSY) managers and stafi had already implernented
contract requirernents. General practitioner members had already implenrented
clinical guidelines and they were in the process of implernenting a code of
practice: "Strandards for General Practice". The Maori health network (CSZ)
managers and staff had already implernented clinical guidelines, codes of
practice and contract requirernents. Standards and guidelines for health services
delivered to Maori @nsumers are needed but do not exist
By the end of the case study period, the community health service (CSX) and the
Maori health network had a requirernent to implernent new health and disability
service sector standards released by the Ministry of Health, under the Health and
Disability Services (Safety) Act (2001). These standards were not applicable to
independent pracfitioner associations (CSY).
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fn aff three organisations (X, Y,Zl the generic quality management model ISO
9000 encapsulated the specification standards pertinent to the servioes delivered
by the organisations, in the manner depicted in Research Model One.

iil

Gomparicon Using Reeearch

todel Two

.........)
= irpact

Figurc lll - d: Research ilodel Two: Explontion of the fit of healthcarc
seruics delivery eystems and a quality management model
The comparative impact of the process of implenrenting the ISO 9000 model on
the case study organisations' (X, Y, Z) rnnagement perfonnance is sumrnarized

belor.

Research ModelTwo element "inpuf includes organizational structure that in
turn indudes a quality managernent system (Donabedian, 1980). Allthree case
study organisations adopted an ISO 9000 model as a part of their management
structure.
Research Model Two elernent "process" includes the various activities perfonned
by an organisation when healthcare services are provided. Moore (1ggg)
observed ISO 9000 required definition of healthcare processes. All three case
study organisations urere established service providers wtro chose to imptement
the ISO 9000 model. The process of implenrenting ISO 9000 necessitated
estrablishing and rnaintaining a documented quality system that included the
various ac'tivities relatd to dinical services, dinical support and nondinical
support services. lmplernenting ISO 9000 also necressitated establishing and
maintaining processes not previously present, such as intemal quality audits and
docurnent control, or only partially present, such as evaluation of suppliers,
custorner surveys or records management.
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Allthree case study organisations vvere concerned with the delivery of
probssional services, characterized by Harte and Dale (1995) as lacking
tangibles and having a high degree of uncertainty, interactive client relationships,
and a professional culture based on individualism and autonomy. Evidenoe was
obtained during all three case studies (X, Y, Z) of gains in consistency and
control of the intangible aspects of healthcare service delivery.
There are three primary dimensions of healthcare management performance:
econonry, efficiency and effectiveness (Van Peursem, Pratt and Launence,
1995). Economy is resources expended on inputs to healthcare service
provision. Each case study organisation expended personnel resources on
establishing a quality system based on the ISO 9000 model. Efficiency is the
relationship (ratio) between resources expended (inputs) and converted
resources (ouputs). Effectiveness is goals achieved (outcomes) through
healthcare services compared with resources expended (inputs).
Research ModelTwo contains a dependency relationship between efficiency and
efiediveness (Cochrane, 1972\ with a causal relationship between process and
outcome (Donabedian, 1980). After the initial data gathering phase of the case
study, each organisation was paid follow up visits by the researcher. The
objective of the visits was to gather data, in both qualitative and quantitative form,
on the output and outcome contributors to these relationships. The personnel
who were selected for the follow up visits had previously supplied data to the
researcher during the case study. The sample for the follow up visits included
personnel, within each organisation, who were representiative of the clinical and
management functions. The profiles of the selected personnel are tabulated
below:
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Table V - h: Profiles of perconnel eupplying qualitative I quantitafive data
on ouSuts and outcomec
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ild

A number of aspec'ts of the prooess of implementing the ISO 9000 npdelwere
identified and defined as implementation batures comrrln to allthree case study
organisations. The impact of each implementation feature was linked to an output
related to a potential outcome (referAppendix B). Management and clinical
personnelwithin allthree case study organisations provided their estirnates of
the impact of each implernentation feature on output linked to outcorne. These
estimates produced data in qualitative (ou@ut and outconre) and quantitative
(output) form and enabled the researcher to perform a comparative qualitative
and quantitative analysis.
Each implernentation bature is presented below together with its estirnated
impact, for all three case studies combined, on output based on a 0 - 5 scoring
system:
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Table V - i: Case Studies XYZ: Outputs and potential outcomes from
implemenfing ISO 9000
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The lorest output estimates correspond with implernentation features of
proc€sses that were already established and rnaintained by the organisations.
Some of the highest output estirnates conespond with implernentation features of
processes not present prior to adopting the ISO 9000 model. Other high ouput
estimates correspond with teamwork for implenenting ISO 9000 and the capture
of institutional knowledge.
Further analysis was perfonned by calculating the rnean ouput estimate given by
each respondent within a case study organisation and then the overall mean
output estirnate for each case sfudy organisation. The overall rnean output for the
community health seMce (CSX) was 2.9, higher than the independent
practitioner association (CSY) at2.3 and the Maod health network (CSZ) at2.2.
There was no evident tend in the mean ouput estirnates of the categories of
respondents, as defined by their profiles in Table V - h. In sumrnary, therefore,
the community health service organisation rated the overall impact, of the
process of irnplementing the ISO 9000 npdel on rnnagement perfonnance,
more highly, in quantitative ternrs, than did the independent prac'titioner
association and the Maori health network. There appeared to be some evidence,
across the case study organisations, of an alignrnent trend in the overall impact
ratings and the respondents' functions as clinician and I or nnnager:

Table V

- j: Alignment of overall output esfimates with respondent funcffon

RESPTOIII)EilT FUttlCTPll
llanagier
Manaoer/ Gtr*ian
Glinlcian

OVERATL OI'TPUT
2-3
2-6

ESTIATE

1-9

The impact was rated rnost highly by the rnanager / clinician function and least
highly by the dinicians.

Van Peursem, Pratt and Launence (1995) identified and examined various
measures and indicators of healthcare rnanagernent perfonnance. They
contended that the adoption of quality management is an indicator of the overall
effectiveness (outcomes) of a healthcare provider organisation. Linked with this
concept is a strong emphasis on quality based on process and structure of
heafthcare service provision. Van Peursem, Pratt and launence recognized the
development of quality managenent audit tools would have useful application in
the measurernent of management perfonnance.

Allthree case studies gained an audit system as an additional indicator of
healthcare managernent performance. The introduction of an audit system
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enabled the community health services (Case Study X) and the Maori health
network (Case Study Z) to measure more accurately their organizational
healthcare managetnent performance, including interpersonalexchanges with
patients when technical care is dispensed and acquired, as defined by
Donabedian (1980). This obseruation is to be expected because both services
are front office organisations delivering services directly to their custorners
(patients). Tfe introduction of an audit system enabled the independent
practitioner association (Case Study Y) to measure rxlre accurately ib
organizational perfornance as a back office providing a service to general
practitioners. The audit system did not impact upon measurement of the
healthcare managernent perfonnance of general practitioners who undertake
technical tasks and with whom interpersonal exchanges occur with patients. After
implementing the ISO 9000 rnodel, the independent practitioner association
ProAc tool remained the organisations'approach to rneasuring general
prac,titioner healthcare ma na genent perforrnance.

The impact of the ISO 9000 model on measuring the healthcare rnanagement
performance of a Maori health neturork is finked to the need for developnent of
strandards such as 'Maori Concepts for Wellness' (Walker, refer Appendix T).
Until these indicators are developed, the overall impact of the process of
implernenting the ISO 9000 model must be less for the Maori health networks
than for mainstream (non-Maori) health seryices. similarly, the validity of
healthcare managenent performan@ indicators, such as internal and external
audits and customer satisfaction surveys, must remain suspect within Maori
health networks by comparison with the sarne indicators used in services
delivered to mainstream (non-Maori) consumers and patients.
All three case study organisations (X,Y,Z) experienced an increase in the number
of audit tools and auditors as a result of implementing the ISO 9000 model.
However, the introduction of internal and external quatity audits using the ISO
9000 model may have enhanced the ability of audit tools to identify type one
errofti (accepting a bad healthcare service as good) and type two enors
(rejecting a good service as bad). This enhancernent would be npst pronounced
with front office organisations, such as the eommunity health services (CSX) and
the Maori health network (CSZ).
The establishrnent of the ISO 9000 model across the range of services delivered
by the healthcare sector may facilitate rationalization of the audit tools and the
number of auditors deployed in the sec'tor in future. For this to o@ur, study is
needed of the robustness of each audit tool used to measure healthcare
managernent performance in a service. The study would need to assess the
validity of measurements made and conclusions drawn with respect to economy,
efficiency and effectiveness (Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence, 19g5) and
technical tasks and interpersonal exchanges (Donabedian, 1980). A robust and
comprehensive audit toolvvould include within its scope structure, prooess,
output and outcore. The audit tool would cater for organizational structure as a
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professional or a machine bureaucracy (Badrick and Preston, 2001). The audit
tool would also examine the nature of the processes undertaken, that is fiont
offioe or back office activities (Chase and Hayes, 1991).
Further into the ftrture, healthcare provider organisations maintaining robust and
effeclive internal audit systems may then be able to justiff the adoption of
reduced levels of external audits by funders and other third parties. A mdd of
dependence upon intemal audits and minirnal external audits might incorporate a
system of selfdedaration and reporting by the healthcare provider organisation
to third parties of the ongoing maintenance and perfonnance of the systems for
managing quality, safety and risk.

iii)

Gomparison Using Research Model Thrce

Figure lll - h: Research ttlodel Thrce: Exploration of the linkages and coordination of an integrated carc delivery network
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When implementing Research ModelThree, the following generic definition of
integrated care was chosen:

?

network of provider organisations and their respective supplier organisations,
delivering a continuum of care for a defined population. Network resource
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funding and service components, standards and delivery systems are linked and
coordinated to realize maximum e@nomy, efficiency and effectiveness."
The generic deftnition appears valid for all three integrated care networks (case
study organisations). The specifics of each network definition relate to the
geographical area occupied by the network, the identity of the network fund
holder, and the nature of the network service components, standards and
delivery systems.
An overall impact of the ISO 9000 npdel on each integrated care network was
improved definition and documentation of the interfaces within and between
network members. In each network linkages and coordination between the case
study organisation at the center of its network, together with organisations with
which it is integrated, were more cleady defined and documented.
During the period of the case studies, substantial objective evidence of the extent
to which implementation of the ISO 9000 model affected e@nomy, efficiency and
effectiveness of the integrated care networks, as opposed to within the case
study organisations, did not materialize. However, the impact of implementation
features on output and outcome - related to economy, efficiency and
effectiveness - were examined using Research Model Two for the case study
organisations. The enhancement reported by the case study organisations would
be expected to impact upon the activities and interactions between the rnembers
of the integrated care networks. Future researchers could examine the extent to
which this expectation is correct.

ivl

Comparison of strategies

Linked to Research Models One, Two and Three was examination of Research
Question Five:
How and why does the management systems strategy chosen by health services
impact upon the successful implementation of the ISO 9000 model?
In this section the main features of the strategies chosen by the case study
organisations are compared and contrasted.

\Mthin the community health services (Case study X) there is a profound
difference between the nature of the dental service and the nature of the child &
family service. The dental service is essentially one health service delivered
many times. The child & family service includes within its scope a wide variety of
services. The independent practitioner association (Case Study Y) delivers
several services to many general practitioner customers. The Maori health
servioe (Case Study Z) delivers a wide variety of services not dissimilar to the
child & family service.
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A customer orientation of the type stipulated by Rapert and Babacus (1996) for
successful implernentation of quality managernent was already present in all
three case study organisations (X, Y,Z). Most staffknorrc their custorners and
face,to-fiaoe en@unters routinely occur. In this sense the three service
organisafions are front offces, as defined by Chase and Hayes (1991). The
exception was the Maori health service trust, a seruioe provider but back offce
with respest to clients / patientrs and serving only the personnel within its own
neturcrk. For the trust, a custorner orientation was needed and induced, the
custonrer being the netuork members serviced by the trust.
Each organisation chose a particular ftarnework and rnedium for documentation
of its quality rmnagement system. The dental service and child & family seMce
(Case S:tudy X) both created a hard copy collec'tion of quality system manuals.
However, the child & family service also installed a commercially available (QPulse) softuare programrne designed to rnanage and maintrain a quality
managernent system based on the ISO 9000 model. The independent
practitioner association (Case Study Y) designed and installed a customized,
intanet-based web site to manage and rnaintain its quality rnanagernent system.
The Maori health servie (Case Study Z) created a hard copy collestion of gualig
system manuals. The researdrer found no objective evidence dernonstraUng the
superiority of any one of these choices.

The comparison took into account the ingredients for successfulquality
management, as stipulated by Redman et al (1995). None of the organisations
elperienced overt resistanoe by staff, including professional staff, to
implementing quality nranagement. Allorganisations required the commitment
and support of the rnost senior level of rnanagement in order to ensure their ISO
9000 programne was successful.
The dental servie and drild &family servie (Case Study X) used external
training services and their own perconnelto install their quality managernent
system. Senior managenlent laid emphasis on protecting fie seryioes'
professional reputation, and capturing standards for best prac'tice and evidencebased medicine. Therewas also an emphasis on taking a systematic approactr
to solving problens and conholling costs. Teannryork ntas needed to irnplement
the ISO 9000 model with the guality manager role important fior internal
communication and support. No significant restruchrre occuned as part of
adopting the ISO 9000 model.
The independent prac'titioner association (Gase Study Y) strategy included a
heavy dependency on consultants, augncnted by some externaltraining of
rrnnagers and stafi, br implernentation of ISO 9000. The independent
practitioner association used project tearns of managers and staff and held
regular rneetings with the consultants to review the tearns' progress. No
significant restucture occurred as part of adopting the ISO 9000 model
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The Maori health seruice (Gase Study Z) used a combination of consultanry,
externalbaining, and reference to guidelines and to another organisations'
quality manual. The trust played a key role in leading and driving adoption of
quality managernent within the network. Teannrrork was used in the trust and
across the network to installthe quality management system. The trust
underwent a restructure of its organisation in order to include a quality
rnanagernent role at executive level.

v) Comparison of

pefomance

measunea

Linked to the research perfonned using Research Models One, Two and Three
was an examination of Research Question Six:
How and why does the lso 9000 model change the rnanner of measuring
healthcare rnanagement perfonnance?

The community health service (Case Study X) and the Maori health network
(Case Study Z) intoduced intemal quality audits to rneasure as struc'ture,
pro@ss, and outcorne - the quality of care provided. These audits rneasured the
performance of the quality m€rnagernent system and audit samples were selected
to examine prooesses that have a causal relationship to outcorne in the manner
defined by Donabedian (1980). Each audit sample focuses on one or rl<lre of the
various me€lsures and indicators of healthcare managennnt performance
deftned by Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence (1gg5).
As ffont office organisations (Chase and Hayes, 1991), the community health
services (Case Study X) and Maori health netvvork (Case Study Q neasured the
quality of care provided in the environrnent in which processes occur, with
personnelwho perform process activities, and sornetimes during actual service
delivery events. Thus, for both organisations (Case Study X and Case Study Z)
the intemal quality audits were used to implenrent the ISO 9000 model and
examine and improve the quality of the process of care as both technical task
and interpersonal exchange, as defined by Donabedian (1980).

As a back office organisation (Chase and Hayes, 1991), the independent
practitioner association (Case Study Y) used intemal quality audits prirnarily to
enhance its organizational perfornance. The IPA rernained dependent upon the
indirect ProAc measurement tool for prory measures or indicators of the general
practitioners' healthcare management performance. In the IPA general practices
a rEasurement tool currenfly under developrnent is audit using "Standards for
General Pracfice". This tool appeared to address technical task managernent
though not management of interpersonal processes between GP and patient, as
defined by Donabedian (1980).
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Both the community health servie (Gase Study X) and the independent
prac{itioner association (Case Study Y) implenented the ISO 9000 model as a
progression along a planned pathway of continuous irnprovement. The
community health service (Case Study X) intended to use the quality
rnanagernent systerns established via an ISO 9000 programme in order to meet
future regulatory requirernents to comply with health and disability service sector
strandards and as a stepping stone towards benchrnarking against business
exellence standards. The independent practitioner association (Case Study Y)
intended to use a "Balanced Scorecard' in the future as a benchrnark of its
management perfonnane.
All three case study organisations reported using measures of outputs and
indicators of outcores, as stipulated in their contracts with the funders. Each
organisation had already established, prior to adopting ISO 9000, systems of
reporting to their respective funders on their management performance.
The community health service (Case Study X) also rnaintained an established
reporting syrtem on its management performanoe as a part of a HHS. By
contrast, the Maori health netvvork (Case Study Z) contained provider members
affiliabd and integrated with each otherthough without the corporate structure of
a HHS. Thus, for the Maori health netvrork (Case Study Z) the manner of
measuring healthcare rrnnagement performance was altered to a greater extent
than for the community health service (Case Study X). A system of reporting on
quality perbrmance to the netuork trust was established. Surveys of funder
satisfaction and of customer satisfaction with network performance were
established.
For all three case studies (X, Y,Z) the lack of healthcare management
performan@ reasures for services delivered to Maori oonsuners rernained a
challenge to be rnet in the future.

vi)

Gomparison with othereervice sectorrs

The literature review induded research results ftom studies on the
implementation of the ISO 9000 model in other service sectors: insurance
(Cooper-Mitchell, 1994), finance (Conner and Grorvley, 1993), and training
(O'Brien, 1993). In the literature review the data from all three researchers was
collated and analyzed. The result was a table (fable ll - g) of benefits to service
sectors (insurance, finance and training) ffom implementing the ISO 9000 model.
The results were categorized as organizationalbenefits (benefits to the service
provider) and as client benefits (beneftts to the service onsurner).
This thesis includes the results of studies of the implenrentation of the ISO 9000
model in the healthcare service sector. Data gathering and analysis concluded
with an examination of various inplementation features and their associated
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ouput estimates and their potential outcornes, when the ISO rnodelwas
implemented in the healthcare service sector (refer Appendix B). The folloMng
conparison aligns the benefits clairred by other rcsearcfiers in other service
sectors with the impac't results obtained by the researcher in the healthcare
sector during Case Studies X, Y and Z. The alignrrent indicates a pattem of
similar, though nd identical, inpac't findings within healthcare by oornparison with
the benefits dainred for other service sectors:
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Table V - k Alignment of healthcare impacts for ISO 9000 with other
claimed service sector benefib

A1

Oganizelional Benefits
Sfrylified sftatrfiaidng ttsirg docurnnbd goedwestlealthcare provlOers rcporuO the capture of inslitrlimal krnudedge as
proedrrd defiail docnrcnted in a quafty sy#m The pmnilhl benefit

wis a decrme in rwst#tdrfng

sysfierrs-

L2

Stafi irnolverent in ecsessing managerEnt dtflork
Ftealhcare pnnAers irwolved staff in fie docurentdftrn of bcfinical ard
cfir*;d bks and dinteryersana{ exchanges- Ptrntid benefits resdtturg
ftorn fiese docurenbd proedues ard wk infirdiom rere increced
oorxrir#ncy and contol in serub dc*iuery and st.pport Prrovftles abo
anticipded incremed lrealthcare servie qrdrty and s*ty.

A3

lrproved sffienhusiasm, mdivation, bam spidt and Fb salisfiadbnFbalthcare ptuylOers reporuO sinilar benefits brstafi-

A4

Grealion of a quality crJtrrewithin lhe orgmisalionFlealthcare prwlOers rcporbd sinilar organizaliond benefits-

A5

Reduclion of papermrk firurgh sffearlined adninisfialive procedues
and docurentalirn based on best praclice.
Flelthcarc provlOers did nd report tris organizaliond benefit in these
tenns.

A6

Gralion dnpre lire to spend on ddirg valrre b cfient servieFlealthcare govlOers did rpt report thrts or$nizalional benefit in hese
bnns.

L7

Increced efficiency ftrough enhanoed ability to get thiryp dght first lineFlealthcare prwftles reporbd strrn irprwercnt in frrdr rnnagernnt of
orgamzamal proUems thrugh enhanced sysilems fu tepoilirg, fu[ow up
resolution of problems- The pobntial benefitof decreased repeatservie
ddiyerbs equabs b an enhaned ability to gef |ftiqs'dght first lire'Sirilady, a rrre syserAt approacfi to heelhcare managencnt plannirg
wm anficipated b inqease corrisGncy and contol in servie dehery and
support

A8

Support of onlinuous quafity irprwercnt iniliativesHealthcarc providers did nd report lhis organizdional benefit in

brrrs.
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fiese

(TableV-kcontinued)
Glient Benefits
8.1

Gomisnt definery d rcquircd sen iesPenlia| benefitsto healhcarc dients re

an irsece h mrx$#rcy ard
mnhd in seruioe ddilrery and support ard an inqeme in service Sdty
and s#fiy-

B2

b

neasure sr4pfier permrnne agrinst agreed senioe leuefsPGnlial benefitto healthcarc di€nts b an increase in quaEty dnrrdlased
gpods and servies via a sy#n dwaftslirxr dsrppfier ard

Abffity

srftonhacbr perfmnne-

8.3

Sentioe defr,ery regesenting hdusffy best ptadfueFlealhcale ptovllers did not reporta pfrnlid beretrtb trdrcfients

heseErrrsB-4

ir

lrproved dbnt corplaints handing-

Pcntbl

benefit to heaffircarc dients is an increce in servfloe qudty
in dlent/ palient salisfracfion via a qFilem fur eftdive handllng of
@rrplaints-

8.5

ad

Supportfurffiserviesrc fuirnd b exisil drdy in lealtrcare servir-s.

A cu$orer fucus

This pattern-rnatching comparison indicated healthcare servie providers may
have achieved five organizational benefits that ulere similar in nature to those
clairned for other service sectors: insurance, finance and training. The dainred
benefits that were not reported for healthcare services (A.5, A.6, A.B, 8.3) may
o@ur subsequentto implernenting the lso 9000 model, that is after the
certification phase. Data gathered during the follow up visits at the end of the
case study period included some information on these benefits (A.5, A.6, A.g,
8.3), as follows.

f

l

Reduction of paperwolt through streamlined administrative
procedures and documentation based on beet prac,tice (A5f

The community health service experienced an increase in papenrork activity in
the sense that maintenance of docurnent control was dernanding for the large
and diverse child & family service. By contast, the independent practitioner
association found that papenruork signilicanfly decreased as the intranet-based
quality managerent system developed further.
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2l

Grcation of morc time to spend on adding value to client eewice
(A.6)

The community health service rnay have less tirne available because of problerns
in maintaining their Q-Pulse softtlare.

3)

Support of continuous quality improvement initiatives (A.8)

For the community health services the initiatives supported were mainly
technical, as opposed to intangible, aspects of quality improvernent.

The independent practitioner association focussed increasingly on improvement
instead of compliance issues and retained the Pro_iect CoordinaUon Tears for
improvernent initiatives. In addition, fte independent practitioner association
developed a Balanced Scorecard approach to improvernent initiatives.

4l

Service delivery rcprcsenting industry beet practice (8.3)

The community health service improved its definitions of interfaces with other
organisations and @nsumers. The independent practitioner association
developed its ProAc tool by incorporating general practice "Standards for
Excellence" and introduced a'Stiafi Quality Chartef containing benchmarking
criteria for world class independent practitioner associations.
As the case study organisations continue to develop their management systens
in the future, opportunity will arise to investigate further and in more detailthe
claimed benefits and impacts noted. This future research would require a case
study of the healthcare organisations (GSX, CSY and CSZ) and organisations
drawn from other service sectors.
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH

The previous chapter focussed on the findings of the case studies in detail. This
chapter starts with a sumrnary of those findings together with condusions about
pafterns found wifrtin the findings. The chapter then puts forward a broader
vieupoint by providing explanations and implications of the findings in tenns of
healthcare quality managernent and academic research. The chapter concludes
with a summary of the limitations of the study, and recomrnendations for ftrture
research.

1.

Summary of the Findings and Initial
Conclusions

This section summarises the findings from the three case studies and develops
elplanations and conclusions for the results. The section starts with a sumrnary
of background aspects and is followed by the research proposition and
hypothesis.

i)

Backgrcund

The background setting to the research br this thesis included rapid advances in
the technology of healthcare service delivery and in information systerns. Better
informed @nsumers, funders and regulators have expressed concems regarding
safety as the healthcare industry continues its technological advance. Despite
growing stakeholder demands for reform of healthcare services, a rigid hierarchy
and probssional bureaucracy has reacted with characteristic slonmess. The
implementation of quality m€rnagement in healthcare provider organisations is a
key feature within this scenario. The process of implenentation is complex
because healthcare services involve interactions between people.
lrnplernentation must be cognizant of culfures and interests within the healthcarc
industry.
The research described in this thesis concerns tre application of a quality
management modelwith manufacturing origins to healthcare service provision.
Successful implementation of the ISO 9000 model can be signaled by a planned
and orderly change nnnagernent process leading to an outcorne of enhanced
healthcare service quality. A key indicator of progressive, rather than
revolutionary, change may be the capacity of the health professionals' culture to
respond to the changes. Hence, research testing the hypotheses postulated in
this thesis examined more than the technical and logistical tasks associated with
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implementing a quality rnanagerent model. The researcfr also examined the
capacity of the health indusfy culture to respond to the implernentation of a
quality rnanagernent model with external industrial, rather than internal and
healthcare, origins.
For this reason, the research followed the exploratory case study rnethodology
developed by Yin (1989). The phenomenon of interest, namely the impact of ISO
9000 on healthcare organisations, utas observed in its nahrral sefring. Three
healthcare provider organisations were selected fur case study. They urere
similar organisations in that each provided a primary health service: community
health service; independent practitioner association; Maori health network. The
selection also was also a sample of organisations representative of providers
within a broad spectrum of healthcare functions: clinical seMoes; clinical support
servioes; nondinical support services.

Multiple rnethods of data collection were used to gather infonnation and answer
questions about the phenomenon. Three research nrcdels were
'hoW' and
developed and used to aid in paftern matching the case study findings and thus
obtain a deeper understanding of the phenomenon being observed.
Understranding was also achieved by comparing the findings for the three case
studies. Further understanding was achieved by comparison with findings fom
related research in seMce sectors other than healthcare. The overall approach
constituted a concise fiamework for conducting a rigorous investigation using a
robust researcfi design.

lrhf

In summary the findings of this study have face validity. Hence the findings can
be used with some assurance as representative of healthcare quality
managernent issues.

ii)

Generic and Specification Standards Propoeition

Prcposition 1: Eftctive healthcare service provision is dependent upon the
co-existence of generic standards and specification standards for
ma nagement perfornance.
The proposition underpins the two hypotheses postulated in this thesis.
Scrivens (1995) observed the traditional (JCAHO) standards used in healthcare
are prescriptive in nature. She concluded shortcomings in the standards were
leading to inconsistency between surveyorc' reports and the framework of
standards.
Whiting (1997) ard Uzurneri (1997) both shed light upon Scrivens'observations
and conclusion by defining two categories of standards. Whiting categorized
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standards as guidelines standards and specification standards. Uzumeri
categorized standards as metastandards and input / output standards.
Generic standards contain broad guidelines on what should be included in a
management system, as defined by Whiting. Generic standards comprise a list
of design rules for the creation of a class of management system, as defined by
Uzumeri. The ISO 9000 model in its nature contains broad guidelines and design
rules for a quality managernent system. Specification standards (Whiting) and
input / ouput standards (uzumeri) are similar in nature and purpose and
approximate to the mostly presoiptive standards stipulated by the traditional
(JACHO) model.
Moore (1999) and Babwin (199s) reported uptake of the tso gooo modet by
healthcare organisations in prebrence to the traditional (JCAHO) model. The
three case study organisations chose the ISO 9000 model because they were
seeking a non-prescriptive framework for quality managerent. Their objective in
each case was to enhance their management performance and comply with
requirements specified by funders and regulatory bodies. The chosen mix of
generic guidelines varied depending upon the nature of the services delivered by
the organisation. The community health service and the Maori health network are
primarily front office (Chase and Hayes, 1991) providers and used the ISO 9002
standard with generic healthcare guidelines (NZS 3905.14). The IPA is primarily
a back office (Chase and Hayes, 1991) provider and used the ISO g001 model
with generic service guidelines (tso 9000.2). Thus, ftom the perspective of
research literature and practice within the organisations studied using the
proposition to underpin the hypotheses related to quality managernent systems
appears sensible and justified.
One interesting finding and conclusion for the proposition relates to the nature of
the standards adopted by the independent practitioner association and the
general practitioners. By implementing the lso 9000 model, the lpA adopted
generic standards for quality management to co-exist with its (largely contractual)
specification standards. After implernenting "standards for General Practice", the
GPs within the IPA still lacked a complete set of generic standards for quality
management to co-exist with specification standards for disease management.
The impact of this incomplete structure of generic and specification standards
pointed to sone inefficiency and lor ineffec'tiveness in general praciioe service
provision. For example, the lack of generic quality system standards may
decrease the effective linkages and coordination between an IPA and its GPs, if
indeed support is found for the integrated healthcare quality management system
hypothesis (H2), and yet the GPs remain reliant solely upon the "standards for
General Practice'.
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iii)

lfealthcare Quality Hanagement Syetems Hypothesis

Hypothesis 1: The proceas of implementing the ISO 9000 model wlll
enhance healthcarc management perfonnance, eyen though the outcomes
arc unpnedictable.
The hypothesis recognizes that any aftention whatsoever paid to healthcare
systens is likely to enhance, to some extent, managernent performane and its
associated outcornes. In the context of the hypothesis, irnplernenting a quality
management system based on the ISO 9000 npdel is likely to enhance
management performance and its associated outcornes. Therefore, the
hypothesis tests the concept that the process of implementing the ISO 9000
modelwill to some extent enhance Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawences' (1995)
three primary dimensions of healthcare rnanagernent perfonnanoe: econorry,
efficiency, and eftctiveness. The hypothesis empidcally tests the concept of a
dependency relationship between efficiency and efiectiveness (Cochrane,1g72l
with a causal relationship betvtteen process and outcorne (Donabedian, 1980).
In order to test this hypothesis, data was gathered and anallzed for the input,
prooess, output, and outcome stages of healthcare service delivery. Input
equates to structure and indudes the relatively stable charac'teristics of the
providers of care: physical, human and organizational resour@s together with
system design (Donabedian, 1980). lnplernenting the ISO 9000 modelperturbs
organizational stability; the hypothesis postulates the implementation process will
nevertheless enhance management performance.

Exploratory case study was selected as the most appropriate rnethodology fur
testing the hypothesis (Yin, 1989). Data urere gathered and analped in three
case study organisations in order to ansuler "hou/' and \rhy' questions related to
management performan@ at the pro@ss, output and outcorne strages of
healthcare service delivery.
\Mthin each case study organisation it was found that the process of
implementing the ISO 9000 model contrained two significant sub-processes.
Firsfly, the organisation documented its quality managernent system including
systens features required by the ISO 9000 model and previously absent
Secondly, the organisation implernented the documented quality managernent
system and assessed compliance and effectiveness using a series of intemal
audits. Both sub-'processes addressed intangible service characteristics involving
interactive client / patient relationships with proEssional personnel who are
permitted individualism and autonomy (Harte and Dale, 1995). VVhilst
implementation of the ISO 9000 modelwas accompanied by an increase in audit
tools used and in auditors deployed, the use of the ISO 9000 model rnay have
enhanced the capability of the audit tools to identify type one errcrs (accepting a
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bad healthcare service as good) and type two errors (rejecting a good service as
bad).
Several of the ISO 9000 implenrentation features that urere rated highly by the
case study organisations had a positive impact in terms of intangible service
characteristics. Thus, the exploratory case study findings ansvrered "hotd'and
"wtfy" questions and provided support for the hypothesis in the following ways.

lmplementation featurcs supporti n g Hypothesis One:
Firstly, teanntork was enhanced during the process of implementing ISO 9000.
The ouput ftom the implernentation feature was a number of teanrs created by
each organisation. Secondly, management of quality planning was improved
wtren implenenting ISO 9000. The output from this irnplernentation feature was
an increased proportion of quality planning using a systernatic approach. The
outcome ftom both features rnay be increased consistency and control, a
particularfy beneficial outcome in organisations with a culture of individualism and
autononry.
The capture of institutional knowledge was a feature of implementing the ISO
9000 model. The ouput was increased procedural detail documented within a
quality system and may lead to a decrease in the level of new stafftraining. A
related implementation feature is ownership of service processes. The output
was an increased proportion of staff involved in writing procedures and may lead
to an increase in staff empovt/erment when making decisions.
One further implementation feature rated relatively highly was m€lnagernent of
organizational problems enhanced by a higher output of problens reported,
followed up and resolved. This ouput may have resulted in a decrease in repeat
service delivery and tirne spent on problem solving.

lmplementation feature not supporting Hypothesis One:
Severalfeatures of ISO 9000 implenentation were rated lowly by the case study
organisations and thus tended not to support the hlryothesis.
During the early stiages of implenrentiation, all three case study organisations
experienced difficulties with the language and vocabulary used within the ISO
9001 / 2 version1994 standard. As nentioned in the literature review, the
structure and indeed the very wording of the clauses betrayed their
manufacturing origins. Each case study organisation rnanaged this difiiculty by
seeking externaltraining and consultancy services and by making rebrence to
published guidelines that interpreted the ISO 9001/2 standard.
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After the case study period ended, the ISO 9001:2000 version was released
worldwide. The format of the new version was devised to rnatch the strudure and
process of seMce provider organisations rather than rnanufacturing
organisations. From 2001 onward, this developrnent should eliminate the
negative efiect of the 1994 version's language and vocabulary.
No significant enhancementwas found within confac't tender management for
the community health services and the lPA. The number of steps and contacts
with funders did not decrease during tender rounds and hence contracting ability
did not increase. This finding uas contradicted in the case of the Maori health
network. A possible explanation is that this organisation had, priorto
implementing ISO 9000, a less systernatic approach to contrad tendering
processes.

The process of implernenting the ISO 9000 npdel did not invdve changes in the
systems for surveying customer satisfaction in either the community health
service or the independent practitioner association. Systems to measure
customer satisfac'tion already existed in these organisations prior to adopting ISO
9000. Similarly, fftese organisations had well-established quality of care
indicators for monitoring their healthcare management perbnnance.
Systerns for surveying satisfaction were introduced by the Maori health network
as a part of the prooess of implementing the ISO 9000 model. Hovuever,
satisfaction surveys and quality indicators may be relatively ineffective in any
event in the case of Maori health services because there is a lack of standards
and guidelines, for services delivered to Maori consumerc, around which sunrey
tools and quality indicators can be developed.

The organisations had already implemented statisticaltechniques in response to
corporate orfunder requirernents and had the ability to respond to trends that
were developing in their service quality.
Another implernentation feature rated lowly uras documentation of interpersonal
exchange nechanisrns. The proportion of staffdefining their interpersonal
exchanges with clients / patients did not increase significanfly and therefore a
potentialoutcorne gain uas not achieved in relation to increased servioe quality
and safety. This finding contrasts with the high rating for capture of institutional
knoudedge. The explanation for the finding may be that the process of
implernenting the ISO 9000 model enhanced the management perbnmnce of
the case study organisations prirnarily as rnachine bureaucracies and to a lesser
extent as professional bureaucracies, as defined by Badrick and Preston (2001).
Professional bureaucracies rely upon trained and indoctrinated specialists wfro
have considerable ontrol overtheir own work. The standards and models
governing these specialists originate largely from outside the healthcare service
organizational struciure. By contrast, rnachine bureaucracies operate with large,
centralized organizational structures of highly specialized, routine design tasks
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managed using very forlnalized procedures, rigid rules and regulations, and
fonnalized communication channels with a sharp distinction betvreen line and
staff. The explanation, therefure, may be that the ISO 9000 model does not
enhance managernent performance of interpersonalexchanges within a
professional bureaucracy but does enhance the capture of institutional
knowledge within a machine bureaucracy. lf this explanation is valid then the ISO
9000 model is more likely to enhance managernent performance of clinical
support and non+linical support processes and less likely to enhance clinical
processes. Because ISO 9000 is a generic, and not a healthcare-specifc, quality
rnanagernent modelthis explanation seems logical. The explanation is reflec'ted
in the relative ease of uptake of the lso 9000 model by the dental servie
compared with the child & family service within the community health service.
similady, the erplanation is refiected by the smooth uptake of tre lso 9000
model by the lPA. The dental service and the IPA have rnany of the
characteristics of a machine bureaucracy wfrereas the child & family servie and
the Maori healh network more closely resemble professional bureaucracies,
In conduding this section severalpoints can be made. The process of
implenenting of the ISO 9000 model in healthcare organisations contained two
significant subprocesses. The process of implementation contained a varieg of
features that could be linked to outputs and outcomes of healthcare service
delivery. The evidence associated with these features was gathered and
analyzed using exploratory case study that involved pattern-matching of fte
evidence. Sorne implernentation features pointed to enhancernent of healthcare
management performance and other features did not.

For the past nine yeafti the researcher has been actively involved in the process
of implementing quality management models in healthcare organisations. In this
researche/s own experience, successful implementation is dependent upon an
organizational culture that is amenable to adoption of quality managenent.
Additionally, the implementation exercise must be completed with rigor using
tools that genuinely have the potential to bring about desired and desirable
changes that enhance healthcare servioe quality. Without these essential
features within the culture, an unsatisfactory situation will persist with increased
tension between the various players in the total scenario.

iv)

Integrated Healthcare Quality tlanagement systems Hypothesis

Hypothesis 2: lmplementation of ttre ISO 9000 model will increase effective
linkages and coordination within integrated caru delivery networks.
This hypothesis is specific to integrated care delivery nefirorks as opposed to
individual healthcare service providers. Silvestri (1997) and McGormick and
Rainger (1994 confibuted a New zealand focus to a growing awareness
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worldwide that integrated care services are more effective than managed care
that is reliant solely upon competition between providers.
The hypothesis reflects the concept that within an integrated care network
organizational boundaries and management systens overlap. At an interface
prooesses and outputs of one organisation are interrelated with processes and
outputs of another organisation. In the context of the hypothesis an organisation
at the center of a network has adopted the ISO 9000 model. Other organisations
are individuals and entities with whom the central organisation interacts in order
to complete healthcare service processes. At issue in the hypothesis is the ability
of the ISO 9000 modelto enhance effective linkages and coordination between
network members so that activities and communication across network interfaces
are harmonized.
The research literature offers a variety of definitions of integrated care. In order to
test the hypothesis these definitions were melded into the following deftnition:
? network of provider organisations and their respective supplier organisations,
delivering a continuum of care for a defined population. Network resource
funding and servie components, standards and delivery systerns are linked and
coordinated to realize maximum economy, efficiency and effectiveness.n
As with the first hypothesis, exploratory case study was used to gather and
analyze data on the input, prooess, output, and outcorne stages of healthcare
service delivery. When testing the second hypothesis, however, the examination
was focussed upon the ability of the ISO 9000 modelto harmonize processes
that occur at the interf;aces where organizational boundaries overlap and the
majority of service delivery problerns occur. So-called 'systems faults" have poor
outcomes resulting from inadequate linkages and coordination of activities and
communication between different members of a healthcare network (Walton,
1998). Robust quality managernent systems ensure high reliability both within
organisations and across their service delivery networks (Reason, 2000).

Testing this hypothesis took into account the co-existence, within individual
healthcare provider systems, of generic standards and specification standards for
managernent performance ffiiting, 1997). Where practicable, data gathering
and analysis took into account various reports in the research literature of
distractions and conflicts that present obstacles to the successful orchestration of
integrated healthcare services within an orderly framework.
Each case study organisation documented its quality management system using
the ISO 9000 model. Part of this documentation process involved the
organisation identiffing other organisations with which it linked and coordinated
and then improving its definitions of the interfaces within and between the
network rnembers. For each case sfudy organisation the network memberc were
the organisation itself; clients / patients who consume the services; funders of tre
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services; suppliers of goods and services to the organisation; other healthcare
servie provider organisations.
Docurnented procedures and work instructions darified healthcare work
processes in order to rneet ISO 9000 generic requirements for a quality
rnanagement system (Babwin, 1998, and Moore, 1999). For the integrated care
network of each case study organisation, the activities that were clarified
occurred within interfaces where organizational boundaries overlap. lf this is the
case, support for the hypothesis was anticipated to some extent and for at least
some of the network relationships. This support would be related to efiects upon
the prirnary dirnensions of healthcare rnanagement performance: e@norry,
efficienry and effectiveness (Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence, 1995). The
evidence would be found within measures and indicators of healthcare
management performance for integrated healthcare networks, as opposed to
within the individual case study organisations.
However, during the period of the case studies, substantial objective evidence of
the extent to wtrich implementation of the ISO 9000 rnodel affected netnork
quality management perfornnnce did not materialize. Over a longer time than the
case studies period, data will accrue within the case study organisations to an
extent that permits gathering and analysis leading to valid conclusions regarding
the impact of the ISO 9000 model on integrated heatthcare netnorks. At that
point in tine, data gathering and analysis wlll be capable of reliably supporting or
reiecting the hypothesis. Thus, the present explor:atory case study has
established a base report from which future research might proceed to study the
eventual impact of the ISO 9000 model on integrated network quality
m€lnagernent perfonnance.

2.

Explanations and lmplications.

This research bund the adoption of the ISO 9000 model impacted upon the case
study organisations and their integrated care networks in various lirays. Sonre
plausible explanations for these impact features have already been given in the
previous section.
The findings have significant implications for healthcare quality rnanagenent as
well as academic research and scholarly understanding. Therefore, the key
points of the detailed explanations within the previous secfion are coupled in this
section with sorne implications of the findings.
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i)

Healthcarc Quality Standards

The findings of this research highlight fte importance of an apprcpdate
selectlon of gtandards when implementing quality management in
healthcarc and other socbm. Both Whiting (1997) and Uzurteri (1997)
recognized the complernentary co-existence of generic and specification
standards within rnanagernent systens.
Scrivens (1995) found shortcomings in the traditional (JCAHO) rnodel used for
accrediting healthcare providers. These shortcomings relate to the accreditation
standards themselves, the audit (survey) process, and the surveyors performing
accreditation audits. Moore (1999) and Babwin (1998) reported that uptake of
ISO 9000 compensates to some extent for these shortcomings.

The rcsoarch findlngs lmply that a quality management system must be
considercd incompleb lf only specification strndardg arc defined and met
Non- presoiptive (guideline) generic standards for quality managernent must be
present and accomrnodate specification standards within their fiamervork. Quality
managernent audits should take into account the co-exisbne of generic and
specification standards. A robust healthcare seruice audit will verify the
comprehensive quality management franrework has been established and
maintained by the provider organisation. This vedfication proess will
conplement any specialist peer review necessary to confirm quality and safety
specifications are being met. Thig stpulation implles auditors must have indep$ experience and training in quality management audit technlques,

systems and prcceassa and cannot rcly upon mlnlmal planning and
preparation prior to making e peer rcview vlsit to another healthcarc
provider organisation.

ll)

Research illethodology

The research literature contained data that had been gathered and analyzed
using mosdy suryey reeearch methodology and relatively few reporte
dedved fiom caae sfudy. Understanding the impact of the ISO 9000 model on
healthcare management performance required the researcher to ask 'houl' and
\vftlf questions about events over which the investigator had litile or no control.
The appropriate rnethodology for this category of research is case strdy (Yin,
1989). The answers urere found by conducting indepth site visits to three
healthcare organisations and observing numerous aspects of healthcare service
delivery at the input, proess, ouput, and outcome stiages. For the purposes of
the thesis, case study yielded rich data and the data analysis led to insightrs and
understanding about the impact of ISO 9000 on healthcare rnanagement
perfonnance. lt is unlikely he hypotheses could have been posfulated and tested
adequately if the researcher had ben dependent upon survey research for data
gathering.
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iii)

illeasures and Indicators

Porter (1998) clairned that medicine had become a prisoner of its success.
"Having conquered rnany grave diseases and provided relief ftom sufbring, its
mandate has becone muddled. What are its airns? Where to stop? ls its prinre
duty to keep people alive as long as possible, whatever the circurnstances? ls it
charged to make people lead healthy lives? Or is it but a service industry, on tap
to fulfil whatever fiantasies its clients may frame for their bodies, be they cosmetic
surgery and designer bodies, or the longing of post-nnnopausalwornen to have
babies?" Porter believed that the root of the trouble is structural- that is, at the
input stiage of healthcare service delivery. Medical consurnerism, like all sorts of
consurnerism, is designed to be unsatisffing. The law of diminishing returns
necessarily applies. Unless the quality (wtrich includes effectiveness) of services
expending public and private resouroes is known with confidence, Porte/s
questions cannot be answered with any hope of satisfiactory ansvuers.
Given such a situation, a quality management framework is needed that contains
measures and indicators appropriate to the needs of the 21"t century. Quality
management, rigorously developed and tested, ofbrs some hope for emergence
from chaos or further progress down a pathway that will denigrate societat
structure.

Thus, a further key point from the findings relates to the nature of healthcare
quality itself. There is a wide variety of rneasurement tools and indicators of
healthcare managernent performance (Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrencs, 1995).
The research literature already recognizes a dependency relationship between
efiiciency and effectiveness (Cochrane,1972) with a causal relationship beturcen
process and outcone (Donabedian, 1980).
The research findings for this thesis are predicated upon he proposition that
examination of the impact of the ISO 9000 modelupon healthcare management
performance must in turn be based upon precise measures at the input, output,
and outconre stages of service delivery, if accurate and valid condusions about
performanoe are to be drawn. Research ModelOne links the four strages of
service delivery in stepwise f,ashion. The research findings resulted ftom three
exploratory case studies that examined the irnpact of the prooess of
implernenting the ISO 9000 nrodel on management perbnnance. Thus, the ISO
9000 quality management rnodelwas incorporated into the structure of each
case study organisation and the researcfrer gathered a variety of evidence of the
irnpact of ISO 9000 upon the process, ouput and outcome stages of healthcare
service defivery. Analysis of the evidence gathered during this exploration impfied
that H1 cannot be reiected.
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The wide variety of tools and indicators reflects an assortnent of techniques
reported in the literature br implernenting quality management. In the service
secfor there remain unansvvered questions related to the challenge of
implementing quality managernent within organisations dependent upon the
performance of highly skilled and autonomous professionals (Redman et al,
1995; Porter, 1998). Thus, measures and indicators within a healthcare quality
managernent model must place a higher emphasis upon adoption of appropriate
best practie guidelines that are evidencebased and accommodate technical
managernent of conflids of interest (Wafton, 1998). More accurate and precise
measurement tools will incorporate assessrnent of the quality of both technical
management of processes of care and rnanagement of interpersonal prooesses
betvreen clinician and patient (Donabedian, 1992). Tho firut element of
aasessmentwill rcly upon norms set by the stats of medical science and
technology at any given time. The eecond element will rcly upon the values
and ethical principles and rulee that govem rclationshipe between health
professlonals and their clients and patients.

iv)

Integrated Care

Healthcare has abandoned reliance upon managed care and competition
between providers in fiavor of integrated care. The integrated care approac*r
seeks to optimize the use of available resources both within organizational
boundaries and across the interfaces between organisations. lntegrated care
stresses prooesses and agreernents rather than structure and overtly contestable
markets (Mccormick and Rainger, 1997).

The rcsearch findings imply that one of the first steps in eetablishing
quality management of inGgrabd carc networks is identification of the
memberchip of the organisations' network. Accurate definition of the
functional activities, responsibilities, authorities, and accountabilities of
the network membes must follow thie step,

3.

Limitations of the Study

Within the primary care segment a diverstty of services is found and a high level
of interaction occurs with other providers and segments. The three organisations
chosen for study provide different mixes of services to different consumer
populations in difierent geographical areas. Clinical, clinical supporf and nonclinical support personnel implernented the ISO 9000 quality management model
within complex organizational structures that are dependent upon professional
expertise and autonorrc,us roles. The exploratory research uras limited to
gathering and analysis of data on selected aspects of proess, ouput, and
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outcome within the organisations and linkage and coordination with other
organisations that belong to their integrated care networ,k.

The number of exploratory case study organisations selected was limited to three
representatives of the primary care sector. This sample size reflected the mainly
qualitative nature of the research, with the results expressed as consolidated
case study conclusions, rather than mainly quantitative research involving
statistical analysis of the data gathered. Multiple qualitative data gathering
techniques preceded quantitative research so as to ensure vatidity of the
consolidated ftndings through a triangulation process (Pope, 1999, and Malterud,
2001). A balance of internal and external validity of findings obtained using a
limited sample size was managed by attending systematically to potential
sources of bias (Malterud, 2001, and Grimes and Schulz, 2002).
The study was limited to healthcare service provider organisations and was not
extended to their service @nsumers. A study that included consurners would
have required an entirely different research design and methodology in order to
have confidence in the validity of results obtained and conclusions drawn.
A further limitation was the timeframe for the research. Despite being a threeyear period, data could not be gathered that gave full certainty of the ultimate
success of implementing the ISO 9000 model. The three organisations were
drawn from the primary care segment of the healthcare provider population.
Whilst it is not known if the findings of the research are fully applicable to other
healthcare service providers and segnrents, the following considerations indicate
this should be the case.

In summary, despite the limitations of the research as described above, there is
support for the assertion that the findings are of interest and applicability in a
wider context. No reports were found in the research literature describing indepth examination of the impact of examining the ISO 9000 model on healthcare
services. However, literature reports were found that stressed the wide scope
and complexity of quality management implementation in services, including
healthcare. For this reason the chosen research nrethodology was qualitative
research complemented by quantitative research and applied in sequential order.
Comparison of the findings was limited to those between the case study
organisations and with the research findings obtained in other service sectors.
Inevitably, aspects of the findings and conclusions obtained ftom the exploratory
case study invite further research in the future. Recommendations for future
research studies are described in the next section.
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4.

Recommendations for Future Research

The conoepts discussed in this study highlight a broad area and also specific
areas of potential interest, related to both ISO 9000 and to quality rnanagenrent
in healthcare servies as a whole. Research extending Research ModelTwo
(Figurc lll-d) and Research ModelThree (Figure lll- h) would add dcher
insights to the qualig fatures of healthcare services. This might indude further
refinernent of the aspects covered by the schedule of questions (rebr
Appendices A and B) used in this study or development of additional aspec'ts of
healthcare quality management.
The lirst broad area of interest relates to quality features within the input,
process, output, and outorne stages of healthcare service delivery. Exploratory
case study uras used to examine the process of implementing ISO 9(X)0 in
healthcare organisations. The findings and conclusions are associated with a
hypothesis postulated about the proess of implernentation. Thus, an area of
interest stemming from this researdr is related to rnanagement perfonnance afier
the ISO 9000 rnodel has been implernented and established within healthcare
organisations fior a period of time following certification.
A second broad area of interest relabs to features not covered by, but related to,
the quality rnanagernent features examined during the exploratory case study.
These batures indude intangibfes, such as those defined byZeithaml,
Parasuraman and Berry (1990) and Harari (1993). The ftatures also indude
tangibles, such as the impact of the facility and the physical healthcare
environment (Hutton and Richardson, 1995). The exploratory case study findings
implied that an overall assessment of healthcare management perfonnance must
indude both the healthcare services that were delivered by providers and the
settings and the systens within $rhich care is provided. Wthin this broad area of
interest exists an opportunity to research and examine the shortage of standards
and guidelines for healthcare services delivered to Maori consumers, as opposed
to mainstream sections of the New Zealand population. When perfonnance
reasures for healthcare servies for Maod consumerc have been fully
developed, research could examine the impact of quality rnanagement rnodels on
the efiec{iveness of seMce processes and resulting outcornes for Maori
@nsument.
The third broad area of interest relates to the quality features of an integrated
care network of healthcare senrices. Eploratory case study vuas used to
examine the impact of implementing ISO 9000 on linkages and coodination
within integrated care networks. In the early stages of implernenting the ISO
9000 model, valid conclusions could not be drawn regarding its impac{ upon the
linkages and coordination. Again, an area of interest stemming from this research
is the impact on an integrated care network after the ISO 9000 model has been
implemented and established for sorne tirne. For example, a study could be
rnade of the developrnent of specification standards and guidelines standards, as
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deftned by Whiting (1997), as an integral part of partnership relations that indude
perfonnance measures, in the manner described by Peters (1997), for the
rnembers of integrated care networks.
The first specific area of interest relates to the nature of the ISO 9000 model.
During the period of the exploratory case study, the ISO 9000 model in use was
the 1994 version. The vocabulary and structure of the 1994 version is a
rnodification of the 1987 version and remains more aligned with manufacturing
quality systens rather than service provision. A 2000 version of the ISO 9000
model is scheduled for cornpliance br ceffication purposes by December 2003.
The latest version has a stucture and batures derived from the business
excellence (Baldridge) criteria and has a prcoess quality managernent
configuration. lt trrould be interesting to discover if this 2000 version, rnore
eervice-ftiendly in its design and orientation, can enhance the impact of tSO 9000
upon the economy, efficiency and effectiveness dirnensions of healthcare
servioes.
In this regard it utas noted that one case study organisation (community health
service), having implemented the ISO 9000 rnodel, was planning to adopt
Baldridge criteria as a prefurred option for future organizational development.
This being the case, future researchers could compare the suitability and the
benefits of the ISO 9000 model and the Baldridge performance excellence model
for healthcare provider organisations. The ISO 9000 standards are used for
external audit and certification purposes whereas the Baldridge rrndel is used for
intemal assessrnent and development of organizational performance.

Jensen (1996) reported on the application of the Baldridge process for improving
healthcare quality in the USA, although no reports were found in the research
literature for New Zealand. A comparison of the clauses of the ISO 9001:2fi)0
model (refer Appendix H) with the criteria for healthcare perfonnance excellence
(refer Appendix J) indicated that the two models share some @mmon features.
A comparison between the performance excellence (Baldridge) criteria br
strategic planning and the ISO 9001:2000 requirernents for quality planning is an
example of this commonality.
Performance excellence criteria for strategic planning include criteria br strategy
development and for sfategy deployment. The perfonnance excellence criteria
set fur stategy devefopnent cover the developrnent of strategic objectives,
' action plans, and related staffing plans.
Strategy developrnent refers to the
organization's approach (fonnal and inforrnaf) to a futureorientated basis for
healthcare services and business decisions, resource allocations, and
management. The word strategy may be interpreted broadly. The perfornance
excellence criteria set for strategy deployment cover the deployment of action
plans to achieve the key strategic objectives. The organisation sets key
performanoe measures and / or indicators together with two-to-five years
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projections so that performance may be tracked. lt should be stated that, in 2OO1,
the Ministry of Health began demanding these proiections anyway although the
accpmpanying need for monitoring and verification of the data submitted had not
been addressed.
The ISO 9001 requirernents for planning indude the establishrnent of quality
objectives and quality nranagernent systerns planning. The ISO 9001
requirernents for quality objectives relate to the product made or the seMce
delivered. The obpctives must be measurable and consistent with the
organization's quality policy. Planning is required to establish, docurnent,
implement, and maintain a quality management system and to rneet the quality
objectives.
Hen@, the planning oiteria for performance excellence align with the ISO 9001
requirements for planning. The main diftrence appears to be scope: broad in the
case of perforrnance excellence and restricted to quality in the case of ISO 9001.
Neither the business excellence criteria nor the healthcare sector standards
presented a comprehensive quality management system ftarnev,rork in the nature
of the ISO 9000 rnodel. The business excellence criteria are an assessment of
performance and the sector strandards are minimum requirements for healthcare
quality and safety.
It may be that sorne New Zealand healthcare provider organisations in future will
use the ISO 9000 model as an interim developmental step and then adopt a
corbination of health and disability sector standards and Baldritlge oiteria. The
sector standards rnay serue the purpose of extemal audit and certification and
the Baldridge criteria of ongoing organizational perfonnance developrnent
including quality and safety. In this proposed scenario it rrrrculd be interesting to
discover what features of the ISO 9000 model are retained by the organisations
and to what extent the new combination lacks generic standards for quality
management.

Scrivens (1995) identified a shortcoming in the traditional (JCAHO / NZCHS)
accreditation npdel aftributable to the survey (audit) prooess, namely emphasis
by healthcare providerc on gaining an accreditation certificate rather than the
process of improvement and its attendant outcornes. The pdrnary reason given
by the community health service for adopting the ISO 9002 model was to obtain
the best outcornes and to manage risk using their own prooesses as developed
by their own staff. This primary aim had taken precedence over the desie to gain
a certificate of accreditation.
ISO 9000 audits are conducted on a regular basis and hence the concem of
Scrivens (1995) and Moore (1999), that standards are not being maintained
consistently throughout the JCAHO accreditation period, will be addressed.
Confidence is enhanced by the emphasis placed by the ISO 9000 auditors,
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during their regular surveillance visits, on key system elements for continuous
quality improvement.

A related area of research interest derives from the developrnent of healthcare
regulation and governance in New Zealand and elsewhere. This development
stems from the need for high reliability healthcare organisations (Reason, 2000).
In turn the need is associated with pressures to address shortcomings, conflicts
and distractions in the professional and machine bureaucracies of healthcare
(Badrick and Preston, 2001). In Nerr Zealand new regulation and govemance will
include compliance with healthcare sector standards for quality, safety and risk
management. Research could extend the proposition postulated and tested using
Research Model One (Figure lll - b) by exploring the relationship between
generic and specification standards within a blend of established and new
stipulations for quality, safety and risk.
This exploration might include the evident overlap between quality and risk
management within healthcare organisations'managennnt systens. A challenge
for healthcare providers will be to develop management systens that integrate
quality and risk management at an operating level. The ISO 9000 quality
management rnodel, for example, has a requirernent for procedures to manage
problems through corrective and preventive action. Recent guidelines for
managing risk in healthcare (Standards New Zealand Handbook 228:20011
require risk identification, analysis, evaluation and treatrnent. There is an overlap
apparent between ISO 9000 preventive action (identiffing and preventing
potential problems) and risk rnanagement. An effective managefllent system will
integrate its quality management preventive action system with its risk
management policies, pro@dures and wor{< instructions.

Itwould atso be interesting to study the strategies adopted in tuture by auditing
agencies to develop audit systems that accommodate the new combinations of
quality, safety and risk management requirements. There is now a growing
recognition of the importance of systerns that ensure h(1h reliability both within
organisations and across their seMce delivery netvvorks (Reason, 2000). This
being the case, further research is needed to examine standards hanrpnization
and audit systems designed br management systerrs for both individual
healthcare service organisations and their integrated are networks. The
exploratory case study desoibed in this thesis adds knowledge and
understanding to healthcare quality rnanagement and invites further research in
the following ways.
\A/hen testing the hypotheses, evidence was

bund of ISO 9000 conffibuting to

the development of rnanagement systems appropriate to high reliability
healthcare service organisations. The research findings and analysis reflected
the complexity of implementing quality management in organizational structures
containing professional as well as machine bureaucracy, as defined by Badrick
and Preston (2001).
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A second research opportunity is one that is focused upon the various conflicG of
interest described in detail by Rodwin (1993). This facet of quality managenent
deals with individual healthcare professional behavior within organizational
structures.
Thirdly, it was noted in the research literature that integrated care had been
transforrned to collaborative care in a practical response to distractions and
conflicts such as rnanagerient principles politicized (Wells,1998), fragrnentation
of services (Scott, G., 1998), antitrust concerns (Fuller and Scamtrrcrn, 1996),
patch protection (Hoge and Hourenstine, 1999), carveouts and clustering
(Foreman and Friedrrrln, 1997), and capitation contracts in lPAs (Burns and
Robinson, 1997). These developments add further complexity to quality
management implementation and invite investigation.
Consumers are now npre fully infonred about healthcare and other matters,
Their participation in decision-making is helping to create a new social hbric in
society. Within this scenario there arises a need to research and establish
systems for the supply to healthcare consumers of timely, relevant and
trustworthy information regarding their choices of healthcare provider
organisation. Professional groups who until now have managed their affairs
within a tradition of autonorny resist this development in healthcare. Therefore,
this study is to some extent an examination of transitions in society with respect
to responsibility and accountability and of resistance to change.

Hospitals have experienced a transition from "control" by doctors and matrons,
over 25 years to a tripartite of doctor, nurse and non-clinical management.
General practice faditionally ran itself without structure. The transition has been
accompanied by huge changes in the whole organisation of healthcare services.
First four Regional Health Authorities created a new type of structure with Crown
Health Enterprises, then cilme a structure based on the Ministry of Health and
District Health Boards. These sweeping changes mitigated against any cohesive
development, despite the need for healthcare quality rnanagernent within a
robust system. Order must follow chaos.
Evidence was obtained of the importance of building into a quality managenent,
system mechanisms for accommodating the needs of professional specialists
who work in an environment of autonorny with accountability to external
governing and regulatory bodies, as well as the service provider organisation. ln
orderto be practicable, the exploratory case studies used a research model built
with four particular measures and indicators that had been defined in the
literature (Van Peursem, Pratt and Lawrence,1995, and Donabedian, 1980):
input / structure, pro@ss, ouput, and outcorne.
However, successful implenentation of ISO 9000, or any other quality
management model, requires accommodation of peer review and clinical
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supervision processes together with incorporation of professionalguidelines and
codes of best practice. The specialist standards and their associated vedfication
systens for professionals will need to be harmonized with organizationalquality
nanagernent systems and their associated internal and extemal audit systems.
Therefore, itttrculd be interesting to study the strabgy and success of healthcare
service providers as they attempt to fuse these verification pro@sses for guality,
sabty and risk managennnt. Their suooess might be assessed in ftrture by
examining the extent to wftich a complete and seamless managernent system
structure accommodating all these quality dimensions has been established and
rnaintained as depicted belovu
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Figure Vl
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This thesis used exploratory case study to build knorledge and understanding
about selected reasures and indicators of healthcare management
perforrnance, using the definitions and conventions found in the research
literature. A more complete quality managernnt system, as depicted above,
implies that further research is needed in the ftrture to produce qualitative and
quantitative definitions of management performan@ across a complete
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management system franework, if accurate and precise measures and
indicators are to be used to guide progressive evolution of the national health
service.
Finally, research could be canied out replicating testing of the hypotheses
postulated in this thesis in other healthcare seMce organisations in Neur
Zealand, and elsewhere, to compare the findings and condusions.

5.

Summary

The research for this thesis comrnenced in the late 1990s. lt was recognized at
the outset that poor quality outcomes for consumers were the downside of
modern rnedical technology because of the problerns inherent in the present
healthcare systens. lt uras noted that the choice of rnodels for quality
management would be crucial for the future safety of healthcare service
consurtglE.
The thesis describes in detailthe impact of implementing the ISO 9000 model on
healthcare seMces, a research area of quality management that has re€ived
scant attention to date. In depth case studies such as those described in this
thesis are a key to extending understanding about healthcare quality
managernent in healthcare. Hen@, this research is timely in terms of addressing
some of the gaps in healthcare quality manageffFnt knorledge.

The research examines the impact of adopting the ISO 9000 model on three
healthcare service organisations and their integrated care networks. Seven
research questions arose from identified gaps and areas of interest in healthcare
service research literature. Three nrodels were developed to explore the gaps
and areas of interest. The first model explores the relationship between generic
and specification standards. The second model explores the fit sf healthcare
servie delivery systerns into a quality managerent model. The third model
explores the linkages and coordination of integrated care delivery networks.
A proposition and two hypotheses are developed in relation to the models, and
are closely linked back to gaps in healthcare service quality knowledge. Support
was found for the proposition that underpins the two hypotheses. Strong support
was found for the first hypothesis, though not for the second hypothesis. There
were also sorre unexpected results.
There is strorg support for the concept that implementing ISO 9000 will enhanoe
teamwork, managernent of quality planning, capture of institutional knowledge,
and ownership of service processes. The study also found relatively low
enhancernents attributable to ISO 9000 in contract tender rnanagenrent,
custoner satisfaction monitoring (in particular for Maori consumers), statistical
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techniques, and docurnentiation of interpersonal exchange mechanisrs. The preexistence of systens for contract tendering, satisf,action monitoring and statistical
techniques readily er<plained the findings in the three case studies. The finding,
that concepts and rules for Maori health service provision are not clearly defined,
was unexpected and points to an opportunity for further quality managernent
research. The other unexpected finding, that implernentation of the ISO 9000
model does not significantly enhance the quality of interpersonal exchange
between provider and dient / patient, rnay be attributed to the presence in
healthcarc of both probssionaland rnachine bureaucracies. The probssional
bureaucracy has govemanoe and allegiance features that originate largely from
outside the healthcare service organizational struc{ure.
Weak support forthe second hypothesis was attributed to the chosen period
during wttich data to test the hypothesis were gathered. During the ISO 9000
implernentation phase the case study organisations docurnented interfiaces within
and between the organisations that linked and coordinated in their integrated
care networks. Work processes involving ac'tivities occurring within interfaces
were clarified. More time needs to pass, houever, before the second hypothesis
can be tested fully and valid conclusions drawn.
The study does provide valuable insights into ISO 9000 implementation in
healthcarc. Furthermore, the findings can be extended to other healthcare
service areas and through interpretation and extrapolation they add value to
healthcare service quali{ research in general. ln particular, the findings highlight
the importance of the appropriate selection of quality managernent standards, the
use of case study rnethodology for quality management research, reference to
accurate and precise measures and indicators of healthcare quality, and
understanding he quality managernent features of integrated care networks.
In summary, this research has consisted of an in-depth investigation into a
focussed area.lt has added value by identifying missing and poorly supported
knoudedge in previous healthcare service research and by building rnodels to
explore these gaps. Valuable insights can be derived from the findings (expected
and unerpected) and their implications for quality managernent practitioners and
academics. The fit of the ISO 9000 model into healthcare managernent systens,
as explored in this study, sheds some light on the use of quality managernent
rnodels in other healthcare service sectors.
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Appendix A

SCHEDULE OF QUESTIONS:

r

o

GOiltlUNlTY HEALTH SERVICE (CASE STUDY X)

INDEPENDENT PRAGTITIONER ASSOCIATION (CASE STUDY Y)
tlAORl HEALTH NETWORK (GASE STUDY z)

o

Introductory Statement
Your organisation has adopted ISO 9000 as a modelfor its quality managenent
system. We would like to evaluate the impact and outcones of using ISO 9000
on the organisation, its stakeholders and its services.

Organisation and Stakeholderc.

o
o

Please identifo the various stakeholders in your organisation:
Eg. owner, board, CEO, patients, suppliers, funders, etc.
In each case, what is their role or function:
Eg. quality management, general management, support function, fttnder,
etc.
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Case Study Question One.
How and why does introduction of the ISO 9000 model change the mix of
generic standards and specification standards used in your services?
ln this section we will identiff the various kinds of quality, sabty and risk
managerent standards used by your organisation.

Q1. Prior to adopting ISO 9000, has your organisation used a generic (not
health-related) q uality management rnodel ?
Q2. Other than ISO 9000, what standards apply to your services?
Eg. Contrac't requirements / specifications
Eg. Clinical guidelines
Eg. Acts & regulations.
Q3. What is covered by each of the standards (other than ISO 9000)?
Eg. Quality
Eg. Clinical safety
Eg. Risk.

Q4. Has the mix of standards changed as a result of your ISO 9000 programne?

r

Please tell me any other information you have to share about the standards
used by community health services.
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Gase Study Queotion Two.
How and why does adopting the ISO 9000 model impact upon the
ma na gement perfo rmance of healthcarc eervices?

In this section we will assess changes in efficienry and effectiveness in delivering
your services as a result of the ISO 9000 programme. For each question, please
tell me how you have rneasured the change.

Q1. Ability to benchrnark processes and outcornes?
Eg. Changes in patient volurnes
Eg. Changes in adverse events
Eg. Changes in patient satisfaction.

Q2. Productivity in delivering services?
Eg. Changes in patient volurnes
Eg. Number of services delivered
Eg. Management of docurnents and records
Eg. Costs of the services
Eg. Competitiveness in the market.

'

Q3. Planning and decision making?
Eg. Rational use of data
Eg. Ability to analyse data
Eg. Participation by all staff
Eg. Accountability and responsibility of staff.
Q4. Process desoiption and control?
Eg. Consistency versus variability
Eg. Criteria for each stage of a process
Eg. Communication of new servi@s, processes, custorner needs
expec{ations, specifi cations
Eg. Rates of administrative, medical, clerical errors
Eg. Compliance with regulations, contracts, codes of practice.

/

Q5. Use of teannvork in service delivery?
Eg. reduction in hierarchical managernent control
Eg. empowerment of staffto make decisions affecting their responsibilities
Eg. identification and streamlining of processes across traditional
departmental boundaries
Eg, improvernents to communication channels within organisations.
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Q6. Handling of complainb?
Eg. Number and type of cornplaints
Eg. Resolution of cornplaints
Eg. Knowing where to tum if a problem occurs.
Q7. Can you assess for nre any changes in patient risk rnanagement resulting
ftom your ISO 9000 programme.
Eg. Avoid actual/ potential harm
Eg. Reduce in actual harm.
Q8. Are there any cfranges in the health enhanernent of patients as a result of
your ISO 9000 programnre?

Q9. Has your ISO 9000 programnn helped in the developrnent of human
resources?
Eg. Involvernent in your organisation
Eg. Satisfaction with work
Eg. Morale
Eg. Level of supeMsion
Eg. Loyalty of staff
Eg. Interaction between stafi.

o

Please tell rne any other information you have to share about the impact of
ISO 9002 upon rnanagement perforrnance.
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Gage Study Question Three.
How and wtry does adopting the ISO 9000 model impact upon the linking

and coordination of health services within an integrated care delivery
network?
In this seciion ure will examine the effect of ISO 9000 on the linkages and
coordination of health seMces within your network of integrated care servies.

and coordination between your services and
patients?
Eg. Scheduling of appointments
Eg. Speed of service (knowing how long an appointrnent will take)
Eg. Nanes and telephone numbers to call directly and get answered.

Ql. Does ISO 9000 affed linkages

Q2. Does ISO 9000 affec't linkages and coordination betueen your services and
suppliers / subconbactors?
Eg. How goods and services are purchased
Eg. Hor suppliers / subcontractors are evaluated.
Q3. Does ISO 9000 affect linkages and coordination between your services and
other healthcare service providers?
Eg. Providers who refer patients / clients in to your servies
Eg. Providers to whom patients / clients are rebrred by your servies.
Q4. Does ISO 9000 affect darity in written communications?
Eg. Fonns
Eg. Pubfications
Eg. Process descriptions
Eg. Advice
Eg. Correspondence.
Q5 Does ISO 9000 influence interpersonal encounters with people?
Eg. Friendliness
Eg. Respec'tfulness
Eg. Trust
Eg. Willingness to listen.
Q6. Have your clients'/ patients' perceptions of service quality changed in any
otherway as a result of your ISO 9002 programme?
Q7. Has ISO 9000 changed your relationships (intangible, rnental pro@sses
related to peoples' expectations, beliefs, perceptions of value):
Eg. As a doctor / nurse who cares for people
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Eg. As a technician delivering a service
Eg. As a manager administering an organisation
Eg. As a rember of a team
Eg. Serving Maori people.

Q8. Has ISO 9000 affected your credibility as a provider within your netvrrork?
Eg. Increased confidence of strakeholders
Eg. Recognition of ISO 9000
Eg. Understanding of ISO 9000
Eg. Ability to rnarket services.
Q9. How important are quality managernent systerns to your network members?
Eg. Members have a shared vision / buy{n to quality managenent.
Q10. To what extent are network members participating in your ISO 9000
programrne?
Eg. Undergoing training to understand ISO 9000
Eg. Docurnenting their quality systens to nreet your ISO 9000
requirernentrs
Eg. lmplementing your requirements resulting from ISO 9000.

Ql1. To wtrat extent has your ISO 9000 programme influenced any pressures /
conflicts / distractions associated with your healthcare network?
Eg. Pressures by network members to influenoe standards
Eg. Fragmentation rather than coordination of network seMces
Eg. Collaboration to protect seMce patches, carve-out specialised
seryices, cluster services together
Eg. Conflicts of interest for the rnember organisations or for individuals.

r

Please tell me any other information you have to share about the impact of
ISO 9002 on linkages and coordination within your integrated care delivery
network.
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Case Study Question Four.
How and why does the ISO 9000 certification model meet the perceived
shortcomings of the NZCHS accreditation model?
In this section we will seek your perceptions of the ISO 9000 certification model
compared with other models, in particular NZCHS accreditation. We will compare
advantages and disadvantages and strengths and weaknesses of the models.

Q1. How compatible did you find the ISO 9000 model (bearing in mind its
manufacturing origins) with your managenent system of protocols, policies,
procedures, codes, standards, etc?
Q2. Please comment on your perceptions of ISO 9000 against your primary
responsibility in health to the patient (a human-human interaction) and not to a
product as in manufacturing.
Q3. In what ways was your relationship with your ISO 9000 certification body
beneficial / created difficulties?
Eg. Did the auditors understand your organisation and its systems
Eg. Did the relationship contribute to continuous quality improvement.
Q4. What do you perceive to be the advantages / disadvantages and strengths /
weaknesses of the ISO 9000 model for your organisation?

Q5. Do your stakeholders recognise your ISO 9000 certification in any way?
Eg. Influences your funders'decisions when selecting service providers.

o

Please tell me any other information you have to share about the ISO 9002
certification model when compared with other models.
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Gase Study Question Five.
How and why does the management systems strategy chosen by the
community health services impact upon t{re successful implementation of
the ISO 9002 model?
In this section we will examine your chosen strategy for implementing ISO 9000
in your services.

Q1. How long did it take to document and implement your quality system in
readiness br an ISO 9000 audit?
Q2. When establishing your ISO 9000 programme, to what extent were your
existing systerns used?
Eg. Use / adapt existing protocols, codes of practice, policies, procedures,
etc.

Q3. In wfrat order did you manage your ISO 9000 programme?
Eg. Document everything than implement
Eg. Document parts and implenrent as you went along.
Q4. What techniques did you use to document your quality system?
Eg. Write procedures, etc. direcfly
Eg. Adapt existing procedures
Eg. Brainstorming
Eg. Flow charts.

Q5. How much of your system required documenting and how much was reliant
upon the gualifications / training / experience of your pdrsonnel?
Q6. What commitment / level of involvenent was required from individuals in
your organisation when taking part in the ISO 9000 programme?

Q7. Did you lyour staffexperience any problerns understanding the ISO 9000
model? What help or guidelines u/ere available to you.
Q8. What skills do you believe an organisation should possess in order to
implernent an ISO 9000 programme successfully?
Q9. What steps did you take to prepare yourselves for the ISO 9002 programme
and audit:
Eg. Stafftraining
Eg. Consultants'help
Eg. Written guidelines.
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Q10. Did the comrnr.rnity health services erpefience any logistical baniers to
sucoessful implementation of the ISO 9002 model?
Eg. Geographical spread of facilities
Eg. Divensity of stafiskills and responsibilities
Eg. Arrangements for intemal / external audits.
Q11. To wtrat extent did your managers and professional staff resistquality
management?
Q2. To what extent does the sfucture and culture of your servioes influenoe the
rrnay in which quality rmnagement afiectsiobs?

Q3. How and to what extent did your managenent change the way they manage
their staff to take amunt of quality managernent?

r

Please Gll rne any other information you have to share about
implernenting ISO 9000.
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yor sfategyfor

Gase Study Queetion Six.
How and why does the ISO 9000 model change the manner of measuring

healthcare management performance?
In this section we willexamine the various ways your organisation rneasures its

management perbrmance.

Q1. Does your servi@ use any of the follorying tools and indicators to measure
its management performance?
Eg. 'lnputs', such as staff numbers, qualifications, peer review, geographic
spread, location of service facilities
Eg.'Outputs', sudl as discharge rates
Eg. Financial, sucft as profit and loss statements
Eg. Multiple regression, such as patients per bed p€r year compared with
staff salaries, capital expenditure and other variablesEg. Efficiency, such as cost per patient discharged
Eg. Diagnostically related groups
Eg. Data envelope analysis, such as comparing your services' @sts,
profits, health status, patient numbers with other servie provider
organisations
Eg. 'Process', such as adverse events, errors, cross-infection
Eg.'OutcorTtes', such as patient health status, rnorbidity fevels, social/
psychological fu nction.
Q2. The ISO 9000 model includes several rpasures of managernent
perfonnance. Were these measures in place in your services prior to adopting
the ISO 9000 model?
Eg. Managernent review
Eg. Quality planning
Eg. Internal quality audits
Eg. Statistical techniques.
Q3. Management performance measures include intangible features of your
service, as well as the more tangible measures we discussed earlier in this
section. Can you please identifl the way intangibles - that is features of your
service relded to values, beliefs, perceptions and understanding - are neasured
by your organisation. Please also identiff any changes to the measures resulting
ftom your ISO 9000 programme.
Eg. Patient / family satisfaction with their encounters with your stafi
Eg. Patient / family satisfaction with interpersonal exchanges with your

staff
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Eg. Staff assessment of patient / family values, beliefs, perceptions,
understanding
Eg. Patient / family asseslsnnnt of your seryices' reliability,
responsiverx)ss, competence, @urtesy, credibility, secudty, a@ess,
communication, understanding
Eg. Patient/f-amily ratings of your services' honesty, trustworthiness,
support.

r

Please tell rne any other information you have to share about ISO 9000
changing your n€nner of neasuring nnnagernent perfonnane.
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Gase Study Question Seven.
How and why does implementation and auditing using the ISO 9000 model

facilitate rationalisation of the audit tools and the number of auditorc
deployed in the health sector?
ln this section we will review the number and types of audits of your health
services.

Q1. Please list the various audit tools used by your services. Has the mix of audit
tools changed as a result of your ISO 9000 programme?
Eg. Financial audit by acountancy firm
Eg. Contract audit by funder / purchaser
Eg. Professional audit by peers / college
Eg. Regulatory audit by MoH
Eg. Internal quality management audits
Eg. External quality management audit.

r

Please tell me any other information you have to share about the number and
types of audits of community health services.
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Appendix B
CASE STUDY CHECKLIST

r

o

GOtlf,lUNlrY HEALTH SERVICE (GASE STUDY Xl

INDEPENDET{T PRACTITIONER ASSOCIATION (CASE STUDY Y}
ilAORI HEALTH NETWORK (GASE STUDY Zl

r

Gase Sfrrdy Checkllsfi Ouhuts and Outcomes From lmplementing the ISO 9000

todel.

Checklist A tool for testing the hypothesis using the research model.
The checklist contains frtree columns:
lmplementation fuature -An aspect of the process of implementing ISO 9000
Output estirnate - An effect on the case study organisation resulting from
implementation and quantified using a Likert scale:
+4
enhancenrent
no change
Potential outorne -An outcorne for the case study organisation efftciency
and / or its service effecfiveness resulting ftom implernentration and
associated with ouPut.

o
r

-ve

r

(explain)

+2

+1

ffi
FEATT'RE
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handed
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+3
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dudm bnder rounds
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Appendix

G

CASE STUDY CHECKLIST EXPANATIONS
Care Sfudy Ghecklist Explanations to assictwitlt completlon
Contracd tender management:

Has ISO 9002 helped wih negotiations with the HFA? Do you need less negotiation
rounds and / or discusskrns in order to sectrrc contracts because the Network now has
an ISO SD2 certified quality management system? lf yes, score +3 or +4.
Custorner satisfadion survey:
Did the Netrvork use suffeys to measure satisfadion before introducing ISO 9002? lf no,
and surveys were introduced then a spnificant enhancement has occuned (score +3 or
+4). lf yes, and no new surveys were developed then there is no change (score +1).
Management of quality planning:
Since the Trust and Nefrvork adopted ISO 9002, has planning for quality in the health
and social services been undertaken in a more systematic way? For example, does the
Network collect and analyse data more often as a result of ISO 90O2?It yes, scorc +3 or
+4.
Teamwork for implementing ISO 9000:
Has adoptirg ISO 9002 led to the Trust / Network using teams more often and effecfively
when maintaining and improving quality? lf the teams already existed, then no change
has om.rned (sore +1). tf a number of teams were developed, then a sQnilicant
enhancement in teamurcrk has occuned (score +3 or +4).
Intemal qualrty audit prognamme:
lf the Trust / Netuprk performed no intemal quality audits before ISO 9002 and relied
upon existing audits (forexample, by the HFA), a significant enhancement has occuned
(score +3 or +4). lf the Trust / l,letwork already performed intemal quality audits , then no
cfrange has ocanned (score +1).
Control of suppliers / subcontnactons:
Before ISO 9002 dld the Trust / Network evaluate the performance of its suppliers /
subcontractors who supply goods and services to the Trust / NetworKr lf evaluation
previously was mainly on price / oost of goods / services and now includes evaluation of
quality and service, tren a significant enhancement has occuned (score +3 or +4).
Statistical tech nigues :
Before adopting ISO 9002, did the Trust / Network collate data, summarise the results in
tables or graphs, and analyse the results for changes and trends? lf yes, and no new
categories of data are being collated, summarised and analysed, then no change has
occuned (score +1).
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Appendix D
NZCHS STANDARDS
NZCHS MODULE A:
ORGANISATION.WIDE STANDARDS FOR
HEALTH AND DISABILITY SUPPORT SERVICES

1

COTIIIf,UNITY OR TARGET GROUP NEEDS
1.1 Gommunity or target group requirements

1.2 Accessibility
1.3 ClienUPatienUResident feedback

2

CLIENT PATIENT RESIDENT RIGHTS
2.1 Codes
' of rights 'and responsibilities
2.2 Protection of rights
2.3 Interpreter services
2.4 Spiritual care

3

ASSESSMENT AND PLANNING OF CARE
3.1 Assessrnent
3.2 Planning of care
3.3 Communication
3.4 Coordination of services

4

SPECIAL NEEDS OF CLIENT PATIENT
'
RESIDENT GROUPS
4.1 Cultural appropriateness of services
4.2 Special needs of ctrildren and
adolescents
4.3 Special needs of people with disabilities
(including age. related)
1.4 Special needs of people who are dying
or grieving

5

CLINICAL RECORDS

6

'

5.1 Policies and procedures
5.2 Entries to unit records
5.3 Record content
IIANAGEMENT SYSTETIS
structures and

6.1 Management
responsibilities

6.2 Business
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and quality planning

6.3

Organisation-wide policies and
procedures
6.4 Human resource management
6.5 Management of facilities, supplies and
equipment
6.6 Financial management systems
6.7 Information systems

7
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

ENVIRONTTIENTAL AND SAFETY
STANDARDS
Fire sabty
Health and safety management
Disaster and emergency planning
Security systems

8
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6

INFECTION CONTROL
Infection control
Housekeeping
Laundry and linen service
Ventilation and air conditioning
Water supply
Waste management

9

CONTINUOUS QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT QUALITY
ASSURANCE
'
Quality leadership from management
Quality structure
An integrated quality programrne
Quality activities
Quality records

9.1
9.2
9.3

9.4
9.5

CONTENTS OF OTHER MODULES:

B

ACUTE SECONDARY SERVICES:

Accident and ernergency
Allaed health professional services
Anaesthetic service
Gentral sterilising services
Cli nical departrents/units
Clinical records service
Day procedure services
Dietetics/nutrition department and food service
Laboratory services
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Library and information services
Matemal and neonatal services
Medical services
Non-clinical support services
Nuclear medicine services
Nursing services
Operating suite service
Pharmacy servioes
Radiology and medical imaging service
Rehabilitation seMces
Special care units

C

AGED CARE SERVICES

Accident & Ernergency
Allied health professional services
Central Sterilising Services
Clinical records service
Dietetics/nutrition department and food service
Laboratory services
Library and information services
Medical services
Non-clinical support services
Nursing services
Phannacy servioes
Radiology and rnedical imaging service
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Appendix

E

Gommunity health medical offi ce/s rcsponsibility, authodty, intenelations
and qualifications (as defined by the formerly HHS, now Digtrict Health
Boald)

"Histoly" - Detailed account of how the community health rnedical officer role
providing examination, assessrnent, diagnosis and treatment servioes has
devolved sinoe 1980 to rnany other areas of the health and rvetfare inftasfucture
and evolved to include the medical services prwided as cfrild & family services.
"Primary iledlcal Carc Prcgramme" - Surnrnary definition of the fiild & family
service medicaloffi@r's responsibility and authority. Firs0y, they provide interim
medical services to any child wtto is unable to attend GP services. Secondly,
they provide rnedical liaison and rebrralto / from GP and specialist services for
children.

- Summary of the community health medical ofiice/s
responsibility and authori$ in providing health surveillanoe, consultation,
education, and immunisation services.
'Our Work in Health"

..Child t Family Health" Definition of responsibility and authority to provide
diagnosis, treatrnent, monitoring and refenal fonrs of rnedical management for
children refened to the nedical officer.

'Child & Family Draft Document Control Processes"

-

Defines intenelations
between all managernent and staff, including medical officers, when prooesses
and equipment are revieued and approved. For example, approval of infection
control prooedures o@urs when a child & family service commiftee undertakes
three consultation round with child & family multidisciplinary tearns.

'HHS Support Programme'- Responsibility to supply datra in statistics and
survey reports and to provide medicalrepresentation on committees.

- Prerequisites and qualifications necessary for
position
and responsibility to participate in a system of
holding the rnedical officer
continuing rnedicaleducation audited within the HHS and monitored nationally.
"Professlonal Requlrcments"

"Orientation" -Training requirennnt for new medical offcers to visit community

health service organisations such as health camps, specialeducation institutes,
specialist clinics, and health and social agencies.
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*Professional Development Programme"

- On4oing developrrrent of nedical

offrcer's qualifications and capabilities, induding the criteria for perfonnance
standards at personal and probssional levels, through participation at rneetings
and seminars.

"Gontinuing tledical Educafron and iiainlenance of Prcfessional
Standards" - Stipufated requirennnt for rnedical officers to pay an annual visit

to centers of excellence in order to enhance their skills.
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Appendix

F

Quality plan / strategy for the dental gervice managoment syetem
Part a) The guality plan shall contain:
A description of the (the HHS) Dental SeMce sfategic plan
A timefiame for achieving the strategic plan
The planning process involves management and staff using a consultation
process and approved by the (HHS) Senior Team.
The steps to realize the plan shall be prioritized according to wtrether they are:
Essential
lmportant
Desirable
Strategic plan reviews shall be quarterly and in line with management review
clause 4.1.3.

o
o

.
r
r

Part b) The quality plan shall identifo and implement controls, prooesses,
resources and skills needed to achieve the required quality.
Standards of dental care provided by (the Dental Service) are detailed in the
Protocolof Policies and Procedures Section C Clinical Standards - Operative
Dentistry. This will be audited at least annually.
The subcontractor shall rnaintain all dental equipment and calib'rate as
necessary.
Training will be provided where needs are clearly identified.
Process control
4.1O Control of inspection, reasuring and test equipment
4.19 Training

4.9

Part c) The quality plan shall include systems and techniques for ensuring the
compatibility of the production process.
Clinical protocols and procedures will be reviewed annually. There will be
extemal clinical audits to ensure national clinical standards are being met.
Process control
4.10 Inspection and testirg.

4.9

Quality plan / stategy for the dental service managernent system.
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Appendix G
Quality plan I strategy for child & family service management syetem

o
.
.
o
o
r
o
o
o
o

Document quality system in the quality manual
Develop role and stucture of quality team
Develop role of quality staff group and prornote staff involvement in quality
ldentiff interfaces and feedback process within child & family
Plan and implernent audit of cfrild & family systens
Achieve ISO 9002 certification by May 2001
Review progress on ISO certification and quality strategy goals
Participate in (the HHS) wide quality initiatives
Maintain alignment with (the HHS) quality processes
Develop a plan to meet compliance with health and disability sector standards
for community as and when required (expected to be March 2002).
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Appendix

H

Gomparison: ISO 9001: 1994 yensua ISO 9001:2000 vepion

ISO 9001 :1994

ISO 9001:2000

Clause

Glause

4 Quality system requirernents
4.1.1 Quality policy
4.1 Managenent responsibility
4.1 .2 Responsibility and authority
4. 1 .3 Management review
4.2 Quality system
4.2.1General
4.2.2 Quality system procedures
4.2.3 Quality planning
4.3 Cqntract review
4.3.1 General
4.3.2 Review
4.3.3 Arnendment to a contract
4.3.4 Records

4 Quality rnanagement system
4. 1 General requirennnts
4.2 Docunrentation requirernents
4.2.1 General
4.2.2 Quality manual
4.2.3 Control of documents
4.2.4 Control of records
5 Management responsibility
5.1 Managernent commitrnent
5.2 Customer focus
5.3 Quality policy
5.4 Planning
5.4.1 Quality objectives
5.4.2 Quality managernent
system planning
5.5 Responsibility, authority and
communication
5.5. 1 Responsibility and authority
5. 5.2 Management representative
5.5.3 lnternal communication
5.6 Management review
6 Resource rnanagennnt
6.1 Provision of resources
6.2 Human resouroes
6.2.1 General
6.2.2 Gompeten@, awareness
and training
6.3 Inftastructure
6.4 Work environrnent
7 Product realization
7.1 Planning of product
realization
7.2 Custorner-related processes
7.2.1 Determination of
requirernents relating to the
product

4.4 Design control
4.5 Docurnent and data control
4.6 Purchasing
4.6.1 General
4.6.2 Evaluation of subcontracfors
4.6.3 Purchasing
4.6.4 Verification of purchased product
4.7 Control of custorner-supplied product
4.8 ldentification and traceabifity
4.9 Process control
4.10 Inspection and testing
4.10.1General
4.10.2 Receiving inspection and testing
4.10.3 In-process inspec-tion and testing
4.10.4 Final inspection and testing
4.10.5 Inspection and test records
4.11Control of inspection, rnasuring and
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equiprnent
4.12 lnspectionardteststatus
4.13 Control of nonconforming product
4.13.1General
4.13.2 Review and disposition of
nonconforming produc{
4.14 Corrective and preventive action
4.14.1General
4.14.2 Gorrective action
4.14.3 Preventive action
4.15 Handling, storage, packaging,
preservation and delivery
4.16 Control of quality records
4.17 lnternal quality audits
4.18 Training
4.19 Servicing
4.20 Statistical techniques
4.20.1identification of need
4.20.2 Procedures
test
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7.2.2 Review of requirernents
related to the product
7.2.3 Customercommunication
7.3 Design and developrnent
7.4 Purchasing
7.4.1 Purchasing process
7.4.2 Purchasing information
7.4.3 Verification of purchased
product
7.5 Production and service
operation
7.5.1 production and service
provrslon
7.5.2 Validation of processes for
production and service provision
7.5.3 ldentification and
traceability
7.5.4 Customer proper$
7.5.5 Preservation of product
7.6 Control of monitoring and
rneasuring devices
8 Measurernent, analysis and
improvement
8.1 General
8.2 Monitoring and measurernent
8.2. 1 Customer satisfaction
8.2.2Internal audit
8.2.3 Monitoring and
measurement of processes
8.2.4 Monitoring and
measurement of product
8.3 Control of nonconforming
product
8.4 Analysis of data
8.5 lmprovernent
8.5. 1 Gontinual improvenent
8.5.2 Conective action
8.5.3 Preventive action

Appendix

I

Model of a process-based quality management system
(copyright Standards New Zealand)

Ortnec

NOTE In addition, the meihodology known as 'Plan{)o-Check-Acf (PDCA) csn be apCi€d to e[

proosrsa. PDCA can be bft#ly dercribcd

Plsn:

Do:

as

fdlwrs.

estSltsh the obiecli\res and proceses nec€osary to deliwr reguts in accodance with

qstqnsr r€quir€rnor*s

and the organization's policies.

impl€nont the pr6e9s6.

Check: monitor and meaure prooFses and producf against pofides. obiec{v6 and
requiremeflts

Ac{:

fathe

produd and r€port the resultE.

td<e ac{ions to continually improv€ proeess perfomance.
-.Valu€-addlng acth,itie!

-hfunnalid| nor
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Appendix J
Health Gare Grlteria for Performance Excellence (20001

1 Leadership

Organisational leadership
1.2 Public responsibility and citizenship

1.

1

2

Strategic planning
2.1 Strategy development
2.2 Strategy deployment

3

Focus on patients, other customers, and rnarkets
3.1 Patient / custoner and heafth care market knowledge
3.2 Patient / custoner satisfaction and relationships

4

Information and analysis
4. 1 Measurement of organisational performance
4.2 Analysis of organisational performance

5

Staff focus
5.1 Work systems
5.2 Staff education, training, and developrnent
5.3 Staff well-being and satisfaction

6

Process managernent
6.1 Health care service prooesses
6.2 Support processes
6.3 Supplier and partnering processes

7

Organisational and perforrnance results
7.1 Patient and other custonrer focussed results
7.2 Financial and market results
7.3 Staff and work system results
7.4 Supplier and partner results
7. 5 Organisational effectiveness results
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Appendix K
Disabled Consumer Role in Healthcare Service Audits
[Provided by WendiWicks, Policy Researcher, Assembly of People \Mth
Disabilities, Wdlington.l

1.

Key point is the involvement of disabled consurer groups.

2. lnvolvement needs to be in:
a) design of audit systems and accreditation systems
b) training of auditing organisations regarding the disabled consurner's

c)

needs
conducting audits and the audit process.

3.

Involvement of disabled consurners service users should be independent and
not mediated by / dependent on providers.

4.

Disabled consumers are experts in disabled living and must be recognised as
such.

5. Disabled consumers involved in audits should speak in their own voice. When
somebody else needs to speak on the individual's behalf, it should be conveying
their opinions / con€rns. lt should not be the situation that the needs / concerns /
opinions of family members / whanau should be substituted or their interests
taken to be the same as the disabled consumer's interests.
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Appendix L
Standards for General Practice
(Copyright

- The Royal New Zealand College

of General Practitioners Jan 00)

Gonstruction of the standards
There are 49 indicators in this docurnent that identiff a baseline for general
practice in New Zealand. Each indicator is rneasured by essential and desirable
criteria in order to identiff a standard.
There are two types of criteria for each indicator. They are marked with * ortr,
* Essential criteria must be net in order to rneet the RNZCGP standard.
Desirable criteria describe important components of this strandard and
cover areas where there is no firm evidence or clear consensus of what
constitutes good practice.

t

1.

Indicatons

The indicators in this document provide markers for best practice. They are
neasurable elements of practice performance for which there is evidence or
consensus that it can be used to assess quality and produce a change in the
quality of care provided. Each indicator is numbered and is followed by a
statement, e.g.

lndicator A.2.3.
The pmctice uses a sysfem fhaf assisfs staff to identify and prcvide an
appropriafe response to uryent medical conditions.

2.

Criteria

Criteria are elernents of care that can be counted or measured in order to assess
the indicator. They are discrete, definable, rpasurable and explicit. In other
words, they are precisely defined, e.g.

Essentlhl Qriterla:

*

There is a designated medical person available to deat with emergencies at

alltimes.
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*
*

Reception staff are trained to recognize and rcspond apprcpriately to uryent
medicalconddbns.

Receptionstaff knowhowto a@ess practice nurses
attention is rcquircd for patbnts.

orbctorsif immediate

Desirable Cdterla:

ll-

Receptbn staff have berln tnined to rcspond to uryent reguesfs and
schedule appointments appropriately.

{t

Receptbn staff have undergone first aid fiaining.

3.

Standard

The RNZCGP identifies all essential criteria as the College standard. The
standard is essentially a mark of success in achieving an indicator and specifies
the acceptable level of care. Therefore, the standard is the level of performance
that you want or expect to achieve. lt may be a precise level of perfonnan@ or
thatwhich you identiff, e.g.

Standard
SECTION A
Indicator group 1
Indicator group 2
Indicator group 3
SECTION B
lndicator group 4
Indicator group 5
SECTION C
Indicator group 6
D

SECTION
Indicator group
Indicator group
Indicator group
Indicator group

E

SECTION
Indicator group

That all essenfia/ criteria are met by the pnctice.
Factors affecting patients
Needs and rights of patients
Access and availability
No baniers to access
Physical barriers affecting the practice
Practice facilitation
Medical equipment
Practice systens
Surveillance systems, diagnosis, disease managernent
& health promotion

7
8
I
10

Practice and patient inbrmation managenrent
Gontent of medical records
Inforrnation managenent
Integration and continuity of care
Human resource managernent

11

Quality assuran@ and professional development
Quality improvernent and professional development
quality developrnent and researcfr
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/

List of indicators
SECTION

A

Factors affiecting patients

Indicator group I
Rights and needs of patients
A. l. l. The practice complies with the Human Rights Act by its commitrnent to
non-discrimination

A. 1.2.The practice cornplies with the Privary Act
A. | .3.The practice layout enhances privacy in the reception and waiting rooms
A. 1.4.The practice upholds the Code of Health & Disability Services Consunrers
Rights and has a policy which ensures it implementation
A. 1.S.The practice upholds patients' right to complain
A. 1.6.The practice involves patients when making decisions about services
provided in thepractice
A. | .T.Patients are given the opportunity to indicate their satisfaction with the
practice
A. 1.8.The practice acknowledges its obligations under the Treaty of Waitangi
A. 1.9.The practice acknowledges cultural and individual diffurences and
particular needs of its patients

Indicator group 2
Access and availability
4.2. l. There is accessible 24-hour medical cover for practice patients
4.2.2. The practice uses a system that assists staff to identiff and provide an
appropriate
response to urgent medical conditions
A.2.3.Information about the pradice, personnel, hours of consultation, services,
fees, after hours anansprnents are clearly displayed and available for patients to
take horne
4.2.4. Practice staff ensure that patients have full information, given in an
appropriate form to enable them to make informed decisions and give or withhold
informed consent
A.2.5. Patients are able to obtain appropriate and accurate repeat prescriptions
in a timely manner

Indicator group 3
Barriee to access
A.3. L The practice telecommunication system allows patients to access the
practice easily
A-3.2. Patients who cannot afford to pay at the tirne of consultation are not
denied access to
the practice
A.3.3. The practice facilities are clearly signposted and physically accessible
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SECTION B Physical factors affecting the practice

Indicator group 4
Practice facilitiee
8.4. l. The practice waiting area is cornfortable and sufficient to accommodate
practice patients
8.4.2. Consultation areas for patient assessment and management ensures their
cornfort, safety and privacy
8.4.3. The practice has appropriate disinfection and sterilisation facililies
available for infection mntrol
8.4.4. The practice sably disposes of sharps and contaminated materials
8.4.5. The practice has appropriate vaccine storage and maintains the Gold
Chain in line with national guidelines
8.4.6. Prac{ioe security is maintained at alltirnes to prevent unauthorised a@ess
to drugs and other practice resources or information
8.4.7. The practice has an Occupational Safety and Health Officer to ensure
compliance with procedures
8.4.8 Fire risk is minimised by the compliance with relevant legislation and
codes of practice relating to fire safety disaster or other emergencies related to
hazards

Indicator group 5
iledical equlpment
8.5. l. Practice equipment supportrs the level of service provided
SECTION C Practice systeme

Indicator group 6
Survelllance systems, diagnoeis, disease management & health promotion
C.6. l. Appropriate dinical rnanagernent guidelines are used to ensure consistent
high quality patient care
C.6.2. The practice provides educational information on health irnprovement and
illness prevention to patients
C.6.3. The practice has effective, current, accurate and accessible age-sex
(ASR) and disease registers
C.6.4. The practice has agreed policies br screening
C.6.5. The practice targets patients in identified national health outcorne areas
C.6.6. The practice routinely identifies smokers and provides appropriate
interventions
C.6.7. The practice has an efiective system in place to identify and record
immunizations
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SECTION D Practice & patient management
Indicator group 7
Content of medical records

1.

D.7.
Records are sufficient to meet legal
requirements to describe and support the
management provided

lndicator group 8
lnformation management
D.8. l. Medical records and documents are stored or ftled safely and securely
D.8.2. Medical reports, letters and results are checked, actioned and filed
D.8.3. Medical records are ac@ssible, identifiable and complete
D.8.4. Continuity of care is facilitated by registration of new patients and time-y
transfer of medical records

lndicator group 9
Integration & continuity of care
D.9. l.Practice health care is integrated with other care agencies and community
services to improve individual patient care
D.9.2. The practice provides a more intensive service to patients and families
with special needs (e.9. terminal, unstable and severely disabled patients)

Indicator group {0
Human Resource management
D. 10.1. All staff in the practice are suitably qualified or trained for their positions
of employment
D. 1O.2. All practice staff have contracts and job descriptions that are reviewed
annually
D. 10.3. Practice meetings are an effective communication toolfor all practice
staff to have meaningful input
D. 10.4. There are clear lines of communication, responsibility and accountability
within the practice
SECTION E Quality assurance & education

lndicator group 1{
Quality assurance, professional development, quality development &
research
The practice promotes continuing professional development and quality
improvement activities (CQl)
E. 11.2. The practice promotes quality assuran@ (QA) activities
E. I | .3. The practice has a Critical Incident Management system to address
serious or potentially serious practice problems
E.1 1. l.
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E. | | .4. A rarge of resources and rnaterials are available for immediate
reference to members of the practice
E. | | .5. The prac'tice has a docurnented strategic plan

Abbreviations
Royal New Zealand College of General Practitioners
RNZCGP
New Zealand Medical Association
NZtvlA
TB' devie
Text phone for deaf people
BPPQ
Better Prastice Patient Questionnaire
General Prac'tice Association
GPA
FFO
Equal Employrnent Opportunities
New Zealand Safety Regulations
NZS
RoyalAustralian College of General Prac'titioners
RACGP
lmmunisation Advisory Centre
IMAC
Occupational Health and Safety
OSH
NZ
New Zealand
Intravenous
Inj- injection
ASR
Age-Sex Register
SIDS
Sudden Infant Death Syndrorne
NHC
National Health Committee
NZHI
New Zealand Health Information Service
CQI
Continuous Quality lmprovennnt
OA
Quality lmprovement
WONCA
World Organisation of National College Associations

-

lV--

-
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Appendix M
Quality syetem elements prcsent in Ore ISO 9001 model but not apparently
prccent in the Standards for General Practice

FOSlll

GlanseTt0e

ArcG dAppL.dtalilVb Generd kaclice

Doqrrnnt and

tlocurents of erGrnal odgfoi, eg- New Eilticals,
OSH, inftclitxt @nfrol, cold dtain, GMS, rrtrrnlty
benefits, immunization, immunization recall and
audit, telephone calls, and appclinfrnent-rnaking
procedures.
Purchasing procedures and evaluation of suppliers
of goods and lor servioes, eg. dressings,
govem ment wl,rolesale supply, stationary, chemist,
infonnation technology, telecommunications,
security, liquid nitrogen, oxygen, locum service.
X-rays and refenal lefters brought in by patient,
injectable medicines (812, iron, hornrcnal) kept in
fridge by GP, natunal remedies.

Ctarse

d#

cotrfiol

4.6

Purchasing

4.7

Control of
custornersupplied
product
Process
control,
inspec{ion &
testing,
inspection and
test status

4.9,4.10.
4.12

4.11

Controlof

4.19

inspection,
rneasuring and
test equipment
Internalquality
audits
Servicing

4.2O

Statistical

4.17

Disease management processes - appropriate
clinical monitoring and on-going risk assessrnent for
knorn preventable diseases, eg. diabetes,
hypertension, hyperlipodenrea, congestive heart
failure.
Galibration of measuring devices, eg.
sphygnnrnanometer, digitral thennometers,
autodave validation, ECG, fetal heart monitors,
tympanorneter.
Intemal auditing of GP quality system

On4oing obligations to patients after senrice
delivery, eg. follor-up call on receipt d diagnosis,
X-ray result, eg. recall for skin checks for cancer,
immu_nization.

tecfniq.es

Gollation and analysis of data, eg. rates of
imnrr,nizatiorq mld cfiatr, inbdim corffi, OSH-
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Appendix

N

Prosence or absence in general pracffcee of quality sysbm
elemente present in the ISO 9001 model

lgo

sl

drre

4.5

Glrrafiee
Ibqmenf

ad

dflroortol

4-6

nrdtalrg

L7
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Prom
culrd ad
Inspedim ad

4-9
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1-12
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eg

zendrywed
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lernedes
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dse
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Cqffid
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milr=, ad oreserlfufumdon
Arrurtdoanffi wcislvaiec
furvfidalin dafrdanes
uirg cdibr&d itdcdols

eg

meanlryrrd
Este.rirnert
1-17

/f-19

+n
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arfls
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Appendix O
Gomparison of IPA pmcedures with the 20 clauses of ISO
9001:1994

FA Rocedure

ISO

Coryorae Sfructre

4.1-2-1

Conpany Sfrucfire

4.1-2.1

90lti G,lause

mamgerent Sbrlcturc
1.1.2-1

- divisiom
-

Hporab

services

- ne[trcd( srppo]t

1-1-2-1

servim

1-1-2-1

- service defirrery

4_1_2-1

4.2.3

Srnartrar(

Draft

-

Prcgrarrres

1_2.3

Prooedure for FansEr of daDa ftonr

4-3-2

GPs to (lPA)

Adninisilration of

nw nembers detdls

4.3

(nG 9)

Resignalton of GPs ftorn (lPA)

4-3 (nob 9)

IH-

1_32

Pdiry on infurmation coile*d tonr

GPs

l{olificdbn of cfrangp in circumsfianes

4.3-3

(lPA) slpres

4-3_2

+dlcatlon

Change of GP
SOP

padie

& cfnnges

circumstances

irplerentailim prredurc

4_3.3
4-5_2

Afihodsalion of cfrange cdl atFndane
remrds
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4_5_3

t 4.3-3

4.6-3

SnaUonery ordedrg

1-7

41
GFs to flPA)

43
1.9

Server

43
49
13

ddm trre

krenrctac6

{9
a9
43
19
4-9
4-9
Query rcquest frorn GQL

4-9

(PA) dfrbase

4.9

GQL

4-9

tlata in

4.9

Data out

4-9

User lD's & pmsrcrds

4.9

Reoording

dodl

group

rnetirg dendane

4-9

stats-

(PA) dpnnaOst facilitators sbrdard
operdirq proedurc

4.9

nge ser( rcgisfier prccessirg lireline

4-9

regi#r upled A proessing
Facilitaton fuedH< of cdl group rcetirg
Tdephone rcrrinder fur abseflt renters ftorr

4-9

Agefsex
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4_9

4-9

ad

gror.p rcelfurg

Tdephqe renirderfur dl gm.p rreeting
Report odl gnup rne{irg
Genelalirg & arssirg inbrnaticr rcqueet
fiom questions

Phamrudical oorpettlm
Smartfar anendrents
Srartfax operatlry
Rivacy

srrritbe

pmdurc
papes

nxm nmmUs

|nw*-s furapgord
Pharmaedicd cornitbe papers
ManagefiEnt

oornibe

papers

Offie sfiut dowrl
Office stad

ry

flPA) dtuecnrs mail out

Goubr parceb-inwards
C;owbr parocls

- outmrds

Gouriers

til( rerdnders d
endanoe rcoods

Geil group
Ceil

meeting dabs

GP addilirns and dddions

B@d nxmOmklrUs
HBL data coflhol

Facififfir meelirg pad(
ReglsGr

dall in@nirtg moneys

4-10-2.1

1-102.1
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Moriltrltr age ber( rcgflSrdounbad

odions

b

(HFA)

brtte r€film ddisks

Deflery of agelser rcgisfier and hansadim

d&Gtefrsto

pacfices

Proedurefrrfu

dfr fiom GPsto

(lPA) by f,oppv dsk

Badrtp aftinisfialion

Inhmatimfidr
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Appendix P
IPA Support and Seruice Delivery Procedurcs
Procedures created to define and docurnent the IPA support and service delivery
prooesses. Procedure titles - purpose (as deftned by the IPA):
1. Quality System - Deftne the overall (lPA) quality system and associated
intranet procedures
2. Updating the Infanet - Define process for updating (lPA) policies, procedures
and information held on the intranet
3. Controlled Documents List - Define system for maintaining current, approved
procedures and work instructions
4. Gontinuous lmprovernent Process Ensure opportunities identified br
improvenents to (lPA) services are actioned in a systernatic manner
5. ProAc - Define the evidence-based approach to measuring quality in general
practice, practice teams, group practices and the IPA
6. Managernent Review Meeting - On a regular basis review by managernent of
the suitability and effectiveness of the quality system
7. Training - define training and development of (lPA) staff to ensure quality of
service provided rneets client expectations
8. Backing Up the Oracle Database Ensure the (lPA) database is protected by
back up
9. Policy on Filing - Ensure clear systerns are in place for (lPA) records
10. Control of Nonconforming Product - Define system for controlling infonnation
supplied to (lPA) in electronic format
11. Purchasing - Define prooess of purchasing goods and services used by the
IPA
12. Membership Services Provide information on services available to (lPA)
members and activities members are expec'ted to participate in
13. Successful Applications - Clearly define the prooess of rnanaging new
member applications and assigning new member responsibilities to (lPA) staff
14. Changing Membership Details - Ensure maintenance of cunent rnembership
data bases
15. CME Evaluation - Clearly define the process for evaluation of CME
facilitators and CME rneeting content

-

-

-
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Appendix Q
IPA benefib ofiered to general practitionens, their practices, and their

patients
GP BENEFITS:

-

Negotiation with HFA, ACC and other funders on behalf of rnembers.
Committed to placing the GP as the gatekeeper in an integrated health
service.
Access to new and irnproved income streams.
Commitrnent to continuous quality improvenent.
Access to24 hour network, patient refenals via GP skills database and
(0800) number.
Locum service.
GP developrnent - Maori consultation skills, minor surgical skills,
smokescreen, video consultation skills.
Compliance payrnents for aftendance at cell neetings.
Access to independent market research on patient loyalty.
Monthly cell meetings that rneet the RNZCGP requirernents fior peer
groups.
Collegiality between cellgroup rnembers.
Provision of unbiased prescribing information.
ProAc quality standards to rneasure and demonstrate level of quality to
patients, government and other funders.
Facilitation of RNZCGP accreditation and reaccreditation
requirements.

PRACTIGE BENEFITS:

-

Practice staff developrnent KiwiHost, computer training, practice nurse
training.
Assistance with enhancing practice sabty standards: infection control,
cold chain, immunisation coordination, occupational safety & health.
Information systerns supporfi liaison and preferential pricing with
softrare companies, training support, information feedback, assistance
with obtaining NHI's.
Access to independent market research on patient loyalty.
Preferential pricing: Southem Cross health insurance, indemnity
insurance, EfQos, autodaves, Ebos products, vaccine fridges,
smokescreen kits.
Marketing resources: free white pages telephone listing for IPA
members, posters, stickers and patient communication support.
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PATIENT BENEFITS:

-

Preferential programmes: breast screening, smoking cessation.
Access to an organisation that is commifted to continuous quality
improvernent.
Access to 24 hour quality health elre.
Access to an organisation that is committed to providing integrated
health services.
Ongoing GP development Maori consultation skills, minor surgical
skills, smokescreen, video consultation skil ls.
GP practice safety standards: infection control, cold chain,
immunisation coordination, occupational safety & health.
Feedback opportunrty on the level of satisfiaction with IPA servies.
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Appendix R
IPA Documented Quality llanagement System (lntranetl

ilanaoement
The Manaqernent section covers the rnanagement aspects of (the IPA) such as
Personnel. Business Strateqv and Gommittees. This section also contrains the
Qualitv Svstem proced ures.

Servlces
The SeMces section @vers the services orovided by (the IPA), how to become a
(lPA) Member, inbnnation & services to existinq rnembers, Cell & CME
information.

Proiects
The Proiects section @vers the proesses for developrnent of project concepts &
proposals, details the contacting. irnolementation and reporting for proiects. A
list of the current projec'ts that (the IPA) is working on is provided.

Technoloqv
The Technolosv seclion @vers the information & procedures relating to the
technical aspeds of (the IPA), including Aoe/Sex resister, the intranet & data
back up procedures.

Administration
The Administation section @vers the information & procedures relating to
administration duties of (the IPA) such as Purchasins, Board Papers, Filinq &
Records. & Preferred Suppliers.

The Document control procedures are detailed under Admlnistration. See top of
page for relevant links.
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opendix S
IPA etrategy flow chart and time line fior implementing ISO 9001
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Appendix

T

IPA Prcposed Balanced Scorecatd (February 2001)

Perfurmale Elermnt
1- Efficiency

2-

Eftdireness

3- l-ong Term Suruirtd

4. l€ming & Innoralion

Perfiormarce feesuros
NSBIT (Net Surplus Beture Inbrest &
Tanlion) ftr sfiatr rsrters- NSBIT fur
IPA menbers- Anerage nurter d
€{apsed days befisr plaffred launcfi
and actud launch dprr*S- Aler4e
nunber det+eed days befiren
buslrress case apprond and actnl
laundr of qr*rctsAverage |engilr of rertership d
rcn$ers- ruroentagp drerters with
an ovenal salis#actim d 4q 5- Tdd
nur$er of regisbrcd paliertts- Aner4e
nurter d regisGred patients per
rnrr5er- Nurter of quftg pctints per
cunent rnrter-

d

Rmrue frorn soures dterftan
pnmary care onhactas a paentage
of dl reuerrrc- Financid rmure (to
be definedlVariane befircen brdget prufit t lGs
and actrd prdtr lcs ftom
producis and sentices laundpd in
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Appendix

U

Maori Goncepts forYllellness
[

**

*

Provided by Dr Wendy Walker, Clinical Director, South Auckland Healthl

In consultation with Kaumatua Kuia, Maori Doctors and Nurses, other Maori
Health Professionals the following are some Maori concepts and rules that
should be accommodated in hospital healthcare and building of new hospitals.

.
o
r
r

r
o
r
r
o
r
r

Under the concept of the role of mana whenua to manaaki all peoples in the
area, South Auc*land Health is guided by mana whenua in the application of
Maori conoepts and rules
South Auckland Health is an Article lll provider of healthcare and hospitals
A hospital is place where a sick person (and whanau) is ill and becornes well
There are four dinensions to a person's wellbeing, viz te whare tapawha
Maori health model
Taha wairua -spiritual
Taha tinana -physical
Taha hinengaro -emotional and mental
Taha whanau -fiamily
In illness, one or more of the dimensions is out of balance and balance needs
to be restored
The ill person and ufianau need tirne, space and treatment to recover
balance and wellbeing.
Under the concept of whanau vrrellness, a person rnay want other people
around whether or not they are whanau or health professionals
Under the concept of manaakitanga, treatment may include use of taditional
healing rongoa Maori, mirimiri and karakia
Treatment is 24 hours a day
In order to address, enhance and restore spiritual wellness, karakia rnay be
said at any time for the person, and this should be encouraged
Under the relationship building tikanga of aroha and awhi are induded:
Respect of doctors, nurses and other health professionals by the person
and whanau
Respect by doclors, nurses and other health proEssionals of the person
and whanau
Respect of the tapu and mana of the person and whanau including:
Introduce yourself and trainee doctors to, and shake hands with all
whanau in the room
Gorrect pronunciation of a person's narne - if undear ask the person or
whanau and repeat the name back
Communication with the person and whanau is in every day language
and not'hospital speak'

r
o
o
o

o
o
.

o
o
.
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o Indicate who is the health professional to whom the whanau should
approach with questions
o ln speaking with a whanau the oldest person is addressed unless
indicated that another person is more appropriate
. Sit on a chair not a table or bed
. Be clear and compassionate in explanations and expect the whanau to
be forthright if explanations are unclear
. Inpatient accommodation of patients of the same gender in one room
maintains the tapu of the person
o Pillows for the head being used for other parts of the body
transgresses tapu
. Inappropriate placement of urinal bottles on places where food is
carried or placed transgresses tapu
. Not answering patient buzzers will be degrading to some Maori if they
mess themselves
. Leaving patients under showers while a meal break is taken
transgresses manaakitanga
. Washing of clothing in a hand / face basin transgresses tapu
r Toilet doors facing pantry or kitchen doonlrays is inappropriate
o Transporting a dead person down the same corridor where food is
transported needs the appropriate karakia invoked
. Body parts are disposed of according to the wishes of the person and
o
.

whanau
Under the tikanga of whanaungatanga, when possible Maori health
professionals work with Maori patients and their whanau
Use of te Reo Rangatira as a medium of communication to a person and
whanau

Wellness does not include:
Tiring of the person by his/her whanau
Tiring of other patients and their whanau
Foods that counter the benefits of medication and rongoa
Breaches or transgressions of tapu
Non-compliance with Maori concepts and rules

.
o
.
.
.
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